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Aide Memoire
Introduction

1.1 Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) is a comprehensive and integrated flagship programme of the 
Government of India (Gol), implemented in partnership with state governments aimed at 
providing relevant and meaningful education to all children in the age group of 6-14 years 
age in the country in a mission mode. SSA aims to provide quality education to all children 
in the age group of 6-14 years. The four SSA Goals are as follows:

I. All children in school.
U. Bridging gender and social gaps.

III. All children retained in Elementary Education.
IV. Education of satisfactory quality.

1.2 SSA is a national programme supported by domestic resources, supplemented partially by 
external funding from the World Bank's International Development Association (IDA), 
United Kingdom’s Department for International Development (DFID) and the European 
Union (EU). As per the Agreements, the Gol and Development Partners (DP) carry out a 
Joint Review Mission (JRM) twice a year. The main objective of the JRM is to review 
progress in the implementation of the programme with respect to SSA's goals and to discuss 
follow-up actions in the light of the Terms of Reference (TOR) agreed upon for each JRM.

1.3 The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education (RTE) Act, 2009, which represents 
the consequential legislation envisaged under Article 21-A has come into force with effect 
from 1st April 2010. SSA has been designated as the vehicle to realize RTE provisions. 
Accordingly, SSA norms have been revised to harmonize with RTE provisions. States have 
come out with their RTE Rules. This review in way reflects the progress in policies, 
interventions and outcomes on the ground in this context

1.4 This is the Fifteenth JRM of SSA and was held from 16th to 30th January 2012. The Terms of 
Reference (ToR) for the Mission and details of the Mission composition are attached at 
Appendix 1. This is a field based review, and ten States (Assam, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, 
Haryana, Jammu & Kashmir, Kerala, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, and West Bengal) 
randomly selected (and were not visited by the previous field based JRM) were visited by a 
team of 2 members each (one MHRD nominee and one Development Partner nominee), and 
in four States with a Financial Management and Procurement focus, one additional member 
also.



1.5 The Mission would like to acknowledge thie great work done by the teams in MHRD, TSG, 10 
states visited (including the teams at district, block and school levels) and the detailed 
information made available to the Missioru. The Mission has greatly benefited from the field 
visits and interactions with students, comimunity, teachers, cluster, block, district and state j  

level teams. The Mission would like to put on record the Mission’s gratitude to all the above j  

mentioned.

Mission Objectives

1.6 The JRMs are conducted with an objective of reviewing the progress in the implementation 
of SSA (and RTE) with respect to SSA Goals, especially the interventions and its results in 
terms of agreed indicators, and to discuss follow-up action. The JRMs also reviews the 
actions taken upon the recommendatioins made by previous JRMs. The quantitative 
indicators that show the progress towards the SSA Goals is reported and summarized in the 
Results Framework (Appendix 3). This miission tried to assess the implementation of SSA 
programme in the context of RTE provisioms.

1.7 The Aide Memoire addresses the main topiics of this review in seven sections. In section I, an 
overview is provided. In section 2, progress in results and programmes related to Goal 1 
(Access) is taken up. Section 3 reviews the progress in Goal 2 (Bridging gender and social 
gaps) and section 4, Goal 3 (Retention and Attendance). Section 5 deliberates various 
activities related to Goal 4 (Quality). Section 6 reviews Programme Management and section 
7, Financial Management and Procurement.



Overview and Key Issues

1.8 The 15th JRM appreciates the efforts being; put in, both by MHRD and State governments, to 
to take SSA forward towards the execution of RTE. Majority of states have now moved 
towards the required eight year cycle of elementary education. Preparation for compliance 
with RTE norms is noticeable across the country. A major immediate challenge at this 
juncture is an accurate estimation of children who, for one reason or another, are still out of 
school. Following Rajasthan's example, which was appreciated by the last JRM, other States 
are gradually developing the confidence to tackle the complex issue of identification and re
induction of Out of School Children into elementary education at an age-appropriate level.

1.9 Previous JRMs have established equity as an aspect of quality. For such an understanding to 
permeate the system, steps taken to address equity issues need to go beyond interventions 
which are limited to provisioning. The 15th JRM expects State institutions and experts to 
engage with the challenge of ensuring equality and dignity for all children within the school 
and classroom space. Teachers are key to ensuring an egalitarian learning environment SSA 
symbolizes the commitment to ensure that girls and children coming from disadvantaged 
backgrounds enjoy the opportunity to learn and grow without experiencing discrimination. 
Training of teachers assumes critical importance in this respect, both in pre-service and in
service categories. Approaches to training currently in vogue and others that might be 
under consideration need re-examination from this perspective. Egalitarian pedagogic 
practices demand close interaction between teachers and their trainers, encouragement to 
introspect and confidence to transcend conventional behaviour.

1.10 JRM is well aware of the progress made umder Goals 2 and 3 over the recent years. While the 
achievements made iji the context of the primary classes are being consolidated, the 
challenges involved in Goals 2 and 3 in thie upper primary classes need to be recognized and 
faced with full awareness of the nature of difficulties. For instance, socio-cultural norms and 
practices pose significant obstacles for gender parity at the upper primary stage. In States 
where child marriage and early preparation for marriage persists as a cultural practice, 
retention of girls and their regular attendance though the upper primary classes are 
challenges that teachers cannot meet on their own. Schooling processes can play a critical 
role in protecting girls from cultural practices like child marriage if teachers are equipped 
with requisite understanding and skills to seek and utilise the necessary support from 
community and state structures. The signal contribution of KGBVs towards Goals 2 and 3 
has been recorded by the last JRM, along with the plea to strengthen them institutionally. 
Reiterating that view, the present JRM wishes to underline the need to view KGBV as a 
special institutional provision for the upper primary stage which is covered under RTE, 
implying that KGBVs must be equipped on all counts to fulfil RTE norms for upper primary 
stage, including subject teachers. Girls’ education is often viewed as being synonymous with 
gender; this perception should be replaced by a broader vision of child-centred education 
for all. Gender and equity-related understanding—for both boys and girls- needs to be 
strengthened at all levels among SSA functionaries.



1.11 The Mission is impressed by the efforts made for inclusion of CWSN. This was visible in all 
states the Mission visited. A range of strategies, including admission to the regular school, 
organising home based support for children who cannot to be included in regular schools, 
rehabilitation centres and residential centres, have been adopted. In order to facilitate 
effective inclusion in regular schools, States have provided training to teachers and special 
resource support is being provided through mobile resource teachers. Several States are 
facing issues of availability and status of trained personnel, and timely availability of 
aids/appliances. The Mission urges the MHRD, TSG, and State governments to sustain their 
efforts and address the remaining challenges in a comprehensive manner, while retaining 
the focus on creating mindfulness and sensitivity towards CWSN among teachers.

1.12 JRM is aware of the range and variety of achievements and challenges among the States in 
the context of Goal 3. Some of the State visits made by this JRM indicate that poor 
attendance and prolonged absenteeism are important factors of retention, especially at the 
upper primary stage. Community involvement may be the key to improving attendance; 
therefore, this issue deserves to become a major agenda of SMC's orientation and training. 
The training of SMCs should also emphasize strong empowerment-based inputs to ensure 
active involvement of women and members from marginalised communities in technical 
and financial planning. To the extent that migration of children from one state to another 
with their parents makes a contribution to prolonged absence from school, systematic 
documentation of seasonal migration may be necessary to find ways to address the 
problem. Inter-state cooperation and coordinated planning are, in any case, necessary for 
the consolidation of SSA's gains, and the 15th JRM is pleased to notice this recognition 
among State governments. Prolonged absence from school has serious consequences for 
children's academic progress and the teacher's capacity to cope with their learning needs. 
Apparently, this dimension needs to be incorporated in the broader perspective of the 
concept of special training for which appropriate policy and curricular strategies are being 
evolved.

1.13 JRM records its appreciation of the substantial inputs made by MHRD in the pursuit of Goal 
4. While considerable progress has been made in terms of recognition of quality issues, JRM 
visits to many of the States covered in this round testify to the systemic issues that quality- 
related objectives are facing. Goal 4 has several dimensions, ranging from the fundamental 
role played by the pedagogy of reading used in the early primary classes to the importance 
of hands-on experience in the teaching of mathematics and science throughout the 
elementary stage. Many states that have adopted Tamil Nadu's ABL model need to re
examine their systemic preparedness for piloting and expanding this model with rigour. 
States such as Assam and Haryana are faced with issues, respectively, of expanding their 
teacher workforce and its judicious deployment according to RTE norms. Rational teacher 
deployment, maintenance of required PTR in each school, and optimal utilization of the 
academic calendar are key to the fulfillment of Goal 4.

1.14 JRM notes with appreciation the acceptance of NCF-2005 among all States as a source of 
ideas and details involved in curricular planning. The implications of its acceptance in terms 
of syllabus design, textbook revision or adaptation (of NCERT textbooks to a specific ethos), 
preparation of teacher handbooks, training for individualized assessment under CCE call for 
radical improvement in institutional capacity. As mentioned above, equity and 
discrimination-related issues, and the values enshrined in the Constitution, should be



dearly interwoven with and reflected in all curricular and pedagogic interventions for 
quality. Vocational training, provided under NPEGL and in certain KGBVs, has aroused JRM’s 
concern on account of its tendency tto reinforce gender stereotyping in the context of work 
and employment SCERTs and DIETs, on one hand, and BRCs and CRCs, on the other, have a 
crucial role to play in all aspects of Goal 4. National-level resource institutions and 
mechanisms need to be drawn in wiith specified roles and timelines.

1.15 Teacher training remains a key area of concern across the country in the context of quality, 
but also in terms of institutional capacity to overcome teacher shortage in certain States. 
Previous JRMs have expressed caution over the choice of distance education as a mode of 
pre-service training. The 15th JRMS has noted with anxiety that distance mode is being 
considered mostly by States where issues pertaining to quality, equity, and existing gender, 
caste and religious disparities, are acute. These States need to take a fresh look at their 
institutional resources (including unutilised resources, such as colleges of undergraduate 
education) for chalking out a long-term strategy of addressing the shortage of trained 
teachers. Distance technologies haive great potential for providing sustained support to 
teachers in their pursuit of professional growth. This support is known to prove enriching 
when teachers start their career training in academically well-equipped institutions. The 
quality of in-service training also requires closer attention, both in terms of its academic 
content and its capacity to impart to teachers the perspective and sophisticated skills 
necessary for inclusive pedagogies and CCE.

1.16 While improvement in programmie management in certain States is noteworthy, JRM 
underscores the importance of strategies for longer-term planning, taking into account the 
dynamic scenario that marks the transition of SSA to the execution of RTE. In the area of 
programme and financial management, a major bottleneck is the persistence of vacancies at 
different levels (i.e. from TSG, at thie national, to State and district levels). As this problem 
has persisted despite being underlined repeatedly, new measures may have to be 
contemplated to resolve it This JRM reiterates its concern about the pace and consistency of 
fund flow.

1.17 Successive JRMs have appreciated tthe role played by DISE in providing access to basic data 
about schools across the country. This is an important role, and it now needs to be 
supplemented by the equally important role of promoting analytical understanding that any 
systemic data-gathering process mnust aim a t The continued expansion of DISE is as 
necessary (i.e. so as to cover private and other institutions, including the unrecognized 
ones) as its enrichment in terms of its capacity to promote analytical interpretation of 
existing and emerging patterns across different regions.

1.18 The 15th JRM has reflected on the role that the JRM process has played over the years in 
assessing and taking forward the progress of SSA. This JRM feels that half-yearly reviews of 
SSA need to continue during the coming years as strategies for full-scale implementation of 
RTE Act evolve. Steps need to be contemplated by GOI and Development Partners to ensure 
that the review exercise remains academically rigorous and participatory.



Key Recommendations

Access and Retention

1) The 15th JRM reiterates the recommendation made by 14th JRM regarding the development 
of a Concept Note which provides the States with a comprehensive framework for provision 
of Special Training, including practical tools, in order to facilitate the deepening of the work 
already initiated.

2) The 14th JRM urged the MHRD to create a consensus among States on the definition of 
'dropout' in order to allow proper estimation of OOSC. The 15th JRM takes it further to 
recommend that the exercise should aim at:

i. defining the concept and methodology for realistically estimating "dropout" and 
"chronic absenteeism" among students taking in to account its impact on students’ 
opportunity to learn;

ii. estimate the extent of these issues in the state education systems; and

iii. Identification of appropriate strategies, including the use of special training to 
prevent the occurrence of these issues.

Closing Gender and Social Gaps

3) The 15th JRM recommends that all States should ensure that the quality interventions 
proposed in the future Annual Work Plans of SSA, as well those related to curriculum 
development, pedagogic innovations, material development, training and CCE be integrate 
equity issues. The PAB approval process should ensure that evidence of such equity-quality 
integrations is presented in the plans.

4) The present nature of NPEGEL interventions need to change from "supply side” or 
"provisioning" to one of addressing "demand side" needs and behavioral changes; and 
States should develop context-specific interventions aimed at the same.

Quality

5) States should specify grade-wise milestones of children's holistic growth which should 
guide curriculum development, designing of syllabus and creation and use of learning 
materials. These milestones should become benchmarks and points of reference for CCE. 
The attempt initiated by NCERT in this area should be strengthened.

r



6) The JRM recommends that the States which use different types of teacher training 
programmes to train the large numbers of untrained teachers in the system should create 
more effective checks and balances in such programmes by creating/ ensuring appropriate 
feedback mechanisms, monitoring procedures, and efficient academic support systems. The 
States should refine (with the help of SCERTs, DIETs, BRCs, teachers and other key academic 
institutions and available individual experts), the methods of imparting in-service training 
for teachers at State/ District/ Block/ Cluster level to integrate more practical content, 
group work and project activities.

7) Initiatives by states towards curricular reform need to be located in a comprehensive and 
integrated plan for curricular and systemic reform that ensures institutional readiness and 
capacity at all levels of implementation including block, cluster levels and the community. 
MHRD may guide the states to prepare these comprehensive, integrated plans and these 
may be shared with the next Mission.

Programme Management

8) The 15th JRM recommends that the MHRD should continue its efforts towards building the 
capacity of the staff at the State, district and block levels, not only in the context of using 
DISE data, but all other kinds of data relevant to education sector (including education 
budgets and expenditure) in a contextualized manner, and these capacity-building efforts 
should include relevant research institutions in the states.

9) The JRM recommends that the states should revise the scope, content and modality of SMC 
training by moving away from a single module, one-time training and by covering the full 
range of issues SMCs need to address (including school functioning and management as well 
as behavioral changes /1EC related issues).

10) The JRM recommends that the States take up staffing issues seriously and take action to fill 
in all types of vacancies existing at SPO, DPO, block and cluster levels at the earliest, and 
preferably before the next academic year begins.

Financial Management and Procurement

11) The JRM recommends that the States should take immediate steps to (a) fill up the existing 
vacancies in the Finance Wing and (b) capacity building through intensive training given by 
professionals at all levels should be arranged through a need based gap analysis. The JRM 
feels that the strengthening of the Financial Wing at state, district and sub-district levels is 
essential to face the challenges of sustaining a robust financial management system in a 
complex and multi-tiered delivery system.

12) The JRM recommends that the implementation of the online procurement monitoring 
software (an agreed action point of the 12th JRM) should be fast tracked, as this is a very 
useful monitoring tool for MHRD and the states.



A Note on Jammu & Kashmir

1.19 Given the unique situation iin the State of Jammu and Kashmir, some important education 
sector issues, which may not all b e  exclusive to this state, but nevertheless key, need special 
attention.

1.20 The State of Jammu and Kajshmir has been through a difficult period both politically and 
socially over the past couple of decades and as a result of this, the educational process has been 
subject to severe disruptions. For several years during the 1990s, everyday life was precarious and 
the school calendar was extremeljy unpredictable in the State. However, according to reports, 
official as well as unofficial, the chiildren and parents in even the most severely affected areas, 
braved difficult odds to reach schotols and made brave efforts to maintain levels of normalcy, at 
least as far as education is concermed. Similarly, educational institutions at all levels, put in their 
best efforts to provide security and a conducive environment, so as not to disrupt education of 
children as far as possible. Althougth the situation has changed considerably in the last few years, 
the level of isolation that the population, especially in the more remote and troubled areas has been 
subject to, has adversely affected thee system at several levels. There is an urgent need therefore to 
highlight some of these issues, andl to consider them when framing and executing policies and 
programmes.

1.21 Added to this state of affairs, there are some unique features of the state that affect life at 
several levels and the functioning of lits education system particularly:

• The three different regions of Ladakh, Kashmir and Jammu are geographically separated from 
each other but also distinctly cUifferent in terms of language, religious affiliations and other 
cultural and social indicators.

• The seat of government and all governmental department functionaries of the state level move 
between the two state capitals off Srinagar and Jammu on a six-monthly basis.

• Due to climatic variations the istate also has two distinctly different school calendars, one 
ending in October and the other iin March.

1.22 A few other features related :specifically to school education that affect the SSA programme 
and need to be mentioned:

• The state has adopted Englislh as a medium of language in all schools starting from grade 1.

• Practice of allocating subject wise teachers from grade I has negated the potential 
advantage the state has in terms of extremely favourable PTR(1:12).

• For selection of elementary srchool teachers, pre-service teacher training is not a mandatory 
requirement and selections aire done on the basis of marks (referred to as 'merit')

• The state enacted the J&K ctompulsory Education Act in 2002 and is not governed by the 
conditions of the RTE Act 2009

• SSA came into operation in Jammu and Kashmir only in 2003 and the state was not covered 
under DPEP.



1.23 Because of a combination of these factors, the attention, discussion and debates that school 
education has attracted following the NPE and the opening up of the sector to foreign donors in the 
1990s that greatly influenced educational scenario in the country, seems to have largely by-passed 
J&K. The state by and large remained deprived of the Central Government projects, civil society 
initiatives and NGO activity that have influenced the education sector. Any large scale participation 
of people of Kashmir in many such initiatives has been missing. Universities, colleges and other 
centres of intellectual and cultural activity especially in Kashmir have been severely restricted and 
this has constrained any access and exposure to larger national and international exchanges and 
avenues of interaction. Similarly the situation was not conducive to empirical and field research 
which is critical to understanding education and the social sector. All this has meant that there were 
very few ground level structures, not much awareness nor experience in the state to participate 
optimally in a large scale initiative like SSA.

1.24 On the basis of these observations and our visit, a few suggestions are put forward. These 
suggestions will however need support both from the state and the Mission and need to be 
seriously considered

• The GOl may think of special plan for capacity building of the SSA, J&K functionaries at 
different levels

• Programme in Kashmir valley will never get visited by the JRM, as schools remain closed 
during this period. GOl can think of some mechanisms to ensure that Kashmir also gets 
covered by the JRM

• There is also an urgent need for personnel at all levels in the state structures to be able to 
visit other programmes, institutes and centres of educational innovation and research and 
to initiate long term exchange

• Support for planning, documentation and research.

1.25 There is an urgent need for special consideration for a component relating to children in 
situations of conflict and violence but this is a longer term proposal that would need deliberation 
and thinking and some longer term planning at various levels.



Goal 1 -  All children in school

Progress in Access

2.1 The Mission notes that post-RTE„ States have geared up their efforts towards improving 
access-related goals within the RTE ambit:. This is reflected in die number of schools opened in un
served habitations, construction of additional classrooms (ACR), improvements in the physical j  

facilities of schools, reductions in the mumber of Out of School Children (OOSC), increase in 
enrolments etc.

2.2 Decline in OOSC and increase im Enrolments: The estimations of OOSC using different 
sources of data shows different figures, dejpending on the definition of "out of school" as well as the 
population targets. However, these differeent surveys (SR1-1MRB Surveys, State figures drawn from 
Village Education Registers and Child Tracking Surveys, estimates using NSS different rounds of 
data etc) shows that over a period, the mumber of OOSC have declined all across the country1. 
However, the number of OOSC of 3.7 miillion children in 2011-12, as arrived from aggregating 
States’ OOSC figures, seems an underestiimation compared to 8.1 million OOSC as estimated by the 
SRI-1MRB survey in 2009 and the 14.25 miillion children who were estimated to be "not attending”2 
schools using NSS 66th round data (2009-110).

2.3 Realizing the lower number of OOSC reported by States as an underestimation, many States 
have begun to use more sophisticated meethods to identify the OOSC and tracking them. The 14* 
JRM had appreciated the efforts of Rajasthian Child Tracking Survey (CTS) for their realistic efforts 
to identify OOSC, (which temporally show/ed the States' OOSC figures going up from only 92000 in
2010-11 to a more accurate figure of 112 lakhs OOSC in 2011-12) and the JRM team visit to 
Rajasthan confirmed the State's efforts. In the meeting of State Education Secretaries and SPDs held 
on 04th January, 2012, MHRD reiterated the need to incorporate proposals for comprehensive 
survey on out-of-school children in the nexct year's annual work plan. During the visits to the States, 
the JRM observed that more States are ncow showing confidence to acknowledge the existence of 
more number of OOSC and approach the issue in a more realistic manner. The Missions appreciates 
that some states are making concerted effforts to improve the identification process and data on 
OOSC (Assam, Rajasthan) using GPS and wrell-planned Child Tracking systems.

2.4 The enrolments at primary level Hias been stabilizing in many States and in some other, 
declining due to (a) declining child population; and (b) decline in repetition students due to non
detention policy; and (c) reduction in backlogs in enrolments and hence more age-appropriate 
enrolments. At primary level, as per the DUSE data, 135.2 million students are enrolled (an increase 
of 10 million children between 2005-CD6 and 2010-11). However, at upper primary level, 
enrolments have been on the increase,, reflecting more children moving in grades without

1SRI-IMRB survey 2009 shows that the OOSC hiave declined from 13.5 million in 2005 to 8.1 million in 2009; 
and this figure is used to verify OOSC in SSA.

2 The definition of "not attending” in NSS roumds of data refers to non-attendance during a particular recall 
period, which is different from ennlment figuires available in DISE data and information which States collect 
through VERs. Since NSS collects more "attendaince” pertinent data, it shows a more accurate picture.



repetition at primary level. The DISE data shows 57.8 million children enrolled at upper primary 
level (an increase of 14 million students from 2005-06)..

2.5 In recent past, the proportional shares of SCs, SSTs and Muslims entering the school system 
have gone up significantly in all the states. Special effc'orts of states have led to positive trends at 
national level in reduction of OoSC in the SC category imoving down from 8.1% to 5.9%, for the ST 
category from 9.5% to 5.2% and for Muslim children frrom 10% to 7.7% in 2010/11. However, the 
share of SC, ST and Muslim children remained higher iin the total number of OoSC as compared to 
proportionate share in total population despite this decHine in all groups
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2.6 However, what is even more important is to) understand which school the students are 
attending. DISE data for 2010-11 shows that 70% of sstudents are enrolled in a government school 
(including Local Body schools)3. Another 6% enrolmeints are in Government Aided Private schools. 
At upper primary level, DISE data shows 62% enrolments in government schools and another 15% 
enrolments in Government Aided private schools.. NSS 2009-10 data shows that 71.5% of 
elementary students were attending a government / local body schools (See graph). The private 
unaided (both recognised and unrecognised) accounts for not less than a fourth of the enrolments 
in the country. Often the size and magnitude of its jpenetration is often under-estimated due to 
paucity of data.

3 Tie share of government schools in total enrolments usimg DISE data is not compared with previous years’ 
data since DISE data collection improved to collect more iprivate school data in 2010-11 and a comparison 
waild only provide a distorted picture.
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2.7 In order to facilitate increasing enrolments all the States made efforts to improve physical 
access to schools and facilities therein. In 2011-12 alone, 14360 new primary schools have been 
sanctioned. Of the total 2,13,565 primary schools sanctioned since the beginning of SSA, 1,81,024 
[85% ) operational now. Similarly at upper primary level, a total of 1,74,592 upper primary schools 
have been sanctioned so far, including 2844 sanctioned in 2011-12, of which 1,52,434 (87%) are 
operational now. Major backlogs in operationalizing sanctioned schools are in a few States which 
included States like West Bengal, J&K and Rajasthan which the Mission visited. Another effort has 
been in the director of upgrading EGS centres to regular schools. Over the years, 1.3 lakh EGS 
centres were upgraded to regular schools. The JRM was informed that 335 Residential schools 
were sanctioned for sparsely populated school-less habitations and for children without adult 
protection in urban areas upto 2011. Under RTE, transport / escort facility is provided to 1.82 lakh 
children nationwide.

Provision o f  Special Training

2.8 The states have also introduced multiple strategies such as Special Residential and Non 
Residential Special Training Center (STC), stay home and school readiness programs that have 
helped the children from marginlaised communities access schooling. In general, States have been 
running two types of STCs- Residential STCs and Non-residential STCs. The JRM got a chance to visit 
some of the STCs in the states visited. In Assam, the state is running Special Training and some 
innovative interventions that reach out to 2,31,045 students. In Chhattisgarh, primary and uppei 
primary schools, Residential or Non Residential Special Training Center (NRSTC), residential 
schools and hostels have largely covered children from the age group of 6 to 14 year olds. In 
Rajasthan, to bridge the gaps of OOSC, special residential and non- residential centers and stay 
homes and school readiness programs have been organized. These cater especially to the SC/SI 
and minority concentrated areas. Some States like West Bengal is still in the process of developing i 
special training programme.



2.9 There are serious concerns regarding conceptualisation of these centres as well as 
understanding of equity related issues in general. It was noted that there is no common 
understanding regarding eligibility criterion for selection of Special Training Centres (STC). In some 
instances younger children ((4-6 year old), either orphaned or abandoned by families were 
included (Chhattisgarh). While they are kept at these residential centres, this is only a temporary 
solution. States need to have an alternative strategy in place fo r  their mainstreaming since the 
maximum duration in such centre is limited to 18 months. A majority of children being mainstreamed 
through these special centres need extended support even after the entry to the regular schools. 
This is especially true for street children, children in conflict areas, children of sex workers, and 
other children coming from vulnerable circumstances. The teachers and other support personnel 
working in/with these schools need to be oriented regarding specific circumstances o f  such children in 
order to remove the biases that exist and develop a supportive attitude towards such children.

2.10 As per the recommendations of 14th JRM, MHRD has initiated the process of collating 
practices adopted by several States and civil society organisations for addressing the education 
needs of out-of-school children. CARE India (UP), MV Foundation (AP), Aman Vedike/ Aman Biradri 
(AP, Delhi), Doosra Dashak (Rajasthan), Loreto Sealdah (WB). However this collation needs to be 
followed by an analysis of the approaches that have demonstrated results and contextualised with a 
flexible framework The teachers and schools should also be prepared to welcome and integrate 
children who enter after receiving such training outside the school.

2.11 Concerns and Issues in Access

• While most States have made effort to enroll OOSC in schools, the type of special training (in 
terms of the nature, content, appropriateness, duration etc) to be offered to these children are 
not clear to State / district / school level authorities. Teachers are yet to be trained to address 
the special training needs of children.

• As States are still struggling to understand the penetration of private sector in elementary 
education due to lack of data or inability to analyze available information. States like Haryana 
and Rajasthan have begun the process of recognizing many unrecognized schools.

2.12 Recommendations

• The 15th JRM reiterates the recommendation made by 14th JRM regarding the development of a 
Concept Note which provides the states with a comprehensive framework for provision of 
Special Training, including practical tools in order to facilitate the deepening of the work 
already initiated.



Goal 2: Bridging Gender and Social Gaps

Bridging the g en der  g ap

3.1 The impact of improved access on girls' participation has been significant reflecting itsellf in 
higher enrolment rates and improved gender parity almost across the country. All the states visited 
by JRM this time have reported positive trends in indicators relating to gender and social gaps. 
Majority of the states are reporting high transition rates from primary to upper primary leading to 
parity even at upper primary levels. Haryana and Punjab are the only two states where gender gaps 
persist in a high number of districts.

3.2 KGBV has emerged as the key intervention promoting girls’ access and retention in 
elementary education, particularly of those from marginalised communities. Out of 3599 
sanctioned KGBVs till date, 3435 have been operationalised with a total enrolment of 3.18 lakh. Of 
these enrolled girls, 33 percent belong to SC category, 22 percent to ST, 29 percent to OBC, 8 
percent to Muslim, and 8 percent to BPL category. It is clear that the representation of the SC and 
ST girls is higher than their share in the population. The representation of Muslim girls is still low in 
some states such as Gujarat

3.3 The Mission appreciates that MHRD is making concerted efforts to encouraging states to 
mobilize girls from most stigmatized sections of society such as those belonging to families effected 
by AIDS or belonging to communities identified with manual scavenging to enter KGBVs.

Concerns

3.4 Despite efforts to provide an inclusive framework to all states regarding equity and gender 
issues in all areas of SSA’s interventions, at the implementation level the mode of thinking 
continues to be structured around different components and goals. Inputs on gender and equity 
are isolated from inputs in other components. Most critically equity is not seen as an integral 
component of quality. This is evident even in the programme structure where in most cases the 
gender coordinator has few opportunities for integrating their interventions with pedagogy and 
other areas. This weakens the implementation and impact of different strategies. The focus is on 
delivery of inputs rather than following a problem solving approach to an issue.

3.5 Certain specific concerns are as below:

• Fund Utilization: The budget for KGBVs remains underutilized in most states. The reasons vary 
from state to state. In some states, it is due to non-utilisation of construction funds and a large 
number of KGBVs are running in rented / temporary buildings (Assam, Bengal, Haryana, 
Rajasthan). The states need to analyse the reasons and take corrective actions.

• Intake capacity and targeting: Most KGBVs are following Model I (100 girls in residential 
setup) approach. However, some states are still running Model II where the potential for 
expansion exists as a large number of girls are dropping out (Assam). Conversion to Model I in 
such cases would ensure better outreach and use of resources. On the other hand, the intake 
capacity of a number of KGBVs in some states is underutilized and there is a need to strengthen



efforts to increase enrollment of girls (Bengal). In some cases, the representation of Muslim 
girls is low and enhanced efforts to reach them are needed (Gujarat, Assam). A related issue is 
that of representation of the most marginalised. With increasing success of the KGBVs, the 
demand for admission has increased and a proportion of girls in a few KGBVs are not 
necessarily drop-outs or never enrolled (Chattisgarh). This needs to be checked and corrected.

• Counseling and gen der issues in teacher training: KGBV teacher training primarily focuses on 
academic inputs and also includes life skill, health and hygiene in most states. Given the 
diversity of girls present in the KGBV there is an urgent need for strengthening training on 
empowerment based counseling skills, socio-psycho support and in handling gender issues 
such as violence, abuse, etc. This becomes important for all schools and is not an issue for 
KGBVs alone. Empowerment based counseling skills and socio-psycho support is also important 
for children in conflict areas.

• Co-curricular interventions: NCF 2005 underlines the importance o f  co-scholastic areas. In this 
context, the very presence of vocational education at upper primary level is contradictory to the 
spirit of RTE. Some of these skills need to be viewed more as various modes of learning and 
exposure to work-education, as articulated in NCF 2005. Additionally, vocational training in 
both KGBV and NPEGL covers only stereotypical skills such as sewing, tailoring, beautician 
courses, etc. in most states. Efforts to included non-stereotypical crafts and new skills such as 
photography, theatre, creative use of computer, plumbing, etc are not part of the basket of 
options available to girls.. In some cases, substantive efforts have been made to break gender 
stereotypes and build girls confidence through the introduction of martial arts but in most such 
places this has become the singular focus of all gender related activity in the district.

• Including boys: Gender is a social concern and therefore there is a need for working with boys 
as well in order to bring a change in gender related role divisions, stereotypes and expectations. 
Since most strategies are focused around only girls' education Boys are not covered by any such 
process that would help them understand these issues better. Also, mixing among boys and girls 
as peers in coeducational schools in most states does not happen either in classroom or outside 
in playgrounds / other activities.

• Understanding o f  g en der  issues: Teachers, head teachers, CRC and BRC staff are increasingly 
working with diverse communities through SMCs and other structures, as more and more 
children from these communities are now entering the school system. At present die 
understanding of gender is centred around issues of access and provisioning of facilities. With 
greater decision-making involving diverse stakeholders, there is a need to enhance the 
understanding of gender and other equity issues across the board to ensure quality in academic 
and community-related.

Social Gaps: Scheduled Caste (SC), Scheduled Tribe (ST), Muslim Minority

3.6 It is not easy to see and understand caste discrimination in short school visits and as such 
there was little apparent evidence of caste discrimination in the schools visited undertaken by the 
JRM where children were largely sitting in cohesive groups. However, it is a matter of concern that 
the articulation of equity issues in general remains largely centred around a formal understanding 
of equality which prevents a deep understanding of discrimination to evolve among teachers and 
SSA staff at various levels. Most states have included brief components of sensitization towards



social or gender discrimination in their training modules, yet this has never been woven in the mai 
pedagogical frame as an essential dimension that impacts learning significantly.

3.7 Limited understanding of equity issues is also reflected in the interventions in Innovativ 
Funds for SC, ST and Minorities being primarily supply based - bicycles, kits, raincoats, music 
instruments, etc.; the usage of some of these remain low and the link with equity remains undeai 
Nevertheless, a few positive examples have emerged from some states that other could learn fror 
Kerala has introduced an interesting initiative known as Padanaveedu under which peer leamin 
interface involving camps aimed at social inclusion are organised during after school hour- 
Creation of TLM and textbooks in other languages in Assam, Chhattisgarh, and Gujarat have been 
positive step in including children from marginalized communities, especially tribal children. Thi 
also has helped in establishing the link between quality and equity issues.

3.8 States having a significant tribal population and a large number of Ashramshalas/ girt- 
hostels run by tribal department could consider providing opportunities for active interactioi 
between with KGBVs to facilitate cross learning on the aspects related to work education 
empowerment, use of physical space, use of library, etc.

3.9 The participation of Muslim children in Education has improved. With DISE now providin. 
specific data on their enrolment and participation, this has become visible. Yet, concerns remain 
regarding the high dropout rate among Muslim boys in Upper Primary in states such as Assam anc 
Haryana.

3.10 SSA programme also supports Madarsas through provisions of school, maintenance and 
TLM grants, Urdu textbooks, teacher training and special training volunteers as well as provision ol 
the Mid-Day Meal. However, the success of the West Bengal Madarsa Board in promoting general 
education by following the mainstream curriculum with some addition inputs on religious 
education and efforts in Kerala through mobilization .within the community leading to the 
adjustments in the Madarsa timings to allow Muslim children to go to regular schools are good 
practices that need to be promoted and encouraged across states.

Children with Special Needs (CWSN)

3.11 This is an area where the SSA has made dramatic move forward in reaching out and 
including CWSN in the fold of schooling. The Mission appreciated the efforts made for identification, 
provisioning and inclusion. The SSA staff at all levels in all states reflected an understanding of the 
issue and the need for making appropriate strategies for reaching these children. Putting all the 
states together, 3,028,060 CWSN children were identified this year. According to the information 
provided, 2,646,011 children are enrolled in schools and 78,599 are covered through the School 
Readiness Program, and additional 162,072 received home-based education. However, in 
comparison to last year the number of CWSN identified decreased from 3,042,053 (2009/10) to 
3,028,060 (2010/11) corresponding to a diminution of 13,993 children. Consequently, the 
percentage of coverage of these children has increased from 91.5% to 95 %. This decline has largely 
occurred in U.P., M.P. and Kerala. The large number during the previous year could be due to the 
fact that this exercise was relatively new. However, the states need to put in rigorous efforts to 
streamline their mechanisms for identification of these children.

3.12 Several interventions like trainings to teachers, Resource Teachers (RT), appointment 
of Inclusive Education Volunteers, provision of Braille books, medical assessments and aids and



appliances to CWSN through convergence with National Rural Health Mission have been attempted. 
Community awareness programmes and involvement of Gram Panchayats in identification and 
mobiilization of families with CWSN have helped.

3.13 Infrastructure related interventions for CWSN are unequally implemented in states visited 
and generally include: ramp and railings in schools, disabled friendly toilets, etc

Concerns

3.14 The training support system appears to be fairly capable of organising support services for 
CWSN and also aware of the clinical or medical side of the issue. But awareness of the educational 
aspects appears to be lower. Trainers particularly need support in setting appropriate goals for 
children with special needs (the varying degrees of special needs appear to be particularly 
challenging), designing activities for their participation in classrooms and training teachers in 
addressing, managing and evaluating these activities. Two major challenges remain: 1) the 
orientation and capacity building of teachers in inclusive teaching 2) assessment of children with 
mental retardation and remedial teaching.

3.15 A number of states have a large number of vacancies due to the difficulty to find qualified 
personnel in Inclusive Education. Some states face delays in procurement as only limited companies 
supply the required aids and appliances.

Urban deprived and migratory children

3.16 Urban population pose specific challenges given that there is high mobility amongst groups 
making identification and sustained interventions difficult In many cases, these involve inter-state 
migration making coordination and monitoring very challenging. The practice of paid labour in 
unorganised is more prevalent among urban children, and they are also more vulnerable to 
violence and abuse. •

3.17 Special centres are a welcome strategy but they need to go beyond just academic 
interventions and include strategies for the specific problems that these children face. There is a 
real need for additional counseling and motivation approaches for children and parents, as well as 
some well thought-through strategies for employers who continue to employ the child. Greater 
convergence with other departments including Labour departments and with NGOs will help in this 
regard. In this regard, the Mission appreciates MHRD’s efforts to organize a series of workshops 
organized with support of experienced NGOS in different parts of the country. It is hoped that these 
efforts will be reflected in the states' interventions.

3.18 Some states such as Assam, Gujarat, Rajasthan and Chhattisgarh have developed seasonal 
hostels and transfer cards and a few other interventions for migratory children but there is a need 
for strengthening this coordination and forge such initiatives where these are not yet done.

Recommendations

3.19 Equity is clearly linked with quality and there is a need for viewing this as an essential 
precondition and integral element for quality and pedagogical integration. This means these two 
are not viewed as two separate goals, and Gender and Pedagogy coordinators at state and district
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levels need to conceptualize interventions together. All quality interventions including curriculun 
development, materials, training and CCE need to integrate equity issues. Separate training 01 
gender and equity issues be provided to all SSA staff at all levels and teachers to make thij 
integration a reality.

3.20 While a number of states have integrated KGBV teachers into the regular cadre, many ard 
still to do so and needs to be persuaded. Since KGBVs have emerged as regular upper primary 
schools, it would be important to make provisions for adequate number of subject teachers ini 
accordance with the RTE norms.

3.21 States having unreached children should consider conversion of model II to Model I KGBVsi 
and integrate special training centres to KGBVs. This would ensure better outreach and moref 
efficient use of resources. States need to have more clear criteria for identification and targeting oij 
never enrolled and drop out girls from the most marginalized groups.

3.22 The NPEGL needs to be revisited in the light of RTE. A number of NPEGL intervention: 
relating to provisioning for the model cluster school are now part of the RTE commitments for al 
schools. A number of other interventions such as Meena Manch has become routinised and does nor 
include boys. A revisit in the light of new issues that have emerged would help. The process ofl 
revisit could involve national, state and district levels.

3.23 A code of conduct or Universal Guidelines be developed for protection of children in all 
residential institutions being managed and run by SSA (KGBVs, RSTCs, hostels for boys and girls). 
This should include norms for preventing abuse and outlines process for redressal in case of 
violations. In addition, all staff of such centres should undergo training in counseling and in 
developing an understanding regarding these guidelines and on issues relating to abuse and 
violence.

3.24 Considerable data exist OoSC, enrolment, repetition, drop out and transition rates among 
Muslim SC and/or ST children. This data needs to be analysed at the district, block and cluster level 
to understand exclusion and develop context specific strategies that are not supply-based. This 
should also include the strategy for mainstreaming orphaned / children in distress / denotified 
tribes.

3.25 A study be conducted to understand factors contributing to high dropout rates among boys 
from marginalised communities after taking note of the aspects being covered by the ongoing study 
on the discrimination.

3.26 In the context of CWSN, assessment and strengthening of Multi categoiy training ol 
volunteers needs greater attention. Remedial teaching capacities should be strengthened in the 
classroom both for teachers and volunteers to enable them to ensure effective inclusion of CWSN, 
Further efforts to integrate and involve CWSN in regular schools activities should be pursed inside 
and outside schools including Bal Melas science fairs, etc.

3.27 Inter-state initiatives for children affected by migration and displacement need to be 
strengthened with co-ordination efforts being further promoted. Best practices and Initiatives such 
as transfer of text books between states and or providing progress report to children from out ol 
the state to enable them to enroll in classes in their home states could be collated and shared.



3.28 States affected by conflict could develop a separate plan for the conflict areas with special 
strategies required. Learning from international literature and successful responsive strategies in 
other contexts would help in this context, and be made accessible to states facing such issues.



Goal 3: All Children Retained in education system

4.1 The goal of SSA is to get all children complete 8 years of quality elementary education. 
Universal retention would mean universal attendance and transition. An important aspect of this is 
students being in the system till they complete grade VIH. Students enrolled in the system 
remaining in the system shows the internal efficiency of the system. The internal efficiency of 
elementaiy education is analyzed using several indicators, namely, primary and upper primary 
retention rate, annual dropout rates, transition rates, completion rates etc. These indicators are 
estimated using DISE data of at least two consecutive years.

4.2 A first look at the grade wise enrolments over a period of time shows that in grade I, 
enrolments have been declining for various reasons, including more age-appropriate enrolments; 
but enrolments at upper primary level have been on the increase every year. The graph below 
indicates that while with each additional grade, enrolments have been declining indicating drop 
outs or retention, over the years, the retention rates have been on the increase. See the graph 
below.
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4.3 Average repetition rate at primary level has declined from over 6% in 2006-07 to 5% in 
2009-10 and at upper primary level, the average repetition rates came down from 6% in 2007-08 
to 3.35% in 2010-11. Average annual dropout rates (for all grades) have declined from 10.6% in 
2004-05 to 6.8% in 2010-11. An analysis of grade wise dropout rate by TSG team shows that the 
maximum dropout is at grade 1 to grade 2 level. See the graphs above.

4.4 While transition to the upper primary schools have increased substantially over the years, a 
picture of attendance is yet to emerge, as data on this is either not available or has not been 
properly collated in many states. The JRM teams that had an opportunity to visit schools and 
classrooms in 10 different states reported a mixed picture with respect to student attendance. 
While the teams that visited Kerala and Tamil Nadu reported no indication of large scale drop outs 
or absenteeism, the teams that visited other States reported observing poor student attendance.

4.5 Recommendations

• MHRD has commissioned a repetition of its student attendance study this year and this study is 
expected to provide a snapshot of the attendance situation in schools. This study should be 
completed in a timely manner so that State strategies could align to address the issues emerging 
from the study. States should work further on the results of the study to understand the 
reasons for low attendance.

• A review of strategies adopted by many a states show that the strategies to address retention / 
dropout issues were piece meal in nature. The integration of quality and access strategies to 
retention issues need to be emphasized.

• The 14th JRM urged the MHRD to create a consensus among states on the definition of ‘dropout1 
in order to allow proper estimation of OOSC The 15* JRM takes it further to recommend that 
the exercise should aim at:

iv. defining the concept and methodology for realistically estimating "dropout" and 
"chronic absenteeism” among students taking in to account its impact on students' 
opportunity to learn;

v. estimate the extent of these issues in the state education systems; and

vi. Identification of appropriate strategies, including the use of special training to 
prevent the occurrence of these issues.
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Goal 4: Education of Satisfactory Quality

5.1 The National Curriculum Framework (NCF, 2005] is now seen to be gradually assuming a 
central role in informing the curriculum reform process in the states. Most of the states visited in 
this JRM are reported to have either revised their curriculum or are in the process of revising it 
Nearly all indicate that their curriculum-reform is based on the principles of the NCF, 2005. This is 
certainly a major step forward. School is now being accepted as a space where knowledge is created 
and the child is seen as the central point of all strategies and activities, which constitute a normal 
school day. There is greater recognition of the local context and local knowledge. The teams have 
observed that innovative programs like ABL/ALM, BALA, PRAGNA, ADEPT, LEHAR have energized 
the school space. They have created space for children to move at their own pace and for teachers 
to take initiatives and the mission came across many instances that support this observation. To 
integrate the learning from these programs and build them into a curricular vision is now emerging 
as the major challenge.

Comprehensive Quality Vision and Curricular Reforms

5.2 The 14th JRM had laid emphasis on 'articulation of a holistic vision as critical to promote 
harmonization of curriculum, textbooks, TLMs, teacher training and assessment systems, especially 
in the context of the NCF." The mission notes that there is a growing realization among planners 
and teachers that teaching and learning is much more than transacting textbooks, and school 
activities are now increasingly been treated as constitutive elements of a holistic curricular vision. 
SSA has helped bring into the system multiple teaching learning strategies, activities and tools that 
are being used to achieve curricular goals. But the understanding of curriculum .as-a holistic 
organization of the school life and the nature of its location in a larger governance and 
administrative system is yet to permeate the multilayered educational structure in most states.

5.3 The mission would like to applaud Tamil Nadu as one of the states which has not only 
articulated but demonstrated this holistic vision, through a very carefully planned systemic reform 
process across the state, while introducing ABL at the primary stage and ALM at the upper primary 
stage. While almost 17 states have adopted /adapted the state's ABL approach for the primary 
sections on a pilot basis, which in some states visited have been appreciated by the Mission, it 
would be important for these states to also understand the process of reform adopted by Tamil 
Nadu for scaling up, which is key to its success. Some key aspects of this process which the Mission 
would like to record, in addition to the excellent child centered pedagogy, are (a) its phased and 
evolving approach in scaling up, using each phase as a learning/training ground (b) careful 
selection and intensive 'hands on’ training of large numbers of Block Resource Teachers to enable a 
ratio of 1: 6/ 7  schools only, exclusively for academic support and supervision; (c) continuity of 
vision from primary to upper primaiy stages; (d) integration of continuous, comprehensive 
evaluation as part of the learning process; (e) use of textbooks not as the sole but as an additional 
learning resource; (f) continuous process of actively engaging with the parent community about 
the new reforms to take them along and (g) receptivity to ideas and capacity to improve the 
classroom processes on a regular basis. The Mission notes that these may well be considered as 
necessary conditions to take any curricular reform process forward systemically for impact



5.4 The iconography of the school which includes the kinds of pictures and photographs being 
used or naming of the classrooms or other corners or celebration of days or prayers is one area to 
be looked at carefully. It has been observed that many times the ethos of the school created through 
these silent zones contradicts the stated curricular and constitutional principles. School should be 
seen as a secular space which should not intimidate or inhibit a child from owning an identity 
which is seen as minority or different from mainstream. The Mission teams have, however, come 
across practices across some states, which are part of the school life which are in direct 
contradiction with our constitutional values, most important being secularism. It has also been 
observed that often states use the SSA resources to provide supplementary reading material which 
clearly violates the constitutional secular value which is at the core of the RTE Act The JRM 
recommends that an advisory be sent out by MHRD to the states which should clearly convey that 
promotion o f  constitutional values and a secular ethos are an essential part o f  effective schooling..

5.5 Some state reports such as those of West Bengal and Gujarat mention the development of 
syllabus by these states following a rigorous process, as a sequel to the curriculum reform. Gujarat 
has also posted the draft syllabus in the public domain for feedback. In case other states have not 
yet undertaken this process of syllabus reform, the JRM recommends that this be done prior to 
development of textbooks, since the syllabus forms an integral component of the curriculum 
reform. In this context, the states may also consider using the EVS syllabus of the NCERT as an 
exemplar, for reference.

5.6 In most states visited, the textbook continues to remain the most tangible and visible tpol 
; through which curricular goals are sought to be achieved, whereas it should be seen as one of the

many resources available to the children. The state teams have observed that creation of textbooks 
which adhere to the principles of the NCF (2005), is a huge challenge for the states. Some SCERTs 
like Gujarat and Kerala have developed the internal capacity to steer this process but there are also 
some states which have been depending on other sources for resource support, with some 
instances of these being outsourced to other agencies. It is important that whichever the mode, the 
aim should be to ensure that state capacity is built in the process for textbook development and the 
state owns the textbooks as their own.

5.7 The Mission would like to emphasize that the textbook preparation/preparation of textual 
materials, needs to be treated as an ongoing activity for which in -house capacity should be 
created/strengthened in the SCERTs, which should also enable them to analyze the textbooks from 
the point of view of the curriculum-principles. In this context, it is important that SCERTs and the 
SSA teams work in close co-ordination, as has been observed in some states like Gujarat, to ensure 
that the textbooks are an integral element of the overall plan and not the sole resource for 
children's learning, and continuity is maintained across levels. Encouraging the University 
departments to interact more with the school system on a regular basis may also help in this 
regard. The JRM teams found that many states have adopted the textbooks prepared by the NCERT. 
In some states like Rajasthan the teachers reported difficulty in transacting these textbooks. The 
JRM would like to emphasize that mere adoption of the NCERT textbooks will not change the 
classroom culture, if the teachers are not trained or oriented to be able to use these textbooks 
appropriately. It would be important for the states to engage with the authors of the NCF 
(2005)/NCERT textbooks to understand the principles and then develop their own textbooks, 
teacher manuals and training strategies for this purpose.



5.8 The JRM recommends that SSA, should through its quality forum initiate a biannual discoun 
on textbooks which would be an opportunity fo r  teachers, planners and others across public an 
private sectors to deliberate on issues related to textbooks and supplementary materials, analyi 
different kinds o f  textbooks in the light o f  the accepted curricular principles and assess the 
consistency with the syllabi.

Learning Achievement and Quality Monitoring |

5.9 Continuous Comprehensive Evaluation: The state reviews confirm that all states arc 
beginning to conceptualize and implement a system of Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation 
(CCE) and introducing some monitoring of student learning outcomes. The 14th JRM had 
recommended that a Concept Note be developed on CCE explaining its key concept and 
components, as well as a suggested plan for roll out in the states. The Mission also recommendeq 
that the NCERT Source Book on Assessment and good practices from states that had begun tha 
implementation of CCE be shared with other states and exposure visits organized. The Mission 
notes that the Concept Note has been developed by TSG and this along with the Source Book hasi 
been shared with the Mission. The ATR also indicates sharing of good practices from 3 statesa 
Rajasthan, Bihar and UP. The Concept note does indicate the concept but does not provide! 
sufficient guidance to the states on the basic principles to be kept in mind and how to 
operationalise these in different contexts.

5.10 Most states reviewed for the 15th JRM have begun to develop CCE frameworks and manuals 
and have plans to train staff and teachers, but there does not seem to be sufficient clarity yet on the 
concept of CCE at all levels. The visits to the 10 states reveal that other than Rajasthan, which is 
implementing a pilot of CCE in 60 schools along the lines of the CCE Framework and NCF 2005 
guidelines, and the ABL in Tamil Nadu, the other states are demonstrating initiatives that are not 
always in consonance with the vision and concept of CCE. Many states are continuing to view 
assessment as a separate, initiative and not an integral part of the teaching and learning process 
with a focus on only academics. Some states have reported conducting introductory state level 
workshops; some have developed learning milestones, student report cards and a grading system 
and a few have rolled out the evaluation methodology in the classrooms. Some states have done 
away with the biannual examination system and have replaced it with a semester system and unit 
tests. Unfortunately, in many cases this has led to more number of tests for the children, with little 
evidence of whether these are really formative in nature. The assessment is also only on academk 
subjects and not integrated with co-curricular assessment, and over all development of the 
children.

5.11 The JRM reiterates that the CCE concept should be based on the principle that learning 
assessment must be integrated into the teaching-learning cycle. A good example is demonstrated bj 
the ABL in Tamil Nadu, where assessment is inbuilt into the learning ladder itself. The teacher's jot 
is to ensure that all children complete well-defined learning milestones. The main support for th< 
teacher is not the textbook but evaluation cards that contain the milestones and sample diagnostii 
examples to determine successful mastery of the milestone. The child's performance is measurec 
not against other children but against his or her learning progress. If a child is not able to completi 
the activities in the evaluation card, the child is provided more sets of activities related to the sami 
milestone, until the child is able to complete successfully and is ready to progress to the nex 
milestone.



5.12 There is also a sense of anxiety among teachers and parents that CCE (which is seen as 
doing away with traditional tests and exams), coupled with policy of non -detention under RTE, 
will lead to children going through school without learning. This underlines the need for an effective 
communication strategy for all stakeholders explaining the concept and approach and emphasizing 
its value.

5.13 In view of the above concerns the JRM recommends the following:

• It is critical at this juncture when CCE is being introduced by the states that the states' 
vision, plans, learning outcomes/milestones, assessment processes are reviewed and 
guided by experts in this field, before roll out to the schools is done.

• Each state should encourage schools to develop student portfolios which would be 
discussed quarterly with parents.

• As described above, Tamil Nadu within ABL has an evaluation system that is integrated in 
the curriculum and teaching process. As the ABL has now stabilized state wide with 
teachers and students well versed with the approach and positive results emerging,

. learning visits may be organized to Tamil Nadu for other states, which should focus on a 
discussion of the process of CCE and observation of it in the schools.

5.14 Analysts o f  Learning Achievement Data: When requested to provide evidence of student 
learning outcomes in their schools, most states were able to cite the learning achievement results of 
assessments conducted by National Achievement Survey (NAS) by NCERT and the recent ASER 
surveys. The Mission would like to applaud the NCERT for having upgraded the technical quality of 
its survey which is now informed by international best practice. These assessments have provided 
some useful information about a key aspect of what students can do across the system as a whole 
and enable comparisons to be made across states so as to give insight into good practice. The 14th 
JRM had recommended that a national strategy for assessment and evaluation be developed which 
would help clarify the relationships between different approaches and how this multiplicity of 
information can be effectively used to improve what is happening in schools. However, this Mission 
notes that there continues to be a need to further strengthen the capacity at the state, district and 
sub district level officials, including BRCs and CRCs, to systematically analyse the results from these 
initiatives and use these to improve their curricula and materials, to upgrade teaching skills or to

' target resources on schools or on categories of students whose learning is at risk; currently this 
seems to be limited to a few trainings on ‘hard spots'.

5.15 The JRM acknowledges that the ASER survey provides an independent snapshot of early 
learning levels, which is in keeping with the JRM’s commitment to independent monitoring. It also 
has the advantage of providing information on learning outcomes in a timely manner. However, 
there have been issues raised related to the rigour of ACER’S methodology, including the 
representative nature of its sampling and the training of its enumerators. The NAS, due to its 
comprehensive design, has not been able to provide the status of achievement levels on an annual 
basis. The JRM therefore recommends that the Expert group constituted fo r  Learning Assessment may 
be asked to suggest, in addition to the NAS, that MHRD consider commissioning its own more rapid 
competency based survey which can provide timely feedback on early grade learning, beginning with a 
pilot in selected states.



5.16 In addition, the 15th JRM would like to make some very specific recommendations, which 
are mostly reiterations of recommendations already contained in the CEE concept These are as 
follows:

i. Standards, milestones, benchmarks: states must establish or identify in their existing 
curriculum specific standards, milestones or benchmarks for each primary grade beginning 
with the core subjects and co-scholastic areas which should be embedded in the syllabus. 
Effective formative assessment is not possible until this step is achieved. These benchmarks 
can cover all aspects of a child's development, not simply the academic.

ii. Teaching methodology: teachers should be encouraged to assess their students against the 
achievement of these standards regularly and to keep a separate record for each student 
continuous assessment should be fundamental to all teacher training courses, pre- and in
service. Teachers will need guidance in record-keeping so that it moves beyond ticking 
boxes and can provide meaningful feedback to the student and his or her parents.

iii. Materials: primary grades should depend less on textbooks and more on materials that 
correspond to the established standards or milestones; these materials should provide 
diagnostic supports to allow teachers to determine whether or not students have achieved 
the milestones.

iv. Child Portfolios: teachers must systematically record the learning achievement progress of 
each child and share this information quarterly with parents, as well as with school and 
block officials.

v. Academic Support: CRCs and BRCs need help in understanding how to use the information 
they receive from schools to provide tailored support Appropriately used, the information 
shared by blocks/clusters can be used by the state to refine its curriculum, materials and 
teacher support and better target resources and programmes on schools where more help 
is needed.

Learning Enhancement Programmes and Program Evaluation

5.17 The Mission appreciates the efforts under SSA to strengthen technical capacity not only at 
the national but also at state level in the area of more rigorous and systematic programme 
evaluation. In this context NCERT needs to be applauded for the evaluations of four Learning 
Enhancement Programmes for which reports of good technical quality were shared with the 
mission. These include Activity based learning in Tamil Nadu, Aadhar, in HP; Multilingual education 
in Orissa; CLAP in AP. The evaluations are analytical and indicate several lessons to be learnt for the 
system across states.

5.18 The Mission recommends that a document be prepared by NCERT based on the findings and 
observations o f  these evaluations, which identifies the main lessons learnt fo r  the system and share 
this with all states.

Teacher Availability and Effectiveness

5.19 The JRM notes with appreciation the emphasis placed by MHRD in the Meeting with State 
Education Ministers held in June 2011 on correcting imbalance in teacher deployment revising 
teacher recruitment rules to conform with NCTE norms, expediting recruitment of teachers against



vacancies supported by both state and SSA and training of umtrained teachers. There has been some 
impact of this communication in that there has been oveirall reduction in the number of single 
teacher schools, decline in the number of districts from 3(04 to 243 that have PTR over 30; and 
decline in number of schools with adverse PTR from 5 2  to 43 percent The Central teacher 
Eligibility test was conducted in 2011 which covered the uniion territories of A&N Islands, D&D and 
Chandigarh, and another was slated for January 2012. In addition 12 states have conducted the 
STET and this should begin to address the acute shortage across most states. For example in 
Rajasthan, Teacher Eligibility Tests have been initiated to recruit about 41,000 teachers that are 
expected to be in place by the next session. Some states are planning to undertake the recruitment 
at a decentralized level through Zilla Parishads so that the issue of teacher transfer and vacancies 
are better addressed. While teacher recruitment is being undertaken by many states, what appears 
to be an imminent need is appropriate allotment and deployment of teachers at all levels for 
optimal and efficient program implementation.

5.20 In spite of the improving PTR ratio reflected in moist states and even at the national level, 
there continues to be acute shortage of teachers in the clasisrooms. This reflects a need for efficient 
redeployment and rationalization of teacher positions to emsure that the norms for PTR under RTE 
are met in meaningful and real terms. The Mission therefore strongly recommends that all states 
facing teacher shortages in schools may carefully assess the actual PTR situation at the classroom 
level and take up teacher rationalization processes effectively to address the uneven distribution o f  
teachers, despite the overall PTR appearing to be optimal as p e r  prescribed norms.

5.21 Pupil Teacher Ratio: While most States have reported improved PTRs at state/district 
levels, it was found during school visits that it quite high both at the primary and upper primary 
levels. In Chhattisgarh, the reported PTR was 24:1 at primary level and 23:1 at upper primary level, 
but in fact 29 percent of primary schools and 18 percemt of upper primary schools have PTRs 
higher than 30:1 and 35:1 respectively. In Haryana, PTR. in primary and upper primary schools 
shows that in the state as a whole, half of the schools have an adverse PTR as per RTE norms. 
Haiyana’s own estimate shows that 63% of government primary schools in the state have an 
adverse PTR of >30. As per DISE (2010-11) 42.4% primary schools and 31.3% upper primary 
schools across states have an adverse PTR. Rajasthan seemed a state with a very impressive PTR, 
but when the Mission visited the schools, almost all schools were facing teacher shortages and 
teachers were overburdened. Jammu and Kashmir reported instances of overcrowding and singe 
teacher schools and multi grade teaching. Kerala appears; to be the only state that enjoys a unique 
situation of excess teachers on its rolls. The state proposes to set up a Teacher Bank and utilise the 
excess teachers to substitute teachers on leave or redeploy teachers as trainers, which would be a 
commendable initiative.

5.22 Contract Teachers: The NCTE has specified that all teachers be trained within 5 years of 
the RTE although the states of Assam, West Bengal, Bihar, Chhatisgarh, Orissa, MP and Manipur 
have been given a special relaxation for one additional year. In many states contract teachers are 
being appointed through the Panchayats. In Chhattisgarh they are known as Shikshakarmi at both 
primary and upper primary levels, while in Rajasthan they are called Vidyarthi Mitras. In 
Chattisgarh, 71% of working teachers are shikshakarmiis with only 29% teachers being regular 
teachers. The basic educational qualification for shikshalkarmi is the same as regular teachers but 
the professional qualifications of D. Ed. has not been m;ade compulsory, as sufficient numbers of 
trained persons are not available, particularly in rermote districts. In some states including 
Rajasthan, the state is facing litigation as the contract teachers are demanding to be made regular.
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This scenario is in some cases affecting recurring teeacher training since, as reported to the Mission, 
state governments are avoiding providing training to contract teachers as this may give them a 
valid reason to demand regular positions. This is a matter of concern..

5.23 With large backlogs of untrained teachers many states are seeing distance education as a 
rapid strategy for training teachers, so as to imake them RTE compliant. While the Mission 
acknowledges that, given the large numbers, this miay be the only alternative, it recommends the use 
o f the distance mode with effective checks an<jd balances fo r  ensuring appropriate feedback  
mechanisms, monitoring procedures, and efficient stuident support systems.

5.24 Although the situation is improving, the sho>rtage of teachers and single teacher schools still 
dot the school scenario quite substantially. For example, Rajasthan has 30.96% single teacher 
schools at the primary level, while Haryana reported 7-8% single teacher schools. In Assam the 
situation is particularly exigent as there has beem no recruitment for teachers since the last 15 
years, leading to acute teacher shortages. This has led increasingly to multi-grade situations in 
classrooms with no appropriate multi-grade pedagoogy in place. Although the Mission acknowledges 
this to be a transitory situation given the current 'efforts to get adequate number of teachers in 
place, the situation is likely to continue for some mo)re years.

5.25 The Mission therefore strongly recommemds that the MHRD may encourage the state 
governments to evolve some method to resolve this tissue and avoid dilution o f teaching standards in 
schools, since this can well become counterproductive fo r  the program goals if  there is no appropriate 
strategy in place. The states may be guided to consider multigrade situations as an asset rather than a 
liability, in situations where numbers are not too llarge, as demonstrated by the ABL method and 
materials which opt fo r  classrooms to be multigrade irather than monograde, to allow fo r  cooperative 
peer learning among children.

Status of Teacher Training: (In-Service, Induction and Untrained teachersj

5.26 SSA has a provision for 20 days of in-serviice training per teacher, per year. Most states 
utilise this provision by bifurcating this provision imto ten days of continuous training at block or 
district levels and ten days are translated into ten mionthly meetings at the cluster level. States have 
focussed this provision on training of teachers on different themes including on the new textbooks, 
hard spots in maths and science; Smart Schools (Ciomputer Aided Learning), Inclusive Education, 
Health and Hygiene; CCE etc. Several states have comducted collaborative training with the British 
Council towards providing English language traiining to help teachers transact the English 
curriculum. In Tamil Nadu the ten days' training is  provided by the BRTs in the Block Resource 
Centers of which some themes are decided in a decentralised mode by the BRTs themselves. For 
example, after the recent cyclone Thane in Villupuraim district, the BRTs planned training on stress 
management for the teachers. The cluster level monthly meeting in most states concentrates on 
discussion among teachers of any specific problems; experienced in the classroom. In Chhattisgarh 
the 10 days' training is residential and is provided tlhrough DIETS / BRCs, followed by ten one-day 
trainings at cluster level. A cascade model is adopted! wherein the SCERT trains the master trainers 
drawn from among the teachers and Cluster Academiic Coordinators, who in turn train the teachers. 
It was noted especially in Chhattishgarh that a montlh wise calendar is usually drawn up for cluster 
level training. In Gujarat, most of the teachers now recruited have a B.Ed. Degree,. There is a 
provision for continuous in-service training and aill the teachers have undergone a seven-day 
training. In West Bengal, the feedback from the distriicts was that the modules and written materials 
are designed at the State level and often printing aind distribution of these takes some time and



heroce trainings are delayed. They suggested tthat more flexibility needs to be given to the districts 
to plan and implement their own training whiich would be more need based.

5.27 In Haryana, the JRM noted with concern that the state has contracted private 
players/agencies to impart in-service teacheir training in the state, who the Mission observed did 
not have the experience of working in government schools in rural areas. The thrust of their 
training seemed to be on “imparting inform;ation" rather than academic or pedagogic strategies. 
The JRM is of the view that SCERTs, DIET's and state universities and colleges can be better 
mobilized for providing in-service training iinstead. In some states use of video conferencing is 
bei ng employed for training which is often a one way communication from experts, rather than an 
interactive process.

5.28 A concern regarding training is thatt the cascade model suffers from limitations due to 
message dilution at each level. Also, trainers ;at the cluster levels particularly require strengthening 
in content as well as general awareness of educational ideas and practices. The other concern is 
that while the ten days’ provision for monthly meetings at cluster level seem to be well utilized for 
discussion on immediate problems faced by teachers, the ten days’ thematic trainings do not 
necessarily reflect any well-linked training strategy; they are in many cases just stand-alone themes 
or activities. Lack of information at differentt levels about various trainings is also reported to be 
leading to confusion in training content and scheduling.

5.29 The Mission therefore recommends tlhat

a) Given diverse contexts and needs of: teachers, at the national and state levels a variety of 
training modules may be developed which could be offered to the districts to choose from 
as per their needs.

b) State offices/SCERTs and DIETS shoiuld collectively develop an annual plan for in-service 
training of teachers which should refflect a cohesive and coherent teacher training strategy 
based on state, district and block level needs.

c) With improved availability of ICT facilities, more innovative approaches could be adopted 
for interactive and participatory teacher training through use of audio-visual media, 
computer aided learning, internet ettc. These need to be however validated for academic 
appropriateness and validity of content

d) A specific lacuna noted by the missiion in some states was the need for training of school 
heads in leadership and school management For this the state/SCERT could explore 
partnering with institutions which lhave the required specialization for imparting school 
leadership and management traininig for school principals. This training should include 
both administrative and financial management skills and personnel and whole school 
development and management

Academic Support and Monitoring Systeims

5.30 The fourteenth JRM had also raised some key issues regarding the block and cluster level 
institutions, on the basis of the findings of ;a study conducted in this context This JRM also notes 
with concern that in most states the academic support to teachers from block and cluster level 
institutions needs significant strengthening,. Monitoring and support mechanisms have been well 
laid out under SSA but district and sub-disttrict level coordination and effective academic support



seem to be largely deficient in many states, particularly with a large number of schools assigned to 
a block or cluster level coordinator.

5.31 The situation evidently varies across states. In Assam, District and Block Advisory Core 
Groups (DACG and BACG) have been set up for the primary and upper primary levels and meetings 
are reported to be held at regular intervals. Tlhese groups are responsible for supervision and 
monitoring. In addition the BRCCs and CRCCs are involved in the school monitoring but the role of 
CRCC's is very unclear. Gujarat has increased the number of CRCs from 3337 to 4268 and all are 
equipped with CRC Coordinators. The state hias also recruited around 1100 Block Resource 
Coordinators through a very rigorous process involving a written test, a computer test and finally 
an interview. The Mission was informed that the vacancies arising due to such teachers joining as 
BRCs and CRCs are filled immediately. All blocks are provided with five BRPs viz. Mathematics- 
Science, Languages, English, Social Science and Pragna. The BRPs have been given induction 
training. Quality Monitoring Tools are being developed by the state which would be used 
electronically. All the CRC -  BRC coordinators would be required to enter the data of classroom 
observation and school observation in a specific format The report of the CRC, BRC and district 
would be accessible at all levels of SSA.

5.32 Tamil Nadu has invested very effectively in appointment of 6,800 Block resource teachers 
(BRTs) who have the exclusive responsibility of providing support and supervision to the teachers 
for ABL and ALM at the elementary stage. Each BRT has six to seven schools under his/her 
supervision which allows for much more intensive and focused support and supervision .as 
compared to other states. While the support systtem is commendable and has been a major asset in 
enabling the state to scale up the innovative peidagogy, ABL so swiftly, there are some concerns 
regarding the profile of the new BRTs who oftem do not have teaching experience. Not all BRTs 
have teaching experience in schools.

5.33' While these State have A relatively more effective system in place, in some other states it has 
been rendered very ineffective due to large vacancies. In Chhattisgarh, the situation regarding 
vacancies at BRC level was found to be worryiing as 2103 out of 2700 positions were vacant 
rendering monitoring and supervision at the grassroots unviable. In Haryana, there are 119 BRCs 
and 1487 CRCs. The JRM visited one BRC and mett some of the CRC coordinators present there. Tlie 
BRC itself is depleted of staff as it has only 2 out o f the 7 sanctioned staff. Interaction with the BRC 
and CRC functionaries revealed that their activities are entirely administrative rather than 
academic. In Rajasthan, the nodal academic institutional support body at the cluster level is the 
Nodal Schools that cater to 5-7 schools under them for academic guidance/ onsite support instead 
of the CRC. However, academic support and on-siite guidance needs strengthening.

5.34 The Monitoring Institutions for the stattes appear to be providing good feedback and 
support The Mission was concerned to note tlhat training of educational administrators from 
district and block levels as against annual targets was only 55 %. This was actually reflected in the 
inadequate responsiveness and awareness of the BRCs about key academic issues in their block.

5.35 The Mission reiterates as have previous jJRMs, that academic institutional support bodies 
which form a key link to quality reform need to be less involved in data gathering and their 
capacities should be built to enable them to ptrovide more effective and intensive support to 
teachers on issues related to children's learning. The vacancies at BRC level need to be also filled up 
immediately. Since BEOs are the designated noidal academic support persons under RTE, their



orientation on pedagogical aspects like CCE, training strategy development, academic monitoring
mechanisms need to be also strengthened.

5.36 Main Recommendations:

• The JRM strongly recommends a greater foicus by states on specifying grade wise outcomes, 
both scholastic and non scholastic milestones as in the ABL program in the course of 
development of the curriculum, syllabus formulation and learning materials and use these as 
points of reference for CCE.

• Use of distance education to train the large mumbers of untrained teachers in the system should 
be expanded but only with more effective checks and balances for ensuring appropriate 
feedback mechanisms, monitoring procedures, and efficient student support systems. To 
enable this to be operationalised, SSA may engage with the Open and Distance Education 
universities and some SCERTs to evolve mechanisms and processes to this effect and prepare 
guidelines to be shared with the states.

• Initiatives by states towards curricular refform need to be located in a comprehensive and 
integrated plan for curricular and systesni(C reform that ensures institutional readiness and 
capacity at all levels of implementation imcluding block, cluster levels and the community. 
MHRD may guide the states to prepare these comprehensive, integrated plans and these may be 
shared with the next Mission.



Programme Management

Recent Policy Developments

6.1 The impact of policy and programmatiic reforms initiated in the context of RTE is now 
visible in the way SSA is implemented now at different levels.

6.2 At the national level, Central RTE Rules were notified on 5th April 2010 and since then 
MHRD has been making efforts to get states mowe on RTE related reforms. In June 2011, a meeting 
of all State ministers of education was held where several issues of importance were flagged, which 
included: notification of State RTE Rules, comstitution of SCPCRs/ REPA, adoption of 8 year 
elementary education cycle, teacher related issuces such as teacher deployment and rationalization, 
revising teacher recruitment rules to conform with NCTE norms, expediting recruitment against 
teacher vacancies at State and SSA level, training of'untrained' teachers, admission of children from 
disadvantaged groups and weaker sections and! institutionalization of programme of awareness 
generation and community mobilization. NCTE has notified teacher qualification requirements 
(under section 23 of the RTE Act) and Central Teacher Eligibility Tests (CTET) were introduced, 
and about a lakh teachers qualified (out of the 2..94 lakh candidates appeared for the test) the first 
CTET conducted in June 2011. The second CTET its scheduled for January 2012.

6.3 At States level, by now, 24 states have notified RTE Rules and 5 UTs have adopted Central 
Rules4. The rest four states are in the process o f notifying RTE Rules (Gujarat, Goa, Karnataka and 
West Bengal). In 2010-11 only 3 states had constituted State Commission for Protection of Child 
Rights (SCPCRs), now the number has increased tto 20. The State reports from several States visited 
by JRM confirms the constitution of SCPCR in those States (for example, Assam and Chhattisgarh,). 
Of the 12 states that had earlier followed a seven year elementary, cycle, 8 states (Assam, AP, 
Meghalaya, Mizoram, Gujarat Nagaland, Kerala and Orissa) have in principle taken a decision to 
move to an eight year elementary education cycle in accordance with the RTE. In Assam, for 
example, the team reported that the move towards 8 year EE cycle was implanted since the 
academic year 2011s and the State has done it by adding provisions for grade V in primary schools 
and for grade VIII in upper primary schools, wherever necessary.

6.4 Following the CTET, several States (Assam6, Bihar, Gujarat, Haryana7, Jharkhand, MP, 
Manipur, Nagaland, Punjab, Rajasthan, UP and Uttarakhand) have also conducted State Teacher 
Eligibility Tests (STET). The 14th JRM was informed about several RTE related initiatives 
undertaken at the states' level, which included (a) 30 states banning Board examinations till 
completion of elementary education6; (b) 31 states’ notifications prohibiting corporal punishments9

4 The State of Jammu and Kashmir does not come undeir the purview of National RTE. The State has its Act of 
Right to Education of children in the state.

5 Academic year in Assam starts in January.

6 Assam conducted its first TET on January 10th, 2012 im which close to 3.3 lakh applicants appeared.

7 In Haryana, first TET was held in November 2011 in which more than a lakh teachers out of 3 lakh plus odd 
applicants appeared cleared the test

8 Rajasthan State report mentions about Board of Examiinations abolishing grade VIII exams.

9 Though during JRM’s field visits, there were several observations of students mentioning about corporal 
punishments they received from teachers.



and mental harassments as well as expulsion and detention; and (c) 25 states’ notification 
prohibiting screening for admission and capitation fees.

6.5 In the States visited by the 15th JRM, the progress in the implementation of the above 
mentioned activities were at various levels. While RTE Rules were notified, there are several areas 
where ambiguity exists especially with respect to the interpretation of RTE. For example, the age 
group to be catered (6-14 years) and hence age at entry to school. In some States, in spite of RTE, 
5+ years continues to be the age at entry into grade 1 -  for example, Haryana. The State explains 
this as "6th year" in a child’s life. The Haryana State also explains this as "compulsions of the state 
reality” as private schools allow children to get admitted into a pre-school at age 3, and raising the 
entry age to government schools might leadl to children moving to private schools. On the other 
hand, Kerala State’s RTE notification says that from the next academic year (2012-13), only 
children who have completed 6 years will be admitted in grade 1, a change from its previous policy 
of 5+ years as age at entry.

Monitoring and Supervision:

6.6 The regular monitoring and supervision of the SSA programme is envisaged in a multi-layer 
fashion in SSA. At national level, Annual Work Plan and Budget (AWP&B) appraisal process involves 
extensive review of the programme implementation. Besides this, review meeting of programme 
coordinators are held in every quarter and meeting of Education Secretaries and SPDs of all states 
are held in every sue months to review and dliscuss the programme progress and issues. MHRD and 
TSG also make periodic visits to assess grounid realities of programme implementation.

6.7 Besides these, the review by Monitoring Institutions (MI) provides periodic information 
about the implementation of the programme.. However, the Mis in some States reported their inputs 
not used at optimal level. The quality of MI reports also varied in terms of its analytical content and 
rigor. The MI reports often remained as reptorting on the given format rather than eliciting policy 
and programmatic issues.

6.8 While the BRCs and CRCs are acadennic support organizations and are expected to monitor 
and guide the academic functioning of schotols. However, often the BRCs and CRCs often take the 
role of reporting data collected upwards. Att school level, earlier the VECs and now the SMCs are 
expected to perform the monitoring of regullar functioning of the schools and teacher and student 
attendance as well as school construction amd maintenance. In many States visited by the Mission 
teams observed ground level monitoring by communities. However, the functioning of school level 
monitoring and its effectiveness vary widely across schools and across States. The schools are 
supposed to put information regarding the school functioning on the school notice board (or school 
walls). This include information on (a) stucDent enrollments and attendance by grade, gender and 
social groups on a daily basis; (b) school teacher information, their qualifications and attendance; 
and (c) various sources of grants received by schools by components in the academic year and their 
utilization. However, in most States, the Mission could hardly see any such information displayed in 
schools.

6.9 One of the important tools for moniitoring and planning school level facilities, enrolments, 
teacher availability, equity and internal efficiency parameters is through the EMIS. DISE is 
established as the EMIS for SSA. Basically there are three types of stakeholders involved in the 
collection, maintenance and use of the data:: (a) the school/block /district /state level people who 
collect, and collate datS at various levels amd analyze it to prepare annual work plans; (b) NUEPA



team who maintains the data and produces nationall reports; and (c) TSG- MIS division who analyze 
/triangulate data for planning, monitoring and aippraising plans as well as organizes capacity 
building at various levels. The stakeholders outsidie the system include all those researchers who 
want to use the data for further analysis and research.

6.10 DISE has been functioning for last decade aind a half. In spite of the huge progress made in 
collecting data from 1.3 million schools spread across the country, the data collection issues remain 
and several States have not recognized it as the maim source of data for elementary education in the 
State. In some states, the verification of enrolment figures is more complicated due to many 
children enrolling in more than one school. Checkiing and validation of data both district and sub
district levels seems to be an issue. One of the majjor challenges in data collection in the states in 
the past has been the issue of coverage of private school data, especially private unrecognized 
schools. States like Haryana and Kerala, in spite o>f their best efforts, has not been successful in 
getting data from several unrecognized schools. However, this year, there have been special efforts 
by all states to cover the recognized and unrecognized private schools.

6.11 The problem lies both with States as well as; NEUPA and its modalities of analysis. In all the 
States visited by the JRM, the capacity at the Staite/ district level people to analyze DISE in a 
meaningful way remains low. The analysis does not: go beyond creating certain tables. The national 
reports brought out by NUEPA also lack of any understanding of State-specific factors. The specific 
issues with NUEPA's annual exercise are pertaining to: (a) definition and estimation of education 
indicators; as well as disaggregation (not) availablle in the analysis and reports; (b) co-relational 
analysis not available and (c) dissemination of data ffor further use.

6.12 The issue with respect to definition and metthod of estimation of indicators is a serious one. 
For example, in 23 States/UTs, age at entry into school is 5+ years, which means in these States, 
students without detention have been reaching grade VI by the time they are 10+ years. In these 
States„the appropriate age groups for estimating GER/NER is that of 5+ to 9+ years and 10+ to 12+ 
years for primary and upper primary stages. However, NUEPA uses age cohort populations 
between 6-10 years for primary and 11-14 years floor upper primary and this provides a different 
picture of GER/NER in all these States. The NUEPA reports have hardly explained the situation in 
any of its reports. Disaggregated analysis is a majoir issue. The analysis does not provide enough 
information to derive meaningful conclusions. For example, if one wants answer to a question like 
"what are the characteristics of schools with dediming enrolments?”, the reports hardly provide 
enough information.

6.13 While the row data is available at the website www.dise.in. there is not enough information 
that helps those interested in analyzing the data for any serious research. NUEPA should provide, 
along with the data, a detailed background note om data, the syntaxes used, the explanations for 
codes etc. NUEPA may follow the NSSO’s methods here.

6.14 At the same time, the efforts made by TSG to improve the analysis and understanding of 
data issues, data analysis and data dissemination at state and district levels should be appreciated 
and encouraged. The MIS team at TSG had organized capacity building workshops at State and 
district levels. TSG organized six regional workshopss between the November 2011 to January 2012 
(at Jaipur, Bhubaneswar, Srinagar, Gangtok; Patna and Trivandrum) and these workshops were 
attended by district level MIS coordinators. This was an opportunity for several MIS people at 
district level to have firsthand knowledge of using daita rather than merely replicating the templates 
provided by NUEPA. These types of workshops are? desirable in all components / thematic areas

http://www.dise.in


and TSG should be encouraged to organize moire such workshops. The States also should take these 
multitude of opportunities to build capacity o f its staff at various levels.

6.15 One of the major initiatives started as a pilot by Ministry is the "Adhaar enabled" child wise 
data base. The tool developed by MHRD/TSGi for this is very comprehensive. For the first time in 
India, this tool will facilitate linking some Ihousehold data with school level indicators for all 
children. The pilot is carried out in 14 districts in 7 States.

6.16 The NCERT is the process of revising tlhe QMT format and it is recommended that during the 
desk review JRM in July 2012, NCERT raiay make a presentation of the new format, its 
implementation plans, and plans for analysis o f  information.

Research and Evaluation

6.17 There are several studies commissioned at national level and States also commission 
several studies. At national level, during the yrear 2010-11, nine studies were commissioned, and all 
of it is under way except one. A glance throuigh the TOR of the studies reveal that many of these 
studies are in the nature of verifications and! very few addresses issues related to quality related 
processes or equity or other issues. For exaimple, the two studies which will look at some type of 
quality are the ones related to impact of in-service training on classroom transactions. Few studies 
are repetition of earlier studies undertaken by the RESU unit, the reports of which had serious 
analytical problems and hardly any of thiem were disseminated to the public. The studies 
commissioned by the States show that the qiuality of research and its analysis has not been up to 
mark in several states.

Institutional Development and Capacity Building

6.18 The role of State/district/ block levell functionaries in implementing the SSA interventions 
need no elaboration. However, staff vacamcies in various positions are an issue that needs 
immediate attention. The issue of vacancies is a much more serious issue at district and sub
district levels. At the block level, most staff vacancies are pertaining to MIS coordinators, IE 
coordinators, BRPs etc. For example in Assam, half of the IE Resource person positions, 90% of 
Resource Teacher posts and 57% of MIS coordinator posts are lying vacant In Chhattisgarh, at 
district level, 45% of key positions are reimaining vacant; for example, 31 out of 35 Assistant 
Engineer posts are vacant In Haryana too, all block level MIS coordinator posts and accountant 
posts are vacant. Capacity of the existing staff is another area of concern. See table below for 
details.
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Civil Works

Progress in School Infrastructure

6.19 The analysis of the progress made in the provision of school infrastructure (which involves 
civil works) shows that 77% of the targets for primary school construction, 87% of upper primaiy 
school construction, 70% of additional classrooms, 94% of drinking water facilities and 71% of 
toilets are completed. Among the States visited by JRM, West Bengal, J&K and Chhattisgjarh were 
facing huge challenges in infrastructure provision while Kerala, Rajasthan, TN and Gujarat were 
better performing. See table below for details.

Items Targets Comp In
Progress

% C+IP States with Huge 
Challenges

Good performing States

Primary
school 192754 148049 17790 86.04% Bihar, West Bengal, 

Himachal, UP

AP, Arunachal, Karnataka, 
Kerala, Rajasthan, TN, 
Tripura, Gujarat

Upper
Primary
School

107054 92692 8678 94.69%
Himachal, Meghalaya, 
Nagaland,_Uttrakhand 
& West Bengal

AP, Assam, Kerala, 
Mizoram, Rajasthan, TN

Additional
Classrooms 1601814 1121270 289667 88.08% Bihar, J&K, Jharkhand 

& Maharashtra

Assam, Arunachal, 
Chhattisgarh, Kerala, 
Mizoram, Rajasthan. & UP

Drinking
Water
facility

220953 206887 5346 96.05%
J&K, West Bengal, 
Chhattisgarh & 
Maharashtra

Arunachal, Assam, 
Gujarat, Kerala, Mizoram, 
Nagaland, MP & TN

Toilets 584324 416927 60336 81.68%
AP, Chhattisgarh, 
J&K, Tripura &
Orissa

Arunachal, Haryana, 
Kerala, Meghalaya, 
Mizoram, Nagaland & TN
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6.20 As per RTE, every school is expectted to comply with the provision of several infrastructure 
facilities. However, there is a large numbier of schools which do not satisfy all these norms. The 
proportion of schools with adequate numlber of classrooms in 2010-11 is only 62%, but this is an 
improvement from only 41% in the previous year. Only 57% schools have separate girls’ toilet, but 
this is again an improvement from 31%  in the year before. The graph below represents the 
proportion of schools that comply with RTE’s infrastructure norms. The analysis of DISE data 
shows that more than 70% schools comply with 5 or more infrastructure facilities.

6.21 As a result of the construction of additional classrooms (ACR), the Student Classroom Ratio 
(SCR) has improved from 41 in 2004-05 to 31 by 2010-11. Average number of classrooms in 
government primary schools now around 4. In 2009-10, 24% primary schools had SCR>40. With 
RTE the norms for desirable classrooms (changed to an SCR<=30. In 2009-10, 41% of schools had 
SCR>30, which got reduced to 39% in 2010-11. However, the national average figures camouflages 
the wide variations across States, withirn States across districts, sub-districts and across schools. 
Among the States visited by the JRM teaims, in West Bengal, 56% schools had SCR>30, in Gujarat, 
48% primary schools had SCR>30 and in Harayana, it was 43%. Similarly, at upper primary level, 
proportion of schools with SCR>35 came down from 33% in 2009-10 to 31% in 2010-11. This 
shows the impact of the provision of ACRls. However, 22 States still have huge ACR gaps. In fact in 
States like Haryana, in spite of the availability of classrooms, the real SCR on the ground was quite 
high because of high PTR.

Whole School Development Plan

6.22 The Whole School Development P’lan (WSDP) is a commendable initiative which provides a 
comprehensive framework for using school infrastructure more holistically and integrating it with 
pedagogic reforms and equity issues.. The relevance of WSDP and its urgent need for 
implementation is evident from the prese:nt organization and use of schools on the ground. There is 
a need to create WSDP based school viisions. However, there is a need for more training and 
dissemination of WSDP ideas have not penetrated into the school community discourse as they 
have not been informed / trained about tthem. States need to look at this issue more seriously. In 
the WSDP components, it is desirable that each State develops a basket of models appropriate for 
the local state context and needs, and allow SMCs to choose from these.



6.23 The SMCs/VEC and MTA have been constituted in most of the States, as evident from JRM’s 
State reports. The main difference between the present form of SMCs compared to its previous 
avatar of VEC is that the parents of children enrolled in the schools have a major representation and 
the representative of PRI is only a member. In some States, the SMCs were given three day training 
under RTE, and in many States, the process of training SMCs have just commenced. In some states 
(CGH) the process of SMC constitution appeared to be selective and not necessarily well propagated 
and inclusive in the state. There are several instances of community contribution towards 
development of schools or hostel infrastructure in many States, including Gujarat, Haryana and 
Tripura.

6.24 The Mission recalls from their field visits that the Mission found that most of the SMCs were 
keenly interested and involved in the affairs of the school. However, one major issue is that they 
often did not have enough information and insight that might help them to perform their role 
effectively. It is clear that intensive training is required for SMC members. In Kerala, participation of 
the community and panchayats has helped to establish a range of activities at the school level. The 
annual work plan of a school being developed by the schools' Parents Teachers Association (PTA) 
was a good example of participatory democracy in action. The State however, has not reconstituted 
School Management Committees in accordance with the RTE act In the States, the SMC members in 
general are aware of the school maintenance grants, beautification grants, additional classroom 
budget etc that comes to school. There was also awareness of what children were supposed to get -  
uniform grants, text books, and bicycles (under innovative activities for girls). The SMC members, 
especially mothers reported that they are actively involved in deciding the expenditure of student 
uniforms (color, type etc). The SMC involvement in monitoring Mid Day Meal (MDM) preparation 
and distribution is also quite good as evident from the schools. SMC members also ensure better 
use of school beautification grants. On the other hand, they seem to be less aware of TLM/ TLE 
grants. The Assam State report while appreciating all the developments in SMCs, also raise concern 
about the Mother's group are allotted more 'homely'' duties related to MDM, cleanliness etc in 
school. While the SMCs have 50% women representatives in them, very few are in leadership 
positions. Women members’ own perception is that they are not equipped to develop SDP, manage 
accounts and finance.

6.25 Programme Management: Recommendations

• The 15* JRM recommends that the MHRD should continue its efforts in building the 
capacity of the staff at states, districts and blocks level, not only of DISE data, but types of 
data relevant to education sector (including education budgets and expenditure) in a 
contextual manner, and in this capacity building efforts, should include relevant research 
institutions in the states.

• The JRM recommends that the states should revise the scope, content and modality of SMC 
training by moving away from a single module, one-time training and by covering the full 
range of issues SMCs need to address (including school functioning and management as well 
as behavioral changes /IEC related issues).

• The JRM recommends that the states take up the staffing issues seriously and take action to 
fill in all types of vacancies existing at SPO, DPO, block and cluster level at the earliest, and 
preferably before the next academic year begins.

Community Mobilization



Financial Management

Fund flow and Expenditure

7.1 The fifteenth JRM met at a juncture when Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) has taken a long 
stride in terms of financial outlay and releases (till 31 December, 2011) and expenditure (till 30 
September 2011). Total outlay for state (Cemtral and State share in the ratio 65:35) during 2011-12 
has been Rs. 61732.54 crore (58234.37 for states outside the North East Region and Rs. 3498.17 
crore for states in the NE Region). The Central budget support is pegged at Rs. 21000.00 crore (Rs. 
19088.50 crore for non-NER states and Rs. 1911.50 for NER states) and includes Rs.11992.33 crore 
realised from Education Cess. Total Central share released up to 31.12.2011 amounts to Rs. 
17813.52 crore (Rs. 16474.15 crore for n<on-NER states and Rs. 1339.37 crore for NER states). 
Electronic transfer facility right down to the village level has made the fund flow system smooth 
and largely hassle free in some states.

7.2 As against the financial outlay, the reported expenditure figure10 till 30.9.2011 was Rs. 
1656756 crore. The following table indicates the state-wise distribution of expenditure.

Expenditure R ep ort Summary (Entire Program )
For the Half Year Ended on Septem ber: 3 0 .9 .2 0 1 1

(Rs. in lakhs)

S. No. Name of the State Openinjg Balance 
for tihe year Releases Reported

Expenditure
1 Andhra Pradesh 48(09.94 205020.24 152184.47
2 Arunachal Pradesh 404.69 8880.1 7132.55
3 Assam 3185.86 91147.73 52927.96
4 Bihar 155193.96 210158.94 113897.04
5 Chattisgarh 11496.23 59527.22 52104.39
6 Goa 278.01 689.16 682.80
7 Gujarat 7644.76 54780.75 58824.44
8 Haryana 11366.16 40061.41 31104.31
9 Himachal Pradesh 32109.19 16186.14 9607.84
10 lammu & Kashmir 37918.96 19770.71 51906.27
11 Iharkhand 41001.82 41903.46 56683.70
12 Karnataka 16091.11 53390.17 52911.52
13 Kerala 816.94 19171.28 11280.89
14 Madhya Pradesh 54>024.7 236282.6 199264.25
15 Maharashtra 58161.02 130435.57 82581.66
16 Manipur 44-16.75 2940.55 1880.51

10 FMR-II



S. No. Name of the State Opening Balance 
for the year Releases Reported

Expenditure
17 Meghalaya 6295.94 8664.74 5811.89
18 Mizoram 2190.05 9314.05 6868.94
19 Nagaland 216.92 4798.33 2922.90
20 Orissa 6078.9 120568.4 71553.12
21 Punjab 1665.67 36206.49 31857.82
22 Rajasthan 20334.3 199680.57 164443.05
23 Sikkim 983 2992.5 1682.65
24 Tamil Nadu 5665.03 71732.63 55306.01
25 Tripura 33.97 10723.4 9200.00
26 Uttar Pradesh 89164.92 225452.5 195297.00
27 Uttarakhand 10644.06 25192.71 20358.65
28 West Bengal 27114.29 182421.86 150188.77

29 Andaman & Nicobar 269.14 1170.14 337.04
30 Chandigarh 1729.95 2199.14 1513.75
31 Dadra & Nagar Haveli 427.19 106435 219.59
32 Daman & Diu 29.11 437.06 269.91
33 Delhi 3290.41 2962.18 2305.75
34 Lakshadweep 99.83 299.90 90.93
35 Pondicherry 38.46 557.62 567.17

Total 533261.24 2096784.60 1655769.54

Ed.ClL -171.60 1000.00 699.64
NCERT 18.22 104.02 38.62
NIAR 74.89 82.76 120.35
NCPCR 78.92 175.55 90.31
IGNOU 37.53 96.21 37.95

Total 37.96 1458.54 986.87
Grand Total 533299.20 2098243.14 1656756.41

7.3 Total reported expenditure for the year 2010-11 was Rs. 31,598 crore. Going by the trend of 
expenditure of the first two quarters of 2011-12, it is obvious that the figure will be much higher 
this year, particularly since the last two quarters of a financial year is generally the busy season for 
financial commitments. Larger and larger resource commitments in SSA - which is now the vehicle 
for implementation of Right of Children to Free and Compulsoiy Education Act, 2009 - require a 
professional approach to financial management system to ensure value for money, and the states 
are well aware of the need to enhance and strengthen the system. The following discussion 
addresses the issues and concerns in this area.

Staffing

7.4 FM Staffing continues to be an area of concern which needs to be monitored closely. 
Inadequate FM capacity in some states observed during the JRM is linked with shortage of staff. 
Apart from staffing at district level, more attention needs to be paid by states to FM staffing at sub



district level, as several states continue to lag behind in this area, whereas a large proportion of SSA 
funds are spent at sub-district level (VECs/VCWCs/SMCs).

7.5 District Level: As per the data in the table below, staffing position in some major states at 
district level has remained the same/changed marginally over the past one year, as compared to 
norms of staffing as per FMP Manual e.g., Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal. However, 
vacancies have substantially increased against the norm in Madhya Pradesh (80% against 55%), 
whereas in Bihar there is a 5% reduction in vacancies against norms (50% compared to 55% 
reported in January 2011 JRM). In Chhattisgarh, vacancies against norms have increased by 4% 
(76% from 72%).

SSA IRM January 2 0 1 2 -  Analysis of FM Staffing a t District Level*

State

Indicative 
Stafing as  
per FMPM Sanctioned Posted

Gap
against

Indicative
Staffing

%  Gap 
against 

Indicative 
Staffing

Vacancy
against

Sanctioned
Vacancy

%
a b c d=a-c e=d/a f=b-c g=f/b

Bihar 1 4 8 152 7 4 74 50% 78 51%
Iharkhand 9 6 71 51 45 47% 20 28 %

Karnataka 1 2 0 60 5 3 67 56% 7 12%

MP 2 0 0 100 87 113 57% 13 13%

Rajasthan 1 2 8 64 4 4 84 66% 20 31 %

UP 2 8 4 176 1018 176 62% 68 39 %
West Bengal 8 0 80 6 1 19 24% 19 24 %

Chhattisgarh 72 54 3 6 36 50% 18 3 3 %
Total 1 1 2 8 7 5 7 5 1 4 6 1 4 5 4 % 2 4 3 3 2 %

* as per Action Taken Report of 14th IRM

7.6 Block Level: Among major states, FM staffing at block level is severely deficient in some 
states against sanctioned posts as on September 30, 2011, as per figures reported by the states in 
31st Controllers' Meeting e.g, in Uttar Pradesh (83% vacancy) and Bihar (51% vacancy). Data for 
the same period for some other states shows no posts filled at block level in Orissa and high 
percentage of vacancies against sanctioned posts e.g., Maharashtra (86%) and Uttarakhand (91%). 
During visit to states, the JRM noted that all 180 posts of accountants in Haryana at BRC level were 
vacant; there was major shortage of FM staff at district and blocks in Tamil nadu; and in Tripura 
sanctioned posts in all the districts and blocks have not been filled up from inception/or for a long 
time.

7.7 The mission also noted adequate FM staffing in Gujarat at all levels, including at block level 
(100%). The other states with 100% posts fulled at block level include Meghalaya, Mizoram and 
Sikkim (source: 31st Controllers' Meeting).



SSA JRM January 2012- Analysis of FM Staffing at Block Level*

State Sanctioned Posted

Vacancy
against

Sanctioned
Vacancy

%

a b c=a-b d=c/a

Bihar 537 264 273 51 %

Jharkhand** 259 159 100 39 %
As per ATR 14th 
JRM

Karnataka 1667 202 1465 8 8 %
Madhya
Pradesh 322 237 85 2 6 %

Rajasthan 247 165 82 3 3 %

Uttar Pradesh 880 147 733 8 3 %

West Bengal 696 621 75 11%

Chhattisgarh** 146 95 51 3 5 % as per 15th JRM State Report

* as per Minutes of 31st Quarterly Review Meeting of FM Controllers, October 2011

“ except Jharkhand for which data as per KTR of 14th ttM has been used and

Chhattisgarh, for which data for 15th JRM state report has been used.

7.8 Recommendations

• To face the challenges of sustaining a robust financial management system in a complex and 
multi-tiered delivery,system, .the Finance Wing at State,-district-and sub-district levels need 
to be considerably strengthened in the interest of the stakeholders. The approach should be 
twofold: (a) urgent steps need be taken to fill up the existing vacancies in the Finance Wing 
and (b) capacity building through intensive training given by professionals at all levels 
should be arranged through a need based gap analysis.

• District level FM staff shortages have been highlighted by last 3 - 4  JRMs, but the progress is 
not satisfactory. States must fill vacancies of FM staffing, including at district and sub
district level, at the earliest. The mission recommends that Controllers' Meeting should 
particularly focus on FM staffing in states at district and sub-district level.

FM Training

7.9 As per FM&P Manual, 5 day FM&P training is mandatory. MHRD conducted a two-day 
Regional Training-cum-Workshop in 3 regions of West (Pune, Maharashtra), South (Trichur, 
Kerala) 13-14 October 2011 and North (Panchkula, Haryana) from 9-10 January, 2012. Resource 
persons from TSG/MHRD and state HQ imparted the training.

7.10 The JRM was pleased to note that many states who were visited had conducted training for 
finance staff during FY 2011-12 e.g., Assam, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Haryana, Rajasthan and West 
Bengal. States such as Assam and Gujarat also imparted training on Tally software to accounts staff. 
The states used trainers from a mix of in-house and external trainers e.g., in West Bengal two CA 
firms along with a team from ICWA were engaged to impart training to accounts staff, including

r~



VEC Secretary, whereas in Rajasthan and Gujarat, in-house finance staff imparted training. 
However, quality and relevance of the trainimg material has to be carefully vetted / monitored by 
State level functionaries. In Gujarat, trainimg to SMCs (including training on maintenance of 
records) was provided by NGOs in July 2011. and 2nd phase of SMC training is ongoing in January 
2012.
7.11 However, JRM visits to districts indicate that training provided to sub-district level staff on 
accounting procedures and record keeping is inadequate in many states e.g., in Rajasthan, 
Headmasters and teachers at the school lewel had either not received training or require more 
support to improve record keeping. Field visits in Rajasthan and Gujarat showed internal control 
issues, such as large cash payments by VEC/SIMC, which need to be addressed in training.

7.12 Recommendations

• The training module needs to be drawn up by experts in the area In the states where 
structured Finance and Accounts services exist, officers from those services may be suitably 
utilised on deputation basis for efficient running of the SSA programme. It must be 
remembered that the materiality and significance of fiscal parameters in a flagship 
programme like SSA cannot be over-emphasised. The officers in the Finance Wing should be 
well versed in budgeting, accountiing (both cash and mercantile systems), financial 
reporting, government rules and procedures and the provisions of Manual on Financial 
Management and Procurement (FM &  P Manual) of SSA. In case suitable personnel are not 
available from within the governmemt system, qualified Chartered Accountants or persons 
with proven experience in the field of financial administration at different levels may be 
inducted.

• The mission recommends that apart ffrom completing mandatory training of 5 days in a year 
for accounts staff at state/district/bhock level, states should pay equal attention to training 
of VEC/SMC and heads of schools.

• As computerized accounting is a relatively recent development in many states, particularly 
at district and block level, training am computerized accounting should be organized on a 
regular basis for state/district staff. FM training of staff may also include dissemination of 
findings of internal audit and statutory audit to district/sub-district staff, so that staff are 
made aware of specific areas of concerns and can take necessary corrective action.

• States may consider developing a cadre of Master trainers on finance and accounts. Also, 
states must implement measures for assessing effectiveness and relevance of FM training at 
all levels.

Accounting and Disclosure Issues

7.13 Some issues regarding accounting diisclosures were noticed during the Mission’s field visits 
to ten states which need to be addressed. Thiese are:

• Balance Sheet. Grants from Central and State governments are the only source of funds 
under SSA. FM & P Manual (Annexe XXI) prescribes that disaggregated figures of grants 
under each component (SSA, NPEGEL, KGBV) under Central and State share, including 
interest and district level balances;, should be fully captured under Capital Fund in the



consolidated balance sheet at the state level. But this disclosure is not followed in the states 
(Tamil Nadu, for example).

• Accounting Policy o f  Releases: Para 7 4 .1  of the FM & P Manual stipulates that all funds 
released to the district and sub-district level units are initially classified as advances, and 
the same indicated as such in the Books of Accounts. The advances are to be adjusted based 
on the expenditure statement/ utilization certificates received by the state Implementing 
Society of having spent the funds. Advances, if not actually spent for which accounts have 
been settled, should be shown as advances, and not as expenditure. However, in West 
Bengal and Gujarat, it was noticed that this practice was not always followed. In West 
Bengal, most of the time, advances given for civil works alone were booked as Advances, 
and all other advances were booked as expenditure. In Gujarat, all releases to VEC/SMC, 
including releases for civil works, are booked as expenditure at district office.

• Disclosure in Schools: The JRM noted uneven progress in the matter of ensuring 
transparency and display of information about grants and expenditure at school level in 
different states. In Rajasthan, the information varied from school to school. In Haiyana, 
most schools visited by the Mission did not have an expenditure information display board, 
whereas in Tamil Nadu full disclosures are available on the boards and displayed 
prominently. In Rajasthan in many schools, expenditure for the current year was either not 
displayed at all or was not updated. In one of the schools visited, the board was placed \n 
the Head Master's room, which is not easily visible to the public. In Tripura, there is a good 
effort on fiscal transparency, and nearly all schools displayed financial information on walls 
or notice board. Such displays are essential parameters for social audit

• Bank Account at School Level: In West Bengal, during visit to DPO's office in Hoogly district, 
it was noticed that a large number of primary schools at VEC level do not have Bank 
Accounts. Consequently, funds pertaining to them are included in the remittance of amounts 
to a nearby primary school having a Bank Account thereafter, amounts pertaining to them 
are drawn in cash from the Bank and handed over to die Teacher-in-charge. This is a risky 
transaction, as the Teacher-in-charge is required to hold entire funds in cash, instead of 
keeping them in Bank Account, as required under paragraph 91.3 of FM & P Manual.

7.14 Recommendations

• It is recommended that critical issues mentioned above are addressed expeditiously by the 
states.

• It will be useful to agree a format for social audit display boards at the SPO level itself, 
which can be shared with all the districts to ensure that financial information is consistent, 
visible and adequate.

VEC/SMC Level Issues

7.15 The following FM/governance issues persist:

• Awareness o f  Grants amongst Community: The awareness level of community about grants 
received by schools needs to be increased. In Haryana, the SMC members seemed to be 
aware of some grants, text books etc., but not of TLM/ TLE grants.



or accounting records as per accounts produced from computerized system. A report on 
this should be presented during the Juily 2012 J,RM.

7.19 Statutory Audit

By CA firms: The JRM was informed that MHRD had received audit reports of 28 states and 1 
audit report for national componenit (IGNOU). Audit reports are pending from 7 states, 
including Arunachal Pradesh, Goa, Jharkhand, Lakshadweep, Nagaland, Puducherry and 
Punjab. Delay in submission of statutory audit reports in some states indicates non
compliance with prescribed audit cailendar and is a cause for concern. MHRD must follow 
up with the states for submission of the pending audit reports.

7.20 Audit by the Accountants General's office

• Audit by AG’s office is conducted unider section 14 of CAG's (DPC) Act, 1971. as SSA funds 
are received as grants from MHRD. The JRM noted the following:

• Tamil Nadu: Four Objections of Statutory Audit (two pertaining to the State Project Office, 
one to DPO Chennai and the fourth to Puddukottai) relating to 2008-9 are pending for 
settlement Similarly, six paragraphs of A.G Tamil Nadu are pending at State level. The 
objections relating to unadjusted advances featuring both \n Statutory Audit and AG's 
Reports are pending for want of UC from two agencies.

• West Bengal: Total 47 paras are outstanding for the period 2003-04 to 2008-09.

Internal Audit Concerns

7.21 Internal audit is the most effective tool for risk assessment in any large and varied 
organisation. The Mission is concerned that the task is not getting due attention in many states. A 
robust internal audit system, independent amd professional, is a sine qua non for effective delivery 
and value for money transactions.

7.22 The 14th JRM had expressed concern and made recommendations about strategic use of the 
internal audit system in SSA. During field visits of ten states by the 15th JRM, it appeared that the 
same concerns continue to plague the systeim to varied extent In Tamil Nadu, the Internal Audit has 
a sanctioned strength of 17 officials (one Assistant Director and 16 inspectors), against which sue 
persons are in position (one Assistant Director and 5 inspectors) as on date. As a result no 
concurrent audit has been undertaken so fair, and post audit of accounts and transactions has been 
completed only up to 2006.. In Tripura, strengthening of internal audit system with required 
manpower is necessary to ensure more freqiuent audits and action taken on recommendation.

7.23 In West Bengal, internal audit is bieing undertaken on concurrent basis with the help of 
Chartered Accountant firms in two phases of six months each. In Gujarat internal audit for FY 
2011-12 is yet to start Internal audit for the period April-September 2011 is already delayed by 
four months. In Haryana, while there is ani internal audit mechanism, all the posts are not filled. 
Two of the three internal auditors’ posts at the state level are vacant and all 26 sanctioned posts at 
the district level are lying vacant In Chattisgarh, internal audit was not carried out for 2010/11 and 
2011/12. In Kerala, there has been an absence of internal audit system and it was stated that the 
internal audit team at the SPO level in the s;tate project office has been constituted. In Assam, while 
there is an internal audit mechanism, 2 of the 3 internal auditors posts at the state level are vacant,



7.16

7.17

7.18

Training: Training of VEC/SMC members has considerable scope for improvement For 
example, in Haryana SMC members are not trained for accounting and record keeping, and 
no guidelines for accounting and record-keeping have been distributed to school level 
functionaries. The JRM appreciated efforts made by Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and Gujarat in 
developing a training module exclusively for VEC/SMC member.

Accounting: The mission noted that in Tamil Nadu the heads of the schools were financially 
literate, which led them to maintain the necessary records in complete form. However, in 
many states accounting and record keeping needs to be strengthened at the level of schools.

Bank Account: In Gujarat, the mission observed the good practice of a woman community 
member being a co-signatory of SMC account The mission's observation is that she should 
also sign vouchers, and not just cheques, so that she is fully informed about the nature of 
payments for which she signs cheques.

Recommendations

VEC/SMC training to include modules on maintenance of minutes of VEC/SMC meeting. The 
minutes of meeting to include information on grants received; expenditure and balance of 
each grant; cash and bank balance; and major decisions regarding procurement, payments

Controllers' meeting to monitor development of FM training material for community level 
and training of VEC/SMC members.

Accounting Software

Financial accounting software has been installed in 31 states/UTs at the level of SPO and 
DPO, except state of Madhya Pradesh, where manual accounting continues in 48 districts 
and Jammu & Kashmir, where it has not been installed in any district The software has not 
been installed in 4 states/UTs: Andaman & Nicobar Islands, Lakshadweep, Meghalaya and 
Tripura.

In Assam, accounting software is also being used at 145 blocks and manual book of accounts 
are being maintained simultaneously. In Gujarat accounting software has been introduced 
at block level in FY 2011-12.

The last JRM had requested the following details for each state: name of the software; 
number of districts in which it is fully operational (3 months); number of districts that have 
discontinued manual record keeping; and number of districts where the data generated by 
the FAS is the basis for audit While the JRM was provided information on number of 
districts in which software is operational, the information on manual record keeping and 
basis of audit may be documented in the next Controllers' Meeting.

Recommendation

States have made considerable progress in implementation of financial accounting software. 
The process needed to be expedited in the state of Madhya Pradesh, as it is the only state 
among ten largest states in which the software has not been implemented in all districts. 
MHRD should also focus on monitoring whether: (a) manual record-keeping is continuing 
along with the software at state and district level; and (b) basis of audit i.e., manual records



and all the 26 sanctioned posts at the districtt level are lying vacant. MHRD informed the JRM that 
internal audit by CA firms was conducted in Asssam, Chhatisgarh and Haryana.

7.24 Recommendation

• An annual plan for internal audit withi red flags for identified and measured risk areas will 
strengthen administration and enhamce the confidence of stakeholders. Risk identification 
and measurement can be done thrcough statistical and scientific audit sampling, since 
manpower is a limited resource. Thiis 'control of all controls' can identify the gaps in 
financial management system and reduce 'noises in the population' by addressing such 
issues like adjustment of high value outstanding advances with age-wise analysis of the 
same, bottlenecks in fund flow systerm and many performance snags. MHRD should act in 
tandem with the state governments foir inducting professionalism in internal audit system.

Reports o f  Institute o f  Public Auditors oflndiia (IPAI)

7.25 In some states the Reports of IPAI are lying unattended. In Tamil Nadu, the third phase IPAI 
report received in April 2011 is pending for ;action till January 2012. Similarly, in Tripura, though 
IPAI report was submitted to the state on 26th1 April, 2010 and one month’s time period was given to 
send comments to the Ministry, till date thee state has failed to send comments or produce any 
action taken report to the Ministry.

7.26 Recommendation

• MHRD may like to monitor the IPAI reports closely, particularly when the internal audit 
system is at the take-off stage in many/ states.

Procurement

7.27 The Mission was informed that most of the States have prepared procurement plan for
2011-12. The States have also been urged to> upload the procurement plan on their respective SSA 
websites. Most of the States have already dome so and others (e.g. Rajasthan) will comply with this 
requirement shortly. However, the procurerment plan is not being reviewed at regular intervals to 
track progress against the plan.

7.28 The revised Financial Management aand Procurement (FMP) manual is available in all the 
states. However, field visits suggest that aall the states may not be fully complying with the 
requirements of the amended FMP, whicHi states that it is mandatory to follow procedures 
mentioned in the manual for all procurement under SSA, including NPEGEL and KGBV. In 
Chattisgarh, the mission was unable to establish whether the State Procedures or the FMP 
guidelines were being followed. Tripura tcoo has reported use of both FMP as well as State 
guidelines. Gujarat has translated the FMP mianual into the vernacular language. However, it needs 
to be updated to reflect the amendments macde to the FMP manual in 2010.

7.29 The SMC manual in the vernacular llanguage including sections on financial management 
and procurement are available in some of thee states (e.g. Rajasthan) visited.



7.30 E-procurement is being implemented in Gujarat for the last three years. West Bengal too has 
reported the use of e-tendering. Some States like Rajasthan and Tripura have mentioned that they 
are contemplating the use of e-procurement from next financial year.

7.31 The average time reported by the states for completion of an open tendering exercise from 
the time of issuing the advertisement for the assignment is 40-50 days (Assam and Rajasthan), 
which is very good. However, some states like Tripura have mentioned that it takes approximately 
3-4 months to complete the exercise, even though the highest number of bids received is only 8. 
The reasons for such delays should be reviewed and remedial action taken.

7.32 MHRD has developed online software to monitor progress of procurement contracts in 
excess of Rs 10 lakhs. The software has been presented to the states and following their 
consonance, MHRD is in the process of inviting quotations from internet service providers for 
hosting the software on the website.

7.33 In SSA, the internal and external auditors are expected to review and comment on the 
procurement process and outcome as part of their scope of work. However, most of the reports 
have submitted a ‘Nil' observation on procurement, raising concerns about the orientation and 
understanding of the personnel undertaking these audits on procurement review.

7.34 The mission has observed that some office equipment like computers and printers are not 
under AMC contracts and a vendor is called as and when a fault occurs.

7.35 MHRD informed the mission that responses to Post Procurement Review (PPR) conducted 
in Assam, Karnataka, Maharashtra and Uttar Pradesh by the World Bank using independent 
consultants had been provided to the Bank Subsequently, the final version of the report after 
considering the comments from the State and Gol has been received from the independent 
consultants. The final report wjll be shared with Gol shortly.....................................................

7.36 Recommendations:

• MHRD may investigate the specific contracts highlighted in‘the PPR and also identify states 
where more focused oversight and attention is to be provided.

• MHRD may suggest specific checklists for review of procurement as part of the ToR for 
internal and external audit and the ToR shall prescribe the percentage of purchase 
transactions/contracts that need to be reviewed by the auditors and reported on.

• MHRD should re-emphasise that all states should adhere to the SSA FMP manual and that 
repeated non adherence to the manual shall be dealt with appropriate actions including 
declaring mis procurement as provided for in the FMP Manual.. It may also provide 
clarification on the applicability of the FMP provisions to all entities that procure on behalf 
of the SSA program.

• The procurement monitoring software which was agreed as an important action point at 
the 12th JRM is yet to be implemented. This remains a serious concern for the mission as 
many states still report non adherence to the FMP Manual. It is suggested that 
Implementation of the online procurement software be fast tracked, as this is a very useful 
monitoring tool for MHRD and the states.

I



Since majority of the procurement under SSA is being done at the community level, it is 
recommended that all states print and distribute SMC (School Management Committees) 
manuals with sections on Financial Management and Procurement in the vernacular to all 
SMCs. Regular Training and frequent briefings on procurement procedures may be 
provided to SMC members in order to increase effectiveness, efficiency and economy in 
procurement

It is recommended that Comprehensive Annual Maintenance contracts (Parts / Labor / 
Onsite) be entered into for all equipment procured under the SSA program

The 13th JRM had suggested measures for improvement in text book printing. The Action 
taken on the recommendations have been reported in the 14th JRM, but there is still scope 
for improvement The Missions suggests the following for further improvements in text 
book printing: (i) Specifications (e.g. quality, size and thickness of the paper etc) of each 
book should be printed somewhere in the opening pages of the books; (ii) Use of Bar code 
on Text books would help in preventing duplication in the market, (iii) Consider and share 
the good practice models found in states e.g., qualification criteria in line with Maharashtra 
tender documents and specifications as per Karnataka tender documents; (iii) While 
printing, specify 'FOR FREE SUPPLY’ on the cover to save time on manual stamping of books 
by the authorities, as is being practised by most states;(iv) consider withdrawing the 
practice of providing positives and charging for the same in view of the current industrial 
printing practice viz. Computer To Plate (CTP)
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Fifteenth Joint Review Mission for Sarva Shikslia Abhiyan 
(January 1 6 -  30, 2012)

Terms of Reference

1. Introduction

1.1 Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) is a flagship programme of the Government of India, 
implemented in partnership with State Governments for universalising elementary education 
(UEE) in India. SSA aims at providing relevant education to all children in the 6-14 years age. The 
Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education (RTE) Act, 2009, which represents the 
consequential legislation envisaged under Article 21-A has come into force with effect from 1st 
April 2010. SSA norms have been revised to correspond with the provisions of the RTE Act.

1.2 SSA is a national programme largely funded through national resources with limited 
external funding by Development Partners (DPs) - World Bank's International Development 
Association (IDA), United Kingdom’s Department for International Development (DFID) and 
European Commission (EC). The programme provides for monitoring mechanisms including 
provision for bi-annual Review Missions in the months of January and July each year. The January 
Mission undertakes State visits, while the July Mission is a desk review Twelve Review Missions 
have so far been held.

1.3 The Fifteenth Joint Review Mission (JRM) of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, is scheduled from 16th 
to 30th January, 2012. The Mission will be led by Government of India.

2. Mission Objectives and guiding principles: -

2.1 The main objective of the JRM is to review status of progress and to also consider issues 
related to programme planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation, including financial

* management/procurement capacity of States with respect to programme objectives.

2.2 The guiding principle is one of a Learning Mission: (a) learning of progress made against 
agreed indicators and processes, as well as (b) cross sharing of experiences that highlight strengths 
and weaknesses with a view to strengthening implementation capacities.

2.3 The Mission will:
• Visit 10 States and two districts in each state to review progress in overall 

implementation of the programme;
• Follow-up issues highlighted in evaluations and studies;
• Identify any studies to be undertaken in the following six months;
• Examine issues related to programme implementation capacity at the state, district and 

sub-district levels;
• Review progress made on TC Fund implementation;
• Estimate the financial contribution of external partners; and
• Review action taken report on recommendations of 14th JRM.

2.4 During their visits to the states, the Mission would enquire, in detail, into the following 
aspects:

• Progress against sanctioned annual work plans;
• Challenges on physical access front and strategies for ensuring education to the 

children of un-served habitations;
• Status of identification and coverage of out of school children;
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• Status of  retention and completion, and tracking mechanisms;
• Progress in addressing equity issues;
• Status of girls education and progress in bridging gaps in enrolment and retention;
• Progress in strengthening the school system and support structures for the education 

of children with disabilities;
• Status of quality interventions -  in-service teacher training arrangements and 

strategies, capacity building of on-site academic support structures, availability of 
required number of teachers and classrooms, reduction in single teacher schools, 
integration of class -V with the primary and class -VIII with upper primary schools, 
production and distribution of free textbooks, release and utilisation of school grant, 
TLE and teacher grants, C.C.E etc.

• Monitoring structures under the programme including latest reports from Mis.
• Progress of civil works including third party evaluation, staffing pattern and 

environmental assessment

2.5 The review of the Financial Management and Procurement (FMP) procedures will also be 
carried out as part of the JRM. The Mission would review the extent to which States are 
complying with the provisions and processes laid down in the FMP Manual of SSA. It will 
cover the following:-

• Progress against procurement plans for 2011-12;
• Discussion with States on IPAI reports (if relevant);
• Status of annual statutory audit reports of 2010-11 and compliance of 2009-10 audil 

observations;
• Review of accounts staffing / training;
• Issues related to Financial Monitoring Reports.

2.6 The Fifteenth Joint Review Mission for SSA will provide State reports on each State visited 
and one overall report

3. Documents and information required for Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan -  Joint Review 
Mission

i. Information on release of funds to states -  2011-12.
ii. Report on concurrent Financial Review by IPAI (if any).
iii. FMRs (September, 2011).
iv. Status of Audit Reports of 2010-11 and compliance of audit observations state-wise fc 

2009-10.
v. Overall Programme Implementation Report of States (10 States) as per standard format i 

Annexure-I.
vi. Action Taken on Recommendations of the Fourteenth Joint Review Mission of SSA.

vii. Copies of research studies completed (if any).
viii. State Specific Progress against the Results Monitoring Indicators in respect of 10 States 

to be visited. Information to be provided in the formats provided in Annexure -II.

Government of India will make available the above documents seven days prior to the JRM.

4. Mission Plan

4.1 The Mission would comprise twenty four members including four specialist members on 
financial management and procurement. Members would be chosen in such a way that 
expertise would be available for all the major functional areas. The Mission would visit 10 
States/UT viz. Assam, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Haryana, J&K, Kerala, Mizoram, 
Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal. Each State team will comprise 2 members and 
four States Teams will have an additional member each on financial management and
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p ro cu re m en t .  The four financial & p rocu rem ent sp ecia lists  will visit Gujarat, 
Rajasthan, Tam il Nadu and W est Bengial, along w ith the o th er two m ission  m em bers.

4.2 The agency-wise composition would be ais follows:

G.o.I : 12 members including Mission Leader and two financial management and 
procurement specialists.

WB : 6 members, including one financial management and procurement specialist. 
DFID : 4 members including one financial management and procurement specialist.
EU : 2 members.

4.3 Each State Team would submit a draft Sttate Report on the State visited by them and obtain 
feedback on the same during a State leve:l wrap-up, before departure from the State.

4.4 A core team of ten JRM members, five each from the Gol nominees and development 
partners, will be responsible for compiliing the final report o f the Review Mission. The core 
team will include two F.M.P specialists, oine each from G.o.I and D.Ps.

4.5 The organization of meetings and deliberations in Delhi for the JRM will be the 
responsibility of the Government o f India.

5. TIME FRAME

The Fifteenth Joint Review Mission wouM  take place during January, 1 6 *  -  30th, 2 0 1 2  as per 
the programme given below: -

Date Activity

16th January, 2012 (Mon)
Briefing b y  Government of India, Internal discussion on 
distribution! o f tasks and writing responsibilities among mission 
members, preparation for field visits and Departure for States.

17th January, 2012 (Tues)
Briefing at the State Project Office and discussion with State 
level resource organisations / Monitoring Institutes / 
Convergent Departments/ other districts.

18th -  21st January, 2012 
(Wed -  Saturday)

Visit to Districts.

22nd January, 2012 (SunU. Writing of Sitate Report

T3rd January, 2012 (Mon)
Wrap- up nneeting at State level with draft State Report to be 
presented tio the State. (An email copy be sent to Department of 
School Education & Literacy, Government of India). Departure 
for Delhi.

24 th January, 2012 (Tues)

c:> Internal! meeting of the JRM to share and review highlights 
of field ^visits and identification o f key issues. 

c> M eeting with MHRD Officials to discuss State Reports.
•=> Discussiion with MHRD and NCERT regarding TC Fund.
<--> Departure of members other than those in the core group.

2 5 th January, 2012 (Wed) Writing o f R eport by Core Group.
2 6 th January, 2012 (Thurs) Writing of R eport by Core Group.
27 th January, 2012 (Fri) Writing of R eport by Core Group.
2 8 th January, 2012(Sat) Pre-wrap u]p meeting with MHRD officials.
29 th January, 2012 (Sun) Finalizatiom of report
3 0 th January, 2012 (Mon) Wrap-up mieeting.
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Anncxure - 1

OVERALL PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION REPORT OF STATES

1. State and District wise outlay and expenditure, 2011-12.
2. Provision and Release of State share, 2011-12.
3. Component wise physical and Financial progress against AWP&B 2011-12 .
4. Status of the Programme Implementation: -

a. Status of served and un-served habitations as per the State's neighbourhood norms.
b. Number of habitations where providing a school is considered unviable and strategy to 

ensure access for the children o f these habitations to school.
c. Number of schools (primary and upper primary) sanctioned and opened under SSA and 

total number of government and private schools (recognized and un-recognized) in the 
state.

d. Quality of access -

>  Number of districts with classroom gap of more than 3000.
>  . Number of schools in need of additional classrooms.
> Number of schools with surplus classrooms,
> Number of schools with separate toilets for boys and girls, drinking water facilities, 

ramp with handrails, boundary wall/fencing and playground.
>  Number of schools in need of major repairs.

e. Number of residential schools and hostels (other than KGBV), sanctioned enrolment 
strength and present enrolm ent

a. Number of out o f school children identified -  Gender, Social Category, Age Group (6-10 &
11 to 14 year) and Rural -  urban wise.

b. Number of out of school children enrolled and covered in the schools.
c. Number of migrant children and those covered under seasonal hostels/residential centres 

and worksite schools.
d. State's strategies for the survey and identification of the urban deprived children including 

street and homeless children, children without adult protection etc. and the special 
training interventions operationalzed for the coverage of these children.

e. Status of EGS centres.
f. Status o f  special training.

a. Pupil Teacher Ratio & status of teacher recruitment & redeployment.
b. Student Classroom Ratio
c. Provision of additional teachers
d. Context-specific measures including sensitisation of teachers, parents and community for 

removal of socio-psychological barriers in the education of girls and children from 
disadvantaged groups.

e. Initiatives and interventions to remove discrimination against SC & ST children in the 
school environment.

f. Tracking, readmission of drop-out and provision o f special training.
g. Availability o f free Text books, TLMs and uniform.
h. Monitoring of Teacher & Student Attendance.
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iv. Brid^i.ig Social and Gender Gaps

a. Operationalization and functioning of KGBVs.
b. Initiatives in NPEGEL blocks.

>  Use of Innovation funds (ECCE, Girls Education, SC/ST Education, Urban Deprived and 
Minority).

>  Trends in bridging the gaps in enrolment attendance retention and learning 
achievement of girls SC, ST and Muslim children.

>  Teacher Sensitization towards existing social and gender discrimination
> Identification of and interventions for CWSN.

c. Measures fo r  bridging Social and G ender Gaps

a. Training of Community Members on preparation o f  school development plans, 
monitoring and initiatives to mobilize SFGs on child’s entitlements under RTE.

b. Convergence of PRI institutions with SMCs
c. Instance of community initiatives for the development of school.

a. State’s Vision of Quality
b. Status of Curriculum reforms
c. Quality of Textbooks and status of textbook renewal process
d. Status of Learning Enhancement Programme
e. Analysis of Learning Achievement results
f. Research and Evaluation Studies
g. Teacher Effectiveness

>  Status of Teacher Training (In-Service, Induction and Untrained teachers)
>  Teacher Performance Tracking (ADEPTS, Pupil assessm ent systems)
>  Use of innovative technologies like CAL etc.

h. Academic Support & Monitoring Systems

>  Strengthening of Resource Groups
>  Effectiveness o f BRC/CRCs
>  Mechanisms for analysis of Quality Monitoring Tools

a. Management Information System

>  Collection, collation and dissemination of DISE, household survey data and its usage

b. Functioning o f SPO and DPOs

> Status of staffing at state, district, block and cluster levels.
>  Degree of decentralization, Delegation of powers, Functional autonomy

c. Convergence with mainstream education structures.

d. Financial Management Procedures

> Progress against procurement plan for 2011-12
>  Status of audit reports for 2010-11
>  Status of accounts staffing/ training.
>  Functioning of internal audit system.
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Mission Members

Prof. Krishna Kumar (Mission Leader), GOI Nominee 
Prof. Venita Kaul, GOI Nominee (Core Group)
Dr. JyotsnaJha, GOI Nominee (Core Group),
Ms. Dipta Bhog, GOI Nominee (Core Group)
Mr. Samar Ray, GOI Nominee (Core Group)
Prof. Apoorvanand, GOI Nominee (Core Group)
Prof. Rajaram Sharma, GOI Nominee 
Prof. Pramila Menon, GOI Nominee 
Prof. Anjali Naronha, GOI Nominee 
Prof. Fareeda Khan, GOI Nominee 
Mr. Devanshu Pandit, GOI Nominee

Deepa Sankar, World Bank (Core Group)
Shabnam Sinha, World Bank, (Core Group)
James A. Stevens, World Bank,
Toby Linden, World Bank 
Asha Bhagat, World Bank 
Dayaram, World Bank *

Sabina Bindra Barnes, DFID (Core Group)
Sangeeta Dey, DFID 
Joseph Shine, DFID 
Shantanu Das, DFID

Frederique Hanotier, EU (Core Group)
Shagun Mehrotra, EU

Observers

Pramod Tiwari 
Maninder Kaur Dwivedi 
Virender Singh 
Adil Rasheed 
Ajay Kumar 
Asadullah 
Shalendar Sharma 
Swati Sahni 
Tarun Das 
Taramoni
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State Visit

State D istricts
Mission 
M em bers 
(GOI N om inee)

M ission M em bers 
(DP N om inees)

M HRD/ TSG 
O bserver

Assam
Kamrup,
Darrang

Dipta Bhog Sangeeta Dey (DFID) Tarun Das

Chattissgarh
Rajnandgaon,
Durg

Jyotsna Jha
Frederique Hanotier 
(EU)

Maninder Kaur

Gujarat
Gandhi Nagar, 
Surendranagar

Prof.
Apoorvanand

Shagun Mehrotra (EU) Ajay Kumar

Haryana
Jind, Sirsa, 
Kurukshetra

Prof. Krishna 
Kumar

Deepa Sankar (WB) Swati Sahni

] & K
Samba,
Udhampur

Prof. Fareeda 
Khan

Daya Ram (WB) Adil Rasheed

Kerala
Kozhikode,
Malappuram

Prof. Rajaram 
Sharma

Toby Linden (WB) Pramod Tiwari

Rajasthan
Bundi,
Chittaurgarh

Devanshu
Pandit

Shabnam Sinha (WB) 
Shine Joseph(DFlD)

Virender Singh

Tamil Nadu Thiruvallurpura 
m, Villupuram

Prof. Venita Kaul
James A. Stevens (WB) 
Asha Bhagat (WB-FM)

Asadullah

Tripura
North Tripura, 
Dhalai

Prof. Pramila 
Menon

Shantanu Das (DFID) Taramoni

W est Bengal
Howrah, 
North 24 
Pargnas

Prof. Anjali
Naronha
Mr. Samar Ray

Sabina Bindra Barnes 
(DFID)

Shalendar
Sharma
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15th Joint Review Mission: 16th to 30th January 2012
RESULTS FRAMEWORK TO MONITOR SSA GOALS
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1

Number of 
children aged 6 
1 4  years not 
enrolled in School

1

8.1 million children 
estimated to be out of 
school (Independent 
sample study by SRI- 
1MRB, 2009)

Reduction in the 
number of OOSC 
by 3.0 million

The total no. of 
OOSC reduced to 

3.20 million

(PMIS based on 
household 

survey)

■

Annual PMIS Report 
disaggregated by 
States.

Independent Sample 
Survey on out of 
school children in 
2011-12; 
Disaggregated by 
States/Gender/Rural 
/ Urban and Social 
Categories of SC / ST/ 
OBC/Muslim 
Minorities/CWSN

Household Data 
and updated 
village and 
ward register

Independent 
Sample study 
instruments

States and 
districts

Independe 
nt agency

■ OOSC reduced from 3 2  million 
(Census 2 0 0 1 )  to 8.1 million 
(Survey 2 0 0 9 )

■ Declined from  2 8 .5 %  (2 0 0 1 )  to 
4 .2 %  (2 0 0 9 )

■ Highest # of OOSC in Rajasthan 
(1 .2 1  M), Bihar (0 .3 5  M), 
Jharkhand 0 .2 4  W est Bengal 
(0 .2 2  M). &, UP 0 .1 9  *

■ Highest reduction in OOSC 
betw een 2 0 0 5  and 2 0 0 9  
registered am ong ST and 
Muslims

2

Number of 
children enrolled 
in schools

134.1 million at 
primary stage (DISE 
2007-08)

50.9 million at upper 
primary stage (DISE 
2007-08)

6.48 million in 
Special Training/EGS 
(PMIS)

Increase in 
enrolments to 
commensurate 
with the decline in 
OOSC

2.7 million

135.2 million 
(DISE: 2010-11)

57.8 million (DISE 
20,10-11)

1.1 million

Annual DISE Report 
disaggregated by 
States, gender, SC, 

ST and Muslim

PMIS .

DISE NUEPA

• Upper prim ary (grade I -V III)  
enrolm ents are  actually m ore  
than w hat is reported in DISE as 
m any States w here Grade VIII is 
with Secondary have not 
reported  it o r  only partly  
reported .

• Study to  assess the reasons for 
large decline o r  increase in 
enrollm ent betw een two  
consecutive classes will be 
conducted in six s ta tes  with the  
sup port o f m onitoring 
institutions.

3

Number of States 
with PS:UPS 
>2.5:1

15 (DISE 2007-08) Reduce the 
number to 10

7 states Annual DISE data DISE NUEPA

• Ideally, th e ratio of prim ary: 
Upper prim ary based on their 
enrolm ent should be 5 :3  or 63%  
prim ary and 3 7 %  upper 
prim ary (reflecting the num ber 
o f grades, and with mild 
reduction in subsequent
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grades). However, currently, it is 
5 :2  o r  7 1%  in prim ary 2 9 %  in 
upper prim ary__________________

Number of 
children with 
special needs 
(CWSN] enrolled 
in school/ 
alternative 
system including 
home based edu.

2.5 m illion
(2008-09: PMIS 

Report from 
Inclusive Education 
for Disabled Unit)

Increase/ 
maintain 
enrolment to 
commensurate 
with the CWSN 
identified

3 .02 m illion 
identified 

2 .6 4  m illion 
covered (2011

1 2 : PMIS( IE 
unit)

Annual PMIS Report 
on IE

PMIS for IE
States and 
Districts

Identification of CWSN has 
im proved from 2.5 million in 
2 0 0 8 -0 9  to  3 .0 2  million by 2 0 1 1 
12, of which 87 .4 %  are covered by 
education now.

5.

Decline in the 
shortage of 
number of 
classrooms

Girls, as a share of 
students enrolled 
at Primary and 
Upper Primary 
level

4.41 lakh additional 
classrooms required

Cumulative 
Additional 
classrooms 
targeted till 2011
12 is 16.01 lakh

Share of girls in 
primary schools is 
48.22%  (Share of 
girls in population of 
6-10 is 47.90% )

Share of girls in 
upper primary 
schools is 46.99%  
(Share of girls in 
population of 11-13 
is 47.40% )

Share of girls in 
primary school 
reflects their share 
in population

Share of girls in 
upper primary 
school reflects 
their share in 
population

Cumulative 
Additional 
Classrooms 

completed till 
Sept 2011 is 

11.21 lakh

48.41%  in 2010
11

Annual PMIS Report 
on civil works 

disaggregated by 
States

PMIS Reports 
from civil works 

unit

States & 
Districts

* 2 .2 9  lakh new additional 
classroom s sanctioned in 2 0 1 1 
12

• In the context of RTE which 
prescribes one classroom  per 
teacher, and a PTR of 3 0 :1  
instead of 4 0 :1 , the estim ation  
o f shortfall in classroom s is as 
per RTE norm s

48.39%  in 2010
11

Annual DISE Report 
disaggregated by 

States
DISE NUEPA

Gender parity index at prim ary 
is 0 .9 4  in 2 0 1 0 -1 1  
Gender parity index a t upper 

prim ary is also 0 .9 4  
Girls’ share in total OOSC is still 

larger than their share in 
population

Enrolments of 
Scheduled Castes 
& Schedule Tribe 
children reflect

Share of SC children 
In Primary Schools is 
19.17%  (Share of SC 
in population of 6-10

Share of SC 
children in 
primary reflects 
their share in

19.34%

Annual DISE Report 
disaggregated by 

gender and by
s^es---------

DISE NUEPA

As in the case of girls, share of 
SC and ST in total OOSC still 
continues to be m ore than 
their share in population 

-  Higher shares SC a nd-ST in-------

A -l
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their shares in 6
14 age group

is 17.60% ) population enrolm ents reflect m ore on the 
issue o f proportionately m ore  
over and under age population 
from  these groups attending 
prim ary and upper prim ary  
grades com pared to other 
social groups 

• Decline in the shares o f SC and 
ST in enrolm ents from  2 0 0 7 
0 8  shares show s improving

population in 
Primary and 
Upper Primary 
Schools

Share of SC children 
in Upper Primary 
Schools is 20.08%  
(Share of SC in 
population of 11-13 
is 17.10% )

Share of SC 
children in upper 
primary reflects 
their share in 
population

18.42%

Share of ST children 
in Primary Schools is 
11.60%  (Share of ST 
inpopu lnof6-10 is 
9.34% )

Share of ST childn 
in primary reflects 
their share in pop 11.26%

age appropriate enrolm ents in 
these groups.

• Tw o studies to assist the 
schooling facilities (i) for 
Muslim and (ii) Tribal’s  are  
going to be conducted in 2 0 1 2 .  
The w ork on the first study

Share of ST children 
In upper Primary 
Schools is 9.23%  
(Share of ST in 
population of 11-13 
Is 8.56%1

Share ofST 
children in upper 
primary reflects 
their share in 
population

9.41%

had already begun and on the 
second action will be initiated  
shortly.

i fe ......................... 0 - ' ^ . ; 1 J , '  ,  .. .

8 Transition Rates 
from primary to 
upper primary

81.13%  . 
(DISE 2007-08)

Improve it to at 
least 85%

85.17%
• B etter transition rates among 

girls- 8 5 .3 7 %  com pared to 
boys (8 4 .9 7 6 % )

• Average Annual drop out rate 
a t prim ary level is 6 .8%  [7 .1%  
am ong boys and 6 .4% ‘among

9 Retention at 
Primary level

73.7% 
(DISE 2007-08)

73.42%

10

1

Retention at 
Elementary Level

38.37%  (For States 
where Elementary 

Stage is Class I -  VIII)

56.35% (For States 
where Elementary 
Stage is Class I-VII)

Improve it to at 
least 45%

Improve it to at 
least 70%

54.8%

80.6%

Annual DISE Report 
disaggregated by 

States, gender, SC, 
ST and Muslims

DISE NUEPA

girls)
• Significant increase in 

retention rate a t prim ary level.
• Retention rate is 7 3 .4 3 %  at 

prim ary level and 5 4 .8 8 %  at 
Elem entary level.

• 1 8 9  low retention districts 
notified as SFDs for 2 0 1 2 -1 3 .

• A survey for assessm ent of  
drop out and retention rate  
had been assigned to TNS 
(India) Ltd. and com missioned i
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1 in 2011. The survey will be 
completed in 2012. '

n
hross Completion 
Ratio1

Primary level: 
90.23%  (DISE 2007- 

OS)
95%

Primary level: 
97.5%  

(DISE 2010-11)

Annual DISE Report 
disaggregated by 

States, gender, SC, 
ST and Muslims

DISE NUEPA

12 Improvement in 
% schools with 
drinking water 
facility

86.75%  (DISE 2007- 
OS)

90% 92.71% 
(DISE 10-11)

Annual DISE Report 
disaggregated by 

States
DISE NUEPA

13 Improvement in 
the % of schools 
with common 
toilets

62.67%  (DISE 2007- 
OS)

65%
54.47%(Common

)
43.21%(Separate 

boys toilet) 
fDISE 10-11)

Annual DISE Report 
disaggregated by 

States
DISE NUEPA

• 5 4 %  o f all schools have 
functional com m on toilet

14
Improvement in 
the % of schools 
with separate 
toilets for girls

Primary level: 40%  
(DISE 2007-08)

All Schools: 57%  
(DISE 2007-08)

45%

62%

Primary level: 
52.23%

60.28%(A11) 
(DISE 10-11}

Annual DISE Report 
disaggregated by 

States
DISE NUEPA

• 6 0 .2 8 %  schools have 
functional girls' toilet

r a
. .  1 .  . . .  . .

(0 Teacher
Availability

Recruitment of 
teachers as per RTE 
requirem ent

No. o f teacher 
sanctioned 21 lakh 

(Cumulative)

No of teacher 
recruited 12.25 

lakh 
(Cumulative)

•Till Decem ber 2 0 1 1 , 12 .25  lakh 
teachers recruited (out o f  21  
lakh sanctioned)

* high vacancies exist in Bihar 
(2 2 9 6 5 8 ) ,  UP (2 0 5 9 3 6 ) , MP 
(9 9 0 2 4 ) ,  and WB (8 3 4 6 3 )

• 2 .2 4  lakh new teachers  
sanctioned including those 
under RTE for 2 0 1 1 -1 2
The sanctioned posts are 
highest in BIHAR (1 0 2 8 3 7 )

Pupil Teacher Ratio Maintain PTR PTR at primary:
Annual DISE Report 

disaggregated by
DISE NUEPA

at Primary t.evel Is below 40:1 32:1

1 Gross Completion Rate is defined as the number of children who attended / completed Grade V / VIIH as a proportion of the child population in the relevant age group (11 years 
for primary and 14 years for upper primary)

A-3
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34:1 and at Upper 
Primary level at 
31:1

PTR at U Pry: 
29:1

States with average 
PTR > 40 at Primary 
level is 4

Reduce the states 
with high average 

PTR >40 to 3

Number of States 
with PTR>40 at 

primary is now 4
States

States with average 
PTR > 40 at Upper 
Primary level is 4

Reduce the states 
with high average 

PTR >40 to 3

Number of States 
with PTR>40 at 

upperprimary is 
now 3

ii Availability of 
Teaching 
Learning 
Materials

98%  of eligible 
students received 

free text books

All eligible 
students to receive 
free text books in 

time

88%  (Quarterly 
Progress Report 

2011-12)

Annual PMIS 
Reports
disaggregated by 
States
Sample District 
Reports - six 
monthly

Program MIS States and 
Districts

93%  of teachers 
received TLM grant

(PMIS 2008-09)

Improve the 
proportion of 

teachers receiving 
TLM grant to at 
least more than 

95%

76%  (Quarterly 
Progress Report 

2011-12)

Annual QMT Report 
disaggregated by 

States 
Annual PMIS 

Reports 
disaggregated by 

States

QMT Report 

Program MIS

NCERT

State and 
districts

Percent of schools 
using material in 
addition to textbooks 
such as workbooks / 
worksheets 
(Baseline : AWP&B 
2010-11)

75 to 100%  in 27 
states/AJTs and 
50 to 75%  in 8 
states/UTs

Sample District 
Report - six 

monthly

Mis Sample 
District Report

MI

livT- •• fSfsWks, / 9 #i$fo •%* •» .• nr.&rrntis . . mi

v. . ■■ ___ ___  ̂  ̂ e i --I. . . ..
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(a) Teachers

1

78%  Teachers 
received in-service 
training against 
annual target

Improve this to 
85% 69%

Annual PMIS 
Reports 

disaggregated by 
States

Program MIS States and 
Districts

• States with low achievements 
o f in-service training w ere  
Bihar, J&K, Jharkhand, 
Karnataka, Haryana, Punjab, 
Sikkim, Rajasthan, Tamilnadu, 
Tripura and UP during 2 0 1 1 -1 2 .

• A study to assess the im pact of 
in-service teach er training  
which is being coordinated by 
NCERT, (conducted in IS States 
by Regional Institutes of 
Education and Universities) has 
been com pleted and its draft 
rep ort is likely to be submitted 
in February 2 0 1 2 .

(b) Administrators Training of 
Educational 
Administrators from 
State to Block level

- -
Annual PMIS 

Reports 
disaggregated by 

States

Program MIS States and 
Districts

0 0 Community
training

Development of 
training Modules 
focusing on School 
Development Plan

A draft format of 
School
development plan 
has been shared 
with states by 
MHRD in the pre 
AWP&B 2012-13 
workshop held in 
New Delhi

Many States have 
prepared the 
guidelines for 
SDPs and have 
already started 
the process of 
capacity building 
of SMCs for the 
same.

Annual PMIS 
Reports 

disaggregated by 
States

Program MIS
States and 
Districts

States like Orissa and 
Haryana have already 
shared  th e ir SDP 
guidelines.

N um ber o f  
VEC/SMC/PTA 
m em bers trained

10 .6  m 1.61m

%  A chievem ent 
1 5 .1 7 %

T he data is as  p er the 
Sep tem ber 2 0 1 1  QPR 
subm itted  by 23 
States/UTs. The SMCs

A-5
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Train ing Is still going on in 
m o st o f  th e  States.

0 0 Teacher Support 
& Academic 
Supervision

BRCs undertaking 
residential teacher 
training on monthly 
basis

100% BRC and 99% 
CRC are functional

Annual PMIS 
Reports 

disaggregated by 
States

Program MIS
States and 

Districts

Number of school 
visits undertaken by 
BRC/BRPs during 
previous year 
(Baseline as per State 
plan)

Average' no. of visit 
per schcol by BRCs 
Himach^l-11.9,
West Bengal-11.4,
Orissa-6.5, Punjab-
4.5, J&K-3.8,
Jharkhand-3.9,
Assam-3.2,
Haryana-3.1,
Kerala-2.6,
MadhyaPradesh-2.6,
Rajasthan-2.2, U.P.-
3.3, Karnataka-0.8,
Mizoram-0.3

Sample District 
Report - six monthly

Mis Sample 
District Report

MI

As per study conducted by TSG-the 
finding reveals that the mean  
number of visit made by BRCC 
ranged from as high as Himachal 
Pradesh as 11.9  to as low as 0.3 in 
Mizoram

Number of school 
visits undertaken by 

CRC / CRP during 
previous year

Averageno. of visit 
per school by CRCs 
West Bengal-193, 
Assam-18.2, MP-
17.3, Jharkhand- 
12.8, Orlissa-13.3, 
Rajasthan-12.1, 
U.P.-7.7,. Haryana-
6.3, HP-6.6, 
Mizoram-6.0, 
Karnataka-5.7, J&K- 
5.2, Punjab-3.2

Sam ple D istrict 
R e p o r t-s ix  

m onthly

M is Sam ple 
D istrict 
R ep ort

MI

As per study conducted by TSG-the 
finding reveals that the m ean  
number of visit made by CRCC 
ranged from as high as W est 
Bengal as 19.3  to as low as 3.2 in 
Punjab

100%  BRC are 
functional 
96%  CRC

100% -B R C an d  
99% CRC are 

functional

QMT/PMIS-  
Annual 

Independent study 
in 20011-12  on 
effectiveness of 

BRC/ CRC In

QMT
Report/PM IS

Ind ep end ent 
sam ple stud y

NCERT/
States

and
D istrict
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academic support, 
extent on- site 

support 
Quantum of 

training given by 
BRC/CRC

com m issioned 
by GOI for 

se le c t m ajor 
States

iii

Classroom
processes

Time-on-Task study 
undertaken in 2007- 
OS in selected major 
States on time spent 

in classrooms on 
teaching/learning 

activities

Independent study 
in 2011-12 in 

select states on 
time spent in 

classrooms on 
teaching/ learning 

activities

Development of 
methodology and 
tools for study of 

classroom 
process is in 

progress

Independent 
sample study 
commissioned 

by GOI for select 
major States

Departme 
nt of 

SE&L, Gol

Study o f inclusion and 
exclusion in schools and 
classroom s is being 
conducted in six states. The 
d raft rep o rt is likely to be 
subm itted  by M arch 2 0 1 2 .

lv

Students
Learning

Assessment

Number of States 
Moving to 

Continuous and 
Comprehensive 

Evaluation [CCE]

50%  States to 
move to CCE

22 States/UT 
have initiated 

efforts towards 
CCE,

5 states/ UTs plan 
to undertake 

initiatives 
8 states/UTs have 

not taken any 
concrete 

initiatives

Annual PMIS 
Reports 

disaggregated by 
States

PMIS program States and 
Districts

. v , tir:

' -__ .
HI

a Student Student Attendance 
at primary and upper 
primary

Improvement in 
student attendance 
by 2 percent point 
from baseline

Students
attendance
between
9 6 %  to 1 0 0 %  :6 
States
9 1 %  to 9 5 % : 6 
States

Annual QMT 
Reports
disaggregated by 
States

Sample District 
Report - six monthly

QMT Reports

Mis Sample 
District Report

Independent

NCERT

Departme

A study to estim ate the 
attend ance rate  o f students 
and teach ers is likely to be 
com m issioned  in February 
2 0 1 2 .

A-7
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Sample study 
(Baseline from 2009 
10 Study) - to be 
available by July 
2010

8 6 %  to 9 0 % : 8 
States
8 0 %  to 8 5 % : 3 
States
< 8 0 % : 6 States

No information 
for 9 states/UTs 
as per QMT

Independent 
Sample Study on 
student attendance 
to be repeated in 
2011-12

Sample Study 
commissioned 
by GOI.

n to f
SE&L, Gol

b T e a c h e r Teacher Attendance 
at primary and at 
upper primary

(Baseline from 2009.
10 Stu d y)-T o  be 
available by July 
2010

Increase in 
Teacher
Attendance to 85%  
at both primary 
and upper primary 
level

As per study 
conducted by 
TSG- for teacher 
average 
attendance rate 
was 81.7%  and 
80.5% .
respectively in 
primary and 
upper primary 
levels;

Annual PMIS 
Reports
disaggregated by 
States

Independent 
Sample Study on 
teacher attendance 
to be repeated in 
2009-10 & then in 
2011-12

Program MIS

Independent 
sample study 
commissioned 
by GOI.

States and 
Districts

Departme 
nt of
SE&L, GOI

A study to estim ate  the 
atten d an ce ra te  o f stud ents 
and te a ch e rs  is likely to be 
com m issioned  in Febru ary 
2 0 1 2 .

B B - . M
i Composition of 

SMC
Constitution of SMCs 
as per RTE Act

SMCs to have 3/4 
members from 
parents and at 
least 50%  
members to be 
women (Baseline: 
AWP&B 2011-12)

The SMCs have 
been formulated 
based on the 
directions given 
in the RTE Act in 
majority of States

Sample District 
Report - six monthly

Mis Sample 
District Report

MI

ii Preparation of 
School

As per RTE mandate 25%  of SMCs 
prepared School

Sample District 
Report - six monthly

Mis Sample 
District Report

MI
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Development
Plan

Development Plans 
(Baseline as per 
AWP&B 2011-12)
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Learning levels 
for class III

- Developments of 
tests

Developed in 
English and Hindi

Learning levels 
for class V

Preparation of 
National and State 
Report

Draft Report 
Round III shared 
in the 1 4 *  JRM. It 
is being revised. 
The State reports 
are also in 
progress.

Round III using the revised 
sam pling m ethodology, test 
item s and IRT m ethodology

Learning levels 
for class VII / VIII

Test administered 
and collection of 
data

Tools developed 
and translated in 
12 languages. 
Sample of schools 
drawn for each 
state.

Finalized SCERTs Data for sum m er closing 
sch oo ls will be collected.
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ACTION TAKEN REPORT ON THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF 14«> JOINT REVIEW MISSION

Key R ecom m endations A ction T ak en R em arks

1.18 The JRM acknowledges the 
challenges involved in identifying 
and addressing the specific needs of 
out o f school children [OoSC] in the 
context o f RTE and appreciates the 
Child Tracking Surveys (CTS) 
undertaken by some states such as 
Rajasthan. This reflects the 
seriousness and integrity with 
which these states are approaching 
this issue. In this respect, the 
Mission recommends that:

(i) All states carry out Child 
Tracking Surveys (CTS) in both 
rural and urban areas to arrive 
at an accurate estimate of the 
number and disaggregation of 
OoSC.

C O  The Child Tracking Survey conducted 
by Rajasthan has been shared with all 
the states in meetings with State 
Coordinators, State Project Directors 
and the State Education Secretaries. It 
has been pointed out that there is not 
only a big mismatch in the figures of 
out-of-school children reported by the 
IMRB survey and state Household 
Surveys, but that the figures of out-of
school children arrived at on the basis 
of analysis of various indicators like 
NER, dropout rate, retention rate etc. 
also do not match the figures of out-of-

1. MHRD may expedite the process of definition so that the 
estimates o f out of school children presented to the next 
JRM should be in consonance with the definition.

2. The MHRD may produce to the next JRM, the analytical 
report o f the collation practices adopted by different states 
to address issues on bridging of out of school children and 
articulate the vision, strategies and tools to address the 
learning goals o f the target group.



Key R ecom m endations A ction T aken R em arks

(ii) The MHRD should create a 
consensus among states on the 
definition o f 'dropout' in order 
to allow proper estimation of 
OoSC

(iii) The MHRD, with assistance 
from experts working in the 
area, develop a Concept Note 
on Special Training for OoSC. 
This Concept Note should be 
informed by an analysis of

school children reported by the states. 
These efforts are resulting in creation 
o f a consensus on the need for 
systematic survey of out-of-school 
children. Madhya Pradesh is reported 
to have already started the survey, and 
in the meeting of State Education 
Secretaries and SPDs held on 04th 
January, 2012  all other states have 
been asked to incorporate proposals 
for comprehensive survey on out-of
school children in the next year's 
annual work plan.

(ii) The issue of a uniform definition of 
dropout has also been discussed with 
the states, and NUEPA has been 
requested to propose a standardised 
definition of dropout and out-of-school 
children. It is expected that the 
definition will be available in time for 
DISE 2012-13 .

(iii) On the issue of Special Training, 
MHRD has initiated the process of 
collating practices adopted by several 
States and civil society organisations 
for addressing the education needs of 
out-of-school children, including for



Key R ecom m end ations A ction Taken R em arks

various approaches that have 
demonstrated results and 
outline the vision, possible 
approaches and most 
effective strategies to address 
the learning needs of OoSC. It 
would be useful to states if 
they receive this Note before 
their strategies are fully 
crystallized.

example, CARE India (UP), MV 
Foundation (AP), Aman Vedike/ Aman 
Biradri (AP, Delhi), Doosra Dashak 
(Rajasthan), Loreto Sealdah (WB).

The experiences of AP Mahila 
Samakhya running Special Training for 
out-of-school girls before admitting 
them in KGBVs have also been shared 
with States.

The principles of pre-integration 
camps conducted under the IE 
component for mainstreaming 
disabled children in general schools 
can also be applied to Special Training. 
This was demonstrated to State 
Coordinators during a field visit to Pre
integration camps in Ghaziabad.

1.19 KGBV has emerged as one of 
the most successful components of 
SSA significantly contributing to 
girls’ education. In this context, the 
Mission recommends that:

CO Models I and II of KGBVs be 
expanded to more areas 
wherever the number of girls

(i) The number of KGBVs increased from 
2573  to 3598  when RTE Act became 
operative. The JRM recommendation

• The study mentioned in 1.19 (iii) appear to focus on 
provisioning of facilities and on enrolments rather on 
practices in the area o f quality and equity. The study may 
be expedited and the Report presented to the next JRM.

• In 1.19 (iv) the MHRD and the states may come up with 
concrete strategies and specific action points for 
participation of muslim girls.
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among OoSC is high. New 
KGBVS should be allowed to 
open in those Educationally 
Backward Blocks (EBB) where 
a large number of girls in the 
upper primary age group 
remain out of school and the 
existing one KGBV is unable to 
cover them.

(ii) The states take appropriate 
steps towards integrating the 
KGBV teachers in regular 
teacher cadre o f the state.. 
Karnataka has successfully 
demonstrated a system of 
deputing teachers from regular 
cadre to KGBV. Other states

l could learn and benefit from 
the experience. In order to 
address the issue of fast turn 
over, it will be necessary to 
provide suitable incentives to 
these teachers, including 
residential quarters for them.

(iii) Using the experiences of some 
states such as Uttar Pradesh, 
Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh,

for expansion of KGBV is noted; 
however, further expansion will be an 
outcome of the 12th Plan exercise.

(ii) Presently some states like Andhra 
Pradesh, Dadar &Nagar Haveli, 
Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, 
Karnataka, and Rajasthan have 
integrated KGBV teachers in the 
regular state teacher cadre. The issue 
has also been taken up in the meetings 
with State Education Secretaries and 
SPDs, and States are encouraged to 
depute teachers from the regular 
cadre to KGBVs.

(iii) MHRD has commissioned three 
studies in which the issues of quality
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the MHRD considers widening 
the scope of the KGBVs so that 
they address the issue o f girls’ 
participation as well as 
underlying gender related 
issues that affect the status of 
women. A research study to 
understand the current 
practices in the area of quality 
and equity, followed by 
developing state plans with 
well articulated milestones and 
indicators could facilitate this 
process.

(iv) Appropriate strategies for 
greater participation of 
Muslims girls and CWSN 
should be developed.

and equity will be explored.

1. Assessment of Facilities available 
for Primary & Upper Primary 
Education in Muslim Pre-Dominant 
Areas is being conducted in 13 
states, and is coordinated by Jamia 
Millia Islamia.

2. Assessment of available Facilities 
for Primary & Upper Primary 
Education in Tribal Areas" is being 
conducted in 9 states, and is 
coordinated by NUEPA

3. Inclusion and exclusion of students 
in primary and upper primary 
schools' in 6 States.

These studies will not cover only 
KGBVs, but with the focus on equity, 
they will throw up useful insight into 
the factors affecting the girls’ 
participation in schools.

(iv) States have been asked to propose 
effective strategies in the next year's 
annual plan to ensure that the full 
intake capacity o f KGBVs is utilized, 
and also improve the enrolment of

' -

V
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out-of-school girls from socially 
disadvantaged groups and weaker 
sections, particularly those from 
Muslim community. .

1.20 Community mobilisation 
efforts need to undergo a qualitative 
shift taking RTE norms into 
consideration whereby 
communities are also empowered 
on issues related to discrimination, 
rights, corporal punishment, and 
abuse. In this context, the SMC 
training needs to be very different 
from the usual practice for VEC 
training seen in the past and the 
SDP need to be conceptualized 
comprehensively. This training 
should also reflect specific needs 
and concerns of SC, ST, Muslims and 
CWSN into account The Mission 
recommends that MHRD and TSG 
should develop a model SMC and 
SDP training guidelines to facilitate 
this process. The guideline for urban 
areas should be different from that 
for rural areas reflecting urban- 
specific needs and features.

The RTE Act mandates formulation of SDP 
specific to school. The regional and local 
heterogeneity implies that a centralised 
exercise to formulate the model training 
guidelines for SDP must be flexible so as to 
be relevant in addressing the needs of 
different states, districts and schools 
without being prescriptive. To address this 
need, a process oriented approach has 
been adopted to engage .stake holders in 
discussions as a front loading exercise to 
eventually develop the guideline. In this 
context, a massive campaign, called, 
Shiksha Ka Haq was launched on 11.11.11- 
National Education Day at Nuh, Mewat 
Haryana. Various States have reported that 
while implementing the Shiksha Ka Haq 
Abhiyan the following activities took place:

1. A letter from Prime Minister was read 
out in the school assemblies 
throughout India. Also the letters o f CM 
and state education minister were read 
out in some states.

• The Mission appreciates the campaigns and community 
mobilization efforts and recommends that by the next JRM, 
guidelines are developed for SMC trainings to cater to the 
needs of specific groups particularly women, Muslims, 
SC/ST and CWSN along with disaggregated strategies for 
urban and rural populations.
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2. Student rallies, Kalajathas, Painting and 
Essay competitions, cultural programs.

3. Shiksha Gram Sabhas were conducted 
to discuss outline of School 
Development Plan.

4. Massive awareness campaign through 
print and electronic media in 
partnership with stakeholders 
including NGOs. Besides, discussions 
are being held with states through 
national level and regional/state level 
workshops to arrive at the most 
relevant, and essential aspects of the 
SDP to eventually form the guidelines.

1.21 The Mission recognizes the 
need for greater engagement of SSA 
with children who have experienced 
or are growing up experiencing 
prolonged violence closely. The 
impact of this on child’s emotions 
and personality is traumatic, deep 
and lasting, this needs to be 
understood. Such children need 
schooling that includes counselling 
and other forms of support going 
beyond regular educational

The revised SSA Framework of 
Implementation makes special reference 
to children in areas affected by civil strife. 
It acknowledges that this is a new area of 
growing concern that is leading to the 
marginalisation of large number of 
children from educational processes. SSA 
recognises the situation of these children 
as an alarming and significant problem 
and advocates for concrete steps to 
ameliorate the situation as early as 
possible. Some measures to insulate

Unde* 1.21, the Mission notes that the key recommendation 
like the Round Table at the national level has not been 
organized and there are no clear strategies developed to 
address the challenges and the approach outlined by the 
MHRD seems more conceptual in nature. This may be 
translated into actual implementation strategies.
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processes. In this respect the 
Mission recommends that a 
Roundtable be organised at national 
level involving experts as well as 
departments and stakeholders 
whose help may be needed while 
working with these special groups. 
This Roundtable could help in 
analyzing national and international 
best practices leading to 
development o f context specific 
plans that respond to the need of 
the child in a holistic manner.

children and their education from the
impact of such situation can be:

(i) prohibiting the use of school and 
other educational. facilities for 
housing police, military or para
military forces.

(ii) making schools safe zones by 
providing adequate security and 
emotional support to enable children 
to come to school and continue with 
their education undisturbed.

(iii) If security cannot be provided then 
making alternative arrangements for 
all affected children to enable them to 
continue their education without a 
break, these arrangements could 
include providing residential 
schooling facilities or transportation 
to safer schools to children from the 
affected areas.

(iv) Organising special negotiations with 
leaders in these areas to ensure that 
schools are allowed to function 
uninterrupted.
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1.22 Articulation of a holistic 
vision is critical to promote 
harmonization of curriculum, 
textbooks, TLMs, teacher training 
and assessm ent systems, especially 
in the context of NCF. The mission 
applauds MHRD /TSG’s efforts to 
deepen the understanding of a 
holistic vision of quality and 
recommends that the efforts should 
be continued. The process now 
needs to be deepened and widened 
through workshops and other 
means at various levels. This also 
involves greater engagement with 
SCERTs, State Resource groups 
(SRGs) working on quality issues 
and| other stakeholders in quality 
discourse through a variety of 
means including workshops and 
seminars.

MHRD is continuously working on the 
process o f deepening understanding of a 
holistic vision of quality through State 
Level workshops on issues related to 
quality education with the help of 
academic authority of concerned States, 
NCERT, TSG(SSA), NGOs and other 
institutions working for school education. 
In continuation of the processes initiated 
in 2 010-11  in the States of Bihar, 
Jharkhand, Oriisa, Chhattisgarh. Uttar 
Pradesh and W est Bengal, MHRD 
conducted workshops in 2 011-12  for 
district level functionaries in Maharashtra 
and Rajasthan

National Level Workshops / discussions 
were also held with the state Education 
Secretaries, SPDs and the representatives 
from the SCERTs. The findings of a study 
entitled Inside Primary Schools conducted 
by Pratham in collaboration with UNICEF 
and UNESCO were shared with Education 
Secretaries, SPD and Directors of SCERTS 
in the Education Secretaries Conference. 
The study points to an urgent need for 
reform in order to make textbooks more 
developmentally age-appropriate. The 
m atter will be further reviewed in the

While the Mission appreciate the efforts of MHRD, which is 
reflected in the emerging initiatives at the state level, the 
Mission would like to emphasize that these initiatives towards 
curriculum reform s need to be located in a comprehensive 
and integrated plan for systemic reform. This should ensure 
integration of different curricular components and 
institutional readiness and capacity development at all levels 
for implementation including block, cluster levels and the 
community. MHRD may guide the states to prepare these 
comprehensive, integrated plans and these may be shared 
with the next Mission.
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AWPB process for 2012-13.

1.23 The Mission recommends a 
deeper review of the CCE strategies 
in its early implementation to 
ensure that the approach is true to 
the vision of RTE. Source books on 
assessm ent already published for 
primary grades (and under progress 
at the upper primary level) by 
NCERT have been disseminated to 
states. The states should now 
ensure that these are further 
disseminated and used to develop 
and implement their CCE strategy. 
Exposure visits (for SCERTs, DIETs, 
teacher educators and academic 
support personnel, and teachers) to 
NGOs and states implementing high 
quality CCE (like Rajasthan) for 
perspective building and observing 
the use of the underlying principles 
of the CCE Framework could be 
useful to states. The development of 
Manuals for teachers to support 
design of formative and summative 
evaluations and formats for teacher 
action plans to improve/modify

In the year 2011-12 , there has been some 
progress in developing understanding on 
CCE. At the National level, a preliminary 
concept paper on CCE has been developed, 
which has been shared with the states. 
Source books developed by the NCERT 
have been made available to all the states.

Initiatives in the following States are 
worth noting:

• Bihar: started CCE on pilot basis in 60 
schools in May 2010, focussing on two 
teachers from each of the 60 schools. 
The CCE guidelines and procedures 
include an understanding on how to 
make pupil assessm ent continuous and 
comprehensive. Concepts o f formative 
and summative assessm ent have been 
discussed. Learning indicators for 
curricular and co-curricular areas have 
been defined with benchmark 
performance for each level. The 
assessm ent methods and techniques 
include appropriate recording and 
reporting procedures. ,

The Concept Note on CCE was appreciated but it is much too 
brief to be a strategy paper where the idea of CCE and the 
relevant pedagogic preparation needs to be spelt out. The 
Source Book of the NCERT needs to be provided at sub-district 
levels with follow up action by NCERT to provide the 
necessary orientation for local adaptation. The ABL 
experience from Tamil Nadu may be incorporated to develop 
more focussed approach towards CCE.
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classroom instruction based on 
student CCE feedback could also 
facilitate the process.

• Rajasthan: is implementing CCE on 
pilot basis, having developed a 
comprehensive tool to support 
teachers comprising: syllabus, teaching 
plan, assessm ent indicators, format for 
students’ attainment (formative and 
summative). State has developed a 
comprehensive manual for training of 
teachers on pedagogic reforms, 
focusing on practice o f CCE. State is 
also planning to develop its own source 
book for class I to VIII.

Uttar Pradesh: has developed a draft 
Handbook on continuous & 
comprehensive evaluation, based on 
the NCERT Source books. The 
Handbook includes appropriate 
assessm ent profile for each child, 
including five tools, namely (a) 
Engagement pattern of child, (b) 
Observations in general, (c) 
Observation in classroom/ during 
group-work/ during activity, (d) 
Understanding child's written work, 
written performance conducted by 
teacher, (e) Anecdotal record. For 
Record Keeping and analysis the 
Handbook proposes three formats,
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namely (a) Consolidation sheet, (b) 
Child portfolios, and (e) Progress sh eet 
It also proposes a Teachers’ diary for 
planning learning strategies.

• Primary and upper primary teachers, 
district training coordinators, 
representatives from DIETs and NGOs 
participated in the module 
development. 25 schools in five 
districts have been selected for field 
testing (Ghaziabad, Varanasi, Rae 
Bareilly, Lalitpur & Balrampur). After 
feedback from field testing, the 
operational plan will be modified and 
implemented across the State in 2 0 1 2 
13. Provision for capacity building of 
teachers on CCE will proposed under 
Annual Work Plan & Budget 2012-13 .

-

1.24 The JRM has noted that 
distance education is a necessary 
mode for overcoming the shortage 
of pre-service training capacity in 
states with huge backlog of 
untrained teachers and a large 
number of vacancies to fulfil RTE 
norms. The Mission recommends 
that the states using distance mode

States are using distance learning for 
training of teachers without professional 
qualifications.

(i) Assam has proposed 2-years Diploma 
course in Elementary Education for the 
teachers of Elementary level is in 
collaboration with K.K. Handique State 
Open University. This proposal is

Under 1.24, the Mission notes the progress in states and 
emphasises that use of distance education to train the large 
numbers of untrained teachers in the system should be 
expanded but only with more effective checks and balances 
for ensuring appropriate feedback mechanisms, monitoring 
procedures, and efficient student support systems. To enable 
this to be operationalised, SSA may engage with the Open and 
Distance Education universities while also studying 
international best practices, and with some SCERTs evolve
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for pre-service teacher training 
must consider a combination of face 
to face and distance approaches, and 
must use the new D.Ed. curriculum 
to inform their course. States should 
engage with higher education 
institutes like local undergraduate 
colleges and universities for their 
facilities and resources, and NGOs, 
to supplement the efforts of SCERTs 
and DIETs to increase the reach for 
training. The Mission also 
recommends that the school 
education bureau in the MHRD 
should evolve a collaborative 
strategy with the higher education 
bureau in this respect.

under consideration of NCTE.

(ii) Bihar's proposal for training of 
untrained teachers by SCERT has been 
approved by NCTE. In addition, Bihar 
has proposed that Nalanda Open 
University provides distance mode 
learning, which is under consideration 
o f NCTE. IGNOU has prepared two 
module (a) 6-month enrichment 
module (b) and one-year module for 
teacher trainees previously enrolled 
and at various stages of learning. This 
is expected to be implemented from 
February- March this year.

(iii) In Chhattisgarh there are two 
Universities for pre-service teachers 
training in correspondence mode, 
namely IGNOU and PL Sundarlal 
Sharma Patrakarita Vishva Vidyalaya. 
The D.Ed curriculum has been 
revised, and the proposal is under 
consideration of NCTE.

(iv) For Jharkhand NIOS has prepared a 
syllabus and course material, which is 
under consideration of NCTE.

mechanisms and processes to this effect and prepare 
guidelines to be shared with the states. These may be shared 
with the next JRM.
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(v) For Madhya Pradesh, NCTE has given 
approval for IGNOU to provide 
teacher training.

(vi) Orissa has sought renewal of approval 
for SCERT to provide teacher trainng. 
Additiopnal details have been sought 
from the State Government

(vii) For Uttar Pradesh> NCTE approval 
have been given

(viii) W est Bengal has sent a proposal for 
teacher training through the WBBPE; 
additional details have been sought 
from the State Government

In the NER States, IGNOU had conducted a 
6-month certificate course for untrained 
teachers. IGNOU is preparing an additional 
18-m onth module to enable these teachers 
acquire professional qualifications.

1.25 The limited impact o f in
service teacher training in the past 
is partially explained by lack of 
focus on perspective building 
aspects in the training designs, 
especially in the context of 
promoting equity as an essential

MHRD has prepared a preliminary paper 
on in-service teacher training, which has 
been shared with States during the 
Conference of State Education Secretaries 
and SPD.

States are continuously working on

-
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element of quality. It is 
recommended that MHRD prepares 
a guide based on review some of the 
training courses and modules from 
universities and NGOs known for 
their comprehensive and integral 
approach to quality and equity 
(B.EL. Ed course of Delhi University, 
D.ED course developed for NCTE, 
CARE India’s approaches, Digantar, 
Bodh, etc) to provide conceptual and 
practical frameworks for 
development of such training 
programmes.

improvement of In-service teachers 
training through various modes.

Assam, Bihar, Haryana and Madhya 
Pradesh are in the process of restructuring 
their teacher training programme.

Tamil Nadu is developing training process 
for teacher educators in addition to 
training manual for teachers.

Uttar Pradesh has developed the Teacher's 
handbook and training module titled 
SAMVAAD in the light o f the RTE A ct

Uttarakhand has developed 9 in-service 
teachers training modules to address the 
specific learning needs of the teachers. The 
state has taken help of organizations like 
Digantar (Jaipur), Vidya Bhawan and 
Eklavya (Bhopal) to strengthen the district 
level resource groups.

W est Bengal has proposed to use the four 
training modules developed by NCERT- 
DEE.

XV
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1.26 The mission recommends that 
the draft National Achievement 
Survey (NAS) report be reviewed 
and revised by a multi-disciplinary 
expert committee (experts in 
education, statistics etc), especially 
in the context of IRT. This reviewing 
exercise should involve 
representatives from states as well. 
The mission also recommends the 
development of a strategic plan for 
NAS at both national and state levels 
to determine its periodicity and use, 
as well as its long term  resourcing.

A review committee involving the experts 
in education and statistics and 
representatives of the state government 
has been constituted with following as 
members -  Prof. Nargis Panchapakesan, 
Prof. Jacob Tharu, Prof. Yogendra Yadav, 
Dr. Jyotsna Jha, Ms. Deepa Sankar, and 
Pramod Tiwari, Director (MHRD) and 
SPDs of Madhya Pradesh and Jammu & 
Kashmir with Prof. Aytaar Singh as 
Convenor.
The committee has held first round of 
discussions, the second to be held on 11th 
January, 2012.

1.27 This JRM recommends that 
the MHRD /TSG should carry out a 
national level thematic analysis of 
the data collected by Monitoring 
Institutions to assess the progress 
and recognise other important 
trends over the years in different 
States / districts.

MHRD has carried out a thematic analysis 
on "Management Information System 
(MIS)" basis on the first half yearly 
monitoring reports of Mis.

1.28 One of the severe challenges 
facing SSA and RTE compliances for 
school physical infrastructure is the 
limited availability o f land, both for 
new schools and for the expansion

Key recommendations o f the 14th JRM on 
civil works were shared with all States & 
UTs in the 2 4 th National workshop/ review 
meeting held in Delhi on 1 8 -1 9 *  August 
2011. The minutes o f the meeting were
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of existing ones. In light of this 
extreme land constraint, creating 
possibilities of vertical expansion 
are now essential and a policy can 
be drafted to make this mandatory 
for school architectural design and 
structural design. This would be 
valid both for new schools and for 
additional classrooms. Normally, 
older building foundations which 
have provisions for additional floors 
are not trusted by future builders 
due to lack of documentation. 
Making it mandatory might provide 
the requisite degree of assurance to 
convey the aspect of already 
strengthened foundations to future 
engineers. This data of strengthened 
foundations for additional floors can 
also be added to the planned data 
collection for the WSDP scheme.

circulated to SPDs and State Project 
Engineers vide MHRD letter 
CiviI/TSG/SSA/2011/9/5 dated 2 0 *  
September 2011.

The 2 5 th National Workshop/review 
meeting of State Project Engineers/CW 
coordinators was held at Puri (Odisha) on 
1 6 -1 7 *  November 2011, where States 
were asked to design all school 
infrastructure with a provision for vertical 
expansion and disaster management and 
record certificate in the district plan of 
AWP&B 2 012-13  to state: "Certified that 
provision has been made in school 
infrastructure design for vertical 
expansion and disaster management, 
where ever required." The minutes of the 
meeting have been shared with SPDs and 
State Project Engineers vide letter No. 
Civil/TSG/SSA/2011/12/02 dated 8 *  
December, 2011.

The presentation on preparation of 
AWP&B 2 012-13  was again shared with 
NE states in the meeting
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The above was also shared in the Planning 
coordinators meeting for NE states held on 
09.12.11 in Delhi and the same will be 
shared with other states on 2 8 -2 9 -3 0 *  
December 2011  meeting in Delhi.

1.29 The Mission notes the
significant increases in outlays and
releases of SSA funds in recent
years, especially in 2010-2011 . The
Mission also acknowledges that
significant progress has been made
in strengthening the capacity of staff
in monitoring mechanisms at all
levels, (monthly and quarterly
FMRs, quarterly review meeting of
the Finance controllers, IPAI studies,
reports of the statutory auditors
etc]. In order to enhance the
performance of Financial
management in the context o f the
increasing outlays every year
(especially in the context o f RTE
provisions), the following
recommendations are made,
specially to states:

I

The recommendations of the 14th JRM 
relating to Financial Management and 
Procurement were discussed in detail with 
the State Finance Controllers during the 
30 th Quarterly Review meeting of State 
Finance Controllers held on 4 th- 5 th August 
2011  at New Delhi. A power point 
presentation on the key recommendations 
of the 14th JRM relating to Financial 
Management and Procurement was made 
to the participants urging them to take 
follow up action. The highlights and the 
copy o f the presentation are included in 
the Minutes o f the 3 0 th Quarterly Review 
Meeting o f State Finance Controllers.

The Aide Memoire of the 14th Joint Review 
Mission was uploaded on MHRD's website.

In MHRD's letter No. 15/10/2004-SSA 
(PR) dated 11 th November 2011  from 
Additional Secretary (SE&L), the State 
Project Directors have been urged to take 
immediate action on the 14 th JRM’s
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recommendations relating to Financial 
Management and Procurement issues.

(a) Filling in the all vacant position 
inclhding those at block level in a 
time bound manner; and

Filling up the posts o f Finance and 
Accounts Staff:

The status of Finance and Accounts staff is 
very closely monitored during the 
quarterly review meetings of State Finance 
Controllers. A comparative status of 
finance and accounts staff as on 31st March 
20 1 1  and 3 0 th September 2011  at SPO, 
DPO and Block level in respect o f all States 
is given in Annexure-I.

It would be seen from the Annexure that 
among the major 9 States except in the 
case of Bihar and Jharkhand all other 
m ajor States have made progress in filling 
up the vacant posts. The overall 
improvement for all the States works out 
to 108%  at SPO, 26%  at DPO and 65%  at 
Block level till September 2011. The States 
have taken initiatives to fill the vacant 
posts and it is expected that the position 
would improve by 31st March 2012.

In 1.29 (a) the Mission expresses its concern at the high levels 
o f vacancies.

SSA JRM Jan u ary  2 0 1 2  -  A nalysis o f FM Staffing a t D istrict
Level*
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a ' b c d =  a-c e= d/a f  = b-c g = f/b
Bihar 148 152 74 74 50 78 51
Jharkhand 96 71 51 45 47 20 28
Karnataka 120 60 53 67 56 7 12
M.P. 200 100 87 113 57 13 13
Rajasthan 128 64 44 84 66 20 31
U.P. 284 176 108 176 62 68 39
W .B. 80 80 61 19 24 19 24
Chattisgarh 72 54 36 36 50 18 33
Total 1128 757 514 614 54 243 32

* as per Action Taken Report o f 14th JRM
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At the block level, the vacancy position is as follows*:

State Sanctioned Posted

Vacancy
against

Sanctioned Vacancy %
a b c=a-b d=c/a

Bihar 537 264 273 51%
Jharkhand** 259 159 100 39%
Karnataka 1667 202 1465 88%
Madhya Pradesh 322 237 85 26%
Rajasthan 247 165 82 33%
Uttar Pradesh 880 147 1 733 83%
West Bengal 696 621 r  75 11%
Chhattisgarh** 146 95 r  51 35%

* as per Minutes o f 31st Quarterly Review Meeting of FM 
Controllers, October 2011

** except Jharkhand for which data as per ATR of 14th JRM 
has been used and Chhattisgarh, for which data for 15th JRM 
state report has been used.

The scale o f vacancies in financial management continues to 
be unacceptably high. To face the challenges of sustaining a 
robust financial management system in a complex and multi
tiered delivery system, the Finance Wing at State, district and 
sub-district levels need to be considerably strengthened in the 
interest o f the stakeholders. The approach should be twofold: 
(a) urgent steps need be taken to fill up the existing vacancies 
in the Finance Wing and (b) capacity building through 
intensive training given by professionals at all levels should be 
arranged through a need based gap analysis.



Key R ecom m endations A ction T aken R em arks

District level FM staff shortages have been highlighted by last 
3 - 4  JRMs, but the progress is not satisfactory. States must fill 
vacancies of FM staffing, including at district and sub-district 
level, at the earliest. Controllers' Meeting should particularly 
focus on FM staffing in states at district and sub-district level.

(b) Use of the Financial Accounting 
Software (FAS) by all states, 
ensuring full geographical coverage. 
The Mission would urge MHRD to 
ensure that FAS is implemented 
fully in spirit and action in the top 
ten spending SSA States (by the 
January 2012  JRM).

I

Implementation of accounting software:

Out of 35 States/ UTs, accounting software 
is presently implemented at State Project 
Office and District Project Office in 31 
States/ UTs. Accounting software is 
implemented in all the 9 major States. 
However, in Madhya Pradesh the same is 
being used only in 2 districts out of 50 
districts. The State is taking action to 
implement the same in the remaining 
districts.

The Software has not been implemented in 
the following 4  States/UTs:

1. Andaman & Nicobar Islands
2. Lakshadweep
3. Meghalaya
4. Tripura

The status of implementation of 
accounting software is being reviewed in

The Mission notes that States have made considerable 
progress in implementation of financial accounting software. 
The process needed to be expedited in the state of Madhya 
Pradesh, as it is the only state among ten largest states in 
which the software has not been implemented in 48  districts. 
MHRD may ensure (a) manual record-keeping is continuing 
along with the software at state and district level; apd (b) 
basis o f audit i.e., manual records or accounting records as per 
accounts produced from computerized system. A report on 
this may be presented to the July 2012  JRM.

xxi



Key R ecom m end ations A ction T aken
T" -----------------------------------------

R em arks

the quarterly review meetings of State 
Finance Controllers and the States/ UTs 
have been urged to implement the same 
early.

The status of implementation of 
Accounting Software is given at Annexure* 
II.





INDIA 
SARVA SIKSHA ABHIYAN (SSA)

1 5 th JOINT REVIEW MISSION

STATE REPORT: ASSAM 
January 17 - 23 , 2 0 1 2

1.1. Introduction

The 15th Joint Review Mission visit to Assam was undertaken from January 17th to 22nd, 2012 by Ms. 
Dipta Bhog (Gol representative) and Ms. Sangeeta Dey (UK's Department for International 
Development) and to review the implementation progress of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan in the state as 
per the objectives and targets set out for the programme. Mr. Tarun Gupta (SSA-TSG) also travelled 
with the Mission as an Observer.

The Mission members interacted with the Minister of Education; Chief Secretary; State Mission 
Director (also State Secretary cum Commissioner of Elementary Education); SCERT Director; 
Director of Elementary Education; Executive Director, SSA; District Dy. Commissioners; District, 
Block and Cluster level officials. The members visited primary and upper primary schools, 
residential and non residential special training centres, KGBVs, BRCs and CRCs in two blocks each 
of two districts- Darrang and Kamrup (rural and urban). The visiting team wishes to thank the 
Mission Director, Sm t L.S. Changsan, the Dy. Commissioners of Darrang, Mr. K.C. Kalita and Kamrup, 
Mr. S.K. Roy. for facilitating the v isit The team is also grateful to the entire team of the State 
Mission Office and district offices for their logistical support, time and efforts deployed for the 
Mission's visit

1.2 Overview and Key Issues 

Achievements:

The state has responded proactively to the RtE Act and has made all out effort to initiate processes 
ranging from the legal notification to community mobilization on awareness of RtE. Initiatives 
undertaken in the last year reflect the state's, commitment to fulfilling RtE norms and guidelines

• The state’s expenditure against available funds has been significantly high at 82%  in 20 0 9 
10, 96%  in 2010-11 ad 67%  in 2011-12 (till date). The internal audits have been completed 
and the issues raised in th audit are being responded to systematically

• The state has made special efforts through the residential and non-residential special 
training centres to enroll OOSC in school in line with the RtE mandate. The current data
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shows that the total number of OOSC as 1,24,577 which is 2.07%  of the child population in 
the 6-14 year age group and 97.93%  of the children are in school.

• Commendable efforts made by the state to increase Muslim children's participation

• A child tracking survey is underway and the data will be ready by April/May 2012.

• A GPS mapping of habitations and schools is underway and the data will be ready by 
February 2012

• The elementary level has been changed to include classes 1 to 8 (from the earlier classes 1 
to 7) and is in operation since 2010-11

• The curriculum has been revised and the new NCERT textbooks (for English, Hindi, math 
and science) have been translated and introduced in 10 mediums. The social science 
textbooks have been adapted to the state context following NCF 2005 guidelines. For the 
first time the textbooks have been distributed to all the students at the beginning of the 
session in January (on the first day of the session). Textbooks of classes 1 to 3 of all subjects 
have been completed for Braille printing

• The state has conducted its first TET on January 10th , 2012  in which close to 3 3  lakh 
applicants appeared. The state team is working all out to declare the results within a 
record time of 15 days(by January 25th). The recruitment of the successful candidates will 
enable the state to fill many vacant positions and deploy subject teachers at upper primary 
level especially for science and math

• Teacher rationalization exercise for existing teachers has been completed for the whole
• s t a t e .......................................... ................................................................................... ..........................

• English language training for teachers begun by British Council in Januaiy 2012 to cover all 
the districts to train a cadre of 816 master trainers through a 168 hour course over 24 days 
(3 phases of 8  days each), who in turn will transact the existing English curriculum in 
classes 1 to 5 to primaiy school teachers

• All EGS centres have been upgraded to lower primaiy schools

• All BRCs have been equipped with a resource room to provide therapeutic, educational and 
remedial aid to CWSN children

Issues for consideration going forward

Access and Retention

• The current data on OOSC does not reflect the real number of children out of school as 
shared by the state, hence the numbers of OOSC may be much higher. The CTS will provide a 
more accurate picture.
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• Student absenteeism was reported by various functionaries to be high especially post 
festivals and holidays. Efforts on community mobilization and awareness to increase 
attendance should be strengthened especially through SMCs, mothers groups, involvement 
of NGOs, CBOs, etc

• Drop out rates are high and focused strategies have to be deployed to reduce drop out 
numbers especially for boys at both primary and upper primary level.

• Community mobilization, awareness and involvement towards overall functioning of 
schools especially student attendance continues to be a challenge

• Huge gap remains in infrastructure as per RtE mandate: classrooms, toilets (common and 
girls), boundary walls, ramps and railings, school furniture

Bridging Gender and Social Gaps

• Operationalization of KGBVs has been slow in the state, resulting in under utilization of 
funds

• Outreach of KGBV facility to greater number of girls required through shift to Model 1.

• Integration of efforts bet\yeen Elementary and Secondary Education necessary to 
strengthen outcomes of SSA interventions related to KGBV and Girls education.

• Qualitative aspects of Gender disparity need strengthening through training and 
orientation of SSA functionaries.

• Assessment of CWSN and Remedial teaching continuous to be a challenge.

• Provisioning of aids and appliances for CWSN required special focus in terms of timely 
sourcing.

• Studies on reasons for dropout among boys and girls from marginalized groups necessary 
to build special focus programmes and interventions in the future.

Quality

• The new textbooks especially, English and math are difficult for the teachers to understand 
and transact in the classroom. An initial short training has been provided in so,me subjects, - 
but is insufficient- there is a need for contextualization, workbook supplementation for 
easier comprehension.

• Impact of teacher training programmes is not clearly visible in the classroom.

• Despite teacher redeployment after the rationalization exercise, many teachers have not 
joined their newly allotted schools. Apart from this, there is a huge requirement of new 
teachers in the system to fill the deficit
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• The state has not done any teacher recruitment in the last 15 years (the process has got 
obstructed by numerous court cases) which has led to a huge back log of vacant positions

• The quality of in service teachers training is a matter of concern with teachers reporting 
training fatigue. The nature of in service trainings being repetitive, lacking practical 
demonstration and being conducted with such large groups that prevent any participatory 
or activity based learning.

• Diploma Course on Teacher Training course developed by K.K. Handique. The state is 
considering distance course developed by IGNOU as a qualifying course for those who will 
clear the TET. Quality of distance learning as a mode of teacher education is a concern as 
contact period critical for developing skills in teaching.

• The concept of CCE is not clearly understood by teachers, CRCs, hence it is yet to be 
implemented in its intended spirit. The number of tests have increased from 2 in a year 
(half yearly and annual examinations) to unit tests and 4  semester exams. However, there is 
no comprehensive evaluation of the student's progress in curricular and co-curricular areas. 
The state has introduced the concept and development process at the state level and now 
needs to undertake a focused approach on providing orientation and training on the 
concept of CCE and its implementation in the classroom for functionaries at all levels, as 
well as a suitable monitoring mechanism for its implementation. If the shortage of teachers 
and CRCCs is not taken care of in a timely manner, the quality of CCE implementation will 
suffer

• There is lot of scope for improvement in monitoring and academic support provided by the 
CRCCs, especially in areas of pedagogy. Litigation issues (on deputation and attachments) 
regarding the recruitment of CRCCs has led to many vacant posts (91% ). This has obyiously 
then become the weakest link in the system

• The functions of the SMC members not clearly performed by all with inequitable 
distribution of decision making between the male and female members
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Progress towards the achievement of Goals

Goal 1: All Children in School

Achievements:

The state has made significant progress in reducing the number of out-of-school children and 
increasing the enrolment rate:

Indicators 2002-03 (Age 5-14) 2010-11 (Age 6-14)

Total child population 54,94,262 60,10,976

In-School Children 41,54,077 58,86,399

Out of School Children 
(OOSC)

13,40,185 1,24,577

% of OOSC 24.38% 2.07%

The state is conducting a Child Tracking Survey and the data will be available by April/May 2012.

The Mission appreciates the state’s efforts in increasing the enrolment share of Muslim children 
which has increased positively from: 33.9%  in 2009-10 to 35.6%  in 2010-11 to 36.7%  in 2010-11 
in proportion to their share of the total population (31% ).

Review of Interventions:

Additionally, to increase access the state is running Special Training and some innovative 
interventions that reach out to 2,31,045 students. The Special Training Centres (STCs) set up under 
the RtE mandate are playing a significant role in preparing newly enrolled children for entry to 
their age appropriate classes. There are two types of STCs- Residential STCs [74  centres with 8070 
learners) and Non-residential STCs (7420 centres with 1,62,603 learners). The STCs are running in 
donated or rented facilities. The curriculum for the STCs has been developed and is in use: a 
[eadiness package for the initial one and half months followed by a condensed package for all 

subjects for Level 1 and 2 in Book 1 and Level 3,4 and 5 in Book 2.

In addition, there are 7 seasonal hostels with 360 students; 266 non-residential migrant centres 
catering to 8662 migrant learners, and 809 religious madrassaswith 51350 students.

Concerns

• The OOSC numbers do not appear to reflect the accurate picture on the ground and could be 
much higher than stated. This concern has also been shared by the SMO.
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• As shared by the Education Minister, apart from inflated enrolments shown in significant 
number of schools, cases of double counting of students enrolled in Venture Schools (set up 
the community) and in government schools have been found

• The flood prone areas along the Brahmaputra river (‘chars’) often get washed away in the 
monsoon, displacing a large number of families which adversely affect children's schooling

Recommendations

• It is recommended that the state analyse the findings from the GIS spatial mapping of 
habitations and schools and the Child Tracking Survey as soon as the data is made available 
to construct the required number of new school buildings, additional classrooms in the 
underserved habitations.

• In light of the information shared by the state on over enrolment figures, urgent priority 
should be given to arrive at the actual number of enrolments and share that data with 
MHRD

• A follow-up (through tracking mechanism) of the students transitioning from STCs to the 
school classrooms is essential to ensure their continued attendance. This could be done for 
the first three months after die transition.

• The state could engage NGOs to orient and sensitize teachers about socio-cultural issues 
and background of children from marginalized communities

• Convergence with the Tribal Affairs and Minority Affairs Department may be considered to 
set up residential schools in hilly tracts and to provide school access to children in flood 
prone areas- ..........................

Infrastructure and Civil Works:

The state has a cumulative completion rate of 76.76%  in the civil works (against the national 
average of 73% ) against AWP&B.

The 2010-11 status of the number of lower primary government schools is 35,065 and 13,002 
upper primary schools bringing the UP-LP ratio to 1:2.8.

As per the State Mission Office (SMO), the %age of schools with physical facilities in place and 
existing gaps:

Item Primary Upper Primary Gap As per
Availability functional Availability functional State* TSG**

Drinking Water Facility 91.4% 72.3% 90.9% 67.7% 3557 10596
Common Toilets 74.1% 70.2% 73.2% 70.1% 10666 18871
Girls’ Toilets 57.4% 47.5% 74.2% 58.6% 8230 26751
ACR 30736 20233
Ramps 8935 27550
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Boundary Wall___________ j____________ ]___________ |____________ |
(Sources : l.DISE 2010-11; 2*\ State presentation; S.**: TSG estimation)

33718 | 33385 |

2145 New LP buildings, 49891 additional classrooms, 16913 (LP and UP)toilets for girls 
constructed -  as shared by the state

• BALA features incorporated in estimates of all new constructions and elements added in 
additional classrooms.

• Training conducted by the State in convergence with the State Disaster Management 
Authority for key resource persons who will train one teacher each from 5658 schools

• Handbook developed for SMCs on elements of school design and a manual for masons on good 
practices.

• Environment Assessment conducted of 16438 schools for type of construction, environment, 
safety, pollution.

A pilot intervention has been undertaken jointly by SSA-UN1CEF to develop 20 child friendly 
schools focusing on beautification of school premises, BALA (Building as Learning Aid) sports 
facilities and equipment for children.

SSA has partnered with the PHED to supply safe drinking water facilities to the schools from this 
year

Concern:

• There is a huge gap in infrastructure and physical facilities -  classrooms(especially at the 
upper primary level), toilets (both common and separate for girls),boundary walls, ramps and 
railings

• There is a discrepancy in the data from MHRD and SMO on the gap in physical facilities and 
functionality of the drinking water and toilet utilities (additional classrooms, drinking water, 
common toilets, girls' toilets, boundary walls, ramps) against the approved PAB targets

Recommendation: .

• The discrepancy in the data from MHRD and SMO should be resolved by the state to arrive
at more accurate figures for physical facilities and functionality of utilities and for • 
developing construction plans to cover the gaps.

• Lessons learned from the SSA-UNICEF 20 school project should be incorporated into the 
Whole School Development Plan before scale up of the initiative across the state

Strategies for Community Mobilization:

• Following the notifications of RTE State Rules in July 2011, out of 40,914 SMCs, 94%  have 
been freshly constituted. Training of 14%  SMC members conducted at BRC level on SMC 
role, development of SDP, accounts and Special Training. Mother's Groups actively involved
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in monitoring Mid Day Meals, support Ka-Sreni activities, monitoring cleanliness, holding 
summer medical remedial camps and participating actively in Saturday Club activities.

• ‘Siksha Ka Haque Abhiyan' launched as part of increasing awareness and dissemination 
regarding RTE through media, TV, sports, slogans on buses, SMS and ring tones are part of 
ihis effort

• Siksha Jagaran Sabhas held with Gaon Panchayat Presidents on RTE.

• 5 NGOs identified to cover 14 districts, across 280 venues on RTE sharing and community 
entitlement providing a toll free number for grievances.

• 'Utsav Vidyarambha' Programme conducted in all schools with distribution of textbooks 
reading of letter by the Chief Minister to SMC members and teachers and students,cleaning 
of school, and holding procession.

• Saturday Clubs are organized covering cultural activity by young women and older women 
in LP and UP schools. Inclusive 'Rangmela' conducted from school to state level in LP 
schools covering co-scholastics areas for the first tim e.

Concerns:

• Mother’s group allotted more "homely" duties related to MDM,cleanliness in school. SMC
• has 50%  women representatives but few in leadership positions. Women members self 

perception is that they are not equipped to develop SDP„ manage accounts and finance.

Recommenda tions:

• Mothers' Group should get represented in SMCs on a mandatory basis The state target 
women SMC members should undergo technical training on SDP, Finance and accounts to 
break stereo types and build women's confidence.

Early Child Hood Care Education (ECCE):

The Ka*Sreni programme is running in all schools with SSA providing a volunteer 1165 Primary
schools where a Ka-Sreni worker is engaged through SMC to teach children who have completed 4
years for 3 hours in a school working day.

Achievements:
V

• Integration of ECCE with trained Ka-Sreni teachers has promoted school readiness, 
identification of learners and enrolment for class I.

• Well developed curriculum around themes and teaching learning material with focus of 
puzzles, visual kits and cards. Songs and rhyme books provided.

• Ka-Sreni workers selected through SMCs providing key support to single teacher schools.

• Convergence with 1CDS officials at district and block level.

Concern:

• English book provided to children not contextualized to the life world of the children
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Recommendations:

• The English book for learners needs to be contextualized in accordance with the life, culture 
and images that children see around them for this age group. Districts can develop own 
books reflecting diversity of Assam’s four major regions.

Goal 2: Bridging gender and Social Gaps

A. Gender gaps

In the state a total of 58,86,399 lakh children have been enrolled in Primary and Upper Primary 
section, of whom 35,09,718 lakh of children have been enrolled in Primary section and 23,76,681 
lakh children have been enrolled in Upper Primary section. Out of the total number 17,98,337 lakh 
are boys and 17,11,381 are girls.

Net Enrolment Rate for Girls:
Year Prim ary Upper Prim ary
2008-09 95.2% 93.6%
2009-10 97.2% 82.7%
2009-10 96.2% 85.8%

Gender Parity Index Table:
2 0 0 2 -0 3 2 0 1 0 -1 1

Lower Primary 0.934 0.969
Upper Primary 0.910 1.307

In the State, the enrolment of boys and girls is 51.4% and 48.6%  respectively. The Gender Parity 
Index at the Upper Primary indicates a tilt in favour of girls transiting to Upper Primary. The 
transition rate has gone up from 80.8%  in 2009-10 to 92.4%  for girls in 2010-11 and from 82.1%  to 
89.5% for boys in the same period.

Increasing girls' access has been achieved through life skills programme, district level seminars on 
Gender, programmes against Child Marriage the KGBV intervention, NPEGEL activities, Meena 
Clubs , developing Girls friendly Model Cluster schools, distribution of uniforms. Martial arts 
training etc.

Concerns:

• Dropout rates for girls at primary and upper primary is still 7.2% and 14.4%  respectively. 
Qualitative documentation in certain districts indicates irregular attendance of girls from 
marginalized communities. Domestic responsibilities, menstruation, ill health and festivals 
are contributing factors-
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• Rationalization of spending on girls education not done at the district level, leading to 
excessive expenditures and focus on one activity. It was observed in one district that 80%  of 
the fund was spent on martial arts training, with few resources left to conduct other activities.

• SSA functionaries view women’s mobility and visibility in the public sphere as indicator of 
gender equality. Gender roles and stereotypes are not understood. Teachers and Head 
Masters are increasingly working with community through SMCs and Mothers Groups and 
they need to understand gender issues specific to communities.

Recommendations:

• Bridging of Gender Gaps needs to address fresh challenges emerging within the domain of 
quality, as access of girls to schooling is achieved. Attendance, learning achievement levels 
o f girls, co-scholastic activities available for girls be developed as future criterion to track 
gender gaps.

• Scholarship for girls completing class six and eight be introduced.

• Annual training and orientation on Gender and equity issues of teachers and head teachers 
at the district and of BRC and CRC staff be ensured. Assam Mahila Samata Society (AMSS) 
be made responsible for conducting these training across all districts for SSA and for 
preparing the teacher training module and orienting key RPs.

KGBV INTERVENTION:

In Assam 37 KGBVs (3 of Model I with enrolment of 100 girls each and 34  of Model II with 
enrolment o f  50 girls each) dr operatiohai' in 37 blocks; covering 2000'girls. In the year 2010-11 
close to 10 KGBVs were constructed and learners shifted to their new residence. In 2010-11, 20 
new KGBVs were sanctioned, which are yet to be operationalized.

Social category wise number of girls covered in 37 KGBVs is:

SC ST OBC Minority Others Total
103 739 416 699 43 2000

Of the 2000 girls enrolment 1925 are dropouts and 75 girls are never enrolled. There are 19 CWSN 
learners, 13 orphans and 194 girls who belong to single parent families.

Achievements:

• Enrolment of girls from the minority community in KGBV.

• Inclusion of vocational training life skills, computer, martial arts and sports in the curriculum.

• Involvement of KGBV girls in mobilizing community on importance of girls in education and 
in enrolment drive for KGBVs through street plays.
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Concerns:

• Progress regarding operationalization of KGBVs slow

• Enrolment of girls in terms of full utilization of capacity of existing KGBVs requires attention

• Predominance of Model II limits outreach of intervention to a greater number of girls. Also, 
50 girls in a KGBV does not give a sense of an Upper Primary School.

• Concerns regarding sustaining education of KGBV girls for completing secondary and higher 
secondary need to be addressed to strengthen outcomes of SSA interventions.

• KGBV teachers training focus on health, hygiene, life skills and academic skilling. There is an 
absence of trainings on building counseling skills and in handling gender issues such as 
violence, abuse etc.

• No research available on quality of learning among girls in KGBVs

• Utilization of funds for KGBV is 26%  for the period up to December 2011 indicating slow 
construction of KGBV buildings. The state has been waiting for the Public works 
Department to set its norms to initiate construction. .

Recommendations:

• Utilization of KGBV funds by the state to speed up targets: operationalization of 20 KGBVs 
and increasing enrolment of girls for optimal utilization

• Assam move to transforming Model II KGBVs to Model 1 to ensure optimal utilization of 
financial resources and increase outreach.

• KGBVs be upgraded to cover classes 9 and 10 and vocational courses be included in the 
upgraded KGBVs. SMO to develop 'Forward Looking Strategy' paper to integrate RMSA 
resources, hostel funds, etc to ensure retention and transition to Secondary and Higher 
Secondaiy education- with RMSA.

• Trained and regular teachers be provided in KGBV to ensure integration within the 
educational system and quality of learning and teaching

• KGBV teachers trained on Gender and Equity as a compulsory component of their annual 
training plan. Counseling skill training be provided in collaboration with trained counselors.

• Tracer studies be initiated on girls completing Upper Primary education from KGBVs to 
understand mainstreaming, retention and academic performance of KGBV girls in 
secondary schools.

NPEGEL:

NPEGEL Programme implemented in 98  clusters of 15 EBB's of 8  Districts. In three Districts the 
NPEGEL programme implemented by Assam Mahila Samata Society. Total of 3920  children covered 
under the programme.
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Achievements: Activities include trainings of head teachers in 55 Model cluster schools, Annual 
Ouster Girls Convention, celebration of Girl Child Day, educational tours for girls, Talent Search 
Examination, Sports promotion, Life Skills training and sensitization of CBOs and Mothers Group.

Concerns: Quality of NPEGL intervention in non AMSS Districts is not clear. Convergence with 
AMSS in these Districts is adhoc and dependent on the initiatives of particular Districts.

Recommendation:

• Convergence with AMSS be formalized at state level to cover all Districts, with AMSS in 
training and preparing Master Resource Persons in districts where it does not work 
directly.

B. Social Gaps: Scheduled Caste, Scheduled T ribe, Muslim M inority

Enrolment share across Social Group & Gender:

DISE 2003-04 2006-07 2009-10 2010-11

Share of girls
Primary 49.20% 49.60% 49.80% 49.60%

Upper Primary 48.20% 49.60% 51.30% 51.30%

Share of SC students Elementary 10.20% 10.00% 10.20% 10.10%

Share of ST students Elementary 15.10% 14.10% 14.90% 14.90%
Share of Muslim 
Students Elementary 33.90% 33.90% 35.60% 36.70%

• The social gap in terms of enrolment across different social categories is reducing.

• The most significant jump is recorded for Minority students which is an achievement for the 
State, where the share has gone up by three percent.

Achievements:

• Interventions include identifications and mobilisation of vulnerable groups, priority to girls 
from marginalized communities in KGBV, specific support to Madrassa through convergence 
with Multi Sector Development Programme under department of Minority Affairs through 
provision of Education Volunteer. Salary and TLM in terms o f running AIE special training 
covering 51,350 learners in 809 Madrassas.

Concerns:

• In both the Tea Garden Management Schools, close to 500 schools covering 58,336 children,do ,, 
not follow RTE guidelines. Infrastructure conditions are poor, PTR is 50:1. Trained teachers are 
absent, with factory staff teaching students.

• Studies show transition and drop-out rates alarming in Tea Garden Management Schools.
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In the case of Madrassas too, limited teaching hours negatively impacts the achievement levels 
of learners with SSA volunteers having little control over instructional time.

Social Category w ise average annual dropout rate  20 1 0 *1 1

Years Primary ’T Upper Primary

Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total
SC 5.7% 5.5% 5.6% 14.2% 12.8% 13.5%

ST 4.9% 4.4% 4.7% 8.0% 9.6% 8.8%

Minority 13.7% 8.2% 11.0% 23.8% 18.5% 21.0%

Source: D1SE 2010-11 (Data for Primary indicates dropout at class I V and for Upper Primary
at class VII as Assam has moved to 8 year Elementary cycle only thisyear)

• Transition rates of boys, across social categories indicates high drop out rate among Muslim
boys at both Primary, ballooning to 23:8%  at Upper Primary. Among SC boys too, the rate 
increases from 5.7%  at Primary to almost triple at Upper Primary at 14.2%. Tribal girls do 
marginally worse than tribal boys. In the case o f both minority children the picture 
emerging is one that oscillates between the glass being half full (in terms of enrolment 
increase) or half empty - high dropouts in mind.

Recommendations:

• A qualitative study be conducted to understand factors contributing to high dropout rates
among boys from Muslim community and Scheduled Caste and girls from Scheduled Tribe..

• Hostels be opened for boys from remote regions or highly vulnerable pockets supporting
their access to and retention in Upper Primary Schools.

. • SSA explore possibilities of working on a special programme for Tea Garden Management 
(TGM) Schools. Legally TGM is responsible only for education till class IV. Legal action at 
State Mission Office supplement efforts to ensure that RTE guidelines are followed.

• A system of tracking those madrassa student who are out of the formal system and are not
part of existing STC or AIE interventions be undertaken. These children be identified as out 
of school children.

C. Children w ith Special Needs

INCLUSIVE EDUCATION:

Of 99,476 children identified with CWSN in the State 69,643 have been enrolled in school, 
3577 have been enrolled in AIE and 26,256 are being covered through Home Based Education. VET 
provides robust mapping of children with special needs.

Achievements:

Infrastructure related interventions include:
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• Ramp and railings provided in 32,421 schools covering 84.25%  schools.

• Disabled friendly toilets in 6712 schools (17.4%).

• Aids and Appliance related support provided to 45,253 (78.4% ) children.

• 3 to 6  day trainings on CWSN provided to 49.44%  teachers.

• 290 RTs appointed and 2802 Inclusive Education Volunteers appointed.

• 152 Resource Persons have been upgraded to Resource Teacher.

• Medical Assessment has been completed and requirements of aids and appliances submitted 
from Districts.

• Convergence with National Rural Health Mission to cover all children in 40,000 schools for Ear, 
Nose Throat problems, eye operations covered through this convergence and also with 
Hridalaya in Karnataka. Operations conducted for children with Cleft lip problems for over 400 
CWSN through operation SMILE.

• Braille books completed based on NCERT syllabus for classes II, IV and V

• Community Awareness programme, and involvement of Gaon panchayats in identification and 
mobilization of families with CWSN

• Translation of Training Modules on different special needs from English to Assamese.

• Families from Below Poverty Line accessing the Resource Centre with transport costs working 
in a positive direction. Families reported progress in the mobility and achievements o f their 
children.

• Peer support and integration of CWSN children visible in the classrooms visited.

Concerns:

• Lack of trained volunteers in the state as there are only 2 RCI approved institutes. Para medic 
support is virtually non-existent.

• Delays in aids and appliances reaching CWSN impacts CWSN with Limb measurements 
changing in growing children. ALIMCO is Primaiy supplier, who provides wheel chair and 
tricycles in large numbers. However, delays in other appliances like hearing aid etc. has 
implications for the success of the interventions as children with Loco Motor impairment 
constitute (close to 20,000 in number) the largest category of CWSN children. Hearing 
impairment and low vision affected children combined constitute close to 30,000 children in 
the State

• Kits and materials for Resource Centres not available locally, such as parallel bass, physio-ball 
walkers etc. Tendering and national bidding time consuming and results in delays.

• Multi Category training needs strengthening as assessment of children particularly related to 
mental retardation challenging for volunteers. Teachers too find coping with multi level 
teaching and CWSN children challenging in the classroom.

• Progress on construction of 10 Resource rooms has been slow, part of it being reflected in 
under utilization of budget (25.45%  utilization) till September 2011.

Recommendations:
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• Construction of 10 Resource Centres at Block level should be completed at the earliest.

• Regional centre or National Centre should be set up for procurement of TLM/ Rehabilitation 
equipment for Resource centre to reduce time lapse. Given the chronic dearth of infrastructural 
and technical resources in the North Eastern region for CWSN, MHRD and the Ministry of Social 
Justice North East can jointly develop a strategy to enhance rehabilitation and education 
support in this region

• Focus on assessment and strengthening of Multi category training of volunteers. Remedial 
teaching should be strengthened in the classroom both for teachers and volunteers.
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Goal 3: All Children Retained in education system

Achievements

Retention:

• Retention rate' at primary level has gone up from 78.4%  in 2009-10 to 79.2%  in 2010-11

• The retention rate of girls(87.6% in 2010-11) is higher than boys (82.8% ) at Upper 
Primary

Review o f interventions

The following noteworthy interventions have been undertaken by the state to improve retention
and quality:

• Distribution of free textbooks in 10 mediums to all children was done on the first day of the 
new academic session in January 2011

• Provision of mid day meals to all children, including those at the STCs

• Provision of two sets of uniforms to all children below poverty line

• Monitoring of teacher and student attendance and absenteeism by the CRCs through a 
monthly reporting format

Concerns

• Retention rate at the upper primary level has gone down from 86%  in 2009-10 to 85.2%  in 
2010-11. The retention rate of boys is lower than girls at both primary and upper primary 
and has increased only 1 percentage point from 2009-10  compared to girls, which has risen 
by 2.5 percentage points. The retention rate at primary level (grade 1 to 5) is 56%  as 
compared to the national average rate o f 73%  as per DISE 2010-11. The state sharing shows 
the retention rate of 79.2%  at primary level, (discrepancy of data)

• Drop out rates are substantially high (15% ) at the upper primary level and 8%  at primary 
level

Recommendations

• As retention is directly linked with quality, more attention has to be paid to improving the 
standard of teaching -learning in the classroom

• Greater emphasis needs to be paid to the SMCs so they take on more responsibility towards 
' improving student attendance and retention.
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Goal 4 : Education of Satisfactory Quality

Curricular reform s

The school curriculum has been finalized on the basis of NCF 2005 from classes 1 to 8. The NCERT 
textbooks have been adopted for math, science, English and Hindi. Social Science textbooks have 
been adapted to NCF 2005 guidelines. The textbooks bring in the context of Assam in a structured 
way through primary and upper primary textbooks and have been adapted in 10 mediums. CCE has 
been introduced at the state level as the student evaluation mechanism.

Teacher availability

The state level PTR reported in DISE 2010-11 for primary is 26:1, and for Upper Primary is 17:1.

The Education Minister shared at the State Wrap-Up meeting that the actual PTR is much higher 
and could be 1:46 at primary level based on calculations done at the state level.

The total teachers in position is 74,361 (as per record of DEE) and total requirement is 49,965 LP 
teachers.

The subject specific requirement of UP, as laid down in the Schedule of RTE Act, 2009  has been 
worked out as follows:

• Science & Mathematics
• Social Science
• Language

Total

Concerns:

• There is a serious shortfall of teachers and much depends on how many will clear the TET. If 
the state PTR estimates are correct, the problem regarding teacher deficit is even graver.

• There are 6  classes(induding Ka-Sreni) in all primary schools and in small schools with just 
2 teachers the teacher to class ratio become 1:3. This is adversely affecting quality.

• There is also a serious shortage of science and math teachers at the upper primaiy level.

• Effectiveness of teacher redeployment is yet to be seen on the ground.

Recommendation:

• The actual PTR should be calculated based on the real ground situation and reported to 
MHRD as well as used for teacher deployment by the state

Teacher training 

4ch dements:

* A number of teacher training programmes have been held for teachers, with 10 days covered 
in continuity over the year and the rest as part of the monthly Saturday cluster meetings.

= 14,848 
= 17,710 

= 9,758 
= 42,316
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• The trainings have focussed on the new textbooks, math, English, academic challenges in the 
classroom, Ka - Sreni, Smart School (Computer Aided Learning], Inclusive Education, Health 
and Hygiene.

• A recent joint initiative between SSA and the British Council is directed towards providing 
English language training in the state to help teachers transact the new English textbook from 
Classes 1 to 5

Concerns:

• The trainings are more focussed on theory and less on practice in the classroom. Th size of 
the trainee group is too unwieldy warranting few interactive or activity based work. There is 
no demonstration component for teachers to gain practical insights into methodology. 
Academic content is repetitive and requires a serious reformulation.

• There is a lack of documentation on the process of development of training modules (i.e. 
taking into account training needs o f teachers)

• Impact of training is not clearly visible in the classroom

• Head Teachers/Principals are ill equipped with skills for school leadership and management

• Distance course from 1GNOU and Diploma Course from K.K. Handique University being 
considered as the recognized qualifications for new teachers entering the system. A five year 
window provided to achieve qualification. The quality of long distance courses to prepare 
them for teaching is a concern.

Recommendations:

• Teacher Training programmes should he designed keeping in mind both the needs of the 
teachers and their skill and ability levels. Optimal size of trainee batches should not exceed 40  
in number and Resource Persons should not have additional responsibility of logistics and 
food arrangements

• Some innovative approaches could be adopted to teacher training. Training could be 
imparted using audio-visual media, video lessons of effective classroom practices, films of 
effective teachers demonstrating teaching of difficult concepts in the classroom.

• The state/SCERT could explore partnering with specialized institutions for imparting school 
leadership and management training for school principals. This should also include 
administrative and financial management skills.

• Distance courses include a significant period of contact programme for teacher trainees on a 
compulsory basis. State consider regular Diploma courses as part of its long term vision of 
building institutional capacity building for teacher training.

Availability of teaching learning materials

Teachers’ grants for teaching learning materials (Rs. 500 per teacher) have been used for purchase
of teaching learning materials. However, very few materials have been purchased and appeared to
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have been used sparingly for children (e.g. skeleton, microscope) as they looked new. Other 
materials include globes, abacus, dice.

The blackboards in some schools visited appeared to be over used and in some cases not clearly 
visible to children in the back rows or even due to poor lighting in the classrooms.

There was a display of educational charts in some classrooms. BALA elements added colour and 
brightness in the schools.

The school libraries observed during the field visit were inside single cupboards in the 
headteacher/staff room and inaccessible to children. The books were very old, worn out and dull, 
and some were moth eaten. They did not appear to appealing for children.

The state has finalized a contract with the National Book Trust to provide a variety of library books 
to all schools in this session.

Recommendations:

• Efforts should be made in sourcing/developing high quality teaching-learning resources to 
supplement textbook teaching and specific training should be provided to teachers on the 
concept and use of the materials

• A library programme should be designed and implemented with creative story telling and 
reading -  writing, vocabulary activities, etc. Regular issuing of books by rotation to all children 
to inculcate reading habits

, Classroom practices

• The practices primarily include lecture and discussions in upper primary sections.

• In primary classes action rhymes used extensively with loud reading

• Writing work in language includes formal writing and practice of consonants and vowel charts

• Project work for class 5 children included usual write-ups on well known personalities

Morning assembly observed was student led and'included quiz rhymes, news reading, peer 
management This is a positive development in promoting student participation and leadership 
skills

Recommendation

• Concerted effort needs to be made to expose/showcase good practices in teaching -learning 
methodologies to teachers through workshop mode and exposure visits. Monthly meetings of 
teachers could be a good forum for demonstration and sharing of good practices

’ '  * ’ '  • '  • V  .  * i f

Pupil Assessm ent Systems
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With the enactment of RtE the CCE methodology is to be made operational to monitor progress of 
student learning and over all development

Achievements

• State level workshops on CCE have been held with experts from NCERT

• Subject and class wise lesson divisions with learning milestones have been prepared

• Children progress report cards have been developed for both scholastic and co-scholastic 
areas

• Teachers’ Handbook on CCE has been developed

• Teacher training will be conducted in Feb-March 2012 

Concerns

• The state has changed the earlier examination system (half yearly and annual exams) to . 
four semesters and unit tests, but the teachers haven't received any orientation and find it 
very challenging to set the question papers for unit tests (for smaller study units) and 
semester exams. There is nn issue of skills and ability of the teachers in being able to do this

• Students have been subjected to more number of tests in the process but are not being 
evaluated comprehensively for their holistic development

Recommendations

■ • As this is. a new and untried concept, the state will have to make concerted efforts to begin 
the implementation of CCE and ensure that the focus is on formative rather than summative 
evaluation. Moreover, it needs to be understood that CCE is meant to be a feedback 
mechanism for teachers to improve/modify their teaching to meet the students’ learning 
needs, hence the need for 'continuous' evaluation.

• T h e 'comprehensive' nature of evaluation needs to integrate the over all development of the 
learner covering both scholastic and non-scholastic areas

• Sustained orientation is required in CCE from state , district, block to cluster and school 
level

• It would help for the SMO to organize exposure visits for the state and district resource 
persons to other states that have undertaken the good practices of CCE implementation 
(Rajasthan may be considered)

Student learning levels

The student learning levels as reported from DISE 2008-09, 2009-10  and 2010-11 has been fairly 
constant over the past three years:
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Passed with >60% Class 4 Class 7
2008-09 29.7% 20.9%
2009-10 30.1% 22.1%
2010-11 31.9% 22.5%

During the visit, a general perception was that the language reading levels were better than the 
math levels, but this is not backed with sufficient evidence.

Some Learning Enhancement Programmes have been implemented: ‘Learning to Learn' in one 
district for to enhance reading skills of Tea Garden learners, ‘Akhywa Likhwaya’ for classes 1 and 2 
focussing on writing skills, 'Vigyan Jagran Yatra’ holding competitions, model preparations to 
promote science learning for Upper Primary students and promotion of Children's Diaries.

Achievements

The state has been conducting a scholarship exam at class 4  and class 7 at district level and granting 
scholarships to the top performing students for three years. A decision has been taken to hold the 
exam at classes 5 and 8 at the state level and grant scholarships to the top 1 lakh qualifying 
students qualifying the class 5 exam and top 1 lakh qualifying the class 8 exam who will be 
awarded Rs. 5,000 each to be kept in fixed deposit and given to them after 3 years (at class 8  and 11 
respectively]. It will be mandatory for all students to appear in these exams

Computer Aided Learning (CAL) Programme

All the schools covered under Computer Aided Learning as specified as "Smart School. Now, 
altogether 2270 upper primary schools are covered under Computer Aided Learning. In the current 
year, another 450 schools are approved by Project Approval Board for coverage under CAL.

The use of Multi-media content developed by SSA, Assam and mapping with the text book is the 
major part of the training. Multimedia content developed on 31 hard spots for Science, Mathematics 
and English in three regional language viz. Assamese, Bengali and Bodo. The GOA has implemented 
new text book from academic year 2011 as per NCF 2005, so it was decided to develop new 
Multimedia content based on new text book. During 2010-11, the process of developing multi- 
mendia content is finalized and work is going on. It was decided to develop (60 hard spots) 10 hard 
spots for science. Mathematics and English in three medium viz. Assamese, Bodo and Bengali for all 
the smart schools/ KGBVs.

Concerns

• Apart from the reporting to the DISE, there is no system of knowing the student achievement 
levels at the state level. This will continue to be a major challenge when CCE is implemented.

• There are errors in the CAL content that need to be addressed in order to maintain the quality 
of the material

• The CAL content is not based on the syllabus hence has not been able to interest the teachers 
to the extent it was intended to do
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Recommendations

• The state may consider a periodic state level assessment of student learning to provide 
feedback on teacher training needs, textbooks, teaching methodologies, etc

• The scholarship exam reform is a welcome initiative and careful attention has to be paid on 
the nature of the question papers so conceptual learning and grade level competencies are 
tested. Only then will it serve the purpose of enhancing teaching-learning standards..

• The CAL curriculum should be made more comprehensive so students are able to perform 
minimum computer functions like use of MS Office.

Financial M anagement

Financial Progress

(Rs. In lakh)

Year Approved
Outlay

Fund
Available

Total
Expenditure

%
expenditure
against
approved
outlay

%
expenditure
against
available
fund

2009-10 60473.68 59204.16 48707.01 81% 82%
2010-11 114435.17 89168.84 85580.16 75% 96%
2011-12 
(Up to D ec.ll) 147834.72 104005.53 69669.10 47% 67%

(Source: State Presentation)

Status of State share •_____________________________________________________ (Rs. In lakh)

Approved Outlay Share o f th e Outlay Share Released

13th FC GOI Share GOA Share Gol GoA
147834.72 4000.00 129451.25 14383.47 91147.73 9115.00

(Source: State Presentation)
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Financial Management and Procurem ent

Achievements .

• The state government expenditure on elementary education is being maintained annually 
against the 1999-2000 base year

• Transfer of funds are being made electronically right up to the SMC level to the maximum 
extent possible .

• The Statutory Audit for FY 2010-11 was completed in due time and 26 Chartered Accountant 
Firms were engaged for conducting Statutory Audit of SSA, Assam for the FY 2010-11 at SMO, 
DMOs, SMCs including KGBV and NPEGEL

• Out of 1096 sanctioned FM posts, 920  are filled and 176 are vacant The state plans to fill the 
vacant positions (16% ) by February 2012

• 2 days training has been provided to district level FM staff for maintenance of accounts, 
financial monitoring, compilation of accounts, 2 days training at the Block level for the SMC . 
Presidents and Member Secretaries on accounts keeping and 3 days training at the state level 
on Tally ERP-9 for FAOs and Block Accountants .

• The state has been using accounting software (Tally ERP-9 customized)at SMO, DMO and 
BMO since 2009-10 across 23 districts and 145 blocks. Manual book of accounts are being 
maintained simultaneously

Concents

• In the current financial year the state’s total expenditure against approved outlay is 47%
(till December 2011). The interventions where expenditure is low a r e :

■ New T eachers' salary (0%),
■ Block Resource Center (35% ),
■ Cluster Resource Center (19% ),
■ I nterventions for OOSC (2 3%),
■ Uniform (0% ),
■ Teaching Learning Equipment (31% ),
■ Management Cost (29% ), " ~
■ Innovation (26% ),
■ Community Training (22% ),
■ Residential Schools (0% ) and
■ KGBV (26% )

The state has reported that expenditure is low mainly because of not being able to recruit the 
new teachers, Resource Persons etc.
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• The post of the Chief Accounts Officer at the State level is vacant

• While there is an internal audit mechanism, all the posts are not filled (2 of the 3 internal 
auditers post at the state level are vacant, and there are no filled posts against the 26 
sanctioned posts at the district level (100%  vacant posts))

At the wrap- up meeting, the State Mission Director clarified that the internal auditers’ posts are 
vacant because the audit is being carried out by chartered accountants thereby being done more 
rigorously and the issues raised in the audit are being responded to systematically.

Recommendations

• It is advised that a follow-up discussion on the internal audit mechanism should be done with 
MHRD for a common understanding on the same and an update be provided on cost items 
that have significant under utilization of funds

Program Management

Staffing and capacity building

1
S.No.

Level Sanctioned
Post

In
Position Vacant %

vacant Posts with higher Vacancies

1 State 129 97 32 25%

Associate/Joint/Deputy Directors 
(100%), Statistical Officer (100%), 
Asst Research Officer/ Asst 
(100%), Consultant (CM) (50%), 
Alternative Schooling Coordinators 
and Consultant (100%), Translator 
(100%), Chief Accounts Officer 
(100%), Accounts Officer (33%), 
Cashier (100%), Internal Auditors 
(67%), Administrative officers 
(75%),

2 District 1244 1055 189
\
15% ADMC (96%), Internal Auditon 

(100%),

3 Block 3004 1635 1369 46% ABRC (95%), Resource Teachers 
(90%), RP (IE) (50%), MIS (56%),

4 Ouster 2473 211 2262 91% CRCC (91%)
Total 6850 2998 3852 56%

Achievements:

• It is commendable that the state has made special efforts to recruit accountants at block level 
with only 13%  vacant positions now. This is significant progress since the IPAI (Institute of
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Public Auditors of India) report which pointed out large number of vacancies against this 
post at the block level

• Major efforts have been made towards capacity building of the following staff:

o All SSA engineers (467) ranging from District level Civil Works to Technical Resource 
Persons have been given trainings of 3 days from experts of IITs and other Engineering 
Colleges

o The Accounts Staff (854)of 145 blocks have been provided 3-5 day long trainings on 
accounting

Concern:

• There are some posts with outstanding vacancies (as shown in the table above). While 25%  
of the posts are vacant at the state level, most of the vacancies are at the block and cluster 
level

'Recommendation:

• The state should urgently look to filling up of the critical posts to ensure the system 
functions smoothly

Monitoring and Supervision arrangements, Monitoring institutions

Monitoring mechanisms have been laid ou t District and Block Advisory Core Groups (DACG and
BACG) have been set up for the primary and upper primary levels and meetings are held regularly.
These groups are responsible for supervision and monitoring. In addition the BRCCs and CRCCs are
involved in the school monitoring.

The Dibrugarh University, the monitoring institution for the SSA programme in Assam, has
completed the monitoring exercise and the monitoring report is awaited from them.

Concerns:

• There is a weak link between the SISs and the CRCCs with overlap of responsibilities but a 
gap in sharing of their work.

• All the functions of the CRCCs are unclear. The data collected in their monthly monitoring 
format includes teacher and student attendance, school timings, time of morning assembly, 
number of instructional days and children's subject grades. How the data on the children’s 
learning is used by the CRCC to provide academic support to teachers wasn't clearly 
articulated (from the discussion with CRCCs at the monthly BRC meeting in Kamrup rural 
district)

• The Report from the Monitoring Institute is pending

Recommendations:
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• There should be more convergence and sharing of work, daily practices between the SISs and 
the CRCCs

• The CRCCs should be made a stronger link between the schools and the BRC to improve 
pedagogy and strengthen academic support to teachers.

Data issues, EMIS etc

The process of DISE 2011-12 was initiated in September 2011. A programme ('Jan Vachan’) was 
carried out at each SMC to authenticate the data captured from the schools. 10%  physical 
verification of DISE format at the district level, 25%  physical verification at block level and 100%  
physical verification at cluster level has been undertaken.

Concerns:

• The DISE collection from schools to block level and aggregation upwards is working well. 
However, it is not clear how much of the DISE data (School, Cluster, Block and District Report 
Cards) is being analysed and used at each of the levels by the officials, and head teachers of 
the schools

• School records are not maintained systematically for easy retrieval and use 

Recommendations:

• 5% sample check of the DISE data by an external third party should be undertaken and 
findings shared back to improve data integrity

• The DISE data should be fed back to the schools and maintained in the school records

• Training should be provided to teachers and head teachers bn systematic maintenance of 
school records and should be standardized across all schools

Research and evaluation

In 2010-11, the state has undertaken state level studies o n :

1. Impact of teacher attendance on attendance rate and performance level of learners
2. Assessment of status of education at Elementary stage in the Tea Garden areas
3. Assessment of the achievement level of children in reading and writing

The draft reports of these studies have been submitted.

For 2011-12, the state is proposing studies o n :

• Effectiveness of teacher training programme at elementary level
• Impact of Home Based Education provided to Children with Special Needs
• 5%  sample check of DISE data 2012-13
• Drop-out at Elementary stage and baseline assessment survey
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• How are the research findings used to improve the programme?

Recommendations:

• It is recommended that research studies should be done on

i. The impact of the academic support provided by the CRCs to teachers

ii. Feedback from teachers on their training needs and the process flow for integrating 
this into development of training modules at BRC, DIET and SCERT level

iii. Tracer Study of KGBV girls performance after their transition to secondary and higher 
secondary

iv. Study on reasons for drop-out of boys from marginalized communities

• There should be a documentation of the manner in which various research study findings are 
being used in programme implementation to improve/modify strategies.

Readiness o f the System to take on the increase in allocations (as SSA becomes the vehicle to 
implement RTE)

RTE PREPAREDNESS:

1. The State has taken proactive steps to move towards compliance with RTE act in the last 
year.

2. A significant step has been notification of the Assam Right of Children to Free and 
Compulsory Education Rules on 11th July 2011.

3. The Mission Director, Sarva Siksha Abhiyan; Director, Elementary Education; Director, 
SCERT and Commissioner & Secretary, Education (Elementary) Department, Assam has 
been notified as "The implementing Authority of the A ct”

4. The Act specifies the following:

o In respect o f children in classes I-V, a school shall be established within a walking 
distance of one KM of the neighborhood.

o In respect of children in classes VI-VIII, a school shall be established within a 
walking distance of 3 KM of the neighborhood.

5. Authority is given to the Government, the Autonomous Council or the local authority, as the 
case may be, to upgrade existing Lower Primary Schools to Upper Primary Schools, 
wherever required.

Concerns:
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6. In respect of schools which start from class VI onwards, the Government, the Autonomous 
Council or the local authority, as the case may be, may also attempt to add classes I-IV, if 
required.

7. The State Rule notifies for easy, barrier free, safe and easy transportation arrangements for 
all children with Special Needs to attend school and complete elementary education.

8. The Eight Year Elementary Education Cycle from Class I to Class VIII has been notified and 
implemented in 2010-11.

9. All the Bridge Course Centres, functioning in the state under SSA, Assam has already been 
converted to Special Training Centres, as defined in the State Rule.

10. Guideline has been formulated for implementing of Special Training Programme as per 
section IV of RTE Act 2009.

11. The State Commission for Protection of Child Right (SCPCR) has been constituted by Govt, of 
Assam, and it is functioning in the State already.

12. Notifications issued by the Elementary Department over April, June and August 2011 
regarding: ban on private tuitions by Government Elementary teachers; corporal 
punishment; detention; fees and screening for admission. Notifications have also specified 
number of working days for Primary Schools as 200 and 220 Upper Primary. 800 
instructional hours for Primary teachers and 1000 hours for Upper Primary teachers.

13. Rationalization of teachers is a key challenge facing the state and it has moved towards 
achieving the PTR norms prescribed in RTE through a 3 phase plan of first ensuring that a 
second teacher is transferred to Single teacher school. The District level Committee has 
been empowered to assess and order transfer of teachers from within the block or District -  
as necessary. This phase has been completed.

14. In order to meet shortage of qualified teachers within, the Government System a Teacher 
Eligibility Test was conducted in January 2012 in which over 3 lakh candidates participated. 
A five year time limit has been kept for completion of Bachelor in Education Diploma in 
education.

15. As part of'Shiksha Ka Ha Abhiyaan' 3 day training of all teachers was conducted at the State, 
Block and Cluster level. At the State level training was conducted with the support of 
Government Law College faculty and Senior Advocates.

16. Integration between the post of the SSA Mission Director and the Commissioner and 
Secretary of Elementary Education Assam, moving to a similar integration at the District 
level between the post of District Elementary Education Officer (DEEO) and District Mission 
Co-ordinator of SSA, at the Block the Elementary Officer is the Block Mission Co-ordinator. 
This upgradation of responsibilities is going to make the transition from the SSA Mission to 
implement by the Directorate a smooth process for the state.
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INDIA 
SARVA SIKSHA ABHIYAN (SSA)

15th JOINT REVIEW MISSION (JRM)

STATE REPORT: Chattisgarh 
January 17 - 23 , 2 0 1 2

1.1. Introduction
On behalf of the 15th Joint Review Mission (JRM), Jyotsna Jha (member) and Frederique Hanotier 
(member) visited Chhattisgarh from 19th -  24th January, 2012 to review the progress in the 
implementation of Sarva Shiksha Abhian (SSA) in the state as per the outcomes and objectives set 
out by the Gol and the Developments Partners. Ms. Maninder Kaur Dwivedi (GOI) accompanied the 
team as an Observer.

The members reviewed the documents and reports of the project, were apprised of the progress of 
the Project by the SSA team and conducted field visits to two districts, Rajnandgaon and Durg. The 
Mission met with the State Project Director and other officials at state level, the collector of the 
districts visited and interacted with SCERT representatives. The Mission visited a number of 
Primary Schools (PS), Upper Primary Schools (UPS), Residential and Non Residential Special 
Training Centers (NRSTQ, Rehabilitation Training Center, KGVBs, DIETS, District / Block / Cluster 
Resource Centers (CRC, BRC, CRC) or representatives of both the districts.

The team wishes to thank the State Project Director and his team and the two district teams of Durg 
and Rajnandgaon for facilitation the v isit The mission' members also would like to extend their 
gratitude to the District Teams, the DIET members, all teachers, students and SMC members for 
giving their time and providing valuable information, data and insights in the process of reviewing 
the progress of the Project

1.2 Overview

Chattisgarh has made significant progress in expanding the access and increasing the participation 
rates of children at both primary and upper primary levels. Retention and transition rates have also 
shown improvement though the problem of irregular attendance is an issue in some areas. The 
mission appreciates the encouraging efforts made by the state for provisioning and also for 
enhancing the enrolment of children from marginalised communities. Another noteworthy and 
appreciable aspect is the efforts made for inclusion of Children with Special Needs (CWSN) in 
regular schools as well as making alternative provisions depending on the specific nature of the 
challenge that the child is facing. Active community engagement with schools visible in most places 
visited by the Mission is another positive achievement that needs to be mentioned.
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Chhattisgarh has made considerable achievement towards the implementation of the RTE. State 
rules have been framed and the SCPCR is in place. Orders have been issued relating to a number of 
RTE guidelines including those related to corpora] punishment and discrimination in the classroom.

However, the mission has a number of concerns relating to the equity and quality aspects of the 
intervention. The State is working seriously on quality issues and over the past years several new 
strategies are being piloted. While overall improvements in the school environment and 
infrastructure are visible, specific attention is required to improve classroom pedagogies and 
teacher training strategies. The in-service teacher training strategies are scattered and not based on 
a very well thought-through approach. The inputs on several aspects are provided in isolation and 
at times the inputs are not necessarily even promoting the same philosophy. For instance, two day 
training on Jeevan Vidya, as part of the 10 day training of teachers has no relationship with the 4 
day inputs on 'six outcomes’ (please see the relevant section for elaboration); while Jeevan Vidya 
emphasises some abstract, undefined ‘spiritual' process and reinforces gender and other forms of 
hierarchies, six outcomes refer to aspects such as inclusive classroom and learning through 
exploration. Similarly, 4-day CCE training is planned for all teachers without linking the approach to 
the fact that MGML approach, which is operational in classes 1 and II, and in a large number of 
schools in classes I to IV, has in-built regular evaluation points. This sends conflicting signals to 
teachers and in many cases creates confusion. It has also led to an indifference and a casual 
approach towards training among teachers who do not see much sense in all these interventions.

The state has a backlog o f40000  untrained teachers who it intends to train through distance mode. 
Considering the severe limitations of the distance mode to train teachers who have never been 
trained, the Mission is concerned and would urge the state to reconsider this strategy, as this has 
implication for the quality of education being provided in schools largely being attended by 
children form marginalised communities.

Another major challenge that the state faces. relates to the understanding of equity and 
discrimination issues. Gender related interventions are largely confined to access afnd supply- 
oriented (kits, uniforms and so on) rather than on the aspects of creating a critical understanding of 
gender roles and socialisation. Although KGBVs and NPEGL are operational, the empowerment 
based strategies are almost absent

The presence of the Left Wing Extremist (LWE) affecting seven districts severely impacts the 
elementary education in these remote areas. The only intervention that the state is doing is to run 
residential schools in temporary structures known as Porta Cabin. This si working well but this 
alone is not enough. No socio-psycho counseling is being provided to children form these areas 
either in porta cabin or elsewhere.

In general, the Mission felt that the mode of thinking had become structured around the various 
components. There is need now to balance delivery on targets within specific components with 
developing an integrated holistic programme. Inter-linkages between the different SSA goals need 
to be established. The SSA programme, in general, should facilitate a process o f thinking beyond the 
prescribed list o f indicative activities within components.
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Main Recom m endations

The state has indeed made tremendous progress towards attaining universal access and enrolment. 
However, the state now faces a few serious challenges that need attention. These are:

1. LWE areas pose a serious challenge to SSA implementation and the attainment of the RTE goals. 
The state should develop separate plans for these areas taking ground situation and the possible 
solutions into account. This could be a comprehensive plan for elementary education taking all 
existing / possible resources into account and learning from other conflict areas within and outside 
the country.

2. The state needs to develop a clear strategy for quality where different interventions including 
curricular approach, textbooks, training and CCE are not isolated form each other. These should be 
based on the same philosophy, which is clearly understood at various levels. The state also needs to 
seriously consider the option of providing face-to-face training for teachers who have already 
joined the system without any professional qualification. We recommend that the state must 
develop a separate cadre for SCERT, DIET, BRC and CRC, and use them as well as access the 
universities / colleges for conducting face- to-face training for untrained teachers. Equity concerns 
relating to stereotypes and discrimination need to viewed very much as integral to quality 
concerns, and not treated in isolation.

3. The state needs to get out of a mechanical and centralized approach of implementing various SSA 
components. A comprehensive approach where various interventions are linked to the specific 
needs and are also inter-connected rather then being implemented in isolation of each other needs 
to be developed. The provision of some percentage of total funds being earmarked as flexible 
funding would be important for facilitating this comprehensive approach.

4. The governance issues including human resource (the number and capacities of the staff at 
various levels), fund flow mechanisms and accountability measures for decisions, fund flow and 
expenditure at various levels need to be resolved for effective implementation. Without effective 
governance measures a comprehensive approach cannot be or adopted. .

Progress tow ards th e  achievem ent o f Goals 

Goal 1: All Children in School

Access and Enrolment

The state is progressing towards the provision of universal elementary enrolment for all children in 
primary and upper primary schools. Almost all habitations are served with a primary school within
1 km and upper primary school within 3 km. According to the state, 910  habitations covering 3675 
children are not eligible for primary schools and 1295 habitations covering 4369 children as per 
state neighborhood and/or availability of minimum students' norms. These habitations are largely 
concentrated in parts of Bijapur, Bastar, Dantewara and Narayanpur districts, which also happen to 
be left wing extremist (LWE) affected areas.
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Gross Enrolment Rates (GER) is reported at 114.07 % at the primary level and 96.36 %  for the 
upper primary level according to DISE 2010-2011. Net Enrolment Rates (NER) for the same period 
were reported at 97.82%  for primary and 8 6 3 8 %  for upper primary levels. There is a drop in these 
rates as NER reported in the previous year was 99.52%  for primary and 99.15%  for upper primary. 
Though the enrolment rate is good (>95%) at State level, signification variations exist between 
different districts, and accordingly needs attention. Also, though the total enrollment has continued 
to rise (4,696,795 in 2010/11 in comparison with 4 ,619381  in 2009/10) by 1.65%  in this period, 
six out of 18 districts, namely Bilaspur, Dantewada, Dhamtari, Durg, Jasphur, Kanker and Koriya 
show a decline in their enrollment rate. The districts of Bilaspur, Dantewada, Dhamtari, Durg and 
Jasphur also show a reduction in their number of schools in comparison with last year. The decline 
in the number o f schools and enrolment, as well as the NER is easy to explain in the LWE areas where a 
large number o f schools have been closed but the same is not true for other parts. The state should 
analyse and understand the issue better, so as to explain the decline adequately and if necessary take 
corrective actions.

Out o f  school children (OoSC)

The state defined OoSC as those who are never enrolled plus enrolled but dropped out for long plus 
enrolled presently but have been absent from school for more than 15 continuous days. However, it 
is not clear how this is monitored and followed up. A software-based tracking system has been 
piloted but it needs to be evaluated and firmed up before implementing it on a larger scale.

According to the figures provided, 128,185 OoSC (67.5%  from 6-11 age group and 32.5%  from 11
14 age group) including 17.3%  from SC, 5 8 3 %  from ST and 1.4% from Muslim communities were 
identified. The ST children are disproportionately high among the OoSC as compared to their 
population percentage (34% ). The State has deployed good efforts to reach OoSC from marginalized 
communities including Girls, SC, ST and CWSN. Out o f this total number 17.5%  have been admitted 
in schools without special training for age appropriate enrollment, 7 5%  require special training for 
age appropriate enrollment and 7.5% are yet to be admitted corresponding to 9 ,546 children. This 
includes 5,867 from LWE affected areas which are more difficult to cover. Staff mobility also 
remains a big issue in these areas making the implementation of any intervention difficult. 
Migratory children are another difficult group as they move from one place to the other frequently. 
Continued prevalence of child labour is another major barrier for urban areas.

Universal access to schools for children in terms of proximity to the habitation is close to being 
achieved. The State has aligned its policy in the light of the RTE. Primary School (PS), Upper 
Primary School (UPS), Residential or Non Residential Special Training Center, residential schools 
and hostels have largely covered children from the age group of 6 to 14 year olds. SNRTC is being 
run by Rmakrishna Mission Ashram for 5562 drop out children of Special Primitive Tribe Group. In 
Rajnandgaon district, all government buildings being not utilized are being used by SSA to run SRTC 
for OoSC admitted into age appropriate classes. The remaining 3,675 children from the habitations 
unserved as per the State neighborhood norms for PS and the 4 3 6 9  children from the habitations 
unserved as per the State neighborhood norms for UPS were planned to be admitted to the nearest 
existing school with transportation facility/escorts allowance. We did not come across any such 
case in the areas that we visited.

It was noted that there is no common understanding of the eligible children to special training 
centers. One non-residential center visited has only already mainstreamed children and was
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running only after school hours. It has children of all ages and one sensed that it included some 
children who were regular to schools and was therefore acting as a tuition schools for them. This 
needs to be checked. The second center visited, a residential one, accommodated children not yet 
mainstreamed and was functioning as a special center the whole day. The third center visited was 
mixed in the sense that children were partially mainstreamed as they were attending school in the 
morning and were part time trained at the center level to strengthen their weaknesses. It was not 
clear why children were attending schools only during morning hours. One given reason was that 
they needed to be provided food in the residential centre and not the school.

In addition, it was noted that some children were orphans or in distress for some other reason: lost 
one parent and abandoned by the other, coming from very poor community and so on. While they 
are kept at these residential centers, this could only be a temporary solution. The state needs to have 
an alternative strategy in place for their mainstreaming since the maximum duration in such center is 
limited to 18 months.

For children from migratory families, 1,131 children have been enrolled in 23 seasonal hostels for 
migrants (SAA) and 1,200 have been enrolled in 24 Existing Tribal dormitories (SSA) for a period of 
12 months. The state has identified 850 urban deprived children who have been covered under 17 
night centers funded .through innovation funds. Strategies for survey and identification of the urban 
deprived children and the special training intervention have been operationalised for the coverage 
of such children. For identification of OoSC in urban areas, districts with urban areas like Raipur, 
Bilaspur and Durg, ward has been considered as the urban equivalent of a village. The list of 
children in child labor is obtained from the official of Labour department o f these cities. Children in 
these centers appeared to be learning but there needs to be additional emphasis on counseling and 
motivation strategies for children and parents as well as some well thought-through strategies for 
employers in order to either impress upon them to disengage these children or to name and shame 
thetn in case they continue to employ the child Greater convergence with other departments including 
Labour and with NGOs will help in this regard.

In the 11 Left Wing Extremists (LWE) Special Focus districts, specifics schemes have been put in 
place such as Porta Cabin scheme (prefabricated Bamboo structures). In Dantewada and Bijaipur 
which are the most affected districts, 58 residential schools and hostels (other than KGVB) have 
been sanctioned and are being run under Porta Cabin with the enrollment of 2,113 children. Two 
other similar facilities with a capacity of 1000 children are under construction in Narayanpur. The 
fission did not cover any LWE affected block or district However, we are o f the view that these 
schools should have special inputs on counseling and empowerment so as to allow children to get out 
o f trauma and be prepared to face life with greater strength. A perusal o f international literature on 
children in conflict areas would help.

Recom m endations

1. A clear concept note explaining the approach and strategy for residential and non-residential 
special training centers should be developed by the state. This should also outline a clear mechanism 
for coordination between the centre and the regular school where the child has been admitted. The 
centre instructors need to be oriented on curricular approaches, pedagogy and CCE practices on the 
same line as teachers so that the continuity is maintained and mainstreaming is successful. This should 
also include the strategy for mainstreaming orphaned /  children in distress. Given the background of 
children, it would be important to include Counseling support and some teaching-learning experiences
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on social /  life skills with empowerment angle in special centers. The concept note mifst elaborate this 
aspect as well.

2. A well through-through strategy for working children, especially in urban areas where they work 
with individual employers, need to be worked out This could be in convergence with other 
departments such as Tribal, Women and Child Welfare, etc

3. The state could develop a separate plan for LWE areas with special strategies required. Learning 
from other areas in conflict would help in this context MHRD should allow this for Chattisgarh as well 
as other states facing similar problems.

Goal 2: Bridging gender and Social Gaps

A. Gendergaps

According to information provided, indicators related to bridging gender and social gaps are 
showing a positive trend. Girls represent 48.87%  of the total enrolment in Primary school and 
48.96%  in Upper Primary School in the year 2010-11; both increases from the previous year. The 
Gender Parity Index both at primary is 0.96 and at upper primaiy level is 0.93. At Upper Primary 
level the share of girls enrolment in the districts of Dhamtari and Rajnandgoan is higher than the 
boys. The proportion of girls' enrolment in LWE affected districts Bijapur and Dantewada is low.

All the 93 KGVBs (100  seaters) are operational and fully functional. The total girls enrolled have 
increased form 91 0 0  to 9300  girls in 2010/11. Of all enrolled girls 17.9 %  are SC girls, 57.3%  are ST 
girls and 23.5%  are OBC girls. The representation o f Muslim girls is lower than their population 
proportion. In all these categories 77.91%  comes BPL category. However, the KGBV that we visited, a 
large number o f girls with whom we interacted had had just moved-after finishing primaFy schooling 
in their villages; they were not drop-outs or never enrolled girls. This needs to be checked and 
corrected.

SSA is taking help from Mahila Samakhya Society of the state to organize training of teachers as well 
as girls on issues of gender equity, women empowerment, skill development of girls. Three days 
training programme have been organized for superintendent and Gender Coordinators and a 
workshop for State Resource Group has been organized at State level for proper functioning of 
KGVB. Awards will be given for best KGBV and best Adhikshika (Superintendent). The KGBV we 
visited as focusing on sports and the girls had fared well at various levels o f competition. This is indeed 
a positive trend. However, we did not come across any example o f special inputs on gender or diversity 
issues. In fact, the vocations skills being promoted there (e.g., sewing, home decoration related crafts) 
are likely to reinforce gender stereotypes.

The NPEGEL programme is active in 14 districts where 1401 Model Cluster Schools or Saheli Shalas 
(including 342 new centers) are being run. A total of 583,137 girls are being covered through the 
programme which includes the following components: Balika Melas, Maa-Beti Sammelan, 
vocational training, computer and bicycle training, educational tours, coaching classes, life skills 
and free uniforms for BPL girls. Motivation camps like Maa-Beti Sammelan have been organized for 
mobilizing out of school girls and their mothers. While the Mission team did not visit existing 
NPEGEL programmes, it did visit an Upper Primary School where NPEGEL was active till recently.
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On the site visited the'Meena Manches' activities did not involve women from the community or even 
boys in the school The teachers were not trained for that purpose and the only activity appeared to be 
the reading o f the Meena books by a few girls.

The girls of SC, ST and Muslims and Urban Deprived Communities are being paid special attention 
to attend schools. Special measures are being taken such as providing free school dresses and text 
books, free Mid-Day-Meal, Special Coaching Classes for weak girls and special admission drive for 
Out of school girls into KGBVs where they are given special incentive of Rs. 50/- per month apart 
from being provided with other facilities mentioned above. For SC, ST girls other facilities like 
educational kits, skill training, special educational tours and increase in capacity of girls hostels 
being run by TWD department are also in operation. The girls coming from distant places have been 
given bicycles. The percentage of Female teachers in the state is 66.51% . Teachers have been 
sensitized towards existing social and gender discrimination during teacher training program at 
BRC and CRC level. The Mission team noted that gender issues are addressed at DIET level and the D. 
Ed. students showed an awareness o f the subject

B. Social Gaps: Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe, Muslim M inority

The social gap in enrolment across the different social categories is narrowing. Based on the 2001 
Census, ST children represent 3 2 3 1 %  of all children in the 6-14 population, while SC children make 
up 14.47%. The latest AW&B data suggests that 32.15%  of ST children and 14.20%  of SC children 
are enrolled in formal school, which represents an increase from the previous year.

The mission was informed that in order to make learning more relevant for these children, 
textbooks have been developed in five local languages, Gondi, Halbi, Kuduk, Surgujia and 
Chhattisgarhi, and are being piloted in 1500 primary schools. A total of 39,056 RSTC and 8,507 
NRSTC are being run to mainstream children, the majority of whom are SC/ST or OBC. 
Ashramshalas, run by the Tribal Welfare Department, also provide residential programs focused 
entirely on SC/ST children. The Mission team visited 3 N/RSTC and 1 Ashramshala for girls.

In Chattisgarh Muslims children are often concentrated in urban areas while representing around 
1.3% of the total population. To support the education of Muslim children the state provides Urdu 
textbooks. SSA programme supports 'Madarsas' in a variety of ways including the provision of 
school, maintenance and TLM grants, school text books, teacher training and provision of the Mid
Day Meal. The Mission team visited a Residential Madarsas for boys. While the remaining textbooks 
are the same, Hindi has been replaced with Urdu textbook. The Madarsa teachers had received 
training in Urdu with SSA support but the additional teacher volunteer teaching EVS had not received 
and training.

The state is providing a number of facilities under innovative activities for SC/ST and girl children. 
This includes: Educational kit in Anganwadies Kendras including child reading kit, Solar geysers 
and purifying water in girls ashram school, Education kit to SC and ST students of UPS, Raincoat and 
winter kit for girls children, and Sport Kit and musical instrument for Ashramshalas. It is important 
that the state collects feedback regarding use, as the usage, especially o f the kits, appeared to be very 
low in most places that we visited. Also, these are all supply-based interventions, and there is a need to 
look for more contextual interventions addressing complex issues o f equity and discrimination.
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C. Children with Special Needs (CWSN)

Progress in identifying CWSN children have been made however remains slow (less then 2% ), 
especially for those children who have learning disabled. Out of 101,263 CWSN children, 41 ,244 
children have learning disability. According to the information provided, 59,026 children are 
enrolled in schools and 384 are covered through the School Readiness Program. An additional 384 
students (most of whom have multiple disabilities) receive home-based education. The Mission 
team visited one resource centre at BRC where children are brought regularly for support The 
Mission also visited one residential center that was located in the premises o f a PS and UPS School 
and activities adapted to the needs o f the children could be observed Some o f them have also been 
mainstreamed in the school. The school children are also sensitized and pay special attention to 
indude these children in their classes. The children seemed happy despite the fact that parents did not 
visit them very regularly. TLM and other material were available, and children seemed to be learning. 
We also visited one Home based centre that appeared to be working regularly and effectively. 
However, there exist a large number o f vacancies, as it is not easy to find qualified personnel.

Recom mendations

1. The empowerment based inputs on leadership and social skills needs to be strengthened in general, 
especially in KGBVs and NPGEL schools. The component on sexual education also needs to be included. 
Several NGOs have significant experience in developing curriculum and modules for adolescent girls 
and the state could explore further collaborations. The state could also look at the experiences o f 
certain districts in a few other states (U.P, Gujarat) that have demonstrated good initiatives and some 
NGOs for exchange o f ideas. The state must have a relook at the process being adopted for 
identification o f girls for admission to the KGBVs so that it continues to fulfil the needs o f 
underprivileged girls.
2. The state has a large number o f Ashram schools for girls both at primary and upper primary levels 
where the standards are not the same as KGBV. SSA'is 'providing a number o f iripUts but it'would help 
further if they could be twinned with KGBVs to facilitate the exchange o f ideas, especially on sexual 
education and empowerment related inputs. •

3. The Mission appreciates the efforts made for inclusion o f CWSN. However, despite significant efforts 
to increase CWSN identification and enrolment, the services provided are presently inadequate and 
require a lot o f augmentation. Lack o f staff and trained persons at BRC and CRC level could prove 
critical. The presence o f only male teachers in the centres with girls is a cause o f concern. The state 
should develop clear guidelines for protection o f children against any form o f abuse for all schools, 
especially residential centers for CWSn and KGBVs. Collaboration with Women and Child Welfare 
could help in this regard.

Goal 3: All Children Retained in education system

The latest DISE data shows Chattisgarh's retention rate for primary classes as nearly 75 percent. 
This is higher than the national average of 73.4 percent 97.5 percent have been reported to be 
transiting from primary to upper primary level in 2009-10. The average repetition rates are 5.7 and 
2.7 percent for primary and upper primary levels. The availability of teachers and adequate 
physical infrastructure is considered important for retention. The state still has a high proportion of
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single teacher schools: 9.2 percent of prim aiy and 7.9 percent of upper primary schools were 
reported to be single teacher schools in the state. Nearly 5 to 20 percent children were absent in at 
least half of the classes visited by the Mission. This could be an issue for retention and quality.

Transition from  Primary to Upper primary Schools

To address the gap between Primary and Upper Primary, since last year the Head Masters of PS 
have the responsibility to ensure that Transfer Certificate from PS are delivered only after the proof 
of enrollment to UPS has been provided by the parents. Therefore, the same Transfer Certificate 
could be provided directly to the UPS after enrolment. We saw this operational in the field and the 
communities appeared to be well aware of the responsibility of monitoring that transition from 
primary to upper primary is smooth. The community also appeared to be well aware about children 
who were irregular and was trying to persuade them to be more regular in some places.

Physical Environment

33.6 percent of primary schools have student classroom ratio (SCR) higher than 30 and 24.4 
percent of upper primary schools have a SCR higher than 35. Although it has made improvements 
in some areas such as drinking water, a good proportion of schools still do not have separate toilets, 
ramp and kitchen sheds (Table 1). A number of upper primary schools visited by the Mission did 
not have furniture. The progress on civil works has been slow this year.

Table 1: Selected school facilities in Chattisgarh

P ercent schools having 2 0 1 0  • 11
Drinking water facilities 9 3 5 9
Functional common toilets 66.18
Boys' toilet 31.94
Girls' toilet 34.7
Boundary wall 71.92
Ramp 38.5
Kitchen shed 33.95
Source: DISE 2011

The physical environment of the school in general was found to be enabling. The schools by and 
large appeared to be functioning well in terms of opening and closing on the scheduled time, the 
presence of teachers and the upkeep of the school building and premises. Classrooms, floor space 
and school walls were generally painted with interesting general information, maps and 
mathematical concepts in a number of schools, some inspired by BALA. Most schools that were 
visited had displayed a number of students’ works and other learning charts. Toilets were clean and 
in many cases though running water was not available, efforts were made to provide portable 
water.

A number of schools have developed small gardens and some, especially in Rajnandgaon, have tried 
to promote sports through a variety of means. One upper primary school had used MGNREGA 
programme to level the backyard to develop playground and succeeded in sending state and 
national level kho-kho players. The availability of the school grants and minor repair grants have 
facilitated the maintenance and upkeep. In addition, the community had also played an important 
role in maintenance and upkeep in many places. They are contributing through various means
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including labour, in-kind contribution and arranging local teachers. There is scope for sharing o f 
ideas and initiatives from more active schools with other schools, and the districts could think o f ways 
to make that happen.

The provision of food, textbooks and uniforms are considered important transfers or in-kind 
support to compensate for the cost o f education to parents coming from weaker section or 
disadvantaged groups. Midday is operational in all government schools. We observed that the 
quality of meal being served was good as it included rice, dal and vegetables. The food was cooked 
in hygienic conditions in the schools visited. In most cases, women's group or SMC managed it. The 
community expressed satisfaction over the quality as well as the management of midday meal in 
places where we interacted with them. The textbooks have reached schools on time and in 
adequate numbers. However, this year the uniform has not reached the students as y e t  The 
purchase of uniforms was centralized with the Khadi being the supplier but the orders could not be 
completed because o f the huge size. Now that the SMC constitution is complete, the purchase would 
be decentralized through them.

A number of interventions important for retention have been discussed in the previous section and 
some that are significant for quality as well are being discussed in the following section.

Recommendations

1. The state should encourage inter school sharing o f ideas on school orgasniation, upkeep, sports and 
other related activities through SMC mela /  bal mela /  shikshak mela, eta

2. The state needs to improve its process o f purchases and distribution o f uniform and other supply 
based interventions. A number o f interventions in the state are based on centralized purchase and 
distribution (library books, uniform, science kit, mathematics kit, eta). This has led to delays and has 
also meant uniform interventions everywhere irrespective o f the context The chances o f financial 
irregularities are higher in centralized purchase. The state heeds to analyse the* experience and adopt 
more decentralized processes.

Goal 4 : Education of Satisfactory Quality

Teacher Availability

The state has a low Pupil Teacher Ratio (PTR) at 24:1 at primary level and 23:1 at upper primary 
level. However, the PTRs at district and school levels are not necessarily as low. 29 percent of 
primary schools and 18 percent of upper primary schools have PTRs higher than 30:1 and 35:1 
respectively. In addition, the Mission also witnessed large class sizes in a number of upper primary 
schools where though the teachers were available, the classes were not divided into sections: only 
one class each was being organized for grades VI, VII and VIII. The class size of grade VII was 
particularly large in the KGBV (67) that was visited as the intake capacity was doubled from 50 to 
100 last year when these girls entered grade VI. This implies that there are two issues: one is that of 
redeployment o f teachers and the state informed that they have developed a policy o f transferring the 
most recently appointed teacher from the schools that have surplus teachers to schools that have
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higher than desired PTR. The other issue is that o f the orientation o f head teachers /  teachers in 
splitting the class into sections or organizing the learning activities by splitting the classes.

According to the latest DISE data, more than 19 percent of teachers spent an average of 24 days in a 
year for non-teaching duties. The discussions with the teachers revealed their engagement is 
largely due to election and census related work but there were some instances of other works (such 
as BPL survey) as well. It is important that the state takes note o f the RTE and issues clear messages 
to all departments including district collectors not to engage teachers in non-teaching duties.

The state appoints new teachers only through the panchayat route and the teacher is known as 
Shikshakarmi at both primary and upper primary levels. Currently, 71 percent of working teachers 
are now shikshakarmis with only 29 percent teachers being regular teachers. Once they retire, all 
teachers will only be shikshakarmis as per the present policy. In most schools visited, only the head 
teachers were regular teachers with all other being shikshakarmis. The basic educational 
qualification for shikshakarmi is the same as regular but the professional qualifications of D. Ed. 
and B.Ed have not been made compulsory requirement as sufficient numbers are not available in 
remote districts. However, those having these qualifications get priority over others in recruitment 
of Shikshakarmis. Shikshakarmis receive fixed salaries, which is about two and a half times less 
than a regular teacher, and do not receive any pension.1 However, they are not contractual teachers 
and other terms of employment including leave entitlements are the same as regular teachers. 
Nevertheless, low salary is a source o f dissatisfaction manifesting itself in regular strikes with adverse 
impact on their motivation, which in turn has implication for their performance. It is important that 
the state finds a long-term solution to this issue.

The state has a small vacancy of teachers that is likely to be filled soon as the Teacher Eligibility 
Test has recently been conducted. The state has revised its D. Ed. curriculum and a discussion with 
faculties and students at the two DIETS revealed a greater use of discussion as compared to earlier 
practices in their teaching. The period of school attachment has also been increased. The focus on 
certain aspects of gender and other forms of equity still appeared to be weak in the course. 
However, nearly 38 percent or 40000  of the state's teachers at elementaiy level have not had any 
long-term pre-service training. The state has developed a distance mode based training module 
with SCERT's support and is awaiting NCTE's approval. This would create 10000 seats per year and 
the state hopes to clear the backlog in four years. The Mission is concerned about the initiative as 
distance education mode can never be a substitute for face-to-face interactions, especially for those 
teachers who have not had any professional training on teaching; all international experiences 
indicate that distance mode is effective with teachers who are already well trained through other 
modes. Face-to-face mode is especially important for issues such as transaction processes and aspects 
relating to equity and inclusion. The state should explore other modes such as augmenting the DIET 
capacities and involving universities and colleges to work out a mode where these 40000 teachers 
could be imparted high-quality training over a period o f five years through face-to-face transaction.

Curricular approaches. Classroom teaching, Teaching materials and Learning

After the inception of the New Curricular Framework in 2005, the state has revised its curriculum 
and developed textbooks in 2009 -  2010. However, the state has also introduced Multi Grade Multi

1 The monthly salary is nearly 8000 at the primary level, Rs. 9000 at the upper primary level and 
Rs. 10 ,000 at the secondary level shikshakarmi.
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Level (MGML) in classes I and II in all primary schools and in classes I-1V in more than 7000 
primary schools. This is largely based on the Rishi Valley approach where a learning ladder is 
followed for each child and depending on the learning area, cards and other materials are used. The 
state is now proposing its introduction in all primary schools o f the state. The field observation of 
the MGML implementation threw a number of issues that the state needs to resolve before the 
scaling up. Most schools were provided only printed materials with no other supporting teaching 
learning materials, which limited the learning opportunities. While in some schools it was 
introduced only for classes I-II, in some it was introduced for classes I-IV; it was not clear why it 
was so and what was the rationale. The textbooks continue to be distributed to all children in all 
these schools and the teachers were not dear how, if at all, to use them alongside MGML.

The students were working in level wise groups and in some cases appeared to be more self
dependent in classes practicing MGML but this was not true for all the observed classrooms. The 
students' works were displayed more prominently in these dasses. The practices of grades I-IV did 
not find any reflection in grade V teaching where children always sat in rows and learnt through 
only textbooks. The students and teachers varied in their opinion on which approach is more 
enjoyable and effective but it is difficult to make any comment on the learning levels in absence of 
any formal evaluation. The state must initiate a detailed formal evaluation before scaling it up for the 
entire state.

The state through SCERTs leadership and using some other grants from the European Union, has 
introduced what is referred to as Active Learning Methodology (ALM) in selected upper primary 
schools. This is perceived as an extension of MGML to upper primary level. It appeared to be a 
collection of some techniques not really understood well by teachers or other involved. Here again, 
it is important to have a detailed formal evaluation o f the approach as well as the practice.

The classroom teaching was largely blackboard based where teachers explained the concepts on 
.the blackboard and involved students through questioning. In most cases, children could read by 
adding words and letters but comprehension was weak in some places. This observation is true for 
both primary and upper primary classes. Three languages are taught at upper primary level and the 
comprehension was weaker in Sanskrit and English in comparison to Hindi. Nevertheless, the 
community and SMC in general expressed satisfaction regarding the quality of teaching and 
progress of their children.

We attended a duster level Bal-mela at one duster in Rajnandgaon where different schools had put 
their stalls of sdence and other models. Each stall's children had also put one game, which were 
good examples of creative learning and reflected the teachers' and children's involvement.

The state broadcasts Interactive Radio programmes in the form of sequenced lessons for English 
and Hindi/environment A few schools (Not all) schools were using English lessons and it had 
helped both teachers and students to some extent We did not come across any use of the other 
package. A systemic evaluation o f the radio intervention would also help in understanding its impact 
and potential.

All schools have received a set of library books, and upper primary schools have also received a 
science and mathematics kit from the state level. These are centrally purchased and therefore same 
everywhere. While the science and mathematics kits were displayed in some schools it was clear 
that students never got a chance to use those. In many cases, they were kept locked in boxes. 
Library books were displayed in most schools but the use was limited. The scenario was not very
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different at KGBV which has the potential of facilitating much more creative teaching because of the 
residential nature of the school and availability of space. The KGBV is not imparting any 
empowerment / social learning based inputs to the girls.

According to the latest D1SE data, 12 percent of primary and 3 percent of upper primary schools 
have computer in Chattisgarh. D1SE also reports that 10.3 percent of schools in the state has 
Computer Aided Learning (CAL). We did not come across any evidence of teachers being well 
trained on the use of computer for encouraging computer-aided learning making connection with 
subject learning. Computers are used more as TV where children do not have opportunities for 
using the computer.

The state has initiated a life education (Jeevan vidya) course to be imparted in schools at 
elementary level. SCERT has developed class-wise booklet and teachers’ instruction manual. A 
preliminary perusal indicates that this material uses abstract concepts without building any context 
and therefore is unsuitable for that age-group. These materials also seem to promote existing gender 
and age hierarchies, and therefore are inconsistent with the RTE philosophy and constructivist 
approach o f learning. Two days o f the ten-day residential teacher training were spent on this training 
in the current year, which is indeed a waste o f useful resources and also counterproductive to the RTE 
framework The MHRD/state needs to undertake a serious view and drop this initiative altogether.

The state has also encouraged children to do yoga and prayers everyday. While some prayers are 
general in nature and part o f the culture, some (we witnessed this being chanted by all children in a 
number o f schools) have clear religious overtones and therefore their use should be checked in 
government schools.

Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation (CCE)

The SCERT has developed an approach where the CCE manuals have been developed for each 
grade. All teachers are likely to be trained for four days based on this manual. A perusal of the 
manuals and an interaction with the SCERT/D1ET/BRC officials suggest that there is a lack of clarity 
regarding the approach and use / application of a number of terms such as comprehensive, 
assessment and evaluation. There is no reference to the fact that evaluation is supposed to be in
built in MGML and how this particular initiative approaches CCE. There is a need for developing a 
clearer understanding and development o f an approach that is easily understood and applied by 
teachers. The main philosophy behind CCE that the teacher should be able to judge the progress o f the 
hild’s learning on cognitive and non-cognitive aspects on a regular basis needs to be communicated 

well rather than making the process mechanical and cumbersome.

Teacher Training, support and academic monitoring

The state provides 10 day in-service residential teacher training through DIETS / BRCs followed by 
ten one-day training at cluster level. SCERT trains the master trainers drawn from among the 
teachers and Cluster Academic Coordinators who in turn train the teachers. The approach to 
training is scattered This year’s 10 day teacher training was divided in three: four days on MGML /  
ALM, two days for Jeevan Vidya and the remaining four days on six outcomes. These six outcomes have 
' emanated as a result o f a national workshop on pedagogy/ quality.2 Although these six outcomes are

2 These six outcomes are (i) improved teacher availability and time on task, (ii) a warm and 
encouraging atmosphere in he school, (iii) learning through activity, discovery and exploration,
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relevant but it was not clear how these were linked to ongoing initiatives such as MGML It needs to be 
noted that some initiatives by the national level make states to include inputs without much thinking 
or planning regarding their applicability to the state’s approach. The teachers engaged as master 
trainers end up being absent from their schools for very long periods and the state needs to fund a 
solution for his problem. These ten days do not necessarily stand together as part o f well-linked 
training strategy; they are rather just stand-alone activities. It is also not clear what happens in those 
two days meant for jeevan vidya.

Month wise calendar has been drawn for the cluster level training. This includes multi-lingual 
training, sports and cultural activities, ADEPTS and SIP, community mobilization, CCE, etc. Although 
this ensures that definite activities are taking place, this also means that there is very little space for 
open discussion and sharing at cluster level meetings. The block and cluster level coordinators are 
most of the time busy with training and providing information and hence spend very little time in 
providing on-site support to teachers.-DIETS are short of staff and in some cases the posts have 
been filled with teachers recruited on deputation basis. DIETs are engaged in providing academic 
support in a very limited manner to selected schools. The state must consider developing a separate 
cadre for SCERT and DIET, and include BRCs and CRCs along with SCERT and DIETs. This would also 
require the development o f a clear recruitment policy so as to allow a mix o f educational 
administrators, teachers and open market professionals to enter these institutions.

Overall, the state needs to develop a clear approach to quality related strategies. A number of 
initiatives have been started with a lot of efforts but they are not necessarily well thought-through 
and consistent It is important to get some external evaluations done and certain major decisions 
taken to streamline these interventions.

Recommendations

1: The state needs to develop a more comprehensive redeployment policy for teachers. The state could 
look at the Karnataka model where the teacher placement and transfers are based on a transparent 
process based on technology. The criteria for transfer are clearly defined and the priority list based on 
this eligibility is used as basis for transfers. The use o f GIS allows the teachers as per the priority list to 
choose the school from the available vacancies.

2. MGML and ABL initiatives should be evaluated by an external agency. The evaluations should also 
look into desirability, feasibility and the required capacities for the possible scaling up. The extension 
to other schools should not be undertaken until this evaluation has been carried out and available.

3. The Mission appreciates the efforts made for Bal mela and the manner it was organized. We 
recommend that such activities be organized more often in all clusters. The potential o f using such 
exploratory activities in the classroom teaching should be discussed with teachers so that the regular 
teaching promotes more exploration using diverse sources by students. This would also facilitate 
better use o f the existing resources including library books and other TLM available in the school. 
KGBV teachers also need such orientation.

(iv) more inclusive classroom participation, (v) focus on higher order learning with objectives 
and building of child knowledge, potential and talent, and (vi) higher deliberation on quality 
aspect in SMCs.
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4. The state needs to develop a clear and strong strategy for quality where different interventions 
including curricular approach, textbooks, training and CCE are well-linked and reflect the same 
philosophy rather than various initiatives standing alone as disjointed interventions. This would act as 
a framework where different districts /  blocks /  clusters /  schools could have flexibility to have some 
context specific approach.

Financial Management

State and District Outlay: Chhattisgarh has a total budget for 2011-12 of Rs. 269445.48  lacs, 
including spill over, SSA, KGBV and NPEGEL Of this, total expenditure as of December 2011 is Rs. 
64,665.785 lacs, representing an expenditure of 24%  against the approved budget. Specifically for 
SSA, the total expenditure has been Rs. 63,475.244 lacs representing 23.95%  of the expenditure 
against the approved budget and 68.55%  of the expenditure against available funds.

Financial Management and Procurement

Procurement for the year 2011-12 has been prepared as per AWP&B. Expenditure plan for all the 
intervention at district level have been prepared and compiled at state level. Instructions have been 
given to DPCs, Accountants, APCs (Finance) and BRCs to implement the schemes according to the 
plan.

Accounting and Reporting. Reporting from district to State takes place on the basis of monthly and 
quarterly formats and from State to Government of India through MMRs and quarterly reporting of 
progress against the AWP&B. Reports are used to verify the utilisation of releases. All records are 
regularly updated and maintained at State level including cash-books and advance registers. No effort 
was visible at State Project Office to share or update financial information on its website, in its offices 
or at the District and Block levels.

Status o f audit reports for 2010-11: External Audit has been completed and submitted to the 
Government of India. There is one auditor for State as well as for all Districts. However, separate 
auditors are appointed for SSA, KGVBs and NPEGEL All BRCs have been audited by statutory 
auditors while CRC/schools are not covered under audit According to the process, the funds 
distributed to levels below BRC are treated as advance and hence closing balances lying with the 
blocks at the end of the year are not treated as expenditure.

Functioning a f internal audit system: Internal audit was not carried out for 2010/11 and 2011/12. 
There is currently no in house internal audit mechanism and hence the SPO has appointed an 
external agency (Chartered Accountant Firms) for the financial year 2011/12. At school level there 
is only internal checks for utilisation. As per RTE requirement the SMC are responsible for local 
expenditures relating to TLE grant school grant and maintenance grant. Sue monthly internal audit 
will be done by CAG Empanelled. The proposal has been placed and decision has to be taken.

Status o f Finance & Accounts staff and Training: The number of vacancies is large. Necessary 
proposal have been submitted to the finance department for filed up the vacant post of finance 
sections. Capacities of the finance personnel have been an issue. All the Districts and Blocks 
personal (72 persons) have now been covered by five days training program on using Management 
and Procurement Manual and training on accounting software.
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Table 2 : Vacanciest>f finance related  positions
Sanctioned Posted Vacant

SPO 10 1 9
DPO 54 36 18

Block 146 95 51
Total 210 132 78

Source: state report

The manual system of accounting in the state is a challenge for the timely delivery of audits. The 
state is developing a Finance Software and an exchange visit to Madhya Pradesh to evaluate their 
financial accounting system is planned.

Procurement There was mixed evidence to suggest that adequate knowledge about the FM&P 
manual was there at all levels. There was some confusion about whether the FM&P manual is being 
used or the State government rules regarding procurement. The FC handles the procurement at the 
State level. The responsibilities at the District, Block and school level need clarification. It does not 
appear that procurement monitoring at the Block and school level exists. Procurement plans is in 
the process to be finalised.

Salaries o f teachers: Fund for teachers' salaries is dealt at the District level and the funds are 
generally disbursed to the CEO and Janpad Panchayats. Once receiving the pay data from the BEO, 
the Janpad Panchayats directly transfer salary in the bank account of die concern teachers and 
provide unaudited utilisation certificate to the district for adjustment of advances. At no level 
teachers' salary are audited by the SIS. KGBV disbursements are low and the state informed the 
mission that it is primarily because of the fact that the salaries for the KGBV teachers located in 
tribal areas are being paid by the tribal department, which are yet to be compensated by the SSA.

, RecoaupendatwiiSi

1. Delays continue to be there in the initiation and completion o f civil works projects. This was 
attributed in part to the conflict in LWE areas and partly to a delay in the receipt offunds from Gol. 
The second instalment from the Central Government has not yet been received. No civil work 
sanctioned for 2011-12 has been completed till date. Though there are 4778 works which are under 
progress throughout the state. Fund flow mechanisms from the Gol to state and from state to districts 
and below need to be streamlined on an urgent basis.

2. It is important to urgently address staffing and capacity building at all levels. Although the state has 
initiated training on the FM&P manual at district and block level, awareness and utilisation could be 
further strengthened. The state is finding it difficult to Jill the vacant posts because o f the lack o f 
qualified accountants within the state. The state needs to find a solution to this issue as the 
implementation is suffering on this count

3. We came across certain issues that are barriers to RTE but do not necessarily find their places in the 
present SSA guidelines. It would be important for MHRD to consider having a component o f flexible 
fund which can be given to states on the basis o f the proposal prepared separately to address such 
specific needs.
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Program Management

Staffing and capacity building

The SSA offices have a large number of vacancies at state as well as district levels. At state level, 51 
out of 91 sanctioned posts are vacant. Out of 51 vacant positions, one third (18) are those of clerical 
and lower levels while the rest are technical in nature. 7 out of 13 posts for Assistant Project 
Officers are vacant with adverse implications for the implementation. 9 posts of data entry 
operators are also vacant The situation is no better at district levels where 155 out of 396 posts 
are vacant It includes crucial positions for finance (24), civil works (31) and program 
implementation (35). To some extent, these explain the slow take off and completion of civil work 
and certain other components in the state. Since they use NIC facilities for data entry, the vacancies 
(21) do not impact the implementation so adversely.

Civil work is lacking behind in the construction of schools and additional classrooms mainly due to 
two reasons, the late availability of money from central Government and the scarcity of engineers to 
deliver utilization certificate which impact on the funds flows. Therefore, many constructions are 
pending often for more than one year which impact directly on the availability of schools or 
additional classrooms but also increase the cost initially foreseen.

Readiness o f the System to take on the increase in allocations

The system is experienced yet needs an augmentation of capacities to be able to handle larger 
allocations due to SSA. Also, it is important that the RTE is viewed as the state goal and not as a 
project of the centre with SSA being the main but not the only vehicle to attain the challenges. For 
this, it would be important to have good coordination with and full ownership by the school 
department and also the tribal welfare department in Chattisgarh's case. The tribal department 
runs about half the schools and hence the coordination and ownership would be crucial. Currently 
the coordination appears to be good and functional, but it would be important to build institutional 
linkages.

The state practices core banking only in some parts of the state and its absence also impacts the 
pace of implementation adversely; this would be an issue if the allocations go up significantly. 
There appears to be an emphasis on centralized procurement of goods to be supplied and printing 
of materials. This needs to change if the RTE has to be implemented in right spirit

Monitoring and Supervision arrangements, Monitoring institutions

The situation regarding vacancies at BRC level, the main institution for monitoring and supervision 
at the field, is much worse as compared to district and state levels. 2103 out of 2700  positions are 
vacant. Unless these vacancies are filled and the personnel oriented appropriately, the monitoring 
and supervision at the grassroots would remain weak.

Similarly, it would be important to strengthen SCERT, which has been declared the academic 
authority, and DIETS for improved academic leadership and monitoring. The linkages between 
District offices and DIETs are at times weak. SCERT is playing an important role at present but there 
appears to be a lot of focus on material development and distribution. The quality of the materials 
developed at different levels leave much to be desired reflecting the need for capacity
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enhancement. Regional Institute of Education (R1E), Bhopal has been the monitoring institution and 
the state finds their association / feedback useful.

At MHRD level, there is a committee looking at the role of different agencies at block and cluster 
levels. Chattisgarh had initiated a study to look into the structures for increasing coordination 
between management, academic and construction structures; this report could be made available 
to the committee.

Data issues, EMIS etc

The collection of data for DISE appears to be smooth and the DISE data usually forms the basis for 
Annual Work Plans. The state has now taken the initiative of compiling district wise DISE reports. 
The school report card is usually shared with the community at gram sabha level. However, the 
cluster level and block level discussions of the situation are not common. The state is now taking 
initiative to strengthen the capacities at these levels to allow such sharing and discussion.

Research and evaluation

The state has apparently initiated a few external research and evaluation studies but most of them 
are under progress. Certain critical components of the program need to be evaluated before scaling 
up / replication. SCERT and DIETS undertake some researches and disseminate the findings 
through newsletters / magazines and other means. The SCERT is planning to engage a few external 
researchers for the development of DIET plans but in-house research capacities also need to be 
enhanced at SCERT and DIETs.

Community Mobilization and Management

Community seemed to be interested and well- connected with the school in the places where we 
had interactions. The- SMCs have been constituted and the three-day residential has just started in 
some places. The process of SMC constitution appeared to be selective and not necessarily well 
propagated and inclusive.

It appears that in some cases, the parent members are not necessarily parents; they are at times 
grant parents or uncle / aunt of the child. It needs to be checked and corrected as the RTE allows only 
parents to be members other than two teachers and a panchayat representative. The provision o f the 
guardian member in the RTE is fo r  the situations where the child is not with their parents. The 
training o f the SMC members intends to cover three parent-member and one teacher from each school 
followed by one day training at village level covering all members. However, we found a 
preponderance o f teachers on the two programmes that we attended. This needs to be checked.

The training programme focuses on preparation of School Development Plan (SDP). While we 
appreciate that the state has developed a module, we are concerned that the module is not very 
clear regarding the full role of the SMC and why it is important for the SMC to prepare its own plan. 
The focus is much more on SSA activities rather than on the role of SMC in attaining RTE goals 
through a variety of means / schemes. However, we also came across a few SMCs in a panchayat 
level SMC mela where they had developed SDPs with a good analysis of their own problems and 
indicating diverse sources that could be used. These groups had interacted directly with the State 
Resource Group. The module has no input on empowerment issues; many parents especially 
women and those from marginalised communities who are the first time members of a public body
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need to be encouraged and empowered to participate otherwise they would remain silent in the 
meetings. We would suggest the state to revise the module before it is used for a large number o f 
SMCs.

Recom m endations

1. The state must develop a plan for filling the existing vacancies in a time-bound manner. It has 
impacted the implementation adversely and unless sorted out would continue to be an issue. Lack o f 
the availability o f qualified civil engineers is impacting the civil works progress and the state, as in the 
case o f accountants, needs to find a suitable solution.

2. In view o f the RTE implementation, it would be important to consider developing a separate cadre 
for SCERT, DIETs, BRCs and CRCs for the purposes o f academic leadership, training, academic 
monitoring and research. .

3. The SMC training module needs to be revised to give greater attention to (i) the empowerment 
issues, participation and the role o f the SMCs, (ii) developing a SDP that is owned by all and allows 
convergence o f various sources, (iii) budgeting and auditing. The process o f constituting SMC also 
needs a deeper scrutiny to ensure that all parents are informed and have an opportunity to choose the 
members. ■
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INDIA 
SARVA SIKSHA ABHIYAN (SSA)

1 5 th JOINT REVIEW MISSION

STATE REPORT: GUJARAT 
January 17 - 23, 2012

1.1. INTRODUCTION

On behalf of the 15th Joint review Mission of the SSA, Apoorvanand (GOI), Asha Bhagat (World 
Bank) and Shagun Mehrotra (European Union) visited Gujarat from 17 January to 23 January, 2012 
to review the work done under the SSA in the state as per the goal, objectives and outcomes of the 
programme. Since the states are preparing for transition from SSA to the implementation of RTE, 
the visit and its learning is important not only for the state of Gujarat, but for the country as well. 
Ajay Kumar Singh (  SSA-TSG) accompanied the team as an observer.

The Mission members interacted with the Secretary, Primary Education, Shri R P Gupta, the State 
Project Director, Shri Manoj Aggrawal, other members of the State resource Group; Shri M. N. Bhad, 
director, SCERT and Additional SPD, SSA; the Officials of the District Project Office, the Block Office 
and the Cluster Resource Centres at Surendra Nagar, Gandhinagar and Ahmedabad. The members 
visited the Rajcharadi Primary School, The Jasapar Primary School, BRC, Dhagandhra, KGBV, 
Merupur, Kadiyana Primary School, Navi Jogad Primary School, Hanumanpura Samau Primary 
School, Parsa primary school, Uvarsad Primary School, STP centres and tent schools, Salki Primary 
School, Jivraj na muvada Primary School, Dehgam Mukhya Shala, BRC, Dehgam, Mukarba Primary 
School, Gyaspura Primary School and Piplach tent schools. The team visited the SCERT, Gandhi 
Nagar and interacted with the faculty of the SCERT and the DIET, Gandhi Nagar. The team also 
interacted with the team of the Bhasha, Baroda and The Adivasi Akademi, Tejgadh, especially with 
regard to the issues of inclusion of tribal children, tribal languages and cultures in the curriculum 
design and teaching-learning material.

The team wishes to thank the Secretary, Primary Education and the SPD for facilitating the visit of 
the team. We would like to thank Shri Vipin Shah, and Shri Dinesh Desai for taking the trouble of 
accompanying the team in all its visits. Their enthusiasm and excitement is infectious and we could 
see that they have been interacting very closely and regularly with the resource persons at different 
levels and the teachers as well. We would like to thank Shri Asif and Shri Hitendra for making all 
the logistic arrangements and making available all the relevant data to the Mission.
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1.2 OVERVIEW AND KEY ISSUES

Achievements

Gujarat has 26 districts and seven corporations. The sheer geo-cultural diversity of the state makes 
it a challenge for the education-planners of the state to evolve and sustain programmes, methods 
and strategies to ensure universal access and retention in the school system of children from 
diverse sections of society. Rapid urbanization, changing patterns in livelihood, constant migration 
of certain communities and multiplicity of languages form the context in which the schools function 
and the SSA operates. It is not an easy task to develop universal benchmark to assess the 
achievements of an educational program in such a diverse setting.

The mission visited three districts Surendra Nagar, Gandhi Nagar and Ahmedabad and Ahmedabad 
Municipal Corporation. The achievements on the fronts of universal access and retention are 
significant. The Mission is impressed with the creative initiatives that have been taken by the state 
resource team, block and cluster teams to enhance the quality of the programmes and strategies to 
attain these goals at different levels. The Mission members were encouraged to find children 
engrossed in class room activities. The presence of strangers could not distract them from their 
work. Teachers did not look burdened and their involvement was total, particularly in the ABL 
schools. The children, teachers and the community looked happy in the school space. It was evident 
that corporal punishment was no longer a part of the school culture in Gujarat. It was confirmed 
during the visit of the Mission by the SMCs and other community members. MNCs along with the 
community own the schools and their role is not confined to monitoring alone.

A participatory curriculum reform process has been undertaken on the lines of the NCFSE, 2005, 
which is still in its pilot stage, and has the potential of evolving a new educational vision for the 
State. This is being, done by the SCERT. Gujarat in close collaboration with the SSA team. The team 
is also aware of the need to revise the school syllabus. It has prepared a set of textbooks which are 
being field tested.

Greater sensitivity regarding the issues of quality is reflected in Initiatives like GUNOTSAV and 
Vachan Gujarat Programmes like PRGNA, ABL and BALA have energized the teachers and the 
community as well. There is a realization in the SSA teams and the teachers that a holistic vision of 
quality has to be evolved which would include classrooms activities, associated activities like the 
Mina Manch, etc. along with Institutional reforms. Emphasis on reading programmes, creation of 
early readers, special grants to schools for libraries, for which books are selected by the children 
themselves are commendable initiatives.

The Mission was impressed to see that creation of TLM in different languages, including tribal 
languages was an ongoing process.

Other notable achievement of the state are creation of teachers' residential facilities in rural 
settings .programmes like Tent Schools and STPs to induct the out of school children, especially for 
those affected by migration or different kinds of displacement in the school system and Creation 
and wide publicity of a state-wide helpline to trace out-of-school children .
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Convergence between different organs at the state level was visible. We also found an instance of 
the Municipal body of Ahmedabad creating a pre-fabricated structure from its own funds to replace 
the tent schools at Piplach, a colony of people displaced from their earlier habitation. It was 
encouraging to see convergences like these where different administrative bodies do not hesitate to 
put together their resources for the sake of expansion of education and enhancing its quality. At the 
state level we found the SCERT and the SSA working very closely.

Architectural designs are quite creative and diverse. Open spaces and school spaces have been 
visualized and constructed as learning spaces. Bala and ABL are veiy good initiatives, which are 
child centered , very thoughtfully designed and executed. Civil work in the SSA is following the 
Whole School Development Plan. Communities also participate and contribute in developing 
facilities for schools. SMCs have been trained well and involved in school management and 
functioning. Their oversight of the grants received and utilization and support to the schools is 
visible.

The mission observed smooth flow of funds at various levels, with electronic transfer of funds being 
carried out till the level of SMCs. Block level accountants has been put in place since August 2011 
and the arrangements will strengthen record keeping and monitoring at BRCs, CRCs and SMCs.

The State Resource Group consists of thinking people with initiative and motivation. The SRG, 
SCERT and other departments interact on a regular basis.

Concerns

• The process of developing text books needs better consonance with stated curriculum 
principles/objectives. The challenge of translating constitutional values into pedagogical 
practices at all levels, including the textbooks, teaching learning material, school 
environment, training programmes for the personnel involved in administration, d istrict, 
block and cluster resource persons, teachers needs to be addressed.

• The SSA team requires more orientation, sharper thinking and discussion on then issues of 
equity, exclusion, gender, discrimination, conflict situations and social realities.

• Vocational activities, particularly at KGBVs and generally across all schools, are reinforcing 
gender stereotypes. Also, such activities are not planned with a long-term perspective for 
skill development of the children.

• Special attention to the challenge of children affected by different kinds of migration who 
come to Gujarat from states is required. There is no special programme for the de-notified 
nomadic tribes.

• Teachers need to be treated as professionals in their own right The mission did not come 
across a strong and visible incentive system for the teachers. Participation of state officials 
in programmes like Gunostav should be welcomed but schools and teachers being graded 
by them is not a good practice. Display of teachers' grades and castes in the schools should 
be discouraged.
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• While capacity of Block resource people seems to be underutilized, District Project Office 
came out as a weak link of programme management. The possible reason could be 
contractual nature of employment of district staff and that they are not teachers.

• It seems that monitoring is the only tool CRC has for quality enhancement, whereas they 
should be proactively providing academic inputs to schools and teachers.

• Libraries at BRCs and CRCs need to be strengthened.

• How are the individuals in the resource teams assessed?

• The KGBV we visited was pleasant but we found that overall there is very low utilization of 
funds earmarked for the KGBVs.

Recommendations

• Constitutional Values with special emphasis on equity should be the basis of the overall 
pedagogical vision of the SSA, Gujarat Initiatives for CWSN, minorities and gender need to 
be mainstreamed, and not perceived only as access issues.

• The team requires more orientation and discussion on constitutional values, equity, gender 
, conflict situations and other social realities. It is recommended that a strategy for moving 
from the focus on education of girls to a broader gender oriented perspective be evolved.

Gender training should involve the issues of health as there are social and cultural taboos 
about bodily functions which impact the education of girls adversely.

Pilot testing of the curriculum and text books should take note of the issues raised above 
and. take, care that they are addressed adequately. The state needs to develop a culture of 
textbook- making by involving authentic writers. Continuous discussions, seminars, 
workshops with university departments, school teachers and other experts need to be held.

• The process of the development of textbooks and other learning material in different tribal 
languages of Gujarat needs to be accelerated.

• Teacher Education programmes need to be reformed on the lines of the NCFSE, 2005 and 
the new curriculum framework of the state of Gujarat

• The state should take lead in developing an inter-state pedagogical plan for children 
affected by migration and displacement in partnership with Chhattisgarh and Rajasthan. 
The state should consider alternative strategies for mainstream education for the children 
affected by different types of migration and displacement Progress reports should be 
provided to children from out of the state in Hindi to enable them to enroll in classes in 
their home state.

• A National level interstate pedagogical planning is required to address this issue.

• ABL should have learning and teaching material for CWSN.

• Teachers working in tribal areas should be orientated in local language and culture on a 
regular basis.
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• The mission observed very low spending on the component of KGBVs in FY 2010-11 (only 
10% of AWP&B till December 2011). The persons working as wardens need to be rewarded 
adequately irrespective of the nature and method of their employment, as they are 
performing a very challenging task of looking after girls and creating an environment 
conducive to learning. More funds need to be earmarked for meals in KGBVs. The 
programme should ensure more interaction and coordination between Mahila Samakhya 
and SSA.

• The teams involved in the implementation of the SSA should have a mix of permanent and 
contractual staff.

• Vocational education needs to be transformed into work education.

• Libraries at BRCs and CRCs need to be strengthened.

• The mission recommends increase in the salary of Bal Mitras.

• SMCs in the urban areas need to be strengthened.

Progress towards the achievement of Goals 

Goal 1: All Children in School

H abitation and Access (Prim ary)
Total No. of 
Habitations

Habitations 
Covered by

Habitations 
without 
Primary 
Schools / EGS

Habitations 
without 
Primary 

Schools / EGS
Primary
School

EGS Habitations 
eligible for PS

No. of Children 
in such 
habitations

18481 11381 0 0 0 0

Habitation and Access (Upper Prim ary)
Total No. of 
Habitations

Habitations 
Covered by

Habitations
without
Upper
Primary
Schools/ EGS-
UP

Habitations 
without Upper 

Primary 
Schools / EGS

Upper
Primary
School

EGS-UP Habitations 
eligible for UPS

No. of Children 
in such 
habitations



18481 29992 0 0 0 0

• Availability o f Schoo ing facilities:

Inform at on on Schools
Year Govt Private Aided Private Unaided Total

2 0 1 0 -1 1 33537 788 6403 40728

II. Coverage o f Out o f School Children
a. Number o f out o f school children identified -  Gender, Social category, Age Group (6-10 &

11 to 14 years) and Rural-urban wise

Category Out of

School

Children

6 to 11 1 1  to 

14

T otal

Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total

SC 1 3 2 6  1252 2 5 7 8 11 4 3 1155 2 2 9 8 2 4 6 9 2 4 0 7

ST 4 4 5 5  4 2 2 5 8 6 8 0 3 4 3 7 3 0 8 3 6 5 2 0 7 8 9 2 7 3 0 8

Total 1 7 6 8 6  1 7 7 7 7 3 5 4 6 3 1 0 5 1 5 1 1 8 7 7 2 2 6 7 4 2 8 2 0 1 2 9 6 5 4

Muslim 2 3 8 6  1923 4 3 0 7 1 5 3 1 15 5 1 3 0 8 2 3 9 1 7 3 4 7 4

Number o f m igrant children and those covered under seasonal hostels/residential centers 
and w orksite schools.

According to survey of year 2009-10, there were 2263 (OOSC), 70605 (ISC) migrant children were 
to be covered under residential schools or camps. However, the numbers of migrant children 
increased in year 2011-12. Measures are being taken to cover these additional children with the 
support of NGOs.

The state also has a migration inflow from other states like Rajasthan, MF, Chhattisgadh, 
Maharashtra and Orissa. Total 13393 children were found in the survey of 2010-11. So far, 3570 
children are covered under Tent School program by SSA and 10000 children are going to be 
covered by NGOs under Non-residential special training/tent schools at worksite.

Achievem ents

Migration Monitoring system (MMS): SSA Gujarat has developed an MMS to track and cover the 
inter-state and intra-state migratory children. This is an online web based system which is shared



with neighbouring states for addressing this issue. In addition, data collection on OOSC is being 
done in collaboration with the community and NGOs through Public Private partnership. Efforts 
have been made to include hard to reach groups like rag pickers, orphans, children without adult 
protection, children from tribal communities and Muslim minorities.

The JRM observed that tremendous efforts have been made by SSA to identify and provide 
schooling for the Out of School Children across the state. Firstly, there is the School Readiness 
Programme which runs for OOSC who are 6-8 years of age. This is a 3-month innovative activity 
based training, after which children are mainstreamed in schools. The special training programmes, 
residential hostels and tent schools are also being run on a wide scale for children who have either 
never enrolled or are school dropouts. Special training material (modules, work books, activity 
cards) have been developed by the State Resource group. Qualified Education Volunteers (Bal 
Mitras) have been selected and trained for 30 days. The Team noted that these Bal Mitras are highly 
motivated and dedicated in carrying out their role of identification of OOSC, motivating parents, and 
bridging gaps for children to be enrolled in age appropriate classes.

SSA Gujarat has started a Toll free Help line number for the coverage of all categories of Out of 
School Children as well as the Children With Special Needs from 1st Septem ber'2011. The Toll Free 
Number is 1800 -  233 -  7965. This is a noteworthy initiative, which has been widely advertised in 
newspapers and buses for identification of OOSC. The state response to help line calls has been 
quick and efficient.

Concerted efforts have been made to involve the community in school management. SMCs have 
been constituted and trained. The community was clearly involved in schools, providing monetary 
contributions for supporting equitable and inclusive education practices. The JRM noted that the 
community was supporting CWSN children in many schools and in one case an orphan child was 
being supported by the community for continued schooling.

Concerns

• While significant efforts have been made to identify OOSC, there remain the challenge of 
reaching the poorest of the poor and most excluded groups like the urban poor, tribal 
children and de-notified tribes existing across the state.

• The model of residential hostels for children of migrants is a good initiative by SSA. 
However, these facilities are very basic and do not provide adequate housing and 
supportive learning facilities in comparison to residential hostels like KGBVs.

Recommendations

• State level norms and a realistic time frame needs to be developed to ensure that temporary 
schooling facilities like tent schools get converted into permanent schools.

• Residential schools for migrant children (boys and girls) should be provided along the lines 
of KGBV in and around their own villages. A comprehensive migration policy needs be 
developed at National level to address this inter-state issue in a systematic manner.
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• Progress Cards in Hindi and English should be provided to all children who have received 
educational inputs in the tent schools, so that they can join the appropriate classes on their 
return to their home state.

• Identification of OOSC children from excluded and hard to reach communities should be 
done in collaboration with NGOs that work specifically with these groups and have access to 
and knowledge of these communities and their social realities.

Goal 2: Bridging gender and Social Gaps

A. Gender gaps

There is a greater increase in enrollment percentage of girls than boys in 2010-11 as compared to 
2003. Girls enrollment was 24.17%  and boys 22.7%. Dropout rate is marginally higher for girls than 
boys with dropout rates for boys and girls for standard 1-7 being 7.87 percent and 8.12 
respectively.

Achievements

The ]RM team visited a model 3 KGBV in Surendranagar district The KGBV appeared to be well 
managed and maintained with sufficient housing and other facilities provided for the girls. Special 
training for OOS girls was also being provided.

Concerns

• The state has made significant efforts to ensure enrollment of girls in school and to address 
the overall gender gap. Given the progressive nature of the state, this is the opportune time 
to move to the next level of addressing deep seated gender biases that continue to ex ist In 
this regard some of the concerns are:

• Vocational training and work education provided at KGBVs and other schools merely reinforce 
existing gender stereotypes.

• There is insufficient critical thinking and involvement o f gender coordinators in pedagogical 
planning.

• Management teams at all levels are male dominated.

• Till end o f December, less than 10% has been spent o f KGBVs budget against A WPB 2011-12.

• Amount earmarked for meals for girls in KGBV is low.

• The JRM observed that in several schools girls and boys were being made to sit separately and 
play separately. Discussion with gender coordinators and teachers revealed that majority o f 
girls were not allowed to attend school during their menstrual cycle and were not likely to be 
allowed to pursue secondary schooling.
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Recommendations

• Gender and Access Coordinators at District level need to be trained and oriented more 
frequently on gender issues. There is a need to appoint more gender coordinators at block 
level. The SSA team requires more orientation, sharper thinking, and discussion on equity, 
exclusion, gender, discrimination, and social realities.

• Orientation to schools to evolve strategies for greater integration e.g. Girls and boys to be 
encouraged to study and play together at school. Exposure visits should also be provided. 
Community members should also be sensitized on these issues and involved in evolving 
strategies and interventions to address these biases.

• More funds to be earmarked for meals at KGBVs.

A. Social Gaps: Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe, Muslim M inority

i
i

Caste wise 
Year wise 
Enrolment 
detail
Year SC ST Muslim

Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls
20 0 5 -0 6 286643 256602 543245 682302 638480 1320782 Not Availa )le
2 0 0 6 -0 7 313102 277250 590352 701468 658542 1360010 160833 151322
2 0 0 7 -0 8 324427 287073 611500 724861 686154 1411015 182605 166510
2 0 0 8 -0 9 299068 264195 563263 745337 703574 1448911 188075 177302
20 0 9 -1 0 294562 268740 563302 731889 685275 1417164 261329 242690
2010-11 336055 291596 627651 768309 706707 1475016 360683 328041

There are only 2%  of Muslim girls and 9%  SC girls in KGBV as compared to 48%  OBC and 40%  ST 
girls.

Concerns

• Not enough analysis at state and district level to identify and bridge social gaps.

• Discrimination issue not foregrounded.

• Gender, caste and minority issues seen as 'stand alone’ interventions only linked to access.

• Low spending as against AWPB 2011-12 

Recommendations

• Issues pertaining to caste, minorities and gender need to be mainstreamed as part o f the 
pedagogical discourse and planning.
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A. Children with Special Needs 

Achievements

664 resource teachers have been appointed at block level and 83 caregivers appointed at block 
level for home based education covering 1138 CWSN.

There is an on line application for CWSN survey and the training of SMC members has incorporated 
CWSN issues in the module.

The JRM team observed that many of the schools had ramps, and handrails for disabled children. 
The team also noted the presence of CWSN in some of the schools visited.

Concerns

• Integration of CWSN in school activities like Bal Melas, science fairs etc. not being done. 

Recommendations

• Greater efforts at integration and involvement of CWSN in regular school activities, both 
within the school and outside.

Goal 3: All Children Retained in education system

Achievem ents

New initiatives like ADEPT, ABL, BALA and PRAGNA have helped the retention of boys and girls in 
the school system till class 7. It is to be noted that this is the first year of the up- gradation of upper 
primary schools to class 8. Data available with us show that the overall retention rate for boys and 
girls is 92.05% . The retention rates of boys and girls are comparable, which is very encouraging. 
The retention rate of girls is 91.88%  and for boys it is 92.13%  For the year 2010-11, the overall 
drop-out rate is 7.95%  (Standard 1-7). The drop-out rate for girls is 8.12%  where as it is 7.87%  for 
boys.

Programmes specifically designed for girls like MEENA MANCH have succeeded in attracting and 
retaining girls in the school system. Gender coordinators have worked hard with the community 
and teachers to ensure greater presence of girls in the school space. KGBV is another noteworthy 
effort which has succeeded in bringing back dropout girls to schools. The Mission could see that the 
SMCs and communities are now sensitized enough to send their girls to school and make efforts to 
keep them there.

Intervention like ADEPTS, ABL, BaLa, STP and residential Bridge courses have components 
specifically aimed at bringing the never enrolled and dropout Children to Classrooms.
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The PTR in Gujarat is 31 while the student -classroom ratio is 33. There are enough teachers in the 
schools to give individual attention to the students. It has helped increase the retention rate.

Availability of textbooks, workbooks and other learning material has encouraged students to be in 
the schools. Interventions like Reading Corners and regular exposure visits have also made school 
an attractive space for the children.

Recommendation

• Segregated data for different categories need to be maintained and analyzed to help design 
effective interventions to achieve greater retention.

Goal 4: Education of Satisfactory Quality________________________

The last two years have seen greater sensitivity to the issue of quality. It was reassuring to see that 
the issue of quality is being treated in a holistic manner and all the elements of SSA, i.e., curriculum 
design, textbook preparation, development of teaching-learning material, support structures like 
the BRCs and CRCs-, teacher training, program management and financial plan, together with civil 
work, have been geared towards the goal of achieving greater quality.

The state is evolving its own vision of quality. The principles of the NCFSE, 2005 form the basis on 
which new curriculum reform is undertaken. The Curriculum reform process was initiated in 
2010. A draft curriculum document has been prepared and put in the public domain for feedback 
Its main contents have been publicized widely through the newsletter published by the SCERT. 
Syllabus and textbooks have also been prepared in accordance with the new curriculum and are 
now in the stage of field testing. It is a noteworthy process and care has been taken by the 
curriculum team to involve university teachers, subject experts and people from different walks of 
life in curriculum preparation.

Textbooks prepared under the new curriculum process mark the beginning of a new textbook 
culture in the state. They have tried to follow the principles enunciated by the NCFSE, 2005 and the 
Learning without Burden, 1992-93 document The quality of paper used and printing is very high. 
The state has roped in agencies like the UNICEF to meet the extra cost incurred on publication of 
the textbooks.

Teacher Training: Most of the teachers now recruited have a B.Ed. Degree. There is a provision for 
continuous in-service training. All the teachers have undergone a seven-day training. Monthly CRC 
meetings are held in which pedagogic issues are discussed.

Availability o f teaching learning m aterials: It is heartening to see that the teaching learning 
material is developed continuously and is available in all the schools. All schools visited by the 
mission have a Computer Laboratory and a book corner. We also found functional science 
laboratories in most of the schools.

Teacher Support and Academic Supervision: The state has increased the number of CRCs from 
3337 to 4268. All the newly created CRCs are equipped with the CRC Coordinators.
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The state has recruited around 1100 Block Resource Coordinators. The BRCs and CRCs are selected 
through a very rigorous process. All the applicants are teachers but they have to undergo a written 
test, a computer test and finally interview. The selected candidates are then deputed as BRCs and 
CRCs. The Mission was informed that the vacancies arising due to such teachers joining as BRCs and 
CRCs are filled immediately.

All the blocks are provided with five BRPs viz. Mathematics-Science, Languages, English, Social 
Science and Pragna. The BRPs have been given induction training.

All the BRC-CRC Coordinators have been provided a 4-day residential training regarding various 
topics pertaining to the quality of education.

Quality M onitoring Tools are being developed by the state which would be used electronically. All 
the CRC -  BRC coordinators would be required to enter the data of classroom observation and 
school observation in specific form at The report of the CRC, BRC and district would be accessible to 
all levels of SSA.

Classroom practices: The Mission observed different types of classroom situations. Classrooms in 
the ADEPT, ABL and BALA are interactive. Students are active and their initiative is respected. 
Teachers also use different types of teaching aids. Portfolio of each student is maintained. We found 
that teachers are increasingly using the project method and taking children out for exposure visits.

Pupil A ssessm ent System s: The schools are switching over to the CCE mode. We found that each 
child has her own portfolio which is maintained by the teacher.

Student learning levels

According to a study- conducted by the NCERT, students of- standard 5  could score an average 
achievement of 56.98%  in Mathematics, 63.3%  in Language and 59.56%  in EVS.

Student of standard 7 could attain comparatively low achievement The average achievement in 
Mathematics, Language, Science and Social Sciences was 29.37% , 49.2% , 37.40%  and 27.34%  
respectively.

In the light of these findings, the state has taken steps to enhance learning, called the Learning 
Enhancement Programme. It is implemented in all the government schools of the state. As a part of 
this programme a set of 19 Early Readers has been developed for the children of standard 1 and 2. 
All the children in government schools across the state are provided with the Early Readers. 
Writing Enhancement (Lekhan Sarjan) workbooks have also been developed for the children of 
standard 2 ,3  and 4.

The Mission found that the schools which have been upgraded as ADEPT, PRAGNA, BALA or ABL 
have all the potential of raising the learning level of the children. The Whole School Development 
Plan (WDSP) approach is being followed in the above mentioned schools in its true spirit and we 
hope that gradually an integrated approach would be evolved, integrating all the good practices and 
successful features of ADEPT, ABL, PRAGNA and BALA
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The state of Gujarat has taken some initiatives to augment the learning ethos in the schools across 
state. GUNOTSAV is one of such initiatives. Schools and teachers have been greatly enthused by this 
intervention. Participation of senior level government officials in this event has enhanced its 
prestige. VACHAN Gujarat is another noteworthy initiative. Reading is now being foregrounded in 
the school plan. The schools are also being given an annual library grant. Book fairs are organised 
and children themselves select books for their school library.

Achievements

ADEPT, ABL, BALA and PRAGNA can rightly be identified as the achievements of Gujarat SSA. 
GUNOTSAV and VACHAN GUJARAT are major interventions driven by the state levelwhich need to 
followed by other states

A participatory Curriculum and syllabus Reform Process and development of schools textbooks as 
part of this process is a significant achievement

Development of learning material is carried out on a continuous basis. The effort of the state to 
develop this material in the tribal languages of the state should also be noted.

Concerns

• The Curriculum reform is an excellent initiative. However, close observation of the 
textbooks (still at the stage of field testing) shows that there is a gap in the stated curricular 
principles and the textbooks. The textbooks also need to be examined from the point of 
view of Gender. More clarity and sharpness on the issues of Discrimination and 
Constitutional values is required. Teachers and SMCs also need to be sensitized on these 
issues, so that the iconography and the ethos of the schools reflect the diversity of our 
society.

• Finding good textbook writers is a challenge, a concern which the curriculum team also 
raised in its interaction with the Mission.

• There is greater emphasis on Reading now, but the CRCs and BRCs also need to strengthen 
their libraries. There seems to be an anxiety regarding moral values. Planners will have to 
visit this issue.

Recommendations

• Strengthen the curriculum reform with more sharpness on Constitutional Values and 
Gender issues.

• Create a team of good textbook writers.

• Strengthen the BRCs and CRCs academically. The District support structure also needs to be 
strengthened.

• Integrate ADEPT, PRAGNA, BALA and ABL into one concept and gradually cover all the 
schools.
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• Reform the curriculum of D.Ed. And other education programmes in consonance with the 
new school curriculum.
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Financial Management

Financial Progress

Rs. In lakhs
Total

approved
forFY

20 1 1 -1 2

Funds 
Received 

(up to 
D ecem ber 

2 0 1 1 )

Exp up to Decem ber 
2 0 1 1

Exp as %  o f 
AWP

GOI GOG Total
SSA 179331 73151 38602 1 1 1 7 5 3 92131 5 1 %
NPEGL 1007 307 165 472 520 5 2 %
KGBV 6036 893 1178 2 0 7 0 563 9 %
Total 1 8 6 3 7 4 7 4 3 5 1 3 9 9 4 5 1 1 4 2 9 6 9 3 2 1 4 5 0 %

Against approved work plan of Rs. 1863.74 crores for FY 2011-12, expenditure till December was 
Rs. 932 .14  crores (50%  of AWP}. Expenditure booked for KGBV tiN December was only 9%  of 
approved budget. Other components with considerable low expenditure against AWP&B till 
December 2011 include Interventions for Out of School Children (33% ); Special Training (32% ); 
Interventions for CWSN (35% ); Research, Evaluation, Monitoring and Supervision (23% ); 
Management & Quality (26% ); and Community Training (29% ).

Achievem ents

Flow o f Funds: Flow of Funds appears to be smooth and sufficient from state to district and sub
district level. The system of electronic transfer of funds is operational till the level of School 
Management Committee (SMC).

Staffing: FM staffing is adequate. Strengthening of FM capacity at block level and below is a good 
start and is expected to improve regularity and accuracy of accounting and reporting and better 
monitoring by districts. Post of District Accounts Officer is vacant in 3 districts. The state has 
appointed additional accounting staff through CA firms. These include posts of 1 District 
Accountant, 1 BRC Accountant and 1 Accountant for CRC and 50 SMCs. Key responsibility of 
accountants at SMC and CRC include writing of books of accounts, checking maintenance of 
accounts and completing a monthly financial report The Block accountant is responsible for 
checking and compiling SMC and CRC level monthly reports. The district accountant is responsible 
for consolidating block level reports and submitting it to state office and CA firm.

The state had a system of outsourcing accountants at state and district level for accounting on Tally 
through CA firms. The policy has been changed recently by recruiting these accountants as staff of 
the SSA. FM training for accounts staff was conducted for 7 days in FY 2011-12.

Accounting: Accounting software (Tally) has been operational in state and district offices since a 
long time through outsourcing to CA firms. Implementation of Tally software at block level in 2011-
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12 is a key achievement. The state also plans to introduce Tally at the level of CRCs from September 
2012. The state may explore customization of accounting software for SSA to establish online 
system of accounting.

Reporting: The state has started system of monthly financial reporting from SMC, CRC and BRC level 
since August 2011. This is the key task of newly appointed accountants of CA firm. Prior to this 
expenditure information at the level of SMC could be collected only on a six-monthly/ annual basis. 
The monthly report includes status of maintenance of accounting records, expenditure against 
components and Bank Reconciliation Statement (BRS). The reports are checked and consolidated at 
the next higher level.

SMCs: SMCs have been formed as per RTE and their members were trained in July 2011 by NGOs. 
Visit to schools, particularly in rural areas, showed that community members were well informed 
about grants received by the school. The state is planning to organize FM training for blocks, CRCs 
and SMC level by involving accounts staff of the SSA through satellite phones.

Concerns

• Accounting Policy. All releases to SMC, both for civil works and other school grants, are 
treated as expenditure at the time of release by districts, which is not as per the accounting 
policy for such releases prescribed in FMP.

• Pending Utilization Certificates (UCs)\ Visit to  Gandhinagar district showed that UCs for 
school grants released to VECs in FY 2010-11  are yet to be collected. This task needs to be 
completed urgently before the end of current financial year for all districts.

• Internal Audit. Internal audit for FY 2011-12  is yet to s ta rt Internal audit for the period 
April-September 2011 is already delayed by four months/THe delay in internal audit defeats 
the purpose of providing timely information to management of SSA about any deviations 
from FM procedures.

• Compliance o f Audit. The system of compliance of audit observations needs to be 
strengthened at all levels.

• Internal Controls: The mission observed an instance of all payments in cash (including for 
civil works) at the SMC level, which involved large cash withdrawal of over rupees two 
lakhs at one time. Statutory Audit report for FY 2011 also mentions many cash payments at 
sub-district level.

• Teachers' Salary: The state ofFice makes quarterly releases to Director, Primary Education 
(DPE). However, the state received UC for FY 2010-11 only on 21 January 2012. Also, as the 
SSA Gujarat receives the UC, salary payment records are not covered by the statutory audit 
of SSA. Accounts of DPE are audited by the Accountant General.
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Recommendations

• Staffing-. The state must review the new arrangement of Block level accountants 
continuously to ensure that it is working effectively e.g., sample visit and checking of 
reports by next higher level (BRC accountant for SMC and CRC accountant).

• FM Guidelines/Manuals and Training: Existing FMP manual in Gujarati needs to be updated 
as per the version of FMP issued in 2010 and BRC guidelines in Gujarati should be updated. 
The state may also consider scheduling FM training after each cycle of internal audit and 
statutory audit, to disseminate key findings of the audit.

• Flow o f Funds: the state may consider the use of mobile phones for sending information 
about releases of funds to SMCs through CRCs, to speed up the flow of information. Also, as 
soon as schools have computer labs and internet facility, all correspondence to 
SMCs/CRCs/BRCs can be done through electronic mail. This would also lead to effective use 
of infrastructure provided to schools. Computers have already been delivered in some 
schools in December 2011.

• Accounting and Internal Controls: Fixed Asset Register to be as per the format in FMP at all 
levels. BRCs to print and sign monthly accounts and BRS from Tally. The state may also 
consider having joint signatories for bank accounts at BRCs.

• Monthly Financial Reporting from district and sub-district level: to include additional aspects 
e.g., large cash withdrawals and cash payments at SMC level.

• Audit. State to clear backlog of internal audit at the earliest. Block Accountants and CRC 
accountants to monitor compliance of audit observations for their respective offices and 
compliance of audit observations by SMCs.

• SMC: SMC Minutes to include information on grants received; expenditure and balance of 
each grant; cash and bank balance; and major decisions regarding procurement, payments

. eta  Also, the woman community member, who is a co-signatory of SMC account, should also 
sign vouchers and not just cheques.

Procurem ent

E-procurement is being implemented in SSA Gujarat since three years. Statutory audit report for FY 
2010-11 mentions that procurement procedure is not duly followed by some VECs/VCWCs/CRCs.

Civil W orks

Design Process: The state has developed a number of site specific design options for different 
activities, such as classroom, toilet block, HM room, Toilet for CWSN, KGBV etc.

In the classroom, apart from satisfying minimum requirement of space, fittings and furniture are 
designed to meet functional and environment requirements and adequate light and ventilation. The 
teaching area beyond the classroom is extended with the provision of open space,chalk board, 
raised platform and outside sitting arrangements. The exit requirement is also taken into account
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with the provision of two doors and adequate width of staircase. The design also provides safety 
features in structural elements against natural hazards, such as earthquake and cyclone. The design 
incorporates provision for future expansion to overcome the problem of shortage of land.

Monitoring and Supervision: The state has established a civil wing and recruited engineers for 
supervision and monitoring. The State is hiring services of third party professional consultant to 
obtain independent and objective assessment of technical quality of construction work.

Whole School Development Plan: Whole School Development plan is made by the SMC. The State has 
conducted a one-day training programme for engineers during the month of August 2011. Various 
aspect of WSDP were discussed during the training programme. Infrastructure/environment 
assessment of all the schools has been completed through in-house engineers.

Innovative Activities

Building as Learning Aids (BaLA): BaLA is an innovative concept towards qualitative improvement 
in education through intervention in school building infrastructure. It is being implemented in the 
State since 2 0 0 6 -0 7  and 1810 schools have been covered so far. Since 2010-11 i-BaLA has also 
been introduced.

Retrofitting to School BuildingiDuring the current year, the State has conducted two days workshop 
on Disaster mitigation and retrofitting to school building during the month of july. During the 
current year retrofitting has been undertaken in 93  schools.

Convergence: The SSA has converged with Central schemes like "Swajaldhara", "Total Sanitation 
Campaign". The state has covered 17480 Drinking water facilities under convergence with 
"Swajaldhara” programme and 32763 toilet blocks with TSC and State Govt

Convergence with State Fund -  2 0 0 6  - 0 7  to  2 0 1 0  -  11

Activity Total
Additional Classroom 8749
Compound Wall 7857
Major Repairing 7490
Model School (BaLA) 1218
KGBV- CW 86
KGBV- RWHS 86
Teachers Staff Quarters 766

The State is taking steps to cover the gap for separate Toilet Block for Boys & Girls, facility for 
drinking water and to provide electrification to all the schools upto March 2012.
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PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT

The state has a well established programme management structure. The project is supported at the 
state level by SCERT, district offices, DIETs etc. Recruitment of accounting staff at block level and 
below in FY 2011-12 is expected to strengthen monitoring.

Staffing and capacity building

The SPO has 80 staff in place against sanctioned posts (91) i.e. 88%  of staff are in place. The state 
must fill the vacant posts in SPO to further strengthen programme management. 97%  of posts of 
BRCs and 88%  of posts of CRCs have been filled.

Management costs are underutilized, as against approved AWP&B of Rs. 75.6 crores, expenditure 
till December 2011 was only Rs. 19.3 crores (25% ).

Data issues, EMIS etc

DISE 2011-12 will be finalized by end of January 2012. The state has published advertisements in 
all English and Gujarati newspapers to spread awareness regarding DISE and its importance. A web 
based school directory has been developed for public to  register schools in DISE. Online 
applications have been developed for School GIS mapping, migration monitoring, school directory, 
out of school children, CWSN, employee management system and school monitoring system at 
CRC/BRC.

Research and Evaluation

Six major research studies undertaken by the state include studies to measure impact of: Special 
Training Programme in Gujarat; KGBV on education of girls and retention; training on classroom 
transaction; and Bala in the state. Other studies include Feedback of teachers regarding training 
and training needs and study of performance of block teachers. The state has started a major 
research project regarding implementation of new curriculum and textbooks in pilot schools. Every 
district conducts around five major researches per block.

Community Mobilization and Management

33385 SMCs have been constituted in the state. Phase I of community level training was completed 
in July 2011, covering 398088 SMC members and 24982 PRI members. Training modules included 
roles and responsibilities of SMC, RTE Act and components of SSA. Phase II of training will be 
completed by end of January 2012. Topics include various features of RTE Act such as Whole School 
development Plan, Quality Enhancement, Equality, Discrimination and SSA components.

CONCLUSION

The gains made by the SSA, Gujarat in the field of primary education are impressive. The theoretical 
and pedagogical assumptions as stated in the draft curriculum are sound. All the systems are in 
place and working to make the transition of the SSA to the RTE smooth.
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INDIA
SARVA SIKSHA ABHDYAN (SSA)

1 5 th JOINT REVIEW MISSION

STATE REPORT: HARYANA 
January 17 - 235, 2 0 1 2

Introduction
On behalf of the 15th Joint Review Mission (JRM) of the . Saarva Siksha Abhiyan (SSA), Prof. Krishna 
Kumar (Mission Leader) and Ms. Deepa Sankar (The Worried Bank) visited the State of Haryana from 
17th to 23rd January 2012. Ms. Swati Sahni (TSG, MHRD) tacccompanied the JRM as an Observer.

Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), the flagship programmie of the Government of India (GOI) to 
universalize elementary education of satisfactory qualityy fcor all children in the 6-14 years of age is 
implemented in partnership with State Governments. Trhee programme has been in place for more 
than a decade now. SSA has been designated as the vehitdee to implement Right to Education (RTE) 
Act of 2009 and the SSA norms are harmonised with thatt o)f the RTE. The last time a JRM visited the 
SSA programme in Haryana state was in 2007, making thte '15 th JRM the second field based review of 
Haryana, and that too after 5 years. All these makes tHie; role of 15th JRM visit to the state more 
geared towards one of a learning mission. The guiding; principles for the JRM are: reviewing the 
progress made against agreed indicators and processes, rrewiewing the overall implementation of (i) 
activities related to access, equity, and quality; (iii) modalities of financial management, 
procurement, and safeguard issues; (iii) issues regardingg piroject management like implementation 
capacity, staffing, monitoring etc; and providing suggessttions and recommendations to take the 
"Abhiyan” ahead.

At the State level, the team met with Ms. Surina Rajan, Seeciretary, Ministry of Education. Mr. Pankaj 
Yadav, State Project Director, SSA, Mr. Pramod Kumar, Ccomsultant and other key personnel of state 
project team also travelled with the Mission and that faacilitated the Mission members to have 
constant interaction and discussion on key issues of impplesmentation. The Mission also met teams 
from Monitoring Institution (Kurukshetra University), I SCERT, and SIEMT. The team visited the 
districts of Jind, Fatehabad, Sirsa and Kurukshetra. Ini HCurukshetra, the team met the District 
Commissioner, The team also benefited from discussionss hield with Mr. Mandeep Singh Barad, who
was the SPD of SSA fo r__years. In the districts, the teaimi had the opportunity to interact with all
relevant district level officials and district teams. The JIRM visited several schools (including a 
KGBV), and interacted with students, teachers and membbeirs of the School Management Committee 
((SMC). The team also visited and reviewed the BRC/CRC tcemtres and teacher training programs.

The Mission would like to put on record our gratitude to) ezach and everyone mentioned above. The 
tteam would especially thank the SPD, his team, especiallly' Mr. Pramod Kumar, for their frank and 
fforthright presentation of ground reality, willingness to sfchaare their insights and experiences and for 
tthe detailed documentation shared with the JRM.
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At the outset, the JRM team would like to congratulate the state SSA for the progress made so far. 
This Mission report is an effort to identify the remaining challenges and help the state to articulate 
their future tasks to improve elementary education in the state.

Key Issues
• The planning of ..SSA interventions in the state need a thorough review. A lot of 

interventions in the state are in the nature of “organizing events" (exhibitions, 
competitions etc), the sustainability of which is often not sure. It is time to review the 
effectiveness of these different events.

• There is a need to address teacher availability related issues in a system atic way in the 
state. The high PTR is a m ajor deterrent on imparting quality education in the 
classroom. Teacher deployment and rationalization should be taken up in a time bound 
manner so that during the academic year, moving around of teachers do not affect 
teaching and learning in a school. The Mission feels that the state should finalize the 
redeployment of teachers as per rationalization before the next academic year, 
preferably during the summer vacation. However, the exercise o f identifying the 
schools and teachers could begin right away so that the number of additional teachers 
to be recruited could be estim ated and the process could begin before the next 
academic year.

• Teacher’s in-service_ training in the state is done through agencies outside the 
government system. The Mission suggests that the state reviews and evaluates the 
training programme as imparted as o f now and see how state agencies could be 
strengthened.

• The academic support institutions like BRCs and CRCs are functioning at a sub-optimal 
level in the state. These structures are now predominantly used for administrative 
work rather than academic work, and hence have little or no tangible impact on the 
quality of school functioning. Last year, a committee was constituted by MHRD to look 
into these issues and the Committee brought out its report and way forward note in 
July 2 0 1 1  (presented to the 14th JRM). The Mission feels that Haryana SSA may find this 
document useful to identify ways to reform the academic support mechanisms.

• A review o f new text books reveal that while some of the lessons are satisfactory, quite 
a few require critical analysis from the point of view of age-appropriate content and 
language. As syllabus and textbook revision is an important aspect of quality, Haryana 
should immediately start a review of its existing textbooks. A careful and analytical 
comparison between these textbooks and the NCERT's textbooks will provide useful 
insights. The Mission appreciates the State SSA’s move towards a continuous and 
comprehensive evaluation fCCE) to evaluate the holistic development of students, and 
feels it is important to review it along with new text books before rolling it out..

• Despite the tremendous progress made in girls’ education and numerous interventions 
initiated, gender issues continue to persist in the state. More girls seem  to be missing 
from classrooms as they go up higher in the grades. However, contrary to what one can 
see in classrooms, DISE is reporting more girls in the system. There is a serious issue 
with which the girls’ enrolment numbers are collected. The sensitization of gender 
issues are often around girls, but it is important to include boys in the discourse as 
well. As discussed earlier, gender related programmes are more in the nature o f events.
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and hence often fail to address the challenges of addressing behavicrral and systemic 
issues.

While school infrastructure is pretty decent in the state and is improving, there 
shortage of teachers forces schools to resort to multi-grade teaching and having large 
classes and high Student Classroom ratio fSCRt. The high PTR and high SCR combined 
together provides little space of child-centred pedagogy, continuous and 
comprehensive evaluation of children’s talent and learning, and other innovative 
practices of teaching and learning. This has a serious impact on retention of children at 
higher levels and their learning.

Use of school space for creative expressions or as learning aid is an under-utilization of 
the resources created in the state. The whole school development programme could be 
effectively used to convert these barren and underutilized spaces to one that enables 
learning.

There is a concern over the sub-optimal use of all inputs provided to improve learning. 
The virtual absence of any effective use of TLM in classroom s, the library, CAL and 
absence of any effort to build capacity in support organizations like SCERT, SIEMAT, 
DIETs, BRCs, CRC- all these programmes need some "out-of-the box" thinking and 
planning.

The proportion of out of school children, though small, still remains a challenge when 
we look at the number of children to be addressed. Added to this is the challenge of 
student absenteeism . The issue doesn't end in counting them or identifying them, but 
also devising mechanisms to effectively meeting their learning challenges.

The non-availability o f useful information regarding the number of unrecognized 
private schools or private schools, especially those that do not follow state curriculum 
not only makes planning difficult, but also provides a skewed picture of education 
related indicators in the state. This is an area that needs some pondering. The 
penetration of private schools in every nook and corner o f the state is often interpreted 
as the result of a desire among parents to have quality education, but as interactions 
with teachers and communities revealed, in reality, it seem s like a m anifestation of 
different factors, mainly one of social stratification.

In Haryana, the age at which children are admitted to grade 1 has been 5+ years. With 
RTE, the state needs to progressively move to 6+ years as the age for entry into school. 
At the same time, for 5+ years children needs to be provided with early childhood care 
and education (ECCE) facilities, both for the purpose of readying them for schooling as 
well as with a holistic development programme, including nutrition and safety.

There are apparent problems in the data collected from various sources on education 
in the state. Use of research and analysis to help m id-course corrections and guiding 
SSA implementation seem s to be missing in the state, or not effective. The lack of 
capacity at various resource and support institutions is a m atter of concern. Capacity 
building remains key to improve the situation.

Vacancies remaining filled in key positions at state, district and BRC level is a serious 
concern. The capacity of the staff to understand the varied dimensions of SSA seem s
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inadequate (especially those related to understanding soft issues of education) and 
hence needs careful planning for capacity building.

• The SSA expenditure in the initial quarters needs to be increased. The allocations on 
text books, TLMs etc could.be easily expedited in first quarter itself. An analysis of 
tim eliness of fund flows to lower levels and finally to SMCs is worth as it will throw 
important insights as to where the delays happen.

P ro g re ss  tow ards th e  ach ievem en t of Goals

Goal 1: All Children in School

Haryana has provided physical access to primary education through free government schools in 
almost all eligible habitations. There are around 14955 government schools providing primary and 
upper primary education in around 8775 habitations in 2010-11. In addition to these government 
schools, around 7500 private schools1 enumerated in DISE (both recognized and unrecognized) 
provide education at elementary level. The schools vary in its infrastructure endowments (detailed 
discussion under Civil Works and Infrastructure).

There were an estimated number of 1.08 lakh children in the age group of 6 -14  years who were 
"out of school” in 2010-11 which marginally declined to 1.076 lakh in 2011-12  (SSA estimates)2. 
While the proportion of OOSC in the total 6 -14 year olds may seem a small 2.6%, the numbers and 
challenges show that it is a considerable 'last mile”.

While Haryana accounts for around 2% of 6
14 year old child population in the country, 
the share of state in OOSC in the country 
shows that it accounts for 1.7% of OOSC 
among 6-10 year olds and 4.2%  of OOSC 
among 11-14 year olds in the country. The 
majority of OOSC are from 11-14 years age 
group or upper primary stage appropriate 
cohort While 11-14 year olds account for 
37%  of the 6-14 years old population in the 
state, 59%  of OOSC also are from this age 
group. This reflects a serious issue on 
retention (which is discussed in detail later 
in the report). See graph 1.

1 There are more private schools in the state -  many unrecognized schools ran in the mode of "teaching 
shops* that do not confirm to the prescribed norms of opening and running a school and many recognized 
schools that do not follow state syllabus and are affiliated to CBSE, or ran by Central Government, which is not 
considered here.

2 In 2009, the SRI-IMRB survey (third party survey based estimation o f OOSC) estimated around 1.03 lakh 
OOSC in the state.

Graph 1. Proportion of 6-10 year olds and 11-14 
year old* In population, enrolment and OOSC

Population Enrolment Out of school 

0 6 -1 0  years a  11*14 years
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The State used different strategies to address the education needs of OOSC. The state could enroll 
23%  of identified OOSC in appropriate grades directly. Another 24%  was enrolled in schools, but 
were in need of special training. 17%  of them were enrolled in Bhattasalas (worksite schools). 
However, 34%  of the identified and targeted children still remained out of school. See graph 2.

With efforts to bring more OOSC to schools, enrolments in primary and upper primaiy grades have 
shown increase (graph 3). However, the increase in enrolments is not totally attributable to actual 
increase in enrolments, but rather better coverage of private schools by DISE. The DISE data shows 
that there is a 4.2%  increase in government schools at elementary level.

Graph 2: What was done by SSA 
Haryana in 2011-12 fortheOOSC 
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The state has a sizeable number of private schools which are unrecognized in nature. While the 
state has carried out several measures to recognize and regularize them, the sector’s presence in 
the state cannot be denied. Mission's estimate using NSS 66th round (2010) shows that around 5% 
of primary enrolments were in an "unknown” sector -  the sector which is not government, nor 
private recognized. The share of private sector seems to be almost half - SSA Haryana's 
enumeration shows that out of 47 lakh children enrolled in elementary grades, 27 are in 
government while the rest are in private (recogised + unrecognized). The state should look at the 
reasons for this trend and examine ways of regulating these schools for RTE implementation.

Goal 2: Bridging gender and Social Gaps
A. G end er gaps

While girls (6-14 years) constitute only 45% 3 of all child population and also enrolments, they form 
55% of all out of school children (OOSC) in the state. For every 100 boys enrolled at primary level, 
only 84 girls are in the system, and at upper primary level, it is further less -82 girls. The gender

3 Haryana has one of the worst female sex ratio in the country: While overall sex ratio is 877, among the 0-6
years, it is still only 830, which is the lowest in the country (based on Census 2011 figures). However, this is 
still an improvement from the scenario during the 2001 Census.
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pafity index (GPI) in enrolment of the state is second worst (after Punjab) in the country. 
However, there is an increase of 5%  in girls enrolled reported in 2011-12 DISE compared to 2010
11 DISE figures, as against the general increase in enrolments reported (4.2% ) during the same 
period. The gender disparity is also evident from the type of school children attend. Author's 
estimations using NSS 66th round (2009-10) shows that 70%  of the girls attended a government 
school for upper primary education whereas half of the boys attended a private school for the same.

In many of the schools visited by the Mission, girls formed only a third of the enrolments at upper 
primary level. This somewhat demystifies the belief that girls crowd in government schools and 
while boys move out to private schools due to parental perceptions and gender preferential 
behavior.

There are many girls’ only and boys' only schools in the state, even at the primary stage. The 
education authorities and teachers reported that there are still parental apprehensions about 
mixed (co-ed) schools or mixed classrooms. The state needs to take this issue more seriously and 
work towards making more inclusive schools from the perspective of girls. Instead of providing 
segregated environment, the effort should be towards providing more inclusive schools / 
classrooms and for this. IEC activities should also focus on building sensitivity towards these issues.

The issues related to gender gaps manifests as both tangible (physical aspects) as well as intangible 
softer ways. The state has initiated a large number of activities to address the tangible aspects of 
bridging gender gaps. Almost 83%  of schools have functioning separate toilets for girls. Almost all 
schools (96%  precisely) have boundary walls4. Girls are provided with bicycles to attend upper 
primary schools not in their village. Girls are also given higher stipends to attend schools.

The state has been sanctioned 36 KGBV schools, but 9 are operational now. These KGBV schools 
have been upgraded to cover secondary stage also, which is a welcome step providing more 
composite and holistic approach to school education completion. The NPEGEL Program is 
implemented in 31 Educationally Backward Blocks (EBBs) spread over in 10 districts.

The intangible, softer aspects.of.gender are, still an issue. While the state has initiated information 
and awareness campaign as well as specific programs under the NPEGEL program, breaking the 
centuries old beliefs and behavioral patterns need more concrete action5. Under the NPEGEL 
program, Haryana SSA has carried out the following activities: (a) skill development and vocational 
training; (b)Karate training; (c) Award to schools; (d) exposure visits; (e) Meena kits; (f) child care 
centres; (g) community mobilization etc. However, a lot of these activities are carried out as a one 
on events and the effectiveness and outreach of these programs in the NPEGEL blocks is not really 
known. The Mission feels that the gender sensitization programs should also include boys.

4 Students in a KGBV mentioned raising the height of boundary wall as a major requirement (even ahead of 
computers or other facilities) and they mentioned they feel more secure in a 'walled and protected" 
environment

5 During the Mission member's interaction with students in a classroom, the skewed sex ratio issue came up. 
While half of the boys in the classroom reported that they do not have female sibling and all girls had at least 
one or more than one male sibling. Girls reported that 'girls are considered as a burden at home”. Another 
girl, on a question as to whether she feels bad on being asked by parents to help in domestic activities while 
boys are not, reported that she doesn’t  feel bad since it happens everywhere"
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B. Bridging Social Gaps (with respect to Scheduled Caste (SC), Other Backward 
Caste (OBC), and Muslim Minority

The social gaps between the general community and that of SC, OBC and Muslim minority needs to 
be looked at not only from the point of view whether they are attending schools, but also on the 
basis of the type of schools. The D1SE data and JRM members’ estimates using NSS 66 th round 
(2 0 0 9 -1 0 ) shows that SC and OBC seems to be attending school as much as the general category  
students.

However, a deeper analysis of the issue shows the social parity is achieved without an inclusive 
nature of education. The government schools in the state predominantly serve children from the 
socially marginalized groups. This is evident from an analysis of NSS 6 6 th round (2 0 1 0 ) data which 
the mission members had a chance to analyze. As per the estimates from NSS 6 6 th round (2 0 1 0 )  
around 80%  of SC students, 55%  of OBC students and 87%  of Muslim minority attended primary 
education in a government school. However, only a fifth of the general category children attended a 
government school. Around 44%  of those who attended government schools for primary education 
w ere from SC, 36%  from OBC background and only around 20%  from were other general 
categories. On the other hand, in private schools, SC students constituted only 13% , OBC formed 
32%  and general category, 55%  of all primaiy enrolments (estimates from NSS 6 6 th round). These 
figures are highlighted here to show that the apparent social parity in government sector is mainly 
on account of the general category students moving out from the government schools6.

The state has introduced several programmes to address the social equity issues. Students from SC, 
BC and Below Poverty Line (BPL) families are provided with stipends as well. In order to encourage 
transition of SC children from primary to upper primary, free Bicycles are provided to SC children 
admitted in Class VI in schools beyond their village. While this is a welcome move, the Mission 
learns that in the previous years, funds under innovations have been exhausted on this activity. If 
the state feels that this is a useful measure, then the state should take it up as an activity to be 
funded from the state resources and institutionalize rather than keeping as an "innovation".

6 During a discussion about the issue with teachers, few teachers revealed that some of them do not admit 
their own wards in government schools (despite their assertion that government schools are equal or better 
than most private schools in terms of facilities and quality inputs) because "the children who come to schools 
these days are not from the same background as ours, and that we don’t  want them to get into wrong 
environment and spoil their behavior”
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C. Children with Special Needs (CWSN)

The identification of CWSN and their 
enrolments have been stagnant till recently, 
but as could be seen from the graph, the 
number of CWSN identified and reached out 
increased in 2 0 1 0 -1 1 . This was made 
possible through organizing health 
assessment camps at block level, in close 
coordination with the Department of Health 
and National Rural Health Mission (NRHM). 
During this, ' a first time "on spot- 
certification” was given to CWSN. The state 
has managed to enroll around 2 8 7 8 7  CWSN 
to school. However, no CWSN is covered  
under home based education. The state SSA 
has employed 105  Resource teachers, and 

100 IE volunteers to manage the IED. Special teachers reported attending 18  days orientation 
programme organized by MHRD, on the basis of which a 5 day workshop for SRG was organized for 
developing modules for CWSN. As per DISE 2 0 1 0 -1 1 ,5 9 %  schools have ramps.

D. Children in Difficult circumstances, urban /slum areas, child labor

In Haryana, in urban areas, identifying children out of school, especially those from migratory 
families from other states is a major challenge. However, state SSA has engaged with various 
departments to identify these children, especially in brick line areas and have been addressing the 
education needs of children here through Bhattasalas.

Goal 3: All Children Retained in education system
The DISE data shows that the 
apparent survival rates of 
children from Grade I-V is 
almost 95%  and transition 
from primary to upper 
primaiy are near 98% .
However, this seems to be 
quite contradictory to the 
scenario the Mission could 
see in the field. Even analysis 
of DISE enrolment shows 
that there is less enrolments 
in later grades (see graph).
Declining enrolments in 
early grades seems to be the 
reason for the misleading interpretation. The Mission feels that this issue needs to be studied in a 
much m ore intensive manner. Unfortunately, the studies carried out by SIEMAT have not 
addressed this issue in a scientific way to explain this paradox.

Grade wise enrolments in Haryana (DISE)
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Retention among older girls seems to be an issue. However, as mentioned earlier, data is not 
capturing this aspect. During the school visits, a discussion with students revealed that many girls 
drop out at upper primary level as they get engaged in domestic activities or get married. The 
dropping of girls’ share in classrooms from primary to upper primary in many schools visited by 
the Mission points to the need for looking beyond reported numbers to actual scenario in the 
classrooms.

An issue closely related to student retention is the issue of student absenteeism. Teachers reported  
that since most students in government schools come from agriculture labor families, during the 
harvest season, they are away from classrooms to help the family in the harvesting. In several cases, 
this amounts to being absent from school for longer durations, sometimes, months. In spite of this 
awareness among teachers, schools hardly displayed attendance data on their school campus, nor 
kept a regular analysis of what proportion are absent and what proportion of students are chronic 
absentees. The state needs to think about devising special strategies for these children as parents 
may continue to engage children in their home and labor activities.

Goal 4: Education of Satisfactory Quality
State vision o f  Quality: An analysis of Haryana state's overall implementation reports presented to 
JRMs (mainly desk reviews) in the last two years shows that the state has not really articulated its 
vision for quality. An analysis of activities undertaken to improve quality of education in the state 
shows that either the "visioning" exercise has not been undertaken or that the visioning exercise 
failed to address multitude of issues of quality in the system. While this may seem like an academic 
activity, the absence of a vision document on quality has its own problems, as evident from the 
quality interventions initiated in the state.

Curricular reforms: The state has developed own curriculum based on NCF 2 0 0 5  for both primary 
and upper primary level and have reviewed its text books for primary classes in 2 0 1 0 -1 1 . The state 
reported that a series of 14  multi-day workshops were held to review 18  text books with NCERT 
experts guiding them. JRM acquired and studied the textbooks used for Classes 1 to 5. Some of the 
lessons are satisfactory, but quite a few require critical analysis from the point of view of age- 
appropriate content and language. As syllabus and textbook revision is an important aspect of 
quality, Haryana should immediately start a review of its existing textbooks. A careful and analytical 
comparison between these textbooks and the NCERT’s textbooks will provide useful insights. The 
Mission feels that the textbooks could be improved with inputs from resource persons who 
developed NCERT text books and hence those experts should be involved in the review as well as 
revision processes.

Teacher availability: As per DISE figures, average PTR in the state is 30 :1 , which camouflages wide 
variations within state. An analysis of number of government of primary schools with PTR>30 
(30 :1  is the revised norms as per RTE) and PTR>40 (earlier norms for PTR was 4 0 :1 )  shows that in 
the state as a whole, half of the schools in the state has an adverse PTR of above 30, and even by the 
previous norms, a fourth of the schools had PTR above 40 . Haryana’s own estimate shows that 63%  
of government primary schools in the state have an adverse PTR of >30. Proportion of schools with 
adverse PTRs is least in Jhajjar and high in Faridabad. See graph below.
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However, the picture is skewed when we look at the proportion of schools with <20 and <10 PTR. 
For example, in Jhajjar, 50%  of schools have a PTR<20. Around 1 /4 “* of th schools in the state have 
these high concentration of teachers. This shows the highly skewed manner in which teachers are 
distributed in die state.

The Mission could see the impact of shortage of teachers in the schools with adverse PTR. In these 
schools, in spite of having good infrastructure and adequate spaces for running separate classes, 
teachers were forced to combine several grades and resort to multi-grade teaching. The average 
Student Classroom Ratio (SCR) as per DISG is close to the norms -32. DISG also reports that the 
proportion of primary schools with SCR>30 are. around 42% . However in reality, the SCRs in many 
schools are double this size.

The Mission analysis of PTR data and field visits shows that the adverse PTR is mainly due to lack of 
appropriate /  evidence based teacher redeployment and rationalization. The state has reported  
need for additional teachers, even after recruiting about 8 3 2 5  JBT teachers, 1 9 8 3  PTIs, 1995  
m asters including Math’s, science etc. The state and Centre may review the situation before any 
action is taken.

The state should be commended for carrying out the School Teachers Eligibility Test (STET) in 
which large number of JBT /B.Ed graduates participated. More than one lakh teachers qualified this 
test and are eligible to apply for teacher posts in schools. Out of them 1 3 0 0 0  are already recruited 
to meet the existing shortage.

Teacher rationalization seems to be an issue in the state. DISE data shows that a tenth of schools 
have a PTR of less than 10 and a cumulatively, 23%  government primary schools have PTR<20. 
Around 7-8%  of primary schools in the state are single teacher schools. This again needs to be 
analyzed properly. Recently due to a Court verdict, teachers who were deployed in different 
schools (other than the ones they were posted to) as part of rationalization, was asked to report 
back to their posted schools. This move has happened in the middle of an academic year, causing 
much pain and panic among students and parents as this affected teaching in schools.
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There is an issue that the teacher cadre is differentiated for primary and upper primary, with 
differential qualification (primary teachers with qualification of +2 and JBT and upper primary 
teachers with qualification of +2 and B.Ed) which is not in commensurate with the RTE Act and 
NCTE norms. The state has more composite schools at upper primary level (upper primary with 
secondary schools) and the qualification requirements of upper primary and secondary school 
teachers are same, anecdotal evidences suggest that school tend to use these teachers more to fill in 
the needs at upper primary level. This further affects teacher availability in upper primary grades.

Teacher Effectiveness: The JRM notes with concern that the state has contracted private 
players/agencies to impart in-service teacher training in the state. The state has a contract with 
Educomp and New Horizons for teacher training. The Mission had the opportunity to attend a 
couple of these training programs. It was evident that the trainers do not have the experience of 
working in government schools in rural areas. Moreover, the training programmes are focused on 
topics like motivation, CCE, and so t>n. Thus the thrust of the training seemed to be on "imparting 
information" rather than academic or pedagogic strategies. No subject-based training has been 
given in Haryana for several years. While many teachers told the Mission that they found the 
generic type of training is useful to an extent, there is a real demand for subject specific training as 
well in subjects like English, Mathematics, etc. Since the focus is more on information sharing, a lot 
of these training seem to be happening in a "trainer-centred” mode, with very little scope of group 
w ork The practical content and contextualization of training issues was unfortunately not observed 
by the Mission.

JRM fee\s that Haryana needs to reconsider its strategy for training, both in term s of providers and 
the content and method of training. There is no reason why SCERTs, DIETs and universities and 
colleges cannot be mobilized for in-service training programmes. Interactivity is an important 
dimension of training, and it is possible if training sessions are organized in small groups.

Teaching Learning Materials: The Mission could not find much TLMs in the classrooms and 
naturally, use of TLMs in the classrooms. All teachers reported receiving R s.500/- as TLM grants. 
But most teachers reported that they used it to buy pencils, markers, chalks etc. The idea of a TLM 
also did not go beyond buying charts or posters. Some teachers reported that not all children have 
necessary stationeries (pencils, note books etc) and TLM is also used in such occasion to buy these 
types of stationeries.

Availability of TLM, especially children's books for the youngest age-group (Classes 1 and 2) is a 
matter of great concern. Nowhere did the JRM see any signs of children's paintings or drawings 
being displayed on classroom walls, nor were there any functioning classroom libraries. 
Considering the excellent civil works the schools have, these findings are a m atter of concern. All 
children are receiving free text books7. While most text book deliveries happened on time, there  
were some delays by a month or so. This was mainly due to issues related to transportation of these 
text books to schools. This was also attributed to low transportation costs allocated to the activity 
as well as multiple printing presses delivering in different time periods.

Library and other facilities: Very few children reported having reading materials (newspapers, 
story bopks etc) other than text books at home. Hence the role of libraries in schools is im portant 
Every school reported having a library and students being given opportunity to choose books for 
the libraries during the book melas where the publishers come and showcase their books. This is a

7 In one of the schools visited by the Mission in Jind, a couple of teachers have got all textbooks bounded so 
that the textbooks do not get spoiled over a period of time.
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welcome initiative. However, there should be more effort at school level to ensure that students' 
reading habits are encouraged. In many schools, the new library books were safely locked inside 
the almirahs and an examination of these books showed that no student had used them8.

Computer Aided Learning (CAL): The DISE data shows that only around 29%  of upper primary 
schools have computers. However, under CAL, students mostly get to know only how to use some 
MS windows software like painting, word etc. In the nutshell, CAL doesn't really mean using 
computers as an aid in teaching and learning, but rather learning something about computers. 
Majority of teachers are also not literate in computer use9.

Classroom processes / practices: While all schools had spacious classrooms and better 
maintenance, there was gross underutilization of spaces. The classrooms were pretty much devoid 
of any display of activities by students. Girls and boys were separately sitting in rows and columns 
than in groups even in early classes. Early grades (grades 1 and 2) have furniture (age appropriate) 
for children while in most upper primary and secondary classes, students were sitting on the floor. 
By and large, m ost students in classes visited by the JRM had clean, full set of uniforms.

The spread of furniture in early grades left very little scope for any group activities within 
classrooms (though in many schools, teachers said they "grouped" children on the basis of some 
attributes). In some schools, the quality of blackboard is a concern as they are not visible to all 
children. Interestingly, in no classroom the Mission could find the grade and division as well as 
enrollment and attendance displayed on the class blackboard. In most classrooms, the lessons were 
found to be imparted in a teacher-centred, instruction oriented way. Given the high SCR /PTR in 
most schools, it was also impossible to expect teacher to impart lessons in a m ore child-centred 
manner.

Pupil Assessment Systems: The state claims that the Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation 
(CCE) has been operational in the state for last few years, and the reported developing a framework 
for implementing CCE in classrooms. The framework claims that “for the implementation of RTE, 
the CCE has been implemented at all levels of school education, i.e., secondary and elementary 
level". However, the Mission could not find any evidence of CCE happening in any classrooms 
visited, nor teachers being aware of the concept

The concept framework paper shared by the state with the JRM shows some academic issues too. 
The scholastic evaluation, as per this paper is envisaged as a combination of (a) unit tests -  4  in a 
year; (b) project work; (c)w ork book; and (d) participation in classrooms. The stipulations of unit 
tests defy the soul of a CCE -  it specifies “tests to be administered during the stipulated time span" -  
this again reduces scholastic achievement to time bound reproduction of cram  learning. The 
Mission also had a chance to look at project work being done by students. An interaction with 
students suggests that the project work mainly involves copying a lesson from the text book and. 
submitting. There was no effort to include experiential learning in project work or go beyond text 
books.

8 In an upper primary school (composite school), the Mission found that most of the new books purchased 
were those which were more appropriate to early readers and an examination of students who got it issued 
for reading showed that they w ere read by students in secondary grades!

9 In one of the teachers' in-service training program, of the 70 odd teachers present, only a couple of teachers 
reported knowing how to use computers.
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In the non-scholastic areas, evaluation guidelines need further relook. For example, in sports, the 
framework talks about awarding marks to students who participate and perform in sports events at 
state or district level. This is an unfairly system for developing sports. Students who are not able to 
participate at district level sporting events, but do engage in sporting activities in schools are given 
no recognition in this modality of CCE. Even in cultural activities, the spirit of evaluation is one 
based on competition and achievement rather than interest and involvement -  and 30%  of overall 
scores are devoted to these so called achievements in the overall system in the grades below 
elementary!!. The state has allocated Rs. 555 .35  lakh in the current years’ budget for the same.

The Mission strongly recommends a review of CCE framework developed by education experts who 
have worked on NCF 2 0 0 5  to see whether the current CCE has internalized the spirit of evaluations 
envisaged in the NCF before rolling out the CCE in its present form.

One of the concerns, apart from the low levels of learning as reported by various studies regarding 
Mathematics, Language and EVS, is the poor general/social knowledge10.

Academic Support Mechanisms: The SCERT and SIEMAT in the state are functional in the state. 
There are 17 DIETs and numerous teacher training institutions in private sector in the state. The 
SCERT is involved in curricular reforms and text book revision activities and SIEMAT carries out 
some training and research activities (about which more details are provided in REMS later in this 
report).

BRC and CRC are important structures supported by SSA. There are 119  BRCs and 1 4 8 7  CRCs in the 
state. JRM visited one BRC and met some of the CRC coordinators present there. The BRC itself is 
depleted of staff as it has only 2 out of the 7 sanctioned staff. Interaction with the BRC and CRC 
functionaries revealed that their activities are entirely administrative rather than academic. 
Moreover, the BRC had no library resources, the toilets were poorly maintained and ethos seemed 
uninspiring.

The ABRCs (name for CRCs in the state) is a heterogeneous group with some are teachers on 
deputation while others, appointed on contract basis. There are m erit and problems in both types 
of ABRCs. During the interaction with ABRCs in one BRC, some teachers on deputation said they are 
not aware of why they were chosen or on what basis. This points to a serious problem of teachers 
who were not motivated to become resource persons being forced into the job. Partly this is also 
due to the fact that the ABRCs are not quite acquainted with their roles and functions. There is a 
need to improve both quantity and quality of this group by recruiting m ore of them and providing 
appropriate training. The BRCs and ABRCs seem to be unaware of their academic functions and 
even the state has so far been using them more as "information” transm itters and administrative 
support at block and cluster level. Most BRCs did not have enough resources to support academic 
activities of teachers. In schools, teachers reported that the cluster meeting is generally attended by 
head teachers and they had no clue as to what is discussed at cluster meetings. From the 
discussions with the ABRCs, it seems that the cluster meetings are not regular and m ore often, the 
discussions are more ritualistic. The Mission feels that there is an urgent need to relook at the 
whole academic support system in the state, especially BRC/CRCs.

10 In a school, grade 8 students could not name a couple of states’ names. The school had displayed names of 
officials without specifying the place (for example. Prime Minister: Manmohan Singh, District Commissioner: 
XYZ). So when the Mission enquired students as to “which” place's PM is Mr Singh or which district’s DC is Mr. 
XYZ, students could not answer.
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Program Management
Staffing and Capacity building: At the state level, out of 142 posts, 103 are in position. At district 
level, of the 4 6 4  posts, 80  are yet to be filled, which includes 8  vacant posts of district gender 
coordinators, 5 Accountants, and 16 Junior Engineer posts. But at the BRC level, there are huge gaps 
in staff availability for various tasks. At BRC level, 41%  posts are vacant as on 3 0 th November 2011  
(1 0 8 0  out of a total of 2619  posts). These vacant posts includes 530  posts of CRCs (36%  of total 
CRC posts), 1 0 4  special teachers posts (29%  of all ST teacher posts), and all sanctions MIS and 
Accountants posts (1 1 9  and 180  posts each). This is a m atter of serious concern.
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SPIU 145 103 42
DPIU 464 384 80
BRC 2619 1539 1080
TOTAL 3228 2026 1202

The mainstream Education Department and SSA implementation society is greatly coordinated in 
the state. District Elementary Education Officers are also District Project Coordinators, thus 
ensuring convergence of district level functions. Similarly Block Education Officers are also Block 
Resource Centre Coordinators.

The Mission learned that SSA team is also managing RMSA in the state. While it is a good step in the 
direction of greater convergence, in its present form, it may pause problems as the number and 
capacity of present team is inadequate to handle the huge task at hand.

Community Mobilization and School Management: Under RTE, the state has constituted SMCs (in 
the place of earlier VECs) in all schools. JRM appreciates the appointments of SMCs according to the 
norms the State has determined. The school teachers and SMC members the Mission had a chance 
to interact reported that the current SMC system is more representative of parents and there is less 
interference by local political elements. The SMC members in general are  aw are-of the school 
maintenance grants, beautification grants, additional classroom budget etc that comes to school. 
There was also awareness of what children were supposed to get -  uniform grants, text books, and 
bicycles (under innovative activities for girls). The SMC members, especially m others reported that 
they are actively involved in deciding the expenditure of student uniforms (color, type etc). The 
SMC involvement in monitoring Mid Day Meal (MDM) preparation and distribution is also quite 
good as evident from the schools. SMC members also ensure better use of school beautification 
grants. On the other hand, they seem  to be less aware of TLM/ TLE grants. The Mission felt that the 
SMCs w ere keen interested in the affairs of the school but lacked the information and insight that 
might help them to perform their role effectively. It is clear that intensive training is required for 
SMC members.
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Civil Works: The quality of civil works in general has been good in the State. The details of civil 
works' progress for the current FY and cumulative from 20 0 3  onwards is given in the tables below.

Progress o f Civil W orks upto 3 1 s t Dec. 2 0 1 1  as approved by AWP&B 2 0 1 1 -1 2 ____________  |
§0 ; ijC- i

• 1 
,.|0 <1W

u\i1 ; Hliil ! in

1 New Schools building 8 0 1 7 123.52 53.32
2 Building less School fPl 1 0 0 1 15.44 0
3 New School building (UP) 49 0 19 30 916.3 279.85
4 Additional Classrooms 3948 43 2436 1469 15634.08 7984.58
5 Toilets (Boys & Girls) 83 7 58 18 125.33 95.04
6 Separate Girl Toilets 632 64 378 190 477.16 395.36
7 Drinking water(Urban) 167 29 99 39 46.76 39.64
8 Boundary wall 718 16 360 342 3739.34 1887.66
9 Electrifications 597 111 326 160 119.40 106.20
10 Head Master Room 2695 29 1427 1239 10672.20 5287.70
11 Ramps 2628 23 1230 1375 630.72 502.06
12 Toilets I.E./ (P.H) 650 46 373 231 357.50 271.47
Total 12176 368 6707 5101 32857.75 16902.88

[Cumulative Progress o f Civil W orks Year 2 0 0 3 -0 4  to  2 0 1 1 -1 2

1 • V y v T ( ? ? < 1Tnf'K ii
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. ■ M U : - 1 ■ .
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1 BRCs 58 68 0 3 348.00 448.74
2 CRCs 565 563 2 0 1116.50 980.91
3 New Primary Schools 691 565 65 61 2964.53 2402.26
4 Building less School [PS] 334 294 0 40 1070.24 897 .44
5 New Upper Primary Schools 1248 994 197 57 8196.64 6410.53
6 Building less School (UPS) 129 119 1 9 645.00 497.09
7 Additional Classrooms(Primary) 28145 20632 5960 1555 73677.98 58351.61
8 Toilets (Primary) 6767 6681 68 18 1162.09 1054.12
9 Separate Girl Toilet 9466 8679 595 192 3031.18 2769.87

10 Drinking water(Primary) 5512 5209 99 204 839.81 729.37
11 Boundary wall(Primary) 1219 517 360 342 3939.74 2074.22
12 Head Master's room 3612 824 1542 1246 12409.31 6825.02
13 Electrifications 9960 9474 326 160 587.55 571.41
14 Major Repair 165 110 4 51 149.99 81.91
15 Child friendly element 275 254 21 0 13.75 13.75
16 Residential Hostels 4 0 1 3 258.16 39.83
17 School Library (Primary) 7766 7766 0 0 232.98 232.98
18 School Library (Upper Primary) 4307 4307 0 0 430.70 430.7
19 Last year balance 0 0 0 0 145.68 86.93
20 Ramps 2628 23 1230 1375 630.72 502.06
21 Toilets (IE) 650 46 373 231 357.5 271.47

Total 8 3 5 0 1 6 7 1 2 5 1 0 8 4 4 5 5 4 7 1 1 2 2 0 8 .0 5 8 5 6 7 2 .2 2
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The architectural design of classrooms provides for spacious verandas which could be used in a 
multi-purpose manner. However, in the absence of a proper whole school development (WSD) 
strategy in the past, buildings/ classrooms have come up in different parts of the school premises. 
There is a serious under-utilization of available spaces for learning and teaching. In the past, there 
has been issue of wastage as well11. In several schools visited by the Mission, there w ere beautiful 
gardens and other structures in open spaces, but in many other schools, barren spaces were also 
seen. The Mission would urge the state SSA to prepare a detailed WSD plan for bringing in learning 
elements in the school. The state has also engaged a third party to evaluate the Civil works 
activities, which is a very positive sign.

District Information System fo r  Education (DISE): One of the he main tools for monitoring the 
progress in elementary education is the data emerging from school census, through DISE. However, 
the state reported problems with DISE data collection and analysis. One of the major challenges in 
data collection in the state has been the issue of coverage of private school data, especially private 
unrecognized schools. The state has made every effort to get data from private unrecognized 
schools this year and hence definitely there is an increase in the coverage of schools. The fact that 
all the MIS coordinators post at BRC level are vacant also affects timely data entry and quality of 
data collection processes. Another problem is the capacity to analyse DISE data and derive 
meaningful results.

Monitoring, Research and Evaluations: The Monitoring Institution for Haryana is Kurukshetra 
University. The research studies commissioned by Haryana SSA are carried out by SIEMAT. Last 
year (2 0 1 0 -1 1 ), four studies w ere commissioned and finished -  the four studies mainly looked at 
dropout rates and transition rates at primary and upper primary levels in five districts of the state. 
The main problem with these studies is that these studies are mainly have "verification" of 
transition and dropout rates rather than deep insightful research. Even the data collected is 
presented as a series of tables and no interpretation of data. SSA Haryana has established a unit 
within SCERT for J-PAL to do evaluations of SSA implementation. At present they are involved in an 
evaluation of Mid bay Meal Scheme.

Financial Management

Audit process: In Haryana SSA, a statutory auditor carries out annual audit for the state. For 
internal auditing on concurrent basis, 19 firms are contracted and they cover all districts, BRCs, 
CRCs and l / 3 ri schools in a year and in this way, all SMCs/ schools spending above Rs. 1 Lakh is 
covered in every three years. All the records of the l / 3 rd selected schools as well as VECs are 
checked by the internal auditors. Different fee structure exist covering for different aspects of 
internal audit (different for BRC/CRC audits as well school audits). In FY 2 0 1 0 -1 1 , 50  BRCs, 110  
CRCs and 759  schools/VECs w ere visited by the statutory auditor in the state as a whole.

11 In some schools, missions found that the additional classrooms sanctioned were constructed in a "stand
alone* manner, but in close by spaces. If these classrooms were planned adjacent to each other, the money 
spent on a wall (which could have been anywhere between 1 /1 0 *  to 1 /4*) would have saved. The authorities 
reported that they had to spent all money, so planned it as different buildings rather than two rooms in a row.
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The audit was conducted well in time in the state last year and the balance sheet for the year 2 0 1 0 
11 was completed and sent to the ministry on 9 th Nov 2011  (the due date w as November 1, 2 0 1 1 ).

Staffing and Capacity building in FM: The major issue in term s of staffing in FM departm ent is at 
the BRC level. 180  Accountants posts are currently lying vacant. In the case of the post of accounts 
officers at district headquarters (4  vacant posts), the FM personnel in the SSA office reported that in 
such situation, some other person from other department holds additional charge of this post too, 
thus not affecting the accounting.

The State is processing the recruitment of staff for appropriate posts through C-DAC (Central 
government organization for recruitment). The C-DAC has conducted written test for recruitm ent 
in the month of December. The results are available and for State level positions, interviews are  
already held. The main recruitment is for BRC level which will be taken up in this FY.

As per FM&P manual, 5 day FM&P training is mandatoiy. A 4  - day FM&P training w as held at 
Panchkula during September, 2 0 1 1 . All Accountants of State headquarters and Districts attended  
the Training. Officers from EdCIL and HQ imparted the training. MHRD conducted a a two day 
Regional Training-cum-Workshop from 9-1 0  January, 2 0 1 2  at Panchkula. Eight States including 
Haryana participated. All Accounts Officers of 21 districts and HQ attended the workshop. So in 
total, the concerned staff has received 6-day training in the current year. Besides this, monthly once 
(one day) training of Accounts Officers and Accountants of districts are also regularly held at 
Headquarter.

Modalities o f  teacher salary payment: At present,1 4 0 7 4  teachers are paid salaries by SSA. The 
state government issues sanctions for various categories and number of teacher posts under SSA. 
Teachers working under SSA are paid by drawing the salary from the treasury (from State 
government exchequer) by the respective Drawing and Disbursing Officers in the District. The 
salary then is credited into the teachers’ respective Bank account. Teacher salaries are calculated on 
the basis of sanctioned position and scale. The amount of salary is then reimbursed by SSA by 
depositing into the state treasury every 2 -3  months.

Village level accounting: Most schools visited the Mission did not have an Expenditure information 
display board. Where ever it was seen ( 4 /2 0  schools visited by the Mission), the Board has not been 
updated for more than 2 years, or not filled/ updated; in some places, it mostly had information on 
m aintenance/ beautification grants received. The SMC members seemed to be aware of some 
grants that come to the school level -  school maintenance grants, beautification grants, additional 
classroom budget etc. There was also awareness of what children w ere supposed to get -  uniform  
grants, text books, and bicycles (under innovative activities for girls). They seem to be not aw are of 
TLM/ TLE grants. School staff/ SMC members are not trained for accounting and record keeping. 
There are no printed materials distributed to school levels functionaries guiding them on how to 
maintain accounting and record keeping.

Accounting software: The state uses TALLY software for accounting purpose. At the state  
headquarters, the software has been in use since 2 0 0 4 -0 5 .2 0  districts (out of 21 ) are implementing 
/  using the TALLY system since the last two years. The manual books are not required to  be 
maintained. Those drawn from the software are audited.
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Expenditure Patterns in the state

Haryana is one of the states with high per student (enrolled in government + aided schools) 
expenditure by state government. In 2 0 0 9 -1 0 , the state on an average spent around R s.11100/- for 
elementary education. In addition, SSA spent around R s.1836 /- per student that year.

From 2 0 1 0 -1 1  onwards, the sharing pattern between Centre and state of the SSA expenditure is in 
tune with 6 5 :3 5  ratio. The AWP&B has been increasing every year (see table below). Haryana is 
entitled to get R s.4300/- Lakh from 13th Finance Commission to finance the state shares of SSA 
programme.

2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12
Sharing Pattern 60:40 60:40 60:40 65:35 65:35
AWP&B (Rs. in lacs) 35706.6 42549.76 59800.66 82979.65 119767.4
% increase in every year 2% 19% 41% 39% 44%

70000 • SSA re*eases an{* expenditures in Haryana (in Rs Lakhs)
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♦ ■ Release 16990.40 14795.92 34809.17 25830.44 32427.68 45400.00 60336.11 44361.00

—•■■■Expenditure 11401.39 19760.30 27488.93 22271.67 27275.26 40788.74 58988.34 50485.65

The analysis of quarterly expenditure patterns in the state shows that expenditure in the first two 
quarters has been improving. However, even after three quarters, only 42%  of the funds have been 
spent



An analysis of component wise data for 
the year 2 0 1 0 -1 1  for SSA shows that 
apart from Civil works, the major 
expenditure was on teacher salaries 
(new primary schools).

Activity wise Expenditure Statement of SSA (State wise)
______________________________________________________________________ (Rs. in lakhs)

S.
No. Expenditure by Activity Financial Year till date 31.3.2011 

(1.4.2010 to 31.3.2011)
Share in total 
expenditure

1 New Primary School 25306.61 40.0%

2 New Upper Primary School 0.0%
3 BRC 1816.61 2.9%
4 CRC 371.75 0.6%
5 Civil Works 15495.58 24.5%
6 Furniture for Govt UPS 0.0%
7 Toilets, Drinking Water 0.00 0.0%
8 Interventions for OOSC 1208.02 1.9%
9 Remedial Teaching 0.0%
10 Free Text Books 3861.92 6.1%
11 Innovative Activities 1951.18 3.1%
12 IED 995.73 1.6%
13 Interventions for girl children 0.0%
14 Maintenance Grants 1088.70 1.7%
15 Management & MIS & Quality (LEP) 2245.76 3.5%
16 Research & Evaluation 89.72 0.1%
17 School Grants 837.88 1.3%
18 Teacher Grants 297.97 0.5%
19 TLE 73.01 0.1%
20 Teacher Training 876.79 1.4%
21 Community Mobilisation 303.21 0.5%
22 SIEMAT 0.00 0.0%
23 Uniforms 5166.09 8.2%
24 Transportation 6.01 0.0%
25 School Library 663.68 1.0%
26 State Component 289.88 0.5%
27 NPEGEL 264.20 0.4%
28 KGBV 130.17 0.2%

Total 63340.47 100.0%

Quarterly Expenditure Trends
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INDIA 
SARVA SIKSHA ABHIYAN (SSA)

15th JOINT REVIEW MISSION

STATE REPORT: JAMMU & KASHMIR 
January 17 - 23 , 2 0 1 2

Introduction

A team  consisting of Farida Khan (GOI nominee) and Daya Ram (Consultant, W orld Bank) 
visited Jammu and Kashmir on behalf of the 15th  joint Review mission from January 17th  2 0 1 2  
to January 23rd  2 0 1 2 . Mr. Adil Rasheed (TSG, MHRD) accom panied the JRM as an observer.

A meeting w as held with the State Project Office officials w here the State Education 
Commissioner, the State Project Director, the Director State Institute of Education, Jammu and 
several other officials of.the SPO w ere present. The State team  made a presentation giving an 
overview of the present status of the SSA program m e in Jammu and Kashmir, which was 
followed by discussions.

The team  visited the two districts of Udhampur and Samba and m et with the DCs, the Chief 
Education Officers, Zonal Education Officers, District Program m e Coordinators, accounts staff, a 
team of JEs, ZRPs . W e were accompanied by Mr. Kaul, Mr. Jain and Mr.. Singh from SPO during 
our visits to the field. In each district members visited several prim ary and Middle Schools, a 
Seasonal and a Mobile School, a ZRC and a DIET and a CAL training centre. Efforts w ere made to 
m eet and interact with children, teachers, parents, VEC m em bers and other community 
members.

The mission m em bers express their sincere thanks to  Ms.Naseem Lankar, Commissioner cum  
Secretary School Education, J&K, Ms. Yasha Mudgal, SPD, SSA Society J&K and all m em bers of the 
SPO for facilitating our visit The m em bers also wish to thank Mr. P. Pole DC Udhampur, Mr. 
Mubarik Singh, DC Chamba and the m em bers of the district and Sub- district SSA team s for all 
the operational support, necessary information and their valuable assistance throughout the 
visit We are grateful to the teachers, parents, community m em bers and children th at w e m et for 
their co-operation and willing assistance.

The visit of the team  had to be confined to the Jammu region since a m ajority of the schools 
remain closed during the winter months and a large part of the state  is inaccessible. Moreover, 
in the course of the present review, heavy snowfall and rains in the concerned region made it 
impossible to access schools and unfortunately also the only KGBV that w as available within the 
region.

Overview

The state of J&K has certain distinct characteristics which affect its education system  and 
therefore need to be highlighted at the outset:
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The three different regions of Ladakh, Kashmir and Jammu are geographically separated  
from each other but also distinctly different in term s of language, religious affiliations 
and other cultural and social indicators.

• The seat of governm ent and all governmental departm ent functionaries of the state level 
move between the tw o  state capitals of S rin ag ar and Jam m u on a six monthly basis.

• Due to climatic variations the state also has two different school calendars, one ending 
in October and the other in March.

Kev Observations and Recommendations

Jammu and Kashmir has been through a difficult period both politically and socially over the 
past couple of decades and the educational process has been subjected to severe disruption. In 
the face of these challenges, the progress made in the areas of school infrastructure and 
provision of teachers in the school is commendable. Quantitative indicators have shown 
remarkable progress in the areas of student enrolment, availability of schools, participation of 
girls, and up-gradation of the physical infrastructure. The Teacher Pupil Ratios in the state are 
extrem ely favourable, probably the best in the country. With this extended network of schools, 
adequate infrastructure, and the availability of teachers, adm inistrators and all levels of support 
structures, it is now im perative that the state directs its attention tow ards effective utilisation 
of these resources to ensure quality of education. Acknowledging this positive situation the 
Mission recom m ends the following;

1 . Access and Enrolm ent - Though 9 1 %  habitations are served by the prim ary schools, 2 ,481  
habitations still rem ains un-served. Out of these 3 9 7  are eligible for getting prim ary  
schools and sanction for which w as made this year. None of these schools have been 
started this year so far. State needs to take concrete and concerted steps to ensure access for  
children in the rest o f  the little over 2,000 habitations which are scattered, pretty small and 
located in hilly areas. Various options like facilities of residential schools or transport 
facilities need to be explored. To identify the need of rem ote habitations the state needs to 
initiate community centred school mapping exercise at'the e a rlie s t.'

2. The total number of children reported out of school is very small but the GER, NER figures 
for prim ary and Middle Schools available contradicts this low OOS children figure. No 
system atic record is available for OOS Children. State needs to undertake a house hold 
survey exercise to identify those children and child tracking system also need to be put in 
place to ensure universal enrolment and retention. Special trainings for OOS children has 
not begun so far and th ere is a lack of orientation and capacity in the SSA J&K in dealing 
with difficult to reach categories of children. Near absence of CSOs/NGOs in the state also 
deprive them from the exposure with initiatives undertaken by these groups in other 
states. State also needs to develop expertise in its various institutions, to deal with the issues 
o f children belonging to various categories o f  difficult to reach children.

3. The state has done a commendable job in ensuring timely distribution of textbooks and 
stipends to children. School Uniforms to girls and other eligible children need attention  

. and the GOI and the state  together need to review the situation and rem ove bottlenecks 
tow ards distribution of uniforms.

4. The Mid Day Meal schem e is working efficiently; food is of good quality, kitchens are  
hygienic and well equipped and all children are eating the meals. Teachers, parents and
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VEC members were all unanimous that MDM provision has helped in improving school 
attendance.

5. The system now heeds to move beyond availability of teachers and improved physical 
infrastructure and to focus upon the quality of teaching and learning. Given the w ealth of 
data and research evidence and m aterials available in all areas of education, teachers and 
academic support persons need some form of continuing support to upgrade their 
disciplinary knowledge; their expertise in areas of pedagogy, curriculum, classroom  
management; and an aw areness of the social contexts of schooling.

6. To make print and other forms of learning m aterials available to children and resource  
materials available to teachers. Libraries housing both books and video and audio 
materials which can be adequately utilized will enhance children's learning as well as 
motivation.

7. In spite of the favourable PTR ratio the current practice of allocating teachers to subjects 
rather than grades starting from grade one increases the class size w here a teach er for 
each grade is not available. Grade-wise teaching, at least in the initial classes is 
recommended to reduce the load of multi-grade teaching.

8. The use of English as a medium of instruction needs to be seriously re-considered, 
although it has been reported that the State is in the process of re-thinking the policy. 
Children need to have a minimum context of understanding and level of exposure to be 
able to communicate in the language. Children also need to  be socialised into schooling. 
Doing this through an unfamiliar medium makes the subject m atter of the classroom  an 
alienating exercise that goes totally against the current effort to make the advent into 
school a meaningful and enriching experience.

9. Troubled circum stances in the state and the disruptions in the lives of people has put 
severe restrictions on avenues of interaction and exposure for teachers, students and other 
functionaries in the educational system. The state may need to  take special m easures to  
provide opportunities for functionaries at all levels to have sh ort term  as well as sustained  
contact with institutions/groups/areas w here innovative thinking and experim ents in 
education are being tested and implemented.

The Mission feels that there is an urgent need to train and sensitise functionaries at all 
levels, including teachers tow ards a better understanding of the issues related to all special 
categories w hether it is women, children with special needs, SC/STs or minorities. T h e re  
is a  serio u s p ro b lem  w ith  th e  w ay th a t th e  issue o f exclu sio n  a t  all levels h as b een  
con ceptualized  an d  this d o es n o t apply only to  J&K. R a th e r  th an  view ing it a s  a  
com plex social issu e th a t n eed s un d erstan d in g  and re so lu tio n  a t  a  v a rie ty  o f levels, it 
is seen  as  a  “problem '' th a t can  be fixed by efficient m ech an ica l m ean s. T h e p re fe rre d  
m ean s of ad d ressin g  th e issue is th rou gh  w ork sh op s, s h o rt te rm  tra in in g  and  
acquiring specific 'skills'. The mission is hesitant to prescribe any quick solutions but 
suggests that it will require thoughtful exposure, training and extended engagement. There 
are several specialised groups working in these areas across the country, from within and 
outside the educational establishment, with whom linkages should be initiated to w ork out 
a well considered program m e for intervention.

10 . Although well staffed, the functioning and utilisation of DIET resources needs to be re
organised considerably_The present system  seems to overlook the specific functions and
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requirem ents of the DIET faculty, which is an im portant resource centre for teacher 
education and development. Hence faculty needs to be carefully selected, well motivated  
and adequately trained. The practice of recruiting a special cadre for DIETs, as is the 
practice in som e states may be useful. The present D.Ed course needs to be re-structured  
and radically revised to conform to the goals set out in the SSA.

11. A very substantial number of posts are vacant at different levels. Immediate steps are  
required to fill up these vacancies to ensure that the state is able to m eet its physical and 
financial targets.

12. Training needs of functionaries dealing with different program m e component, especially 
those dealing with special training, community institutions, assessm ent of children's 
learning, to be assessed and a system atic capacity building plan to be m ade including 
exposure visits to relevant program m es in different states. MHRD, GOI and TSG should 
facilitate/ support in planning and implementation of capacity building activities of the 
state.

13. To ensure meaningful involvement of community institutions in school processes, 
processes of constituting VECs, its membership and training require special attention. 
Current practice of 'nominations of VEC m em bers by HMs and making m andatory  
consultation with local MLAs', need to be reviewed and a dem ocratic and transparent 
process of VEC constitution, giving better representation to parents and other 
marginalised sections of the community need to be evolved and put in practice. W ith the 
new Panchayat institutions in place, developing interface betw een community institutions 
and PRI should be given due attention. Ensuring public display of expenditure in school 
will be an im portant step tow ards bringing accountability and transparency in the school 
processes.

14. Civil w ork is generally delayed. Backlogs not only of the previous years but som e are m ore  
than a year old, are being cleared- This delay has been resulting in cost escalation and VECs 
refusal to  undertake construction at the old rate. There are many posts of AEs and JEs still 
v acan t The state need to expedite the process of recruitm ent to ensure that backlogs are  
cleared. Provisions of ram ps to be ensured in all schools. i

15 . There seem s to be confusion in the state about having m ore than one SOR, for the state to 
be able to cover their differing labour costs in different areas of the state  GOI may issue 
necessary communications or take any other necessary steps to bring clarity on this issue.

16 . Use of accounting softw are at the levels below the SPO needs attention. Audit processes of 
VEC expenditure needs stream  lining.

17. The RTE Act 2 0 0 9  is not applicable for the state of J&K. The state has enacted J&K 
Compulsory Education Act 2 0 0 2 . The ACT will require greater specifications to ensure 
community participation, social exclusion and quality of schooling. The Mission feels that A 
review of the J&K Compulsory Education Act in the light of the current debates within the 
civil society and educationists both within and outside the country m ay help the state  in 
achieving its goals.

18 . The recent practice of bifurcating capital and general grant restricts states' flexibility in the 
use of funds. A state like J&K which has different school calendars for the tw o regions due 
to  different w eather conditions, require lot of flexibility in use of grants. While in one part 
of the state civil w ork can be possible, in other parts probably it would be appropriate time
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for teacher training. For example the second release made to the state has been earm arked  
for only capital expenditure while the state require fund for other activities. GOI m ay need 
to look into this issue and find appropriate solution to the genuine problem of the state.
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Goal 1: Access and Enrolm ent

Around 9 1 %  habitations are served by the prim ary schools as per the DISEdatee 2 ,481  
habitations still remains un-served. Out of these 3 9 7  are eligible for getting prim ary schools and 
sanction for the sam e was given during the year 2 0 1 1 -1 2 . None of these schools have been 
started  this year so far. Children in the rest of the about 2 ,0 0 0  habitations have to be covered  
either through residential schools or transport facilities need to be provided for them . These are 
scattered  and pretty small located in hilly areas. So far no progress has been made tow ards this 
during this year.

The state has a uniform norm of 3 0 0  populations for providing prim ary schools for all 
habitations unlike other states w here relaxed norms exist for the hilly and tribal reasons. Large 
num ber of habitations which have population less than 3 0 0  will be left w ithout access to 
prim ary schools. . Possibilities of using residential school facilities, transport and escort 
facilities have not been explored There does not seem  to be a clear time fram e decided by the 
state on ensuring universal access

In regard to ensuring universal access for upper- prim ary schools 9 3 .1 %  habitations are served  
by Upper Prim ary Schools as per the norms. There are 1 ,8 9 0  habitations in which children are 
yet to get access to UPS. Up-gradation of 3 3 0  schools was sanctioned during this year, which is 
to  get operationalised. There will be about 1 5 0 0  habitations still left w ithout access to 
UPS,where again the state does not have any plan for this and the norm s are difficult 
Maintaining 1 :3  ratio and 3km norm s if there are minimum 2 5  children to join grade 6, a school 
is upgraded into UPS.

The state has been thinking of using GISS for mapping of schools but they will require 
permission for doing so from the arm y as well as some other agencies. The JRM recom m ends 
that the state Norms for opening schools and upgrading schools be reviewed and relaxed for the 
areas which are hilly and sparsely populated. The state also needs to  set a deadline for ensuring 
universal access to  prim ary and upper prim ary schools and to  explore possibilities of residential 
schools and transport facilities for children living in small dispersed habitations.

As per the state report only 3 6 ,2 8 1  children (less than 2% ) of the elem entary school age are out 
o f school. The NER at the prim ary level (9 5 .3 3 ) suggests that the OOS children figure is highly 
underestimated. Field visits also bear this fact of underestimation. VECs are supposed to keep 
Village Education Register which should have names and number of OOS. But in no school and 
with no VEC this record w as available. From the field visits it looks that no HHS has been 
undertaken and no record is available at the village level. The basis of this figure for OOS is not 
clear. The state w as to  undertake household survey to identify out of school children which is 
yet to be initiated The state w as also suppose to study the child tracking system  of W est Bengal 
and initiate action for the sam e. But so far it still remains an activity to be taken up.

For the year 2 0 1 1 -1 2 , a total of 3 2 ,2 4 9  OOS children (6 2 7 2  children under Mobile school/NRBC- 
1 ,1 0 ,2 3 5  children under Tent school/ NRBC-II and 1 5 ,7 4 2  children w ere to be covered under 
Platform Schools/NRBC-III.) w ere proposed to be covered and an am ount of 1 7 0 7 .1 5  lacs w ere  
sanctioned. The physical and financial progress shown QPR -HI shows that so far no progress 
has been made in this regard.

Recommendations

The Mission suggests that the Household survey has to be initiated at the earliest and the child 
tracking system  needs to be put in place. The Mission also suggests that the GOI/TSG make a



special effort to facilitate exposure visits and capacity buildings of the functionaries in this 
respect.

Goal II: Bridging Gender and Social Gaps

G ender

Enrolment of girls remains at 4 7 .7 8  at the elem entary level, slightly low er than the national 
average. The NER for girls in 2 0 1 0 -2 0 1 1  was 78 .73  for prim ary level and 7 2 .9 0  at the upper 
prim ary level. Survival rate at prim ary level is 8 2 .3 7  and transition rate  to upper prim ary is 
90 .30% . Both these are slightly higher than the national average.

The gender parity index for classes 1 to V has remained at .90  as com pared to the national 
average of 9 4 , and moved from 84  to 8 7  at the UPR level.

Under the SSA both the NPEGEL program m e and the KGBV schem e are in operation.

• Number of girls covered under NPEGEL in 2 0 1 1 -2 0 1 2  is 1 8 9 0 5  The program m e is being 
implemented in 5 7 8  Model Cluster Schools of 1 0 9  EBBs in 2 0  Districts.

• Activities conducted under NPEGEL include vocational /  skill development, health & 
hygiene camps, Quiz competition, Sports Mela and exposure visits are reported to have 
been carried out.

Of the 9 9  KGBVs sanctioned, 95  KGBVs are operational but presently functioning in rented  
accom m odation. The construction of only 12 KGBVs has been completed. The total enrolm ent of 
girls in classes 1 to 5 in KGBVs of Model I and II is 4 9 1 1 . The groups covered under this schem e  
includes SC, ST, SC and BPL. 4 0 %  of the total enrolment consists of girls from the ST category

O b servation s: Unfortunately the scheduled visit to the KGBV had to be cancelled due to  
inclement w eather and no other KGBV w as available for observation. There w as also no 
occasion to visit any school or activities conducted under NPEGEL. Although the num ber of girls 
in the observed schools w as larger than that of boys, there seem s to  be little aw areness of 
problems that girls encounter in educational settings. Although routine trainings are mentioned, 
the focus is on enrolment and retention. Of the activities initiated under NPEGEL, vocational 
training in a routine stereotypical mode seem s to be the practice.

There is no special provision for Muslim girls Discussions revealed that the provision of 
financial incentives to Muslim girls is a not a viable option due to the large num bers that com e 
under the category. The state seem s not to have been able to find innovative ways of utilizing 
funds for this purpose.

Recommendations

• Gender sensitization is an urgent need at all levels. Given the level of understanding and the 
lack of other activities in the state, som e form of sustained interaction with experts needs 
to be initiated.

• Materials and literature on gender and gender sensitization should be supplied at district, 
block and zonal levels, along with support for accessing the materials.

• Some form of exchange and interaction with national level groups working in education  
and gender needs to be facilitated
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• Special attention be devoted to gender issues in other disadvantaged groups

Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe:

Enrolm ent percentage of S c / St population in grades 1 to Vlll is higher than the proportion of 
their population in the state.

SC - %  of population (2 0 0 1  census) 7 .60

Enrolm ent classes 1 to Vlll: 8 .42 , of which 4 6 .7 2  are girls.

ST -% of population (2 0 0 1  census) 10 .90

Proportion Enrolm ent classes 1 to  Vlll -1 4 .6 4 , of which girls constitute 4 5 .8 6 %

Observations:

Although the numbers of both scheduled caste and scheduled tribe children coming into schools 
has increased considerably, and special provisions are  making this possible, the conceptual 
problems and recom m endations cited for gender are equally applicable here. This problem is 
exacerbated by the fact that community participation and mobilization structures are weak. For 
example there is very little information about scholarship schem es, em ploym ent avenues and 
special program m es among students, parents and som etim es even teachers.

Muslim Minority:

Although the state has a Muslim majority, a decision to treat Muslims in the State as a minority 
has been taken based on indices for development etc. However, logistics of how funds can be 
utilized for this purpose have not been worked o u t

Recommendations:

• Criteria such as income levels, income and educational levels o f  parents, developmental 
indices o f  habitations etc could be used to identify children fo r  incentives to be targeted 
under the SSA programme

Children with Special Needs (CWSN)

There are 2 2 ,8 6 6  children of 6  to 1 4  years enrolled in schools out of a reported total of 2 6 ,8 7 0  
children with special needs (1 .3 2 % ).

2 resource persons per district have been identified for CWSN and 7 1 4 0  children have been 
provided with physical support devices of some s o rt

A 9 0  day foundation course has been given to 7 8  teachers and 9 1 8 2  teachers w ere given a one 
day training in Inclusive education as part of a capacity building program m e. The State also 
reports having conducted for CWSN which included VECs, ZEOs ZEPOs District Coordinators etc. 
in m ost districts.

There is a proposal to appoint resource teachers with a requisite RCI approved qualifications 
but to date no such appointm ent seem s to have been made.

Observations:
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No child with special needs was enrolled in any of the schools, no special facilities for CWSN 
were seen to be in place in the schools visited although trainings are reported as is the 
distribution of support devices. There was little evidence of aw areness among officials and 
teachers of the presence of such children within the community or of necessary m eans of 
identifying them. Although the need for training teachers was m entioned no details or 
knowledge of this training was available.

Recommendations:

• Systematic identification and documentation of CWSN to be initiated

• Training of resource persons at all zonal levels to be carried  out immediately

• Review of the training modules in use with the help of experts in the area of CWSN

Migrants:

The major migrant community in J&K are the Bakarwals who com prise a large part of the ST 
population in the State. Under an earlier schem e of the GOVT of J&K the m igrant communities 
w ere entitled to mobile schools which are being discontinued under the SSA schem e and have 
been replaced by Seasonal Schools.

Observations:

Community members expressed a preference for mobile schools for a variety of reasons, chief 
among them being the continuity of teaching staff. Communities had varying reactions to  the 
proposal of establishing residential schools.

Recommendations:

• More sustained community dialogue and mobilization needs to be carried out to clarify the 
problem o f the mobile vs. the seasonal schools and the feasibility o f  residential schools 
needs to be explored, at least at the level o f  UPSs.

Urban Deprived: there was a plan to cover Urban Deprived Children in the tw o capital cities of 
Jammu and Srinagar and also some w ork with platform children, the w ork has not started , even 
the survey w ork is yet to s ta r t  The state will need support in term s of training and exposure to  
be able to understand the nuances of the w ork with UDC.

Goal III: All Children Retained in Elem entary Education till 
completion

Average dropout rate at the prim aiy school level is 5%  although there are inconsistencies in the 
Dice data. Retention Rates: Retention at prim ary level is 8 6 .3 7  and transition rate is overall 
9 0 .8 4

Transition Rates: Transition rate for boys is 9 '1 .3 2  and 9 0 .3 0  for girls.

Observations:

No system atic statistics of attendance rates w ere available and there seem s to be no sustained  
effort to study, analyze or explore qualitative issues regarding attendance, and the contexts and 
conditions of learning and teaching. Some research material provided by the SPO refers to 
attendance as a disciplinary issue and refers to disciplining and m onitoring to avoid student and
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teacher absenteeism. Retention is viewed primarily as linked to the physical infrastructure  
While the physical infrastructure is extrem ely im portant to create a conducive learning 
environment, it,is the quality of interactions, and the nature of the teaching-learning process 
that is ultimately the critical component of schooling and education. There is little aw areness of 
the im portant link of retention with the quality of schooling and other social factors

The efficient functioning of the midday meal schem e has been a major incentive of bringing 
children to schools as has the improved infrastructure. The provision of furniture, upkeep of 
buildings and increased teacher strength are all factors th at are cited by the community and the 
establishm ent

Recommendations:

• Better documentation of retention rates and demographic data of students,

• Qualitative studies of the conditions of schools and their social and physical composition, 
both inhigh retention as well as low retention clusters need to be initiated for a better 
analysis of the issue.

• Use of these data in planning, allocation and training

Goal IV: Quality

Curriculum, pedagogy, text books, TLM, Teacher Training

Curriculum revision in the State is the m andate of the Board of Secondary Education, and a list 
of academ ic experts associated with i t  School textbooks in J&K w ere last revised betw een 2 0 0 8  
and 2 0 1 0 .

The State of jammu and. Kashmir has taken a decision to make English the medium of learning in 
all governm ent schools. The basis of this policy decision is not clear, neither is it backed by any 
academ ic analysis, discussion or evidence. Although no system atic evaluation of its im pact has 
been carried out, there is som e aw areness of the problems arising from it and a there is a 
proposal to review i t  The policy is bound to be detrim ental to learning and th e quality of 
classroom  interactions. Teaching has becom e totally textbook centred and rote learning is the 
only means of engaging with the textbook m aterials for a m ajority of the students in 
governm ent schools, given that a large proportion are likely to be first generation learners with 
scant access to resources outside of schools.

Curriculum resources other than textbooks were rare and although some schools have a 
resource room and som e materials w ere displayed the use of these w as not apparent and there  
seem s to be little integration between the text and these materials.

Library facilities w ere not in evidence in any of the schools and this w as mentioned as a lacuna 
by the state team.

Computer rooms are in place in several schools and the resource centres and trainings are  in 
progress. The use of com puters in classroom  learning however, seem s not to be operational. 
Putting in place a cadre of trained persons with specific CAL skills along with an adequate 
understanding of pedagogy will take time, and will need considerable planning.

Teacher Training and academic support systems:
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During 2 0 1 1 -1 2 , 8 7 0 4  teachers received in-service teacher training out of a target of 6 2 5 8 7 .  
Training is also carried out for various district and zone level functionaries and m aster trainers. 
A proposal to train 1 9 8 9 4  teachers through the distance mode at IGNOU w as put forward but 
could not be implemented in 2 0 1 0  -11  due to problems in enrolm ent at IGNf)U.

A grant for teaching learning materials is also available to teachers and is routinely disbursed.

Support is available in the form of BRCs, CRCs and ZRCs. However, all posts at the present 
moment are lying vacant following a decision taken in July 2 0 1 1  to recall all personnel at these 
levels and to make fresh appointments but this process has not been com pleted till date. By and 
large a m ajor part of the functioning of support staff pertains to adm inistrative rath er than 
academic m atters.

Observations:

The state norm s for teacher recruitm ent at the elem entary level do not stipulate any form of 
professional teacher training. There is little standardization or rationalization of teacher 
qualifications, teacher education or certification. Several in-service training program m es are  
carried out at the district and state levels for teachers at all levels. The program m es cater to 
training teachers in pedagogic techniques, use of TLMs and a variety of issues flagged by the SSA 
such as gender training, working with CWSN etc. Recruitment is done on the basis of marks 
(referred to as merit) and although the DIET conducts a one year D.Ed program m e and teachers  
can be seconded to it, there is little motivation for teachers to enroll. The D.Ed syllabus needs 
revising and updating.

Elem entary level teaching is obviously not viewed as a specialization that needs training and the 
results of this are obvious at every level. The DIETs are fully staffed but in a general state  of 
apathy. Seconding to the DIETs is agian done in an adhoc m anner w ithout taking into account 
the qualifications, interest or specialization of the faculty. DIET faculty is selected from the pool 
of high school teachers and Principals, all of whom have little experience of o r m otivation to  
reflect on elem entary education. Appointment to the DIET is usually considered a punishment 
posting.

Field observations were disappointing, and teachers w ere observed to  be following very  
traditional teaching methods. Teaching is largely textbook and content oriented and although 
mention w as often made of TLMs, they w ere not to be seen and there w as little understanding of 
how they could be used. Teachers w ere well meaning and sym pathetic but there w as no 
indication of any innovative techniques nor did they dem onstrate any special insights into 
children’s learning. There seem s to be general lack of understanding of children's cognitive 
capacities, the processes of learning and adequate pedagogical techniques for young children. In 
the many interactions with teachers and children, there w as little evidence of teachers' 
understanding how children learn or of how pedagogy can be adapted to  children's ways.

During the course of our visits and observations in the classroom s, it w as obvious that the use of 
English as medium of instruction is proving to be a major source of confusion and difficulty at 
several levels.. There is little understanding of the implications of com m unication and meaning 
making in the process of learning, although teachers and parents by and large endorsed the use 
of English, claiming that the early introduction of English w as likely to make students fluent,. 
This is an im portant issue that has been widely discussed and researched  and cannot be 
covered here. It is however im portant to note that although children w ere able to "read" the 
English alphabet and to reproduce large portions of text, there w as little understanding. 
Children are thus becoming adept at mugging up answers that they barely understand. Rote 
learning is being re-inforced and rew arded by the system and teaching and learning are getting
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shaped by the compulsion to "learn” textbook material with very little comprehension, or any 
space for knowledge construction, either at a personal or a social level.

Recommenda tions

• Some form of pre-service training needs to be made m andatory

• the BRCs, CRCs and ZRCs need to be strengthened and the posts lying vacant to be filled 
with utm ost urgency,

• Resource persons to be given adequate orientation and training to equip them  for 
academ ic support

• DIETs need to be strengthened since these are nodal institutions for elem entary school 
training and support

• In-service teacher training courses need to  be reviewed and longer term  specialised 
training to be considered

• As in other areas, teachers and academic support staff need to interact with other areas 
and institutions w here research and training on elem entary schooling is a concern. The
B.El.Ed model of teacher education of Delhi University, along with other models of 
elem entary education could be considered in collaboration with the many universities in 
the state. •

• Collaboration with departm ents and colleges of education could be considered for 
training and support

Program m e M anagem ent

Status of staffing at State. District. Block, and Cluster levels.

Out o f the total 8 8  posts sanctioned a t the SPO level 33  rem ains v acan t Major vacancy is in' 
research  assistant (8)and the Program m e Assistants(6). 2 positions of Account Assistants are 
also v acan t All other key positions have been field ups

At district, sub-district and below sub district levels out of the total sanctioned posts Out of the 
total 2 6 6 2  sanctioned positions 2 4 1 4  positions are v acan t 2 0 0 0  posts of BRP and CRP are  
vacant because the state governm ent decided to repatriate the existing BRP/CRP.

1 1 9  posts of MIS Coordinator and Data Entry Operator - one for each CD block and 2 0 0  posts of 
Accountant- one for each Educational zone have been approved under Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan 
Supplementary Plan 2 0 1 0 -1 1 .

The process for filling up the vacant positions has been initiated. The screening /  short listing 
com m ittees have been constituted for the posts of Assistant Engineer, Junior Engineer, Assistant 
Program m er and Auditor. The interviews for these posts may start in the last week of 
December, 2 0 1 1  and the posts shall be filled up by the end of financial year.

Recommendations:

Selection process for BRP/CRP is yet to begin. This has to be done at the earliest to ensure that 
academ ic support to  the schools does not suffer.

Civil Works
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Civil work is generally delayed by a year . They are still clearing backlogs not only of the 
previous years but some backlogs are m ore than a year old. There are many posts of AEs and JEs 
still vacan t State has initiated process of recruitm ent but interviews are yet to take place, they 
need to expedite the whole process of recruitm ent

Non-availability of timber has been identified as the main reason for delay in construction. The 
clearance for buying tim ber from open m arket has been obtained from the state governm ent 
and they should be able to complete the backlog of construction. The state needs to take special 
measures to complete pending civil w o rk  Delay in construction has been also resulting in 
escalation costs and VECs have been hesitant in undertaking construction at the previous year 
rate. Apart from this no provision for differential rate for rem ote areas has been kept. 
Transportation cost in rem ote hilly areas is much higher since they can use only head load and 
Mule for transport. VECs in rem ote areas find it difficult to complete construction on the sam e  
cost meant for plain areas. There is hesitation in undertaking construction by the VECs in 
rem ote areas because cost is not sufficient.

Under repair maintenance grant, school buildings have been painted but no repair has been  
undertaken. Many buildings need repair mainly because of seepage.

Data and Monitoring Systems-

D1SE is operational in all the districts of the state. The DISE data for the year 2 0 1 0 -1 1  has been 
completed and submitted to the NUEPA. 5%  sample check has also been conducted by the  
Directorate of Economics and Statistics J&K which stand submitted to MHRD and NUEPA. The 
D\SE data in respect of 2 0 1 1 -1 2  is being collected and shall be submitted to NUEPA.

Use of data.

Data generated in the shape of DISE is used primarily in the formulation of Annual W ork Plan. 
Also the said data is being studied by the research scholars of universities of Jammu and 
Kashmir.

Degree of decentralization: delegation of power: functional autonomy.

The State Project Director has been bestowed with pow ers as per the society rules for the 
implementation of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan in the state of J&K. The pow ers of SPO are well 
defined in the society rules. At the district level and sub-district level, Chief Education Officers 
and Zonal Education Officers are the Chairman of District Implementation Committee and 
Chairman Zonal Education Committees, respectively. They have also been delegated the pow er 
as per society rules. Therefore, the society has functional autonomy.

To ensure meaningful involvement of community institutions in school processes, processes of 
constituting VECs, its membership and training require special attention.

Recommendations

Current practice of 'nominations of VEC m em bers by HMs and making m andatory consultation  
with local MLAs', need to be reviewed and a dem ocratic and transparent process of VEC 
constitution, giving better representation to parents and other marginalised sections of the 
community need to be evolved and put in practice. With the new Panchayat institutions in 
place , developing interface between community institutions and PRI should be given due 
attention. Ensuring public display of expenditure in school will be an im portant step tow ards 
bringing accountability and transparency in the school processes.
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Financial M anagem ent and Procurem ent

Financial procurement procedure:

The state reports that the procurem ent of all the items related to the schools are procured the 
VEC concerned on the basis of the requirement of the school after observing the instruction /  
guideline issued from time to time. Computer system s along with accessories for computer- 
aided learning are procured a t the central level through DGS&D depending upon availability of 
the funds. Mostly these are  procured in the last quarter of the financial year.

Status of Audit Report:

The Audit reports upto 2 0 0 9 -1 0  stands already submitted. There is only one audit firm selected  
by the state for carrying out all levels of audits. Steps are being taken to  appoint Audit Firm s at 
district level as well to ensure proper and timely audit of the expenditure. It will also m eet the 
third party audit requirem ent of civil w o rk  Currently VEC expenditure is audited on sample 
basis, as the guidelines require all expenditure above one lakhs need to be audited.

Recommendations

State needs to expedite the process o f auditors and audit firm appointment 

Status on implementation of FMP Manual:

The manual is being followed in addition to the society rules.

Status of accounts staffing /  training:

The status of accounts staff at the state level is as under:Accounts Officer -  One,AAO -- 2, 
Accountant- One, Sr. Auditor -  two ( one filled and one vacant). Cashier -  One.

Functioning of Internal Audit System

The internal audit system  is already in place. The duties of Sr. Auditors are well defined in the 
Society regulation. However, the posts of auditors created at District level are also being filled 
up for furtherance of effectiveness of internal au d it
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INDIA
SARVA SIKSHA ABHIYAN [SSA]

1 5 th JOINT REVIEW MISSION

STATE REPORT: KERALA 
January 17 - 2 3 , 2012

1.1 Introduction

The review mission consisted of Rajaram S. Sharma, GOI Nominee (and Toby Linden, 
(World Bank), who could not attend). Mr. Pram od Tiwari, Director, MHRD accom panied  
the Mission as an Observer. The mission visited Thiruvananthapuram  and the districts of 
Mallapuram and Kozhikode between 16  -  23  January, 2 0 1 2 .

At Thiruvanathapuram, the mission m et with the State Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) 
team  headed by the State Project Director and was presented an overall picture of the  
States activities, achievements, challenges and progress. The m eeting w as also attended by 
the Secretary of Education, Government of Kerala. The mission visited the SCERT, 
IT@Schools and-met with officials of the SIEMAT. *

The mission then visited the districts of Mallapuram and Kozhikode. The visits included a 
num ber of institutions ranging from Block and District Panchayat offices, Multi Grade 
Learning Centres, Lower Prim ary Schools, Upper Prim ary Schools, Block Resource 
Centres, District Institutes of Education and Training, State Project Offices of the SSA and 
Therapy Centres for Children with Special Needs.

The mission notes the stark differences between the State of Kerala and the rest of the 
country on a variety of param eters. This shall rem ain unique in many ways and continue 
to provide an edge to the Kerala team  in its endeavour to ensure an equitable education to 
its children. Particularly notew orthy is its community participation and grassroots 
democratic processes, which can propel and sustain the m ovem ent. The State, however 
cannot afford to rest on these laurels, but leverage the opportunity it provides to 
consolidate the gains and bridge the remaining gaps.

The mission places on record its sincere appreciation of the efforts of the State Project 
Team, headed by Sh. K M Ramanandan, SPD and Sh. L. Rajan, Additional SPD, the District 
Project Team of Mallapuram, headed by Sh. E P Muhammed M uneer and the District 
Project Team of Kozhikode, headed by Smt. P Gauri. The entire team  accom panied the 
mission and faciliated the mission's interactions with a variety of functionaries, trainers, 
teachers, parents and children. The presence of team  m em bers at various levels 
throughout the visits provided valuable insights in support of the observations and helped 
account for the attainments and gaps. Interactions on the sidelines of the visits have 
enabled gleaning out the recom m endations and suggestions made in the report.
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1.2 Overview and Key Issues

Supported by a culturally vibrant society, strong focal self governments, and a keenness 
among the people for econom ic and social upliftment, the State of Kerala has been 
successful in putting together a system of delivery of education which will remain a 
hallmark. A case in point is the annual State School Youth Festival, Kalotsavam, which in its 
fifty second edition this year. The festival attracts participation of over 2 0 0  students from 
each district, selected through processes at the school, sub-district and district levels. The 
State organises a series of such events (see list in annexure 2).

The State Educational reform s process has also benefited from the participation of people 
from all walks of life. The current genre of curricular materials and classroom process 
show an advanced level of aspiration and understanding. Systems are in place. A healthy 
synergy at all levels between various departments -  SCERT, lT@Schools, S1EMAT, SSA, 
DIET is also apparent.

A keen participation of parents and local bodies also provides the necessary oversight and 
support. An excellent case in point is the voluntary supplementing of the mid-day meal in 
many schools by the community. Standing committees on education in the Block 
Panchayats, strong Parent Teacher Association, which have even contributed to 
infrastructure enhancem ent and the PTA involvement in drawing up of annual work  
plans of the schools are noteworthy.

The State is saddled with a unique problem of 'aided schools'. Set up by philanthropists, 
these private schools outnumber Government schools. The Government has converted  
them  in to grant in aid schools, paying teacher salaries and teach er training. Students in 
these schools do not pay fees. So, while for practical purposes, the State treats them  on 
p ar with Government schools, SSA support is not available to these private- schools. The 
viability of these schools are threatened and the issue requires resolution at the policy 
level by the Government of Kerala.

U p p er P rim a ry Low er P rim a ry Total

Government 8 9 9 2 5 3 9 3 4 3 8

Aided 1 8 7 0 3 9 7 8 5 8 4 8

Unaided 2 1 7 2 6 7 4 8 4

Total 9 7 7 0

The State has yet another unique problem, that of excess teachers on its rolls. The State 
has created a Teacher's Bank and is in the process of rationalising its teach er deployments 
across different schools. These teachers are proposed to be utilised against long leave 
vacancies and adjusted against retirements. The situation can be settled only when 
reliable data with regard to teachers, their profile, postings and actual requirements in 
particular schools, in compliance with RTE norms becom e available. An associated issue 
is the absence of scope for expansion of classrooms. Most schools visited cannot 
accommodate new er structures and current class strengths are far above RTE
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stipulations. Most schools also lack playgrounds.

The State SSA has been successful in establishing district and block level units. Current 
vacancies in project staff are being filled up. An elaborate training plan is drawn up and 
covers all aspects of educational quality. In actual practice however, the training system  
has been ineffectively implemented. Recognising this, the State has undertaken a review  
and proposes to replace it with an alternate system. Strengthening onsite support to 
teachers, collection of qualitative data on classroom processes and targeting specific 
teacher needs will help.

Classroom processes do indicate percolation of the new textbooks and its methodology. 
Student activities, independent w ork by students, student profiles and group w ork are very  
evident. However, the implementation shows relatively tow levels of understanding of the  
spirit of the new methods and teachers tend to implement it ritualistically. This was 
evidenced by tow levels of reading com prehension (although children read very fluently) 
and understanding of m athem atical concepts.

Non-availability of data has affected m any of the initiatives. Unreliable data and 
insensitiveness of SSA functionaries to data collection, validation and its utilisation for 
planning their interventions are very evident. Efforts m ust be made to strengthen  
information flow and make it an integral p art of planning and implementation.

1.3 Progress towards the achievement of Goals

Goal 1: All Children in School

The mission noted an overwhelming interest on the part of the community to participate  
in the educational process. Also Kerala enjoys a unique geographical asset -  it could be 
construed to be one large sem i-urban habitation, running right across the State, leading to  
a high density of schools. Universal participation, therefore is naturally facilitated, except 
for a few hilly areas consisting of small dispersed habitations, which are currently  
serviced by Multigrade Learning Centres; extrem e cases from among the Children with  
Special Needs, who cannot access norm al schools (som e of these are being serviced by a 
hom e support mechanism, detailed later); and enrolled but frequently outside school 
children in urban areas, their parents moving around in search of jobs and deprived of 
perm anent dwellings (Kozhikode's Urban Resource Centre has m apped 1 7 2  such  
children). Credit is due to the State for systematically attending to even these difficult to 
access populations.

However, the current data from the State's different internal sources and the District 
Information Systen> of Education (DISE) do not provide a consistent pictuft. Efforts to 
reconcile them  m ust be taken up urgently. The aw areness and participation of the  
personnel at the Cluster and Block resource centres m ust be enhanced. For instance, 
using the registers available at the Anganwadis, checking the completion and validity of 
the DISE information provided by the schools and a local level analysis of data at the Block 
level can ensure reliability of the data.

Non-availability of data from schools in the Private Sector and an unwillingness of som e
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of the aided schools to part with data have been attributed as reasons for the gaps in the 
data. Issuing appropriate guidelines invoking provisions of the RTE act to the private 
schools -  both aided and unaided and the participation of focal educational authorities in 
imposing this requirem ent will help ensure complete data.
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Goal 2: Bridging Gender and Social Gaps

A. Gender Gaps

Traditionally, communities in Kerala have not discriminated children based on gender, 
particularly in accessing education. Classroom observations also indicate high levels of 
participation and no indications of discrimination. A very high preponderance of lady 
teachers is also seen at all levels.

At the upper prim ary levels, adolescent education program m es targeting girls have been  
taken up. These include health education, training in the martial arts, parent aw areness  
programmes, and a Help Desk for girls. The Help Desk has also been infused up to the 
class level with the formation of student groups to report incidents. The State has reported  
identification and even removal of som e children from their hom es in order to protect 
them. Such cases however are not many, and the conscious attem pt of the community to 
m onitor and ensure the safety of girls is noteworthy.

B. Social Gaps: Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe, Muslim Minority

There does not appear any overt indications of non-participation a n d /o r  discrimination  
of any social groups within the school In fact the very high participation of the Muslim 
community in education is apparent. Efforts have also been made to cater to the 
sensitivities of the communities. For instance, while schools elsewhere practice a five day 
schedule with holidays on saturdays and sundays, schools in predominantly muslim areas  
are cbsed on fridays. and sundays. Madarasas play their socio-cultural roles by organising 
their classes in the mornings before schooL Arabic is also one of the languages taught at 
school

Completion rates are very high even among the Muslim groups and though specific data is 
unavailable, there are no indications of any challenges for the State system  in ensuring 
equitable access to these groups.

Tribes are fewer in num bers and concentrated in rem ote habitations currently serviced  
by multigrade learning centres. Children already assimilated into urban or rural 
communities do not pose additional challenges. But children belonging to the Scheduled 
Castes and Tribes, particularly those from economically w eaker families are addressed 
through a variety of program m es. Padanaveedu, an afterschool p eer learning interface 
supported by an educational volunteer, co-living camps aim ed a t social inclusion, in 
which children are also exposed to traditional arts and crafts, a life skills program m e  
which teach am ong other things, swimming, cycling, etc., and learn and earn schem es  
which teach livelihood skills are am ong a range of activities specifically targetting children 
from socially challenged groups. The specific identification and targetting of such groups 
exhibits an advanced state of aw areness and capabilities to address the issye and is 
noteworthy.

C. Children with Special Needs

A system atic attem pt to identify and address issues of the Children with Special Needs has 
been undertaken across the State. Inclusion of children with a range of disabilities in 
norm al schools, system atic health checkups and providing children with assistive devices 
(spectacles, hearing aids, prosthetic supports, etc.), establishment of well equipped multi
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category therapy centres, appointment of personnel with special education qualifications 
and multi category training program m es to widen their skills, and awareness 
program m es for parents have been organised A special provision of a part time Home 
Tutor for children unable to access normal schools has also been organised

The misson's interaction with personnel attached to the therapy centres, observation of 
routines, interaction with parents and observation of a multi category training session 
indicates significant achievements in this area. Systemic and project limitations need to 
be addressed (space for such centres, equipment and financial support, for instance).

The orientation and capacity of teachers in the school to include and involve these 
children in the routines of the school is an area which needs attention and support. 
Teachers are unnecessarily conscious of the limitations of these children and tend to 
inadvertently discriminate, leaving them out of specific activities. In one class observed  
all the children appeared to be aware of a child being considered a child requiring 
additional support.

The training support system appears to be quite aw are of and capable of organising 
support services for these children and also aware of the clinical or medical side of the 
issue. But the aw areness of the educational aspects appear to be bwer. Trainers 
particularly need support in setting appropriate goals for children with special needs (the 
varying degrees of special needs appear to be particularly challenging), designing 
activities for their participation in classrooms and training teachers in addressing, 
managing and evaluating these activities.

Goal 3: All Children Retained in Education System

There are no indications of large scale drop outs from the governm ent school system. 
Migration outside the state and outside the country are frequent and schools do have 
records of suqh exits. But children enrolled in to the governm ent schools account for only 
6 7 .3 8 %  of the totaL The unavailability of data from aided and unaided private schools and 
an absence of a m echanism to systematically account for the missing children affects the 
situation badly. The State appears to be aware of the issue and should be in a position to 
address it soon. The State would do well to reduce its dependence on multiple sources of 
data, strengthen the process of collection and validation of data and sensitise the school 
cluster and bbck level functionaries to the need for and the significance of data collection. 
A policy to strengthen DISE will help. There is also an urgent need for the State to 
intervene and order the private schools to comply with the requirem ents of the RTE and 
show  evidence of such compliance in term s of data reports.

E n rolm en t

G overnm ent Aided Unaided

1 3 0 1 0 2 7 2 6 8 7 4 4 6 3 6 3 7 5 2
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Goal 4: Education of Satisfactory Quality

Curricular Reforms: The State has been actively involved in evolving its own curriculum. 
The Kerala Curriculum Framework, 2 0 0 7  shows clear indications of alignment with the 
premises and recommendations of the National Curriculum Fram ework, 2 0 0 5 . The KCF 
has also prompted a series of new textbooks which are accom panied by teacher manuals 
and supported by training program m es aimed at sensitising teachers to the spirit and 
scope of the new pedagogical slants.

Availability o f  Teaching Learning Matt-rials, Classroom Practices and Student 
Learning Levels:

'Happy faces' w ere visible in all classrooms. Active participation of children, display of 
work of students on the classroom walls, student portfolios, printed books showcasing 
children's creative outputs (Panchayats have been regularly bringing out such  
compilations), eagerness and absence of inhibitions are indeed among the m ajor gains 
made towards the creation of stress free environments in schools.

Teachers systematically took recourse to the teacher manuals, which elaborately 
prescribe classroom activities. A wide variety of teaching learning materials like the 'big 
picture' (a huge poster which is used to construct and elaborate the situations presented  
in the textbook, for instance stories) and displayed student creations are u sed  Upper 
prim ary classes also use laboratory equipment, video and electronic content to support 
lessons. But, not much evidence was visible to indicate teacher initiatives or creative  
deviations, which could' help the curricular principle of 'going beyond the textbook'. 
Examples of unimaginative use of teaching learning materials (a documentary on 
Endosulfan being shown to students of the fourth standard, when it had interview s in 
Kannada with subtitles in English -  children could not decode it; o r using a w ord processor 
to list out and order steps in digestion of food -  the keyboard w as in english and the 
input language Malayalam -  children w ere struggling with the keys) w ere indicative of a 
ritualistic response to the prescriptions of the curriculum. Wastage of instructional time, 
absence of classroom m anagem ent and not attending to w ork of individual students w ere  
also frequent.

Cumulative conceptual difficulties noticed in language and m athem atics are a natural 
consequence of inattention to individual needs of children. Teachers appear to be under 
som e kind of a pressure to comply with the instructions given in the textbooks and 
manuals, many a time at the cost of children's needs. Teacher training and orientation  
must take note of these issues and address them. Teachers m ust be given the space to 
appreciate the spirit of the content in the textbooks and use their talent. An em phasis on 
individual student perform ance should be established

Pupil Assessm ent Systems is a relatively w eak area. The SCERT has developed an 
elaborate reporting tool, m apped to the textbook and is aimed at documenting student 
perform ance. This is supported by periodic assessm ents of the student portfolios and  
term inal examinations. District wide question papers are used for the latter. In actual 
practice, the teacher notings do not adequately document student achievements. Further, 
the tool restricts itself to the requirements of the textbook, reducing its 
com prehensiveness. Marks are awarded and converted into grades. The system , while in 
conformity with similar attempts by CBSE, needs revisiting. Not only is the prescription
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faulty, the teachers aw areness of and sensitivity towards continuous and comprehensive 
evaluation also needs attention. Basing the method on a study of actual classroom  
practices aimed at individualising observations and expanding the range of variables 
being attended to (particularly relevant are student affective and psychomotor 
developments) would help evolve a practical method of assessm ent. At the sam e time, the 
study would record teacher problems and suggest ways of alleviation.

Computer Assisted Learning: The computer assisted learning program m e is yet to take 
off in the prim ary and secondary schools. Upper prim ary schools do have com puters and 
som e have clusters of com puters in a dedicated room called the com puter laboratory. 
These com puters are  typically provided out of donations from parents /  bcal self 
governments. Activities typically range from com puter literacy to sessions w here children 
interact with som e digital content. In schools with such labs, two periods are albted, but 
class sizes being large, the actual interaction with the com puter is minimal and cannot 
contribute to any tangible learning outcomes. The schools also have either a television or a 
projector with an assorted  set of CD/DVD supplied by the State Institute of Educational 
Technobgy.

In the high schools, the IT@Schools programme has introduced an integral mapping of 
the ICT program m e with the curriculum and rolled out a standardised equipment, 
procurem ent, depbyment, curriculum and evaluation schem e. The highlight of this 
implementation is the integration of a large number of software applications aimed at 
enhancing learning in languages, social science, science and m athem atics. The downward 
infusion of this program m e in to  upper prim ary classes will address the problem to a 
large extent. The State has reported they are indeed in the process of evolving such a 
curriculum for the upper prim ary classes.

The SSA reports of a program m e to cover 3 0 0  schools with five laptops each, but does not 
articulate it beyond such a goaL The source of this shortsighted view  can be traced to the 
SSA provision itself, which calls the program m e 'com puter assisted learning', meaning 
thereby a technobgical interface in the classroom. However the provision of about 50- 
lakhs for the district does not translate to adequate infrastructure in each schooL There  
also does not appear to exist any meaningful articulation of curricular goals for the CAL 
program m e.

There is a need for the SSA to revisit the very concept of the CAL component. The 
meaningfulness of com puters as vehicles of learning, the potential support it can provide 
to the curriculum, the actual activities students and teachers will do in the classroom, the 
availability of resources and teacher sensitisation towards integrating this resource will 
have to be addressed At a conceptual level, a clarity about the objectives of the 
program m e -  com puter literacy, com puter aided learning, computing, will have be 
achieved before a meaningful definition can be arrived at.

Onsite Support to Teachers and Teacher Training: The State SSA has evolved a teacher  
training, teacher support and academic supervision system  rolted out through its district 
and bbck level functionaries. These activities are supported by State level agencies like 
SIEMAT and SCERT and the DIET. A training calender is drawn up and systematically  
implemented However, the state has observed m ajor training b sses and mechanical 
implementation, prom pting it to review the entire process. The State proposes to 
integrate the training inputs into well planned interventions of a larger duration.
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The cascade model adopted appear to suffer from obvious limitations, evidenced by 
reduced understanding at each subsequent leveL Trainers at the cluster levels particularly 
require strengthening in content as well as general awareness of educational ideas and 
practices. Leveraging ICT to enhance availability of training content and resources, closer 
monitoring of training processes (a teacher portfolio and a trainer portfolio on the lines 
of the student portfolio could be an example), review of actual outcom es at the highest 
levels and involvement of academic faculty from a variety of institutions across the state 
can help strengthen the system.

Onsite support to the schools is infrequent and inadequate to address the needs of 
teachers. Trainer capabilities also limit this intervention. Articulating explict guidelines 
for onsite support and sensitising personnel will help enhance the im portance given to 
this support.

The deployment of teachers for 'other duties’ is few and far between and does not 
seriously affect teacher availability in schools. Also, Kerala enjoys a unique situation of 
excess teachers on its rolls. Its proposal to set up a Teacher Bank and utilise the excess 
teachers to substitute teachers on leave or redpby teachers as trainers, etc. is a welcome 
step in rationalising teacher numbers and ensure adequate num bers in all schools. Kerala 
of course, folbws a five day week, which results in a 1 9 4  day calender. Steps will have to 
be taken to increase instructional time. Pupil teacher ratios in com pliance with RTE will 
also need to be worked out and taken note of in the redeployment.

Community Participation in Education: Kerala has a well established bcal self 
government and grassroot level aw areness of and participation in bcal and gbbal issues 
is very high. This has facilitated successful transfer of responsibility for running the  
school system to the panchayats.

The participation of the community has helped establish a range of activities at the school 
leveL The monthly class parents teacher meeting, the school parents teach ers association, 
the panchayat standing com m ittees on education are active com m unities of informed and  
concerned citizens. The Mission had an opportunity to participate in each of these  
forums. The annual w ork plan of a school being devebped by the school parents teachers  
association was a good example of participatory democracy in action. The Panchayats' 
active participation extends to devebping infrastructure, supporting midday meals, 
showcasing school achievements and organising events for students. Panchayats have also 
been instrumental for instance, in channelising funds at its disposal o r with M embers of 
Parliament and Legislatures for devebping classroom s,water supply, toitets, dining halls,

The State however, has not reconstituted School Management Committees in accordance  
with the RTE act. In fact present Government Orders with resp ect to ow ners of aided 
schools are in contradiction to the provisions in the RTE act.

»  "  

Financial Management: It was observed that funds are being transferred from bb ck  
level to school still through cheques. The State needs to ensure th at a m echanism  for 
transferring funds electronically is put in place immediately. Audit rep ort for 2 0 1 0 -1 1  has 
been submitted and the State has consistently been submitting audit reports and annual 
reports in time, but the absence of internal audit needs to be attended to with a sense of 
urgency. It was stated that the internal audit team  at the SPO level in the state project 
office has been constituted
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The pace of fund utilization has been rather stow in the current financial year, which has 
mainly been due to non-recruitm ent of teachers sanctioned in the year's plan.

Project Management

It is appreciable that Kerala has been able to fill up m ost of the state project office and 
district project level vacancies and the project m anagement team s at both the levels 
exuded confidence and an aw areness of the task ahead The state would how ever do well 
to integrate the SSA m anagem ent structure with the mainstream education department 
structure. It continues to have a separate District Project Coordinator drawn from DIETs 
with the Deputy Director of Education having little role to play in the implementation of 
the programme. At the block level too, tne Assistant Education Officer is not associated  
with the m anagem ent and functioning of the BRCs. This also explains the inability of the 
state to collect DISE data from the unrecognized private schools. The challenge of rolling 
out an RTE compliant school system  would necessitate complete integration of SSA into 
the mainstream and elimination of duplicate managerial structures.

One heartening feature of program m e implementation under SSA is the active 
involvement of the SCERT and DIETs in the planning and implementation of the quality 
com ponent under SSA. A DIET faculty is designated as academic coordinator and is 
responsible for supporting and guiding BRCs. All wings of the DIET are involved in SSA 
related activities and the regular inservice training, research and development activities 
significantly cover the school system  under SSA.

The quality of DISE data which is largely used for the preparation of annual plans leaves 
much to be desired. The figures of GER and NER as reflected in DISE do not appear to be 
realistic in the face of the state's claim that all the children of 6  to 1 4  years of age are in 
school and the incidence of drop out has been brought out to near zero. The State should 
take m easures to ensure coverage of private unaided schools under DISE. The utilisation 
of data at various levels, will also be facilitated by hastening the process of filling up the 
vacancies of MIS personnel a t the state, district and bbck levels.

Civil Works: The biggest challenge the state is faced with, however, is the presence of a 
large number of private aided schools, significantly larger in num bers than the 
governm ent schools. Since land and buildings belong to the private party, SSA has not 
been able to sanction any civil works for these schools. The aided schools the Mission 
team  visited w ere overcrowded and the condition of the school buildings w as also not 
good In the absence of a revenue model (students do not pay fees], the State finds it 
difficult to persuade ow ners to undertake expansion or even repairs.

The need for repairs, particularly minor works were found in Government schools too. 
Creating ventilators, replacing som e of the tiles with glass tiles to let in light, creating 
better blackboards (the last benches could hardly see the board in som e cases) could 
easily be accom m odated within existing SSA norms. The SSA functionaries have been 
encouraged to assess ‘such needs and create necessary proposals. Building expansion to 
add classrooms, toilet blocks are also an urgent necessity Most schools will not be RTE 
compliant and the State needs to attend to this issue immediately in order to m eet the 
RTE deadline.

1 .4  R ecom m en d ation s:

10



The State of Kerala needs to focus on the folbwing in order to bridge the remaining gaps 
and benefit from the gains already achieved:

At a systemic level,

• Integrate the SSA and the State school administration structure in to a single 
authority

• Urgently attend to and resolve the issue of aided schools either by taking them  over 
or privatising them

• Urgently establish a reliable single source of data and sensitise personnel in 
interpreting them

• Add classrooms, toilet bbcks and undertake appropriate minor repairs system atically

• Initiate a time bound program m e to comply with the requirements of RTE

• Convert the remaining multigrade learning centres in to regular schools 

At a curricular level,

• Demystify curricular goals and co-opt teachers in a process of grassroots innovation

• Refocus on student achievement

• Revisit the model of CCE being adopted and make it continuous and com prehensive

• Revamp the training support system, enhance on site support and improve the tevel 
of trainers

• Re-examine the goals of com puter assisted learning and make it a meaningful 
teaching-learning resource.
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Annexure 1: List of institutions visited during the JRM visit

1 7  January, 2 0 1 2 , T h iru v an an th ap u ram

State Project Office 
SCERT 
IT@Schools 
SIEMAT

18 January, 2012, Malktpuram

District Project Office, Mallapuram 
Government Lower Prim ary School, Mallapuram
Government Raja's Higher Secondary School, Kottakal (com posite school) 
DIET, Mallapuram
Panchayat Education Committee, Parapanangudi 
Home visit for home based education

19 January, 2012, Mallapuram

Government Lower Prim ary School, Thachanna 
Aided Lower Prim ary School Orgalleri 
Government Upper Prim ary School, Moorkanad 
Therapy Centre
Upper Prim ary School, Kizhissery 
Multigrade learning Centre, Melmuri 
Bbck Resource Centre Anukode

20-January, 2012, K oz h ik od e ................................................  ......................

District Project Office, Kozhikode 
Autism Centre, CRDAC, Nadakkavu 
Government Lower Prim ary School, Annasseri 
Government Upper Prim ary School, Ramanattukkara 
Aided Upper Prim ary School, Ramanattukara 
Multi category training program m e, Chaliyar Jhalak

21 January, 2012, Kozhikode

Kozhikode South Urban Resource Centre, Kozhikode 
Government Upper Prim ary School, Thiruvalbor 
DIET, Vattakara
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Annexure 2: List of State Festivals for Students organised Annually

Jan u ary

State School Youth Festival (Kalotsavam) 

Feb ru ary

Special School Youth Festival 
Mikavu (Excellence) Meet

July

Vana Mahotsavam (Forest Club Celebrations) 

S ep tem b er

School Balasastra Congress 
State Level Sports and Games Meet 
Arabic Teachers Competition 
State Film Festival

D ecem b er

Vidyarangam State Level Festival 
School Sastra Mela (Science Fair)
State Seminar -  Arabic Fest 
State Level IT Fest
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7- Rajasthan



INDIA
SARVA SIKSHA ABHIYAN (SSA)

1 5 th JOINT REVIEW MISSION

STATE REPORT: RAJASTHAN 
January 17 - 23, 2 0 1 2

1.1. Introduction
The 15th Joint Review Mission team comprising of Devanshu Pandit (GOI representative), Shabnam 
Sinha (World Bank) and Joseph Shine (DFID) visited Rajasthan from 17 to 23  January 2 0 1 2  to 
review progress towards overall goals and objectives of SSA and the implementation of program  
interventions. .

The mission met with the Principal Secretary, Mr. Ashok Sampat Ram, Commissioner Rajasthan 
Council of Elementary Education, Ms Veenu Gupta, and the SSA team at the state level, including 
officials in-charge of key interventions in SSA and representatives from Monitoring Institutions. The 
JRM team visited the districts of Chittorgarh and Bundi and benefited from interactions with the 
District Project Coordinators (DPCs) several district level SSA functionaries, including the District 
Collector of Chittorgarh, Ravi Jain and at Bundi Arti Dogra. The Mission records its deep 
appreciation of the kind hospitality of the state of Rajasthan and the cooperation in undertaking the 
Mission.

1.2 Overview and Key Issues

The state has formulated the Rajasthan State Child Protection Right in Feb 2 0 1 0  and School 
Management Committees (SMCs) for all primary and upper primary schools have been formed as 
per RtE norms. The Board Examinations of Class VIII have been abolished. The State Institute of 
Educational Research and Training (SIERT) have been declared as academic authority. The Mission 
was informed that the state is initiating efforts to ensure 25%  admissions for weaker sections and 
the disadvantaged groups from academic session 2 0 1 2-13 . The state has also issued an 
Order/Notification for the recognition of private schools. The state is taking up special efforts for 
tracking each child and identifying the out of school children and enrolling them. Absenteeism is a 
major issue that is noticed in the classrooms, and this needs to be studied carefully and reasons 
ascertained. Initiatives for quality improvement through programs on activity based learning and 
state quality assessment systems have been initiated in phases, with the concept of continuous and 
comprehensive evaluation being taken on board seriously with an academic and implementation 
action plan. However, all these initiatives still need to appropriately inform class room processes.

The state is still struggling with quality issues and while PTR appears optimal, in real term s it 
continues to be elusive at the classroom level. It is hoped that efforts of the state to recruit new  
teachers along with serious efforts at rationalization of teacher positions will yield results in the



near future. Institutional support systems and monitoring mechanisms are in place but need 
significantly more strengthening.

Under Financial Management, the state share of funds has been released on time. It is expected that 
further GOI releases will take place shortly.

P ro g re ss  tow ards th e  ach ievem en t of Goals

Goal 1: All Children in School

3.1 Enrolment

Total number of children enrolled in 2 0 1 0 -1 1  was 84 .33  lacs in primary schools (PS) and 35 .71  lacs 
in upper primary schools (UPS). It shows substantial increase in UPS over 2 0 0 1  data which had
23 .82  lac children. The number of teachers has also almost doubled in last ten year with PS having 
2.25 lacs teachers and UPS having 2 .35  lac teachers in 2 0 1 0 -1 1 . The gross enrolment ratio and net 
enrolment ratio in 2 0 1 0 -1 1  for PS is 116 .14  and 89 .41  respectively. For UPS gross enrolment ratio 
and net enrolment ratio in 2 0 1 0 -1 1  are 76 .94  and 54 .97  respectively. This figure still indicates 
overage and underage enrolments. Share of SC children in PS and UPS for year 2 0 1 0 -1 1  have been 
20 .66  %  and 19.22 %  respectively. Share of ST in PS and UPS has been 16 .40%  and 13 .42  %. 
Minority enrolment share out of total in PS and UPS remains at 7 .29%  and 5%  respectively. Gender 
gap in age group of 6  to 11  years for SC is 6.50% , ST is 7 .86% , whereas that for 12 to 14  years is 
13.14%  and 14.59%  respectively.

3.2 Girls Enrolment

Gills' enrolment was fond to be satisfactory in the schools visited. State conducted special drive 
‘padhwa ke halo’ which resulted in enrolment of 52 5 9  girls. The Mission noted higher enrolment of 
girls than- boys in areas w h ere  private schools were present. The Mission interaction with 
community members revealed that parents were displaying preference fo r  private school fo r  boys.

3.3. Coverage of Out of School Children

A Child Tracking Survey (CTS) has been institutionalized to map out of the school children (OoSC). 
About 4 0 0 0  teachers w ere involved in this mapping that followed the polling booth coverage and 
recorded the number of out of school children. Total OoSC as per mapping are 12 .10  lacs out of 
which 54 .95  %  belong to 6  to  11 age group and 45 .05  %  belongs to 12 to 1 4  age group. The 
difference between the DISE and this data needs to be understood and greater harmonization o f  data 
sources is suggested.

Special enrolment drive conducted in July-August 2 0 1 1  to cover OoSC which resulted in enrolment 
of 3 .23  lac boys and 4 .02  lac girls with total enrolment reaching 7 .25 lacs, which is commendable. A 
gap of 4 .85  lac children is still to be covered.

3.4 Right to Education (RTE) Compliance and Readiness

State rules have been notified on 2 9 th March 20 1 1  regarding RTE compliance. SMCs are formed in 
all PS & UPS. Sanction of 2 9 7 4 6  PS and 20 ,8 4 4  UPS was accorded out of which 2 8 ,0 4 6  and 18 ,980



schools are opened. Status of unserved habitation remains 1700 for PS and 2 3 5 4  for UPS out of 
total 6 7593  habitations.

As per DISE data 2 0 1 0 -1 1 , there are still 852  building less schools in the state. There are no districts 
that have classroom gap of more than 3000. By end of March 2 0 1 3 , the RTE requirement of 
separate toilets will be met. Ramp and boundary wall gap is huge at 30%  and 21%  of the overall 
schools respectively. For ACR, against a gap of 16,157 as on Sept 2 0 1 0 , AWP&B of 2 0 1 1 -1 2  targeted  
7 0 1 6  ACR. Considering 23 ,341  UPS in the state, gap in HM room s alone is 9 2 3 1 . Additional 
classrooms are required to accommodate 7 .25 lac OoSC. The HM room requirement will go up when 
this OoSC numbers are added. However, considering enrollment of 7 .25  lac OoSC in current year the 
requirement of additional classrooms in coming year is going to be challenging for the state. The 
Mission recommends state to strengthen its civil works implementation team.

3 .5  Initiative for h ard  to  reach  groups

The CTS tracking of migrant children are carried out by teachers. Inter district migration is 
identified and corresponding district is communicated. The Mission feels the need to track interstate 
migration also, which is prevalent between Rajasthan and Gujarat

Many families migrate to other districts or out of State for their livelihood, along with their children 
in Rajasthan. So the education of their children gets interrupted. Migratory hostel facilities are  
being provided to such children. In year 2011-12 , 59  migratory hostels w ere being run in 11 
districts and 2 ,5 8 8  children have benefited.

Girls traveling 2 to 4  km distance get benefit of transport voucher schem e at the rate of Rs. 5 per 
day. 16 ,120  children of 11 9 4  habitations have benefited from transport vouchers.

Goal 2: Bridging gender and Social Gaps

4 .1  Gender gaps

The share of girls in school as per their share in the population is 4 7 .0 0  %  at the prim ary level and 
4 5 .0 0  % at the upper primary level in which the state seems to have bettered is target for 2 0 1 1 -1 2 . 
Various SSA interventions for girls' education are under way.

4.2 O perationalization and Functioning o f KGBVs

2 0 0  KGBVs are operational in Rajasthan, out of which 156  are of Model I and 4 4  are of Model III 
type. The state has covered 186  qualifying EBBS and 14 minority dominated urban areas through 
KGBVs. The Mission visited a KGBV located in Chittorgarh district and noted the special efforts 
taken by the district officials in upgrading the infrastructure and other provisions through creative  
and innovative use of allocated funds as well as collaborating with local level Panchayati Raj 
Institutions (PRIs). The local sarpanch had helped with provision of land for lateral expansion of the 
KGBV. It w as noted that m ost of the girls were of SC/ST categories or belonging to far flung areas 
that had no access to schooling facilities. It was interesting to note that m ajority of the pass out girls



from SSA KGBV had been admitted by the parents in the nearby KGBV opened under the Rashtriya 
Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA) at the secondary level. Urdu teachers were deployed in KGBVs 
situated in minority areas.

Under NPEGEL, besides other initiatives, the state has taken up repair and beautification of the 
schools. The Mission visited a Model Cluster School and witnessed the vocational training being 
provided on cutting and tailoring, dress-designing, beautiian related courses. The Mission learnt 
that Ma-Beti sammelans were successfully organized to motivate mothers to enroll their children 
and this had yielded good results. Meena Manch is a major activity under the innovative head. 
Under a new initiative Padhwa Ko Halo, local folk culture has been used through kala jatha  teams 
comprising of local folk artists to reach the hardest to reach communities and mobilize them to get 
on the spot enrollment of out of school girls in the area. This, the state informed had proved to be 
an effective activity and 5259  girls from the 3 0 183  out of school girls were enrolled in these blocks 
from the Special Focus Districts (SFDs).

Adhyapika Manch that has been created by the state which is female teachers' forums at block 
level is a useful and appreciable effort to raise the gender specific issues and problems of girls and 
female teachers in the schools and try to resolve them in the group. It also provide platform for 
them to express their creativity, show their hidden talent and build their self confidence.

The Mission recommends that NPEGEL vocational training that were found to be very stereotypical 
like tailoring, cutting, beautician etc that are considered 'appropriate'for girls, be made more non- 
traditional and empowering in nature.. There is a need to  bring about a mind- set change not only in 
the community but also in the teachers and policy makers that girls need to be provided vocational 
courses on non-traditional areas like carpentry, plumbing, machine tool making, com puter literacy 
etc so that they may become independent to follow their careers or become entrepreneurs if they 
wish.

Recommendations:

• The Mission recommends that vocational courses of non-stereotypical variety may be explored 
with support from the National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS)

• The Mission recommends that teachers of NPEGEL and KGBVs and members of Adhyapika 
manch may be oriented on self- defense techniques that are non- traditional and empowering in 
nature which the teachers can impart them to the adolescent girls in the KGBVs and NPEGEL. 
This pilot can then be scaled up for all female teachers.

4.1 Social Gaps: Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe, Muslim Minority

The state has taken special efforts to bridge the gaps in SC/ST children. To bridge the gaps of OoSC, 
special residential and non- residential centers and stay homes and school readiness programs 
have been organized. These cater especially to the SC/ST and minority concentrated areas. The 
Mission had an occasion of interacting with the parents and children in the Dalelpur non residential 
center and was impressed with the number of children that were enrolled in this SC dominated 
area. Parental involvement was very high and so were the aspirations. It is important fo r  the state to 
concentrate on the special training o f these out o f school SC/ST and minority children through special 
efforts at the training o f the Facilitators. The Mission noted the dedication o f  the facilitators targeting



the centers in SC/ST dominated areas and special efforts need to be taken up to train them and keep 
their motivational levels high. ■

The Mission was pleased to note that there was little evidence of caste discrimination in the schools 
and children were sitting in cohesive groups. The general training modules teachers has 
components of sensitization towards social discrimination and this received special attention in 
2011- 12.

The special efforts of the state have also led to intra gender gap reduction within the SC/ST 
communities. The Gender gap in the SC category in 2 0 0 1 -0 2  is 8 .38%  down from 20 .08%  and for 
the ST category, it is 9 .59% , down from 22.08%  in 2001 . The state has made creative use the 
Innovations funds for this component. It is important for the state to increase its efforts in intra 
gender disparity reduction within these special groups.

KGBVs in the minority dominated areas are bringing adolescent minority girls into schools. 
However, the minority transition rate is at 78 .45%  as against a target of 90%  for 2 1 1 -1 2 , which is 
less than that of SC and ST communities. Greater attention to disaggregated interventions for  
minorities is needed immediately.

4.2 Children with Special Needs

Out of the 2 3 4 3 2 1  children identified, the state has enrolled 2 2 5 7 9 5  children through interventions 
including home based education. Aids and appliances have been provided to 9 7 4 4 7  children and 
6 3 2 1 5  schools have been made barrier free. All visually impaired children have been provided 
Braille books and the state has developed a well structured and strategic calendar of activities to 
promote inclusive education. CD players and radio for visually impaired children as been provided.

The Mission was informed that out of the target of appointing 2 7 7  Resource Teachers (RTs) in 
2 011-12 , only 83  have been appointed. 10 BRCs will be upgraded to RCI centers within a w eek as 
the state was expecting clearance from RCI. Out of the 3 5 0  volunteers t  be appointed, the state has 
not been able to appoint any till date. The state expressed their difficulty that they could not 
appoint as the High Court had forbidden them from appointing contractual staff. The state in 
consultation with the MHRD may wish to find a solution to this issue as it is also affecting recruitment 
and training o f  other staff in other components o f  SSA.

9 0  days training has been provided to 4 4 2  teachers out of the target of 7 1 1 . The Mission also noted  
that out of the total allocation of Rs 23 .17  crores the state has spent only Rs. 9 .07  crores. This is 
about 39 .14%  of allocations. The state informed that this was due to non-disbursement of teachers' 
salaries that could not be appointed.

For children with severe disabilities, home based education has been provided to ensure that they  
are retained in the system. The Mission had an occasion to interact with a group of parents along 
with the children at a School Readiness camp and also with home based education children who 
also attended the camp. The Mission was impressed to note the efforts of the state in catering to  the 
needs of the children with extrem e mental retardation, cerebral palsy, complete visual im pairm ent 
Braille books were available and students were reasonably comfortable in its use, though the 
learning outcomes and pedagogical appropriateness of the level reached would need to be 
ascertained. The Mission was happy to note the dedication of the teachers, some of whom had come 
from as far as Gujarat and were providing dedicated service to children with severe impairments.



Goal 3: All Children Retained in education system

The State instituted sophisticated child tracking system especially during 2 0 1 0 - 11 have helped 
identify difficult out of school groups including urban deprived children. Appropriate strategies 
have been devised including urban stay home. Residential and Non Residential Bridge Courses, and 
School readiness centres. The Mission appreciates the state instituted data gathering exercise that 
has identified 12.10 lacs of children who were out of school, out of which 10.62 were in the rural 
areas and 1.48 lacs in urban.

Enrolment figures for the state of Rajasthan as per DISE at the primary level are 60.46%  in 
government schools, 36 .93%  in private unaided schools and 0.19%  in unrecognized schools. At the 
upper primary leyel, government share of enrolment is 58.17%  and that of private unaided sector 
stands at 42% . The survival xate  (ratio of Grade V to I) is 63.78% . Transition rate from primary to 
upper primary is 82.66% . The figures reveal that survival rates are already poor and out of those 
that reach Class V, about 82%  only make it to the upper primary level. This is an area of concern. 
The retention rate as against the target of 100%  for 2011-12 , stands at 46 .19%  for all children, 
45.86%  for girls, 46 .76%  for SC and 44.44%  for ST children.

A large chunk of children are availing of private schooling facilities as a m atter of choice and the 
Mission’s interaction with SMCs and community members revealed that this trend was increasing. 
The Mission was concerned to note that the parents were frankly mentioning that they w ere  
putting their boys into private schools and the girls into government schools. Some of the reasons 
mentioned for this were more accountability in private schools, teacher presence, closer 
monitoring and children being tested and results being communicated to parents. There is an 
immense lack of appreciation amongst the parents about the concept of CCE and their misgiving is 
that RTE has institutionalized doing away with assessment in government schools which may 
render their children ineffective to meet the demands of education at higher levels. The Mission feels 
that it is very important that the SMCs/parents are appropriately appraised o f  the concept o f CCE to 
remove the notion that RTE does not pay sufficient emphasis on the development and progress o f 
children’s learning and their appropriate tracking. Such misconceptions may lead to further attrition 
o f children and migration into private schools that seem to exist in parallel in almost each habitation.

5.1 Absenteeism:

On its visit to the primary schools in the district of Chittorgarh and Bundi, the Mission noted that 
there were large number of absenteeism across classes. In the Upper Primary School Brajwas, out 
of the total 148  children, only 79  were present (only about 53% ), out which there w ere 8 5  girls and 
63 boys. In the Upper primary school, Ganpatpura, the Mission noted that out of 151  students, 107  
were attending and in Class VIII, out of 21  students, only 11 were p resen t This phenomenon was 
uniformly found in most schools visited. It is important that the reasons for this may be verified 
through a systematic study and close monitoring. The Mission was informed by the community 
members that many children went away to private schools. However, such hearsay needs careful 
verification through a research study into the causes of such high absenteeism.

The Mission recommends that the state may initiate a research study in collaboration with a national 
institution to understand the causes o f such high absenteeism.



The state has phased out all EGS centers. As per the RTE, the state has taken great efforts to identify 
never enrolled children and bring them into NRBCs. The attem pt is to provide them bridge courses 
and admit them into age appropriate classes. The Mission visited an NRBC at Kanjar Basti, which 
was extremely deprived area with low development indicators. It w as noted that there w ere 45  
children and there was no school within a vicinity of 3 kilometers. The developmental and academic 
readiness of the children to be mainstreamed to regular schools seemed very difficult. Children who 
were supposed to be in Class III could not even count up to 100 . They could neither read nor write 
their own names. The Mission was happy to note the dedication and efforts being put in by the 
Facilitators, but much efforts are needed for their capacity building, if the goals of RTE are to be 
m et The Mission also visited another NRBC at Dalelpur w here there w ere 3 4  children present and 
at times the Facilitator informed, they went up to even 50. There was no school within 1.5 
kilometres of the NRBC. In both the cases it was noticed that the habitation qualified for a regular 
school, but an NRBC was running there. While DISE data mentions that the density of primary 
schools per 10 kilometres in 2 0 1 0 - l la t  primary level is 2 .89 and upper primary level at 1.64, the 
Mission was constantly reminded by the community members and SMCs especially in extremely 
back ward areas that there was lack of availability of schools within comfortable access for children 
and there was a need for more primary schools. The Mission felt greater attention needs to be paid to 
micro-planning exercises to identify habitations that qualify for a regular school.

Recommendations

• Reinforced training o f sub-district level personnel on micro planning to ensure even and equitous 
distribution o f schooling system especially in deserving disadvantaged rural areas.

• . The Mission recommends that the state may initiate a research study in collaboration with a
national institution like National University o f Educational Planning and Administration (NUEPA) 
to understand the causes o f such high absenteeism.

5.2 Non Residential Bridge Centers (NRBCs):

Goal 4: Education of Satisfactory Quality

SSA Rajasthan has integrated the concept of school infrastructure being a core component of quality 
and elements of BALA along with associated learning elements can be seen in m ost of the schools. 
The schools selected for the Whole School Development Plan (WSDP) reflect this ethos.

6.1 Status o f  curriculum reforms and textbook renewal:

The state curriculum is under revision to bring it in line with National Curriculum Framework 2 0 0 5  
of NCERT. An expert committee of eminent educationists from NCERT, CIEFL, CIE Delhi University, 
State level experts and State Institute of Educational Research and Training (SIERT) 
representatives are involved in the process. The SIERT is working on revision of syllabus and 
textbooks in tune with NCF 2 0 0 5 . All NCERT books of Class VIII have been adopted for all subjects. 
Some of NCERT text books will gradually be adopted for Classes VI, VII and VIII in Maths, Science, 
Hindi, Sanskrit and English. SIERT is in the process of developing new textbooks starting 2 0 1 2 -1 3 .



The Mission has Occasion to interact with teachers teaching Maths from the NCET textbooks in 
class. They shared with the Mission that they were finding the textbook difficult to transact and 
unfamiliar in context. The Mission strongly suggests that in the process o f instructional materials 
development under SIERT, greater teacher involvement is ensured to integrate their feedback and 
create ownership o f the materials created.

6.2 Learning Enhancement Program:

The State has adopted a comprehensive strategy to enhance quality at primary and upper primary 
stages. An activity based learning program LEHAR is being implemented for classes I and II, in 
collaboration with UNICEF. A LEHAR kit is made available to each selected school and two teachers 
per school are trained on the LEHAR. Activity ladders and cards have been prepared aligned with 
the present textbooks. The Mission was pleased to note that an element of continuous as well as self 
was inbuilt in the materials just as peer group learning opportunities were created for the child to 
share and learn from each other. The state plans to use the learning from this pilot to  implement it 
in classes I and II throughout the state .14,633 teachers have been provided 6 days training and 
5,013  teachers have been given 3 day training on LEHAR. The total outlay in the AWP & B of 20 1 1 
12 for LEHAR is Rs. 1036 .43  lacs and the expenditure incurred so far is R s.873.27 lacs. The Mission 
however noted that the teachers required more clarity on the entire LEHAR methodology, 
materials, program structuring and scheduling of activities with the children. They w ere a lot more 
comfortable in the presence of LEHAR coordinators, than by themselves.

The Mission was informed that Science and Mathematics kits for the upper prim ary level, is being 
provided to about 26 ,0 0 0  UPS schools in a phased manner in the State. Teacher training modules 
have been developed. About 4 0 0  resource persons have been trained on the kits at the State level 
and about 12 ,000  subject teachers have been trained, and the remaining are under process of 
training. However, w herever the Mission visited, the teachers w ere either not aw are of the kit, or 
had not received it or were not using it even if it had been provided to them. In one case, upon 
prompting from the. Mission, the teacher, discovered that he actually had received a kit, which a 
child dusted up and produced from lock and key. It would be interesting to note the result of the on
going study being done on the Utility of Mathematics and Science Kits in the Schools.

The Mission suggests that the state may take up stronger monitoring systems to ensure that the 
TLM and kits that are produced with extremely good intentions, are actually used and the children 
benefit from them. This should become one of the mandatory topics for discussion and sharing in 
the monthly Nodal School level meetings of teachers, as well as in the Adhyapika Manch meetings.

Distribution of subject based work books for Class 3 to 8 is focusing on the opportunity for children 
to practice their learning from textbooks and the surroundings. Introduction of library programme 
at primary and upper primary levels has been undertaken and the Mission saw the libraries in place 
in the schools.

6.3 Learning Assessment:

National Learning Assessment (2 0 0 5 -0 6  and subsequent class wise rounds) Mid Term  Assessment 
shows that in Class III, Rajasthan students scored 67 .84%  in Language as per NAS and 64 .25%  as 
per Rajasthan state sponsored test, and 58 .25%  in Maths in NAS and 56.79%  in state tests. In Class 
V, students achieved 60.31%  in Language (NAS) and 59 .725  (Rajasthan); 48 .46%  in NAS in Maths 
and 47.56%  in state test. In Class VIII, the national average in Language was 56 .13%  in Language as



compared to state test score of 56.72%  and in Maths the national average was 41 .50%  as compared  
to the state average of 42.52% . In the latest Cycle III of Class V, Rajasthan scored a mean of 66 .8 8  in 
Language, 55 .54%  in Maths and 51.52%  in EVS- showing improvement since the previous cycle. 
The Mission noted in its interaction with children of primary grades however, their inability to fully 
respond to the questions related to curricular levels relevant to their class.

The state has itself initiated an assessment program for systemic functioning assessment, the 
Quality A ssurance P ro g ram  (QAP) which includes identification of class and subject wise learning 
gaps; development of a plan to improve learning levels and assessm ent and development of 
teaching skills of teachers. The learning levels of children are discussed in the monthly meetings 
held at district; block and cluster levels and action plans are prepared accordingly. Based on these 
results, schools are graded on a scale of A, B, C, D etc. The districts visited fell broadly in the B 
categoiy. The Mission would like to express its concern that grading o f schools or teachers needs to be 
re-looked at very carefully as it may go against the goals o f equity as proposed in SSA and the RTE, 
putting unnecessary pressure on the teachers and the child to perform in order to be graded.

6.4 Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation:

The Mission appreciates the pilot project initiated by the state for integrated adoption of NCF, 20 0 5  
and CCE. It has been initiated in 60  schools of Alwar and jaipur districts of Rajasthan in 2 0 1 0  as the 
first step to early implementation of CCE/A. The scaling up strategy of the CCE process and 
pedagogic reform has been prepared by the state under which the first phase, the initiative will 
include about 3 ,000  schools.

The entire initiative has been undertaken with elaborate planning and support from UNICEF in the 
first pilot, which will be scaled up to 3 0 0 0  schools later.

The Mission had an occasion to review the materials prepared, based on the Source Book of NCERT 
and the materials for formative and summative evaluation along with portfolio and project files of 
the students. Preparation of necessary material such as Source-Books for teachers, training module 
for teachers as well as trainers is underway. Co-scholastic areas besides subject areas have been 
included.

The Mission recommends that the concept o f CCE may be shared with SMC members and policy makers 
in structured orientation programs to cover the key components o f CCE.

6.5 Teachers Recruitment and Effectiveness:

Single teacher schools- Rajasthan has 30 .96%  single teacher schools at the primary level. The PTR 
at the primary level is 1 :31  while at upper primary level, it is 1 :18  and the PTR at elem entary level 
is 1 :27 . However, the Mission noted that majority of the schools visited in the deep rural areas 
suffered from teacher shortages. This affected teaching learning especially in those schools that 
w ere upper-primaiy and needed subject specific teachers. This is a bottleneck for retention. There 
is a need for a serious introspection on the part of the state government for rationalization of 
teacher positioning. The mission was apprised of the urban bias among teachers leading to difficult 
and rural segments having teacher shortages. The proportion of female teachers in all government 
schools is 30 .15% . There is an immediate need to attract m ore female teachers in the system  as 
there is more enrolment of girls in government schools to ensure retention of older girls as well as



closer engagement and articulation of women SMC members who seem to keep quiet and rarely 
speak in SMC meetings, which continue to be male dominated.

In the situation of teacher shortages, most of the classes visited were found to be multi-grade. Some 
of the classes had as many as three classes I, II and III seated together. They were seated in 
traditional linear seating with some reading or writing to do. Teacher time and engagement was 
quite minimal and non-strategic. The Mission strongly recommends that the state may provide multi
grade teaching o f three days duration to all primary teachers that should cover issues like space 
management, time management and curriculum management

The Mission was informed that besides the existing teachers in the state, efforts had been put in 
place to recruit 4 1 ,0 0 0  additional teachers to fill the gap of 53 ,000  required for RTE. Teacher 
Eligibility Tests have been initiated and the teachers would be in place by the next session. The 
Mission would like to record its appreciation of the fact that the state is planning to undertake the 
recruitm ent at a decentralized level through Zilla Parishads so that the issue of teacher transfer and 
vacancies are largely addressed. Subject teachers were also being recruited.

The Mission was informed that in the year 2 0 1 0-11 , the focus of the state on teacher training was 
on creation of Key Resource Persons and their rigorous training in five phases. The state now has 
150 trained KRPs and 1 1 0 0  MTs at districts levels. These trained groups have provided for days 
trainings to 4 3 ,5 0 5  Head Masters (HMs) in the first phase. The training of HMs was ongoing in 
January and the Mission witnessed one such program in Chittogarh at the Nodal Schools.

The state has adopted NCERT text book for class VIII and about 1 0 9 8 6 4  teachers have been trained 
on the new text books during summer vacations. However, it the Mission would like to mention that 
the teachers that it interacted with articulated their difficulty in transacting the Class Vlll textbooks, 
which the state may like to take on board and effectively meet through training supplementation on 
subject specific areas.

6<6 Condensed course fo r  Special Training: -

The State has developed condensed courses for the out of school children identified in the Child 
Tracking Survey and trained 8 4 ,7 6 0  teachers to teach children using this condensed course. Some 
of the teachers who w ere contract teachers called Vidyarthi Mitras the Mission was informed were 
not being provided training as they used this as a pretext to file court cases to  be made permanent 
and so that state avoided their training formally. While the books prepared for bridge courses are 
being followed by the Facilitators, the Mission noticed them struggling with the multi-grade and 
multi level situation. It is important that the children are able to achieve the readiness levels to be 
transited to regular schools. Greater emphasis on the training o f Facilitators on curriculum 
transaction and multi-grade teaching is needed.

6.7 Computer Aided Learning:

The Mission w as happy to learn that SSA, Rajasthan has developed its own multimedia based e- 
content in the session 2010-11  for classes VI, VII and VIII. Three day trainings of approximately
7,082  teachers on e -  content have been completed. The Mission visited schools and in many cases 
found that the e-content provided by the state was not in use but that of a private company donated 
under its corporate social responsibility program was in use. It was also noticed that the content 
needed expert validation as some of the materials shared w ere wordy and text based and did not
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seem to optimally use the visual medium. The Mission noted that in English, the e-content uses a 
very grammar based approach instead of a communicative one proposed in the NCF 2005 . One of 
the content that the Mission could see was on Gerund as an Object which is beyond the 
comprehension of the child at Bundi and is based on the learning rather than communicative 
language practices. There is a need to correct and modify the content after a thorough preview by 
educational technology experts. The Mission recommends that the state may closely monitor use o f 
the e-content provided and have the content examined by the Central Institute o f Educational 
Technology at NCERT for pedagogical and media appropriateness.

6.8 Institutional Support Mechanisms:

At the Block level, the BRC is the nodal academic institutional support body and instead of the CRC, 
the state has created Nodal Schools that cater to 5-7 schools under them for academic guidance/ 
onsite support. The Mission is concerned to note that training of educational administrators from 
district and block levels as against annual targets is only 33% . This was actually reflected in the 
responsiveness and awareness of the BRCFs about key academic issues in their block The Mission 
was concerned to find in its interaction with a BRCF in Chittorgarh that there was very little 
awareness and information about training schedules, training content and appropriateness of the 
trainings imparted to the different levels of teachers. One of the reasons may be that the BRC has 
become more of an administrative structure that issues orders than a dynamic academic resource 
and monitoring center. The BRCFs need to be aware of trainings that are meant for the teachers at 
primary levels and those for the upper-primary levels- "which in the present case w ere not found. 
The Mission strongly recommends that training o f  district and sub-district functionaries may be taken 
immediately for effective systemic functioning and quality improvement

6.9 Community Participation:

The Mission was informed that SMCs have been constituted in the entire Primary and Upper 
Primary schools as per RTE and training has been imparted to 60%  members of SMC including one 
PRI member. Training of Community Members has been taken up and 2 6 3 ,7 6 2  School Management 
Committee (SMC) members of the approved target of 4 1 1 9 5 4  have been covered through three 
days non-residential trainings at cluster level.

The Mission interacted with the SMC of Prathmik Vidyalaya Morevan and noted the deep 
involvement of the members with the day to day activities and contribution to  the upkeep of the 
school. Most of the SMC members however, did not seem to recall having attended the training 
programs or the content of the same. The state needs to appraise the efficacy o f  the SMC training 
programs and improve monitoring o f  the same.

The Mission w as concerned to note the disillusionment of the community members, who expressed  
their discomfort with doing away with annual examinations and those at the end of Class VIII. They 
w ere worried that in the absence of any kind annual examinations and with all children being 
passed without testing, there was no motivation for children to study, so they often came away 
from school and got engaged in agricultural and other activities knowing that they would pass 
anyway. Due to illusions that private schools could conduct examinations, they w ere sending their 
children, especially boys to private schools. Already 9  children from that school had left to join the 
nearby private school that was English medium. It is important to stress the need to make CCE a 
part of the discourse of the educational process and not to be considered as a separate scheme. 
The Mission strongly feels that the state in collaboration with national institutes, need to have large



scale orientation programs for SMCS and policy makers on the concept of assessment as envisaged
under RTE. SMC training needs to include orientation on CCE to more fully understand the
priorities of RTE.

Recommendation:

• The Mission strongly suggests that in the process of instructional materials development under 
SIERT, greater teacher involvement is ensured to integrate their feedback and create ownership 
of the materials created.

• The Mission suggests that the state may take up stronger monitoring systems to ensure 
that the TLM and kits that are produced with extrem ely good intentions, are actually used 
and the children benefit from them. This should become one of the mandatory topics for 
discussion and sharing in the monthly Nodal School level meetings of teachers, as well as 
in the Adhyapika Manch meetings.

• Rationalization of teacher positions to provide teachers as per norms in all schools to ensure 
that children stay in schools with close engagement of teachers. The Mission also recommends 
that greater attention be paid to recruitment of female teachers especially for the upper 
primary level.

• The Mission recommends that the concept of CCE may be shared with SMC members and policy 
makers in structured orientation programs to cover the key components o f CCE.

• The Mission recommends that the state may closely monitor use of the e-content provided and 
have the content examined by the Central Institute of Educational Technology at NCERT for 
pedagogical and media appropriateness.

• The Mission strongly recommends that training of district and sub-district functionaries may be 
taken immediately for effective systemic functioning and quality improvement

Program Management

SSA is being implemented in Rajasthan through the Rajasthan Council of Elementary Education 
(RCEE) which is registered as a society. At District level, the administration of SSA has been handed 
over to the Panchayati Raj and SSA activities are planned and monitored by Zila Parishads. 
Panchayat Samities are monitoring SSA at the block level. Monitoring at the cluster level and school 
level is supported by the Nodal Head Masters and School Management Committees respectively.

Monitoring of SSA at district level is done by the District Education Officer, Elementary Education 
who is also the District Project Coordinator. In 19 ex-DPEP districts, as a pilot, the work of BRCFs 
has been assigned to the Block Elementary Education Officer and that of the CRCF to the nodal 
Headmaster to ensure better coordination and monitoring.

The Monitoring Institutions for the SSA Program in Rajasthan are Institute of Development Studies 
(IDS) -  14 districts; Centre for Development Communication Studies CDECS- 9 districts and Social 
Policy Research Institute (SPRI) -  8 districts. The Monitoring Institutions mentioned that there 
were issues regarding quality, effectiveness of SMCs and sense of ownership, lack of running water
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and cleanliness of t&ilets. They suggested that states should have the flexibility to use school grants 
for maintenance of toilets, higher level of academic support required by KGBVs; teacher 
rationalization required, shortage of science, maths and English teachers, there was dissatisfaction 
with the mid day meals provided by Naandi Foundation (corroborated by the mission's field visits), 
awareness of NPEGEL low and that the scheme was not understood, impact of trainings not 
reflected in the performance of the teachers in the classrooms., 2-3 schools running in the same 
campus.

While responding to the observations of the monitoring institutes, the SPO acknowledged that 
ensuring participation in the 3 day SMC training was a huge challenge as most members were daily 
wage earners and there is no facility of reimbursing wage loss under the SSA program. The funds 
provided for maintenance is very low and force and lift pumps are being installed to try and 
address the issue of lack of running water. The Total Sanitation Campaign is managed by the Rural 
Development Department and they are very slow in addressing issues around toilets.

Basic School Teacher Training Course (BSTC) i.e the pre service teacher curriculum has been 
revised after almost 12 years. More than 2000 schools which were operating from the same campus 
have been closed.

In Bundi district, an SSA helpline number connected to the Collector's office has been painted on the 
outer wall of all schools. Weekly meetings are held to track progress/action taken on the calls 
received. In Bundi, teachers have been asked to develop TLM themselves and these have been 
painted on the school walls along with the name of the teacher and the date of preparation.

A large number of vacancies exist in the state. At the State level out o f the 111 sanctioned posts 12 
are vacant, at district level out of 957 sanctioned posts 166 posts are vacant and at the Block level 
out. of 2071 sanctioned posts 538 posts are vacant DISE and SES have been unified in the state. 
DISE 2011 will include all information related to SES and will be the single source for all 
information related to Elementary Education. To ensure the authenticity of DISE data 100%  
checking is done by the CRCF/Nodal HM, 25%  sample checking is done by the BEEO/BRCF and 
inter district checking in at least 2 blocks in nearby districts by APC (DISE). 5%  sample check of 
DISE data for 2010-11 has been completed by the Directorate of Statistics Department, Rajasthan 
Government A household survey was conducted by nearly 40,000 teachers in 2010 and revealed 
that approx 12.10 lakh children were out of school whereas the DISE data showed less than 1 lakh. 
The DISE data will be updated to reflect the correct figures. 7.25 lakh children were enrolled during 
a drive conducted in June/August 2011.

In most of the schools visited by the JRM the percentage of absentee students were about 30%  
which is a significant amount

Recommendations:

• The Mission recommends that the reasons for low attendance by teachers at various trainings 
be looked at in greater detail. Once the reasons are identified, the state could take suitable 
remedial measures.

• Recruitments in the state have been hampered by legal actions. However urgent action is 
required to fill the large number of vacancies in the state as program implementation and 
monitoring is hampered owing to staff shortage.



• The JRM suggests that a survey be conducted to verify whether the absentee children are 
enrolled in private schools as well.

7.1 Progress on Civil Works:

In 2011-12, due to grant release issues the first installments for some of the works were not 
released. Some works of 2010-11, particularly under supplementary grants are still under 
construction. Out of total fresh target of 23776 activities only 2205 have been completed so far. 
Against 7016 ACR, 425 have been completed and 6089 are in progress. In major repairs, against the 
target of 3057 in 2011-12, only 268 are achieved. Progress in boundary wall and electrification is 
also low. During visit to Borkhandi PS in Bundi District, the one ACR of 2010-11 and two ACR of 
2011-12 were under progress. The Assistant Executive Engineers (AEN) attributed delay to 
difficulty in working with SMC and their inaction in procuring materials, excessive workloads of 
JENs, and labour availability problems. The Mission perceives that progress of civil works is a matter 
of concern.

100%  schools have single to ilet During JRM vist, most toilets were functional, CRC, BRC, KGBV, and 
DIET. By end of March 2013, the RTE requirement of separate toilets will be met. State has made 
affidavit to the Supreme Court in this regard. Toilets for CWSN are also provided with ramp and 
wider entrance in 1167 schools.

Interaction with the children and their parents indicates that the quality of the water is satisfactory. 
Drinking water is available IN 22273 schools, but fluoride content is high in 40%  villages of 13 
districts. Under Rajasthan Integrated Fluoride Mitigation Program (RIFMP) with assistance from 
UNICEF domestic alumina activated filters are provided for places where fluoride content in excess 
of 3.00 PPM. Target for this year is 2500 schools. Also, under Jalmani scheme rainwater harvesting 
tanks are also being constructed. The Mission recommends that water quality improvement 
initiatives need to be scaled up.

Small innovative modification in the functioning of hand pumps is carried out to divert excess water 
fetched through hand pump. This is diverted to overhead tanks placed over toilet blocks. Use of 
merry-go-round to pump the water is also being practiced. This is found to be effective and makes 
toilet functional. Cost of modification of pump is quite low.

7.2 School Designs

Currently five schools are being developed under Whole School Development (WSD) in each 
district WSD and Building as Learning Aid (BALA) training is given to engineers. The school 
mapping is almost over and computer aided drawings of the schools are available. Grant of Rs. 1.00 
lac for WSD and 0.50 lac for BALA is being released to identified schools. The design quality of WSD 
needs to be improved with inputs from architects.

It was observed during school visits that windows were kept shut due to cold. The windows in 
older schools are having wooden shutters whereas those in new construction are made up of non
transparent materials (steel angles and sheets). Due to this the lighting level in the room was quite 
low. Since power availability in the schools is highly unreliable, the natural lighting needs to be 
ensured by improving window designs for new construction. Environmental mapping of schools is 
carried out but the data needs to be made accessible.



Designs are type designs and are followed throughout state. There is scope for improvement of 
designs to make schools more functional and appealing. No soil investigations are carried out for 
individual schools/structures. Extension of existing buildings involves use of existing walls. Rooms 
are constructed at upper level in case of urban schools and schools where land availability is 
limited.

Mission recommends use of architects and structural designers’services at state and district level.

7.3 Estimates

The unit cost for each element has been fixed at state level. Estimates are prepared based on Basic 
Schedule of Rates (BSR) of PWD one for each element (ACR, BW, Toilet etc.). The districts BSR are 
however not updated uniformly and regularly which causes district level estimates to differ, which 
is again adjusted to bring it in tune with fixed unit costs prescribed at state level. There needs to be 
flexibility in rates based on the labour and material costs in the given region. Mission recommends 
use of appropriate BSR and department can check feasibility of adopting Rural Development & 
Panchayati Raj Dept BSR

7.4 Construction Quality

Civil work quality of ongoing and completed works has some scope for improvement. As informed 
by the State civil works team the equipment such as cube moulds, set of sieves, slump cone are 
provided at block level however m absence of vehicle facility, Junior Engineers cannot carry 
equipment to site (particularly heavy cube moulds). There is need for better arrangement for testing, 
as the current system does not appear to be working at optimal efficiency levels as observed at 
Chittorgarh and Bundi districts.

7.5 Gvil Works Supervision & Monitoring

At SPO, one Chief Engineer (CE) and two Assistant Engineers (AEN) plan and monitor the civil 
works. At district level one AE and Junior Engineer (JE) at each block is posted. Overall 278 posts 
are sanctioned out of which 28 are vacant at present Out of 33 district level posts four are vacant 
The engineers supervising the civil works are either on deputation from the state 
government/boards, lab assistants/teachers who are also civil engineers, or are contracted. Mission 
observed that one Junior Engineer is supervising 60-200 activities. In some blocks this is way to 
above the quantum each engineer can handle. Considering the RTE requirements and sudden surge 
in enrolment of OoSC the need for civil work supervision will further go up in coming year, which 
needs to be addressed. A rationalization of these positions be undertaken and additional engineers be 
engaged for supervision

7.6 Third Party Inspection

Current year the third party inspection (TPI) and quality assurance agencies have been identified to 
review the construction w ork Works for the seven zones have been assigned to the consultants. 
Also, currently only 30%  of sites are covered under TPI. There appear to be lack of clarity about the 
scope of TPI at district, block and school level. No reports were available at District level. The scope 
of consultant as per terms of reference appears to be too wide, which needs to be reviewed and 
coverage of works can be increased from 30% to have better independent quality review.
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7.7 GIS Mapping

It is aimed at identifying school requirements by superimposing socio economic maps and existing 
school locations. In 18 districts covering 52 blocks GIS mapping is currently going on. It is carried 
out by trained JEs, with GPS to collect information such as latitude, longitude and existing school 
infrastructure. The mapping can be very useful to achieve RTE compliance; the Mission suggests 
expediting GIS data collection.

7.8  Financial M anagement

During the current financial year 2011-12, SSA is being funded by the Government of India (Gol) 
and the Government of Rajasthan (GoR) in the ratio of 65:35. Funds are released by the Gol and GoR 
to the State Implementing Society (SIS) which then releases funds to the District Project Offices. The 
DPOs then release funds to BRCs and Schools.

Against the AWP&B for 2011-12 of Rs 3675.46 crores, the State has received Rs 1298.38 crores 
from Gol. The GoR has released 1335.68 crores which includes Rs 320 crores received through the 
13th Finance Commission. Combined with the opening balance of 203.14 crores and other receipts 
of Rs 4.32 crores the available funds to the State amounts to Rs 2841.52 crores. Till December’l l ,  
the SIS has spent Rs 2563.61 crores which is 90%  of the funds available and approx 70%  of the 
budget outlay for FY11-12. The 2 districts visited Bundi and Chittorgarh too have reported 
expenditure of 93%  and 95%  respectively of the funds available.

On reviewing the physical and financial progress report till November, it is seen that expenditure 
under SSA, NPEGEL and KGBV is 63%, 32%  and 33%  of the budget approved in the AWP&B. Low 
expenditure under NPEGEL and KGBV activities is a matter of concern and should be reviewed by 
the SPO.

The Financial Controller holds monthly Review cum Training Meetings of Assistant Accounts 
Officers and Accountants at SPO. In these meetings various issues regarding audit, .funds, 
classification, procurement provisions and methods, expenditure progress, financial and physical 
achievements etc. are discussed in detail and necessary clarifications, instructions, information are 
provided. 5 days mandatoiy training has been imparted to accounts staff at the district level from 
19-12-2011 to 23-12-2011 at Jaipur by officers posted at SPO.

However the JRM visit to the districts indicates that training provided to sub-district level staff on 
accounting procedures and record keeping is inadequate. Headmasters and teachers at the school 
level have either not received training or require more support in order to improve record keeping. 
In a couple of schools cash in hand was above Rs 5000. It was noticed that payments were being 
made in cash and few payments were above Rs 2000. Though it is mentioned in the SMC guidelines, 
it should be reinforced that cash payments should be avoided and that payments should be made 
mostly by cheque.

Almost all the schools had notice boards displaying details of finances. However, the information 
varied from school to school. Some schools were providing information for the last three years 
whereas others were displaying only the current year information or information relating to a 
specific program such as NPEGEL In quite a few schools, expenditure for the current year was 
either not displayed at all or was not updated. In one of the schools visited, the board was placed in 
the Head Master's room which is not easily visible to the public.
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It was observed that furniture and other non perishable items procured through SSA flinds do not 
have markings on them to identify them as SSA property.

The State Audit report for 2010-11 has been completed and submitted to MHRD. The state is aware 
of the instruction regarding coverage of all VECs spending above Rs 1 lakh once in three years. The 
agreed fee is Rs. 24,90,000. (Rs. 10000 fixed for each block) Internal audit in the state is conducted 
by 3 teams consisting of 2 retired accountants in each. These teams cover all the 33 districts and 
some BRCs and SMCs on random basis.

Tally software has been introduced in all the districts of Rajasthan from 1st April 2011.

Out of the 312 accounts posts sanctioned, 101 posts are vacant. All the posts at the State level have 
been filled but 19 posts including 5 AAO posts at the district level are vacant At the sub-district 
level 101 posts are vacant. The JRM team was informed that Director, Treasuries and Accounts is 
the appointing authority of the accounts staff in the state. Selection procedure had been undertaken 
by Rajasthan Public Service Commission to recruit 1500 accounts personnel. But due to some writ 
petitions regarding reservation before the Rajasthan High Court, the recruitment of accountants is 
being delayed.

Recommendations:

• It will be useful to agree a format for social audit display boards at the SPO level itself which 
can then be shared with att the Districts to ensure financial information is consistent, visible 
and adequate.

• The large number of vacancies in Accounts needs to be addressed urgently.

• The mission recommends that Training for Headmasters teachers and SMCs on basic 
accounts and record keeping be provided.

7.9 Procurement

The State is following the FMP Manual. An SMC manual has also been prepared in the vernacular 
language for circulation at the school level. This includes guidelines on finance and procurement

The procurement plan has estimated procurement of goods and services amounting to approx 
Rs.150.8 crores during the current financial year. Procurement of goods and services worth approx 
Rs.47 crores is to be handled at the SPO/DPO level during the current financial year and the 
remainder is to conducted at the sub-district level. Text books are procured directly from Rajasthan 
State Text Board. Most of the schools visited said that they received the books at the beginning of 
the session.

The Headmasters in some of the schools were unaware of the SMC manual and were unable to 
locate copies of the same. Minutes of the SMC meetings are being recorded in registers in all the 
schools. Attendance at these meetings is however thin with not more than 4-5 of the 15 members 
attending on any given meeting day.

The State has prepared the procurement plan for FY11-12 but it has not been hosted on the State 
SSA website. The procurement plan for civil works is detailed and the timelines for different 
procurement actions, from the time of initiation of the procurement is clearly mentioned. The plan 
for procurement of goods and services is less detailed. Including details as in the civil works plan
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will help in better monitoring. The procurement plan needs to be reviewed on a regular basis 
slippages tracked and remedial action taken to avoid further slippages. Regular monitoring of th 
procurement plan will help realize the full benefits of the procurement plan as a monitoring tool.

There have been no major delays in procurement conducted at the SPO level other than kits for low 
vision children and two schedules of science/maths kits as both kits had to be re-tendered.

Annual Maintenance contracts for equipments like computers, printers etc are to be done at the 
respective site. During the field visit to schools it was observed that some office equipment like 
computers and printers are not under AMC contracts and a vendor is called as and when a fault 
occurs.

The State is able to complete the open tendering process within an average time of 50 days from the 
time of.placing the ad in the newspaper. This is a very quick timeframe. There have been a couple of 
cases where re-tendering had to take place and in these cases the timescale for responding to bids 
was reduced from the normal 30 days in order to avoid further delay in the procurement process.

RCEE is considering implementation of e-procurement in the next financial year.

Recommendations:

• The mission suggests that SMCs be regularly briefed on procurement methods and procedures 
as a large proportion of procurement activities are conducted through them.

Summary of Main Recommendations 

Goal 1: All children in school

• The Mission recommends greater harmonization in data gathering by different sources at the 
state and national levels, especially in relation to the out of school children.

Goal 2: Bridging gender and social gaps

• The Mission recommends that vocational courses of non-stereotypical variety may be explored 
with support from the National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS)

• The Mission recommends that teachers of NPEGEL and KGBVs and members of Adhyapika 
manch may be oriented on self- defense techniques that are non- traditional and empowering in 
nature which the teachers can impart them to the adolescent girls in the KGBVs and NPEGEL. 
This pilot can then be scaled up for all female teachers.

• The state in consultation with the MHRD needs to find a solution to the recruitment of teachers 
for special schools in the light of the High Court order against recruiting contract teachers. The 
present situation is affecting recruitment and teaching learning due to teacher shortages.

Goal 3: All children retained in elementary education •

• Reinforced training of sub-district level personnel on micro planning to ensure even and 
equitous distribution of schooling system especially in deserving disadvantaged rural areas.

• The Mission recommends that the state may initiate a research study in collaboration with a 
national institution like National University of Educational Planning and Administration 
(NUEPA) to understand the causes of such high absenteeism.



Goal 4: Education o f satisfactory quality

The Mission strongly suggests that in the process of instructional materials development under
• SlERT, greater teacher involvement is ensured to integrate their feedback and create ownership 

of the materials created.

The Mission suggests that the state may take up stronger monitoring systems to ensure that the
• TIM and kits that are produced with extremely good intentions, are actually used and the 

children benefit from them. This should become one of the mandatory topics for discussion and 
sharing in the monthly Nodal School level meetings of teachers, as well as in the Adhyapika 
Manch meetings.

,  Rationalization of teacher positions to provide teachers as per norms in all schools to ensure 
that children stay in schools with close engagement of teachers. The Mission also recommends 
that greater attention be paid to recruitment of female teachers especially for the upper 
primary level.

• The Mission recommends that the concept of CCE may be shared with SMC members and policy 
makers in structured orientation programs to cover the key components of CCE.

• The Mission recommends that the state may closely monitor use of the e-content provided and 
have the content examined by the Central Institute of Educational Technology at NCERT for 
pedagogical and media appropriateness.

• The Mission strongly recommends that training of district and sub-district functionaries may be 
taken immediately for effective systemic functioning and quality improvement

Civil Works:

• The Mission recommends rationalization of positions of Engineers at state, district and sub
district levels to address shortage of personnel for closer supervision of civil works.

Finance & Procurement:

• It will be useful to agree a format for social audit display boards at the SPO level itself which can 
then be shared with all the Districts to ensure financial information is consistent, visible and 
adequate.

• The large number of vacancies in Accounts needs to be addressed urgently. The State has been 
employing retired accounts personnel to fill up vacancies on contract basis and increased use of 
such consultants should be considered.

• The mission recommends that Training for Headmasters and teachers on basic accounts and 
record keeping be provided.

• The mission suggests that SMCs be regularly briefed on procurement methods and procedures 
as a large proportion of procurement activities are conducted through them.
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Introduction

As part of the 15th Joint Review Mission (JRM) of the Sarva Siksha Abhiyan (SSA), a JRM team 
visited the State of Tamil Nadu from January 15 to 23 January 2012. The JRM team was composed 
of Venita Kaul Gol, consultant), James Stevens (World Bank), and Samar Ray( Gol, consultant). Mr. 
Asadullah (SSA- TSG) travelled with the Mission as an Observer. The mission sought to review 
progress in implementation of the SSA since the last JRM mission to Tamil Nadu in January 2010.

At the state level, the mission met with the Hon'ble Minister of Education, Secretary, School 
Education and the State Project Director and his team, DTERT faculty and representatives from the 
Monitoring Institutes. The mission visited the districts of Thiruivallur and Viluppuram where it 
interacted with the District Project Officers and their teams. The mission visited 3 schools in 
Viluppuram and 5 schools in Thiruivallur as well as three BRCs and various centers where SSA 
interventions are delivered. The team also saw two KGBVs and met several VECs, multiple parents, 
teachers and children throughout the two districts. In addition the mission visited an aided school 
and two Corporation schools in Chennai district and met with the Apo and her team. The mission 
reviewed the detailed documentation made available by the state and the districts as well as the 
Independent monitoring report by the Indian Institute of Technology Madras.

The wrap up session of the mission was chaired by Secretary, School Education. The Secretary 
briefed the mission on various reforms that have been initiated by the state. These include
(a)Notification of the RTE rules on Nov 8, 2011 (b) harmonization of curricula of the different 
school systems existing in the state into a uniform pattern; (c) appointing of 25 thousand teachers 
to meet the norms of RTE; (d) launching of the Shiksha Ka Haq campaign for RTE ;(e) trimester 
system for schools from the coming year so that students will carry only one book at a time; (f) 
promotion of CCE and (g) Linking up of schools with the National E governance plan for more 
effective utilization of technology.

The mission appreciates the assistance, cooperation and hospitality of the State Project Director 
and his team and thanks all functionaries of the Government of Tamil Nadu who generously gave 
their time and shared their views and knowledge with us. Thanks are equally due to the students, 
teachers, parents and VEC members who interacted with the team and provided their generous 
feedback We owe everyone involved with the mission a debt of gratitude.
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Overview and Key Issues

The mission would like to commend the state for giving priority to quality of education and learning
levels of children, now that it is well on the road to achieving full and equitable access to
elementary education. The pedagogical reform initiated in the state through ABL and ALM
approaches has begun to show positive results and needs to be sustained and carried forward.

Key issues and Recommendations

1. The diversity in the classrooms both at primary and \upper primary levels is very pronounced 
and is being catered to through the ABL and ALM approaches, which work well for children 
coming in at the starting point However, given that many children are entering laterally with 
varied levels at all stages is creating a complex situation and needs to be addressed in a more 
systematic manner.

2. Given that most children come into the school system without any preschool education and 
with reading levels being low at the primary stage, the zero milestone needs to include more 
elements of reading readiness activities as preparation for the primary curriculum.

3. English learning levels remain very low and rest largely on rote learning. Along with 
learning of reading in Tamil, the grade 1 and 2 curriculum should focus more on oral 
communication and listening skills in English so that the language base gets established 
and children are ready to learn reading by grade 3.

4. The ABL/ALM grading system used by schools should be complemented with periodic 
external assessm ents on sampling basis o f core skills in reading and maths in order to 
ensure schools are meeting objective standards. In addition, more rigour needs to be built 
into assessing children's progress on milestones.

5. Academic support and supervision is key to the quality of the schools and with the current 
ratio of BRTs to school the arrangement can be very conducive for assuring quality. 
However, many BRTs were observed to be without any teaching experience. This needs to 
be urgently addressed through intensive hands on training in classroom s using the 
prescribed methodology.

6. While the VECs have already been in existence, the SMCs are now being constituted in the 
schools as per the RTE mandate. It would be necessary to clearly define their respective 
roles and train and empower them to prepare the School Development Plans and fulfill the 
important role envisaged for them

7. The population data used for calculating the DISE enrolem ent ratios (NER and GER) 
continue to be based on the Census 2001 , which may not provide accurate assessm ent of 
the field situation and impact on policy decisions. On priority, the Census 2011  data needs 
to be incorporated and the rates recalculated. The teacher student ratios also need to be 
recalculated based on the reclassification of teachers at upper primary stage.
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8. Internal Audit is a control function which examines and evaluates the adequacy and 
effectiveness of other controls in the system. In fact, it has been defined as 'control of all 
controls'. It is recommended that the vacancies in Internal Audit be filled up expeditiously in 
consultation with director of LF Audit, failing which Chartered Accountants may be engaged for 
the work under the provisions of FM and Procurement Manual.

9. Urgent steps need to be taken to strengthen the Finance Wing, particularly at the district and 
block levels. This step will bring two fold results.(l) Professional people will be in charge of 
financial management, in view of larger and larger allocations of resources for SSA coming in 
and (2) The BRTs who are directly or indirectly handling the financial issues may be relieved 
and can concentrate more on their academic duties which they are mandated for. In other 
words, this would improve the overall programme management.

Progress towards the achievement of Goals
Goal 1: All Children in School

Achievements

The January 2010 JRM reported that access issues in Tamil Nadu are negligible, and since then the 
state appears to have even improved even on this already high standard. From a baseline net 
primary enrollment rate (NER) of 93%  in 2002, Tamil Nadu has reported an overall NER of 99%  for 
the past five years. This achievement is evenly distributed across geographic areas and student 
categories. Each of the state’s 30 districts reports an NER of over 99%  with no significant variation 
based on gender. Tamil Nadu also reports an NER of 99%  for SCs and 98%  for STs. The net 
enrollment rates for SCs and STs have increased from 89%  and 83%  respectively since 2002. 
Enrollment in lower primary education in Tamil Nadu has increased by nearly 500,000 students 
over the past eight years.

Upper primary NER rates are nearly as impressive. Tamil Nadu has reported NERs for upper 
primary of over 98.5%  for the past 4  years, an achievement which is also evenly distributed across 
districts and student groups. Enrollment in upper primary has increased by over 300,000 students 
since 2003-2004.

It is important to note that with a primary completion rate of over 97% , compared to a baseline of 
64%  in 2002, and nearly full gender parity, Tamil Nadu has achieved the millennium development 
goals for education.

Concerns

The mission has no concerns about Tamil Nadu's commitment and efforts to make sure all children 
complete elementary education education. We do, however, have some concerns about the fact that 
enrollment rates (both net and gross) continue to be calculated based on 2001 census data. There
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is a risk that transition to the use of age group population data from the 2011 census could result in 
an abrupt adjustment for these important indicators.

The mission notes that the January 2010 JRM asked for a state review of the prevalence of small 
primary schools e.g. those with an enrollment of less than 20 students. This trend is thought to be 
driven by demographic decline in some areas. The mission was not provided with this review, 
possibly because 2011 census data have not been available. However, it should be possible to 
report annually on the number of small schools in the state.

Recommendations

• The State Education Department should begin using findings from the 2011 census beginning 
with its reporting for the 2011-2012 school year.

• As the system expands to cover all children in Tamil Nadu, efficiency issues will become more 
important The State Education Department should provide annual information on the size of 
schools and provide recommendations for potentially consolidating non-viable schools.

Goal 2: Bridging gender and Social Gaps

Achievements

• Tamil Nadu has been steadily working towards social equity through school education, with 
a clear focus on children from socially marginalised communities such as SC/ST, girls and 
children with disabilities. This is evident from the following parameters:

• Enrolment. As per DISE 2010-11, the gender parity index reported for the state is 0.95 for 
primary and 0.94 for the upper primary stage, with girls forming about 49%  of total 
enrolment at the elementary stage. The percentage of SC enrolment in the total elementary 
stage enrolment is about 24%, which is higher than its share in the population (Census 
2001). Within the SC category, girls contribute about 49%  to the total enrolment at both 
the primary and upper primary stages of education. Correspondingly, while the ST 
population in the state is 1 percent of the total population, the percentage of ST enrolment 
is 1.71 up to Grade 8, with about 48%  being girls. These percentages have been more or 
less static over the last three years, with marginal increase in girls’ share in some categories. 
However, a steady increase is visible in enrolments of Muslim children in the last three 
years. The Muslim population is 5.5% of the total population against which the percentage 
enrolled has increased from just over 4%  in 2008-20099 to almost 6%  in 2010-2011, with 
girls forming about 49%  percent of the population. Children with disabilities are also 
getting included in mainstream schools. During 2008-2009, 1,16,339 children were 
identified through household survey and in hospitals and temples. Of these, 1,03,133 have 
been enrolled in schools. In most classrooms visited by the mission, children with special 
needs were noticed.
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Attendance: According to a study conducted by the state on student attendance, there is no 
significant equity gap at either the primary or upper primary stages. The attendance rate of 
SC children at primary stage is reported to be about 97%  as compared to the overall state 
rate of 98%. In 13 districts, the rate for SC attendance is even higher than the overall rate. 
For ST children the corresponding rate is about 97% , with it being higher than the overall 
rate in sixteen districts.

At the upper primary stage the attendance rate for SC children is about 96%  against the 
overall state rate of 97% , with it being higher than the state level in 10 districts. For the ST 
category, the attendance rate is about 95%  with a gap of 2.6%  with the overall rate. The 
attendance rates reported in the schools were also consistent with this data.

Learning achievement: Although several evaluation studies have been carried out of the 
ABL programme, disaggregated data on learning outcomes for different social categories is 
limited in terms of availability. According to a recent evaluation conducted by NCERT in
2011, performance of rural students was found to be significantly better than that of their 
urban counterparts in both Grades 3 and 4  in all subjects and girls performed better than 
boys, thus further indicating a positive trend in terms of social equity.

Concern: The findings point to the need for greater attention and support to the urban 
schools and a probe into the poorer performance of boys.

Interventions for bridging social gaps: While, as reported by the previous JRM, the state has 
consistently demonstrated success in bridging social equity gaps, its efforts to further 
consolidate these gains has continued with specific interventions for the different focus 
groups.

Interventions for girls: Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya (KGBV) is a special intervention 
for out-of-school girls in the age group of 10+ to 14 years in Educationally Backward Blocks 
(EBBs) to promote enrolment and prevent drop outs. Since the previous JRM in January 
2010, which reported 54 KGBVs, the number of KGBVs established in the state has 
increased to 61. Currently 4,416 girls are enrolled while provision is for 4,550 girls. The 
districts reported making continued efforts to identify out-of-school girl children in the 
EBBs and enroll them. The KGBVs are functioning in 45  EBBs in 12 districts of the state. 
The mission had an opportunity to visit two KGBVs in Villupuram district, both run by 
missionary NGOs: Ramakrishnan Mission and another run by Christian nuns. In both cases 
the KGBV's were fully equipped with building, classrooms and residential facilities for girls, 
teaching learning materials, teaching learning equipments, kitchen equipments, furniture, 
library books etc. The facilities and environment offered to the girls is evidently very well 
received by them as observed from their reactions to questions and their high level of 
enthusiasm. The excellent rapport of the students with the teachers is also very visible. The 
girls are being taught through the ABL/ALM methodology for which the teachers have been 
trained. In addition they are given opportunities for yoga, music, dance, games and 
learning of various vocational skills such as tailoring/embroidery, crafts, artificial jewelry 
making, and painting; Training is also provided in computer education, sports, yoga and 
karate. The girls reported enjoying studies as well as these activities and had begun to have
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career aspirations for themselves. The KGBVs reported having facilitated the continuation 
of most of the girls into secondary education. The pass percentage of the girls in the ESLC 
examination of the government has improved from 43.3%  in 2000 to 100 percent in 2010.

• Concern: The challenge noticed could be the diverse levels of the girls as they range from 
never enrolled to those continuing in upper primary. Since they are in residential settings, 
adopting a child-to-child approach where the more educated girls could be paired with the 
not so literate ones may be a possible mechanism for providing support to teachers to 
address this challenge. Given the immensely challenging task of the teachers in these 
schools as compared to the regular schools, the state may consider enhancing their 
remunerations.

• The National Program m e for Education o f Girls a t Elem entary Level (NPEGEL) is 
another SSA sponsored special intervention in the EBBs to enhance enrolment and 
retention of girls in regular schools, who are studying in primary and upper primary 
sections. Under this component, various interventions are reportedly being provided to 
currently 1.87 lakh girls. Vocational training on skills like tailoring, embroidery, handcraft 
etc. is being provided; girls are being taken for one day excursion visits within and outside 
the district to provide wider exposure. 32,170 girls are reported to have benefitted from 
this provision. The mission had the opportunity to see some very fine craft work, soft toys 
and jewelry being prepared by girls in some schools, which was reported to be made 
available through organising local exhibitions for sale and any proceeds collected was 
pooled back into the rolling fund available for this activity. In addition, preparation of 
sanitary napkins was also seen in the KGBVs.

• Concern: The previous mission had very strongly recommended widening the scope of these 
interventions both in KGBV and NPEGEL to include, on the one hand, projects, theatre, 
sports, and music and, on the other hand, life skill education beyond traditional skills to 
wider social issues of direct relevance to girls such as dowry, health rights, child labour, 
marriage, etc. Although the state has reported organisation of special programmes and 
camps to create awareness in these spheres, the mission was not able to observe any such 
camps or initiatives, possibly due to the short duration of its v isit The mission would, 
however, strongly endorse the recommendation of the previous JRM in this regard for the 
state to consider.

• Education of children with special needs:

• This component of the program is perhaps one of the most commendable initiatives of the 
state. It is being implemented in collaboration with sixty five NGOs, who have specific 
training and experience in this area. Of the 136,782 children identified with disability, 
1.05,398 children are enrolled in regular schools and 22,703 are under home based care. 
412 resource centres have been set up at block levels in the BRCs; 1,966 special teachers 
and 150 physio therapists and speech therapists have been appointed for therapeutic 
support to the children. 352 day care centres have been established in all districts at the 
Block level in which one care taker and one helper take care of the children. Transport 
facility or allowance is being given to parents to bring the children to the day care centres.
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Children are provided cooked meals during the day. 14, 815 children have been identified 
for assistive devices and 27 have been helped to undergo corrective surgery. 15 BRCs have 
been upgraded for offering Foundation Courses through IGNOU and 1,140 teachers have so 
far been trained on this course.

• The mission had the opportunity to visit two day care centres which had 15-20 children 
with different kinds of disabilities including, MR, cerebral palsy, autism, neuromuscular 
malfunctioning, and speech and hearing related problems. Mothers are also encouraged to 
come with the children and participate in the activities, with the objective of orienting them 
in management of their respective children at home. It was observed that mothers were 
actively participating in some group activities as well. The mission noted with appreciation 
that mothers' participation may well be an effective mode of group therapy for mothers too, 
by exposing them to other mothers with similar or greater problems than their own, thus 
enabling them to accept and understand their own child and his/her right to inclusive 
education. The day care centres provide children basic preparedness before being 
mainstreamed into regular schools, as per their specific needs. The resource centres are 
more specifically for therapy alongside school participation. Two cases of home based care, 
both with severe disabilities, were also visited in their homes and the aids and appliances 
provided to the children and attention given was found to be appreciated by the 
community. These cases reinforced for the mission members the importance of early 
identification and early intervention. The need to strengthen monitoring of child’s progress 
and ensuring regular visits of the resource teacher may need special attention at the block 
level.

• Children with special needs were also observed in many classrooms of regular schools 
visited by the mission. The schools are also visited by the resource teachers with varying 
frequency ranging from once a month to once a w eek The teachers are given some 
orientation with regard to the way to address the child’s needs.

• A positive feature observed, and reported by the M.I. too was the inclusive environment of 
all schools with no instances seen of discrimination against SC/ST, girls or children with 
special needs in any classroom. The ABL classroom pedagogy itself contributes to this 
inclusive environment with children sitting with each other and working with each other on 
the basis of their ‘levels' and not social identities which, to quote from the report, may well 
be an example of a ' tribute to our democracy!’.

• Concern: However, as per the Monitoring Institution's report and the mission’s 
observations, the teachers feel the need for more intensive training in this area to help them 
manage the children better.

• Early Childhood Care and Education: In convergence with Department of Women and 
Child Development, 20,315 ICDS centres have been upgraded and materials supplied to 
them of the zero milestone of the ABL In addition to that, mini kit materials for maths has 
been supplied to 750 of the upgraded centres and training given to 25,968 centres. 
Unfortunately the mission was unable to observe any Anganwadi in action with the 
materials; the one Anganwadi visited had the cards lying obviously very new and unused .
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The Mission could not also meet the Anganwadi Worker on that day to get her reponse to 
the materials.. The mission commends the initiative to strengthen the AWs, given that the 
children who come into school can get better prepared for primary education in the AWs.

• Concern: However, given the lack of capacity and low priority to ECCE in AWs , it is 
recommended that at least on a pilot basis the initial school readiness cards, as 
recommended in the section on quality, may be expanded for the AWs and tried out with 
supportive supervision in an action research mode and the impact measured on the entry 
level of children when they come to school.

Goal 3: All Children Retained in education system

Achievements

• Tamil Nadu continues to be innovative in its focus on enrolling and mainstreaming out-of
school children. The number of reported OoSC is reported to have been reduced from about
466.000 in 2002-2003 to about 56,000 in 2010-2011. The state has adopted a menu of 
programs aimed at getting children back in school including residential and non-residential 
bridge courses, KGVB/NCLP projects, summer camps and mainstreaming. The mission 
visited two KGVP residential schools for girls and was impressed by the obvious 
commitment of staff and teachers and the level of resources provided. Nearly 51,000 of the
56.000 targeted OoSC are reported to be covered by the above interventions. Due to the 
state's continuous focus and efforts, this trend towards eliminating OoOC will likely 
continue.

• The! state has set up both residential and' non residential special training centers for out of 
school children as per need. The children identified through the Village Education register 
are first enrolled in formal schools and then provided the special training for which 
stationery and study materials have been provided in accordance with the ABL 
methodology. 214  NGOs and SHGs are involved in managing the residential special training 
centers. On-site support for these centers are provided by BRTs. Currently 54,233 children 
are reported to be taking advantage of these special provisions.

• Tamil Nadu is reporting significant success in ensuring that children who enroll in school 
actually attend classes. Attendance rates are reported to be 98%  in lower primary and 97%  
in upper primary against lows of 91%  and 88%  respectively in 2002. Regular attendance is 
likely a positive indicator of improved learning performance.

• Tamil Nadu has dramatically increased its number of teachers over the past 8 years. 
Teacher-student ratios have been significantly reduced at both primary and upper primaiy 
to near 30-1 in 2009. Although it is important to note that the accomplishment of the 
reduced teacher-student ratio for upper primary reflects wide variation across distracts, 
with a high of 39-1 and a low of 19-1. In 2010, the student teacher ratio for upper primary
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increased significantly to about 35-1. Interestingly, almost all variation across districts has 
now disappeared and all districts are tightly bunched around the 35-1 ratio.

• The mission expresses concern that its own observation of attendance rates on student 
progress reports showed that few children were attending classes at a rate approaching 
99%. The attendance rates reported in DISE seem to be improbably high.

• The progress review provided to the mission reported a drop in the number of upper 
primary teachers of 70,000 from 2008-2009 to 2009-2010. Upper primary teacher 
numbers dropped from about 193,647 to 123,201. The State provided an explanation of 
this anomaly that involves some teachers at upper primary being counted as primary school 
teachers, some as BRTEs and some upper primary teachers moving to the secondary level. 
This re-classification of teachers puts in question the previous reporting of teacher numbers 
under SSA and the reliability of teacher-student ratios previously reported. The state 
should provide a detailed explanation of this change in classifying teachers and describe the 
impact on indicators such as teacher-student ratios at the primary and upper primary 
stages.

Recommendations

• Tamil Nadu is encouraged to assign BRTEs to undertake spot checks of attendance rates on 
their school visits, as well as to request that the next independent monitoring review focus 
on the issue of regular attendance. /

Concerns

Goal 4: Education of Satisfactory Quality

The pedagogical innovations by the state in the form of Activity based learning (ABL) at the primary 
stage and Active Learning Methods (ALM) at the upper primary stage may well be considered the 
most singular achievement of the state. These have been described and appreciated at length in the 
previous JRM reports and these can be referred to for more detail. The Mission had the opportunity 
to see these being implemented in schools across two districts and in the Chennai Corporation. The 
most remarkable and consistent experience was of observing almost each and every child across 
grades completely absorbed and engaged in the task at hand, with a clear motivation to complete 
the task successfully. This level of active engagement and confidence is rarely seen in schools 
generally. The other positive feature was the individual pace at which children were learning and 
the meticulous tracking of their individual levels through the learning ladder and the achievement 
charts, in a completely non threatening manner. This element can well serve as an exemplar for the 
currently advocated CCE which thus becomes an integral part o f the teaching learning process.

An important aspect of this state initiative has been its openness and receptiveness to new ideas 
and changes along the implementation process, so that may of the initial criticisms of the pedagogy 
such as lack of opportunity for peer group interaction, need for balance with large group activities,
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introduction of supplementary readers, introduction of simplified ALM for grade 5, etc. have been 
now addressed, thus enriching this innovative pedagogy further.

Concerns: While endorsing unequivocal support to this pedagogy, the mission would like to 
highlight some areas of concern that emanate from its observations during the school visits and the 
reports of several evaluations carried out of the program which were shared with the mission. 
Although overall all evaluations show definite improvements in learning levels of children, 
particularly at the primary stage, some concerns continue regarding levels of reading fluency and 
comprehension, opportunities for higher order learning and English. In this regard the mission 
would like to make the following recommendations:

(a) Since the majority of children do not have opportunity for any organized education prior to 
school, the state may wish to consider making the initial zero milestone period of one 
month be treated not merely as preparation for the mechanics of ABL but as a school 
readiness phase with activities focused on phonetics, sound and shape association, active 
conversation, vocabulary building through stories and games, exposure to print and picture 
book handling, which have proven to be useful for developing reading skills in children.

(b) Activity cards may be reviewed from the perspective of ensuring adequate representation 
of activities involving reading comprehension.

(c) Children were observed to be actively engaged in and enjoying Mathematics activities, 
which is to be commended. There was also evidence of children learning the concepts well; 
however it is recommended that the cards may be further reviewed and strengthened, if 
needed, from the perspective of ensuring opportunities for developing higher order 
thinking skills in children, including those of estimation, reasoning and problem solving.

(d) English learning level's were seen as ati area of concern by the inis'sion and further 
confirmed by all evaluation reports. The children were learning it purely by rote and their 
vocabulary and expression seemed to be limited to the memorized sentences or words. 
Given the fact that almost all children in the schools would not come from an English 
speaking family background, the mission recommends that the state may consider focusing 
in the first two grades specifically on oral communication in English so that by grade 3 the 
child will be better prepared to learn reading and writing. Also, given that many primary 
teachers were deficient in English communication themselves, the possibility of involving 
the upper primary teachers who are better versed to take responsibility for English at the 
primary stage may also be explored. The state may also like to review the textbook for 
grade six in English which appears to be far too demanding on children given their levels at 
that stage.

T each er availability: Tamil Nadu does not report any shortage of teachers. The pupil teacher 
ratio as per DISE (2010) is reported to be about 29%  at the primary level and about 35%  at the 
upper primary stage. At the primary stage, multigrade classrooms are advocated with a maximum 
strength of 40  which is further being considered to be reduced to 30. A wide range of classrooms 
were seen with some very small schools as well, possibly due to the large scale preference of
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parents for private schooling. However, in some schools the reverse trend was also reported of 
children coming in from private schools due to better methods of teaching. In all the state has 
210,573 teachers at the primary stage and 123,110 teachers at the upper primary stage. Of these, 
22,849 teachers have been appointed under SSA. In some pockets, especially the tribal areas, there 
continue to be instances of single teacher schools or schools with teachers not knowing the 
children's language, which are matters of concern.

Teacher support and academ ic supervision: The state has invested very effectively in 
appointment of 6,800 Block resource teachers (BRTs) who have the exclusive responsibility of 
providing support and supervision to the teachers for ABL and ALM at the elementary stage. Each 
BRT has six to seven schools under his/her supervision which allows for much more intensive and 
focused support and supervision as compared to other states. This is another positive feature of 
the SSA programme in this Tamil Nadu. The BRTs are separate for the two levels of primary and 
upper primary. The BRTs are given direction from the state regarding the 20 days training to be 
conducted of the teachers over the year. Of these 10 days training is at the block level for each 
stage and 10 days at the cluster level. Some space is made available for BRTs to plan their own 
training as per need. The trainings conducted in 2011-2012 included on English communication, 
CCE, TLMs and curriculum related; content enrichment; school sanitation, peace and value 
education, physical education and restructuring of new ABL cards. In addition to the BRT visits and 
trainings, monthly discussion meetings are held in the CRCs for teachers where problems are 
reported to be raised and resolved and any new instructions given.

While the support system is commendable and has been a major asset in enabling the state to scale 
up the innovative pedagogy so swiftly, there are some concerns regarding the profile of the BRTs. 
Not all BRTs have teaching experience in schools, as some come from industry or corporate 
background. This places them at a certain disadvantage with the teachers. Considering that this 
level is critical for quality of implementation in schools, the state may consider providing for 
further training and capacity building of the BRTs particularly in classroom situations for them to 
have 'hands on' experience and enhance their capabilities in the pedagogies as well as methods of 
providing supportive supervision.

While the evaluation reports and visits to schools indicate that teachers have developed a sound 
understanding and skills related to the ABL and ALM methods, there is a need for capacity building 
and training for them in English teaching, continuous, comprehensive evaluation and in addressing 
children with special needs. The state may like to take these up on priority.

Availability of teaching learning materials: Since there was a delay in the distribution of revised 
textbooks in 2011 from the Department of Education, this also delayed the revision of the cards 
under ABL. It may have also created an uncertainty among the teachers in particular about the 
continuation of the ABL/ALM pedagogy. However, this doubt has now been allayed and with the 
help of a group of good teachers the ABL cards have been revised keeping in view feedback from 
the field and from evaluation studies. These are to be printed and will be made available from the 
next academic session. The older versions are with the schools and the programme is being 
implemented accordingly. In addition to the cards, the classrooms were seen with a substantial 
amount of material, including story books in book corners, maths and science equipment, 
consumable materials like paper and crayons for drawing, colouring with children's drawing and



work displayed in every classroom. No school reported any dearth of materials in the schools 
visited.

Student learning levels and assessm ent: The mission was impressed with the rigorous 
reporting of student achievement against milestones in the ABL/ALM curriculum. All schools 
visited were able to provide progress reports on all children in the school on a quarterly basis. The 
progress reports contained information on the student as well as attendance levels. The mission 
found evidence that the schools were reporting their results to the Block level. The Blocks are 
providing aggregate reporting on performance at the upper primary stage, but no evidence was 
found of aggregation o f performance results for the primary stage.

While the grading system is functioning well, it is fundamentally a self-reporting system which 
includes an element of subjectivity and teacher discretion. The state should consider completing 
this school-based grading system with periodic standardized assessments of basic learning skills 
(reading and math) in the early grades. The assessments could be done on a sampling basis, which 
would reduce the costs. The external assessment would allow the state to monitor compliance with 
its overall standards and to identify problems with particular groups or in geographic areas.

Financial Management and Procurem ent

The following table provides the financial status of Tamil Nadu's SSA programme for year 2011
2012.

Outlay and expenditure Rs in crore
i. Approved Outlay 1891.41
ii. Opening balance 58.43
iii. GOI Realise 666.37
iv. State release 289.54
V. 13th Finance Commission Award 0.00
vi. Other receipts 0.00
vii. Total fund available 1017.34
viii. Expenditure till December 2011 766.11
ix. % of expenditure on outlay 41%
X. % of expenditure on available funds 75%

Achievements

Initiatives o f Sarva Shikhsha Abhiyan (SSA) Tam il Nadu to prom ote Community M obilisation: 
Tamil Nadu has developed a training module exclusively for VEC members to provide guidance for 
effective functioning of VEC in every school. During the year 2009-10, around 1,74,624 VEC 
members have been trained on their role as stake holders of the school. The module provides 
comprehensive guidelines regarding conduct of meetings, maintenance of registers, management of
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funds provided by SSA, mobilising resources from communities for development of schools, 
maintaining model cashbook books, bank accounts and reconciliations etc. During the JRM visits to 
the school, it was noted that the heads of the schools were financially literate, which led them to 
maintain the necessaiy records in complete form. However, documents such as cash books, 
ledgers, stock registers etc. were current and the head of the institution was preparing the receipts 
and payment accounts (an abstract of the cash book) for the year. These documents were reported 
to be periodically checked by resource persons from the block level. The schools were displaying 
the details of all grants and expenditure figures prominently on the notice board for public 
information. The principles of transparency as envisaged in the Manual on Financial Management 
and Procurement were observed to be adequately m et

The mission did not observe bottlenecks in funds flow. In all schools visited, there appeared to be a 
smooth flow of funds through electronic transfer facility right down to the village level.

The SIS has adopted the double entry system of book keeping. Tally ERP 9 (latest version) 
accounting software is being used by the State Project Office, the District project offices and Block 
resource centres. The SIS maintains accounts on accrual basis of accounting and follows the 
principles of accounting as laid down in Manual on Financial Management and Procurement of 
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (FM and P Manual).

Concerns

• Deficiency in Internal Audit System : The Internal Audit has a sanctioned strength of 17 
officials (one Assistant Director and 16 inspectors), against which the men-in-position is six 
(one Assistant Director and 5 inspectors) as on date. As a result, no concurrent audit has 
been undertaken so far and Post Audit of Account has been completed only up to 2006, 
leaving an arrear in auditing for five years.

• Inadequate Staffing in Finance Wing: There is shortage of manpower in the Finance 
Wing at State, District and Block levels. At the State level, against eight sanctioned posts 
there are five men-in-position and three posts (one Assistant, one Accountant come Data 
Entry Operator and one Financial Consultant) are vacant At District and Block levels, as 
against 857 sanctioned posts (Superintendent, Accounts and Audit Manager, Desk 
Superintendent, Block Accountant), 585 persons are in position and 272 posts are vacant

• Inadequate disclosure in the Consolidated Balance Sheet: Annex-XXI of the FM and
Procurement Manual requires that the following should be disclosed under capital funds of 
the consolidated balance sheet at the State level:

Funds received from Government of India:

a) SSA
b) NPEGEL
<0 KGBV
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Funds received from State Government

a) SSA
b) NPEGEL
c) KGBV

Interest

a) SSA
b) NPEGEL
c) KGBV

Others
Balance at districts

The consolidated balance Sheet of the SIS at 31st March 2011 gives only aggregate figures of SSA, 
NPEGEL and KGBV without disclosing the Central, State, interest and other components separately.

Statutory Audit Report /Accountant General (AG)'s Report: Four Objections of Statutory Audit 
(two pertaining to the State Project Office, one to DPO Chennai and the fourth to Puddukottai) 
relating to 2008-9  are pending for settlem ent Similarly, six paragraphs of A.G Tamil Nadu are 
pending at State level. The objections relating to unadjusted advances featuring both in Statutory 
Audit and AG's Reports are pending for one of UC from two agencies.

Status o f R eport o f Institute o f Public Auditors o f India (IPAI): The third phase report of IPAI 
(sponsored by Ministry of Human Resource Development Department of Elementary Education & 
Literacy, Government of India) received on 20th April 2011 is pending for at the State Project Office 
for remedial action.............................................................................................. .........................................................

Loans and Advances: An amount of Rs.21324.356 lakh is lying in the books as outstanding 
advances since 2006-07. Want of Utilization Certificates is the reason behind pendency of the old 
advances.

Procurem ent: The following table provides the progress of procurement versus the procurement 
plan:

Total number of contracts listed in Procurement Plan for 2011-12 24
Actual number of contracts issued as of 31.12.2011 6
Actual number of contracts under tendering as of a 31.12.2011 18
No of contracts where deliveries and payments made as of 31.12.2011 4
No of contracts amended / extended in 2011-12 1
No of repeat orders placed on same contractors after 30 days of expiry of 
previous order

Nil

No of contracts terminated in 2011-12 Nil
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The following table shows the distribution of contracts issued / under tendering in 2011-12 by 
method.

Open tenders Limited
tenders

Single
Tenders

Without
tenders

Civil works 
community

by Total

11 6 5 2 - 24

During discussion it transpired that finalization of 18 tenders is pending due to the revision of ABL 
cards in consonance with the revision of uniform syllabus based on Supreme Court’s Order in 
August 2011. Elections during October 2011 to the local bodies also had an impact on the time 
schedule. The State Project Office expressed hope that the tendering process will be completed 
before end of the financial year.

Recommendations

• Internal Audit is a control function which examines and evaluates the adequacy and 
effectiveness of other controls in the system. In fact, it has been defined as 'control o f all 
controls’. It is recommended that the vacancies in Internal Audit be filled up expeditiously 
in consultation with director of LF Audit, failing which Chartered Accountants may be 
engaged for the work under the provisions of FM and Procurement Manual.

• Urgent steps need to be taken to strengthen the Finance Wing, particularly at the field level.

• The consolidated balance sheet should have adequate disclosure under the capital fund.

• Audit objections need to be settled quickly. Similarly, the third phase report IPAI needs 
attended to expeditiously.

• Steps need to be taken to adjust the outstanding advances. Particular attention needs to be 
given for obtaining the pending UCs. More loss of time may prove to be risky in getting the 
required documents necessary for adjustment of the high value advances.

Program M anagement

Achievements

The mission noted that Tamil Nadu government has taken effective steps to make SSA a vehicle for 
implementation of Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009 (the Act). It has 
notified the RTE Rules in November 2011 under sec. 38 of the Act and School Management 
Committee (SMC) on 26  December 2011 under sec. 21 of the Act. The mission has observed during 
its visit to the schools that the SMCs have become active and functional and they, together with the 
Village Education Committees (VECs), are vibrant symbols of community mobilisation and 
management in the State of Tamil Nadu.
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Tamil Nadu’s capacity to plan and to collect and report on data/indicators remains an important 
strength. The mission was impressed with the availability and high visibility of DISE information at 
all levels of the system, including the BRCs and individual schools. All three block offices and 15 
schools visited by the mission posted DISE information and were able to produce all information 
and data requested by the mission.

A particular strength of the reporting capacity is the advent of the student progress reports (report 
cards). All schools visited provided meticulously well kept reports on student performance across 
all subjects and against ABL milestones. Schools reported that all student learning outcome data 
are provided to the BRCs. But the three BRCs visited were only able to produce information on 
upper primary learning results. The State Education Department only shared information with the 
mission on upper primary results.

The mission met with several Village Education Committees (VECs). We were impressed with their 
enthusiasm and commitment and their focus on learning. VECs were unanimously supportive of 
ABL. They seem to be taking seriously their role of keeping the Elementary Education Registers 
(EERs), especially when it comes to identifying out-of-school children, displaying information on 
SSA funding, and maintaining the school grounds.

The mission met with BRTEs from three BRCs. The BRTEs also accompanied the mission to all 
schools. All BRTEs reported making at least weekly school visits and have a manageable number of 
schools for which they are responsible (10  or fewer). They take seriously their role of being the 
conduit of information from BRCs to schools and from schools back to the system. They seem to be 
functioning as designed: a source of positive facilitation and innovation in the SSA reforms. No 
problem with staffing numbers was reported by Tamil Nadu, the districts or the BRCs.

The use of NGOs to provide management and expertise continues to be a strong area in Tamil Nadu. 
The mission interviewed the NGOs responsible for the programmes at two KGBVs, , Their 
commitment to assisting out-of-school girls was exemplary and obviously extended beyond the 
classroom to all aspects of the girls' lives. This commitment is evident despite teacher pay among 
NGOs that is below government salary norms.

Research also continues to be a strong area for Tamil Nadu. The mission was provided with a 
summary of findings and recommendations for 7 studies conducted in 2010-2011, as follows:

1. Impact of CAL on academic achievement and personality development of the Middle school 
students

2. Evaluation of NPEGEL Programme in Tamil Nadu
' 3. A critical Analysis on the functioning of computer Assisted Learning Centres (CALC) (in 

Thiruchirappalli, Thanjavur and Perambalur Districts)
4. Eliminating Gender Gap in Education through Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya (KGBV)
5. Active Learning Methodology -  A Review
6. Rethinking professional Issues towards inclusion
7. Evaluation of IED Programme in selected District of Tamil Nadu

The ABL study has been referenced earlier in this report
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The mission has additional feedback only on the CAL studies, which tended to focus on the 
popularity of the CAL facilities and awareness of the programme. Although the study in the three 
districts (number 3 above) did include achievement tests, it is not clear the extent to which these 
tests adequately controlled for attributes outside the CAL programme. However, the mission did 
observe examples of the CAL programme being used for instructional purposes, as opposed to only 
for computer training. The programme was obviously a source of pride and enthusiasm for 
children, teachers and parents in the schools.

Lastly, the mission was provided with a half yearly external monitoring report which was covered 
out in three districts (Theni, Thoothukudi and Kanyakumari) by the Indian Institute of Technology 
Madras. The report is considered good practice in terms of its independent evaluation of SSA 
progress in the state. Findings were largely consistent with those of the JRM team. The 
independent monitoring report generally found that school personal had received training in most 
programme areas, while implementation of the programmes tends to be somewhat uneven. The 
JRM team would like to highlight several findings and recommendations not already covered in this 
report, as follows:

• The schools visited could not produce progress evaluation reports for OoSCs.

• There was a delay in distribution of textbooks in the state in 2011. However, 
supplementary learning materials seem to be available in most schools, and this delay is 
reported to be a one time incident

• Only slightly more than half of schools visited by the monitoring team had computers, 
putting into question the coverage of the CAL programme.

• The monitoring report commented that School Management Committees commonly lacked 
awareness of their role.

• The monitoring report found that while school personnel have been trained on reporting 
formats for DISE, many schools were unable to provide reports filed with blocks/districts.

Concerns

• The JRM team has the following concerns, in addition to those listed above from the 
independent monitoring report

• As identified by the January 2010 JRM, there are still concerns about the experience and 
training of BRTEs. While all BRTEs reported receiving some training for their positions, 
some lacked teaching experience. The January 2010 JRM recommended that BRTEs be 
required to gain classroom experience prior to taking on their assignments. This would be 
especially important if the BRTE does not have a teaching background. While the State 
Education Department has reported successfully training BRTEs, it is not clear whether or 
not on-the-job experience has been a focus on the training or the selection process.
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• Tamil Nadu is collecting value information on learning performance in schools. But unlike 
information on enrollments or other indicators of performance, learning outcome 
information is not given a high level of public visibility by schools, BRCs or districts.

Recommendations

• The display of school statistics and indicators is exemplary in the classroom, in school 
public areas and at BRC offices. But the mission recommends that school administrators, 
teachers and BRC officials also be encouraged to publicly display learning outcome results. 
Quarterly results could be displayed in classrooms and annual results could be displayed in 
public areas of schools. BRCs could display aggregate annual learning outcome results.

• Neither BRCs, district offices or the State Department of Education could provide the 
mission with aggregated data on learning performance at lower primary (standards 1-5), 
although aggregate learning performance data was shared for upper primary. The mission 
recommends that primaiy learning outcome data be collected and made available at all 
levels.

• Schools need to be encouraged to be systematic about undertaking evaluations of OoSC 
prior to mainstreaming and to keep evaluation reports on file.
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INDIA
SARVA SIKSHA ABHIYAN (SSA) 

15th JOINT REVIEW MISSION

STATE REPORT: TRIPURA 
January 1 7  - 23 , 2 0 1 2

Introduction:

On behalf of the Fifteenth Joint Review Mission (JRM) of the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan 
Programme (SSA), Shantanu Das (DFID) and Prof Pramila Menon (GOI) visited Tripura from 
January 17-23, 2012 to review and assess the progress on achievement of SSA goals in 
respect of (1) All children in school; (2) Bridging Gender and Social Gaps; (3) All Children 
Retained in education system; (4) Education of Satisfactory Quality. The Mission also 
reviewed actions taken on specific recommendations of the Eleventh Joint Review Mission. 
Ms. Taramoni (SSA-TSG) accompanied the team as an Observer.

At the State level, the Mission met and had intensive discussions with the Principal 
Secretary, State Project Director, Additional State Project Director and Coordinators of 
different components under SSA. The team had detailed discussions with stakeholders 
regarding the progress towards achievement of SSA objectives. The team also had an 
opportunity to meet the District Magistrates of North & Dhalai District.

The team also visited formal schools, Block Resource Center, Cluster Resource Centres, and 
the District Project Office (DPO) in Dhalai & North Distrct and interacted with BRC and CRC 
facilitators, teachers, students, parents, community members and representatives of Mother 
Teacher Associations, and School Management Committees. Detailed discussions were also 
held with the District level officials and the District Project Coordinators of both North and 
Dhalai districts. The places visited were border areas inhabited by primitive tribes, and 
therefore the children in schools were first generation learners.

The Mission wishes to thank the state and district officials for their cooperation and 
hospitality during the v isit The Mission would like to extend sincere gratitude to Mr. 
Banamali Sinha Principal Secretary Education, for facilitating the review process and 
sending officials of the State Project Office, who deserve special appreciation, for 
accompanying the Mission to the field. The Mission would like to place on record its 
appreciation for the Department of School Education and Literacy, Government of India and 
the Technical Support Group for making available all the documents and briefing the 
mission. The Mission shared and discussed the draft Aide Memoire with the State Project 
Director and his team in a wrap up meeting held on January 23rd 2012, at the State Office.
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Overview and key issues:

Tripura a small north eastern state with 3.7 million population of which are 31%  STs and 
17% are SCs. Over the years, Tripura has made good progress on literacy and elementary 
education. Tripura is ranked 4 th in India as per literacy rate (Census 2011) and ranked 1st in 
reducing gender gap in literacy in the last decade. The state has also made good progress in 
reducing out of school children from 62187 in 2003 to 2012 in 2011. The state has made 
impressive progress in opening and upgrading of large number of primaiy and upper 
primary schools and the construction is of good quality. The state has made impressive 
progress on rolling out of RTE. Access is no more a major issue in Tripura. The MIS system 
is being effectively utilized for planning purposes. A sincere effort has been put on fiscal 
transparency.

Key issues:

• Despite making good progress in reducing OoSC, building infrastructure, community 
participation, the level of teaching and learning is still very low- only 16%  of the 
children have scored above 60%  in class V.

• Though the state has favourable pupil teacher ratio but nearly 56%  of the teachers 
are untrained resulting in poor teaching practices and learning outcomes.

• Though the schools remain open for 245 days in a year but there is high level of 
teachers’ absenteeism because of various reasons including non teaching 
assignments -  like Census Survey, Ration Card survey, House Hold Survey, Election 
Duties etc which is reducing the actual classroom transactions. Recently, the state 
has taken measures to reduce non-teaching assignments.

• Though system and processes are in place but the capacity' at the districts and sub
districts level need improvement Capacity of the training institutions also appears 
to be weak. The monitoring and supervision system need strengthening to 
effectively tackle the lacunae that are present in the system.

• Large number of programme staff vacancies at all levels is creating additional 
pressure on existing staffs and adversely affecting delivery of the programme.

• The difference between the mother tongue and the medium of instruction in tribal 
area schools was pointed out in discussions as both a likely reason for low 
performance and eventual dropout
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Goal 1: All Children in School

Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan is being implemented in the State since 2001-02 based on the 
Annual Work Plan and Budget which is formulated by consolidating the District Elementary 
Education Plans. The Right to Free and Compulsory Education (RTE) Act, 2009 was passed 
by Parliament of India in August, 2009 and was notified for implementation on April 1, 
2010. The progress towards provisions under RTE can be seen in the following steps that 
have been undertaken by the State.

• Constitution of State Advisory Council with Minister, School Education Department, 
as Chairman.

• Declaring SCERT as the Academic Authority.

• Instructions issued for the constitution of School Management Committees at the 
elementary level.

• Orders issuing banning private tuitions, collection of capitation fee.

• Orders issuing prohibition of physical punishment and mental harassment to 
children.

• Identification of neighborhood schools by the Inspector of Schools.

In Tripura, the total number of habitations is 7829. With the implementation of SSA in the 
State, up to 2010-11, 7211 habitations are already covered by primary schools. Out of a 
total of 618 habitations, 27 are eligible for opening of primary schools. 591 habitations 
today are not eligible for the opening of primary schools. Proposals for the opening of 35 
hostels for 1532 children living in 184 habitations were proposed in the AWP&B of 2011
12, but were not approved pending notification of State Rules of RTE Act.2009. Out of 7829 
Habitations in the State, 7272 habitations have been covered by upper primary schools. 
During the implementation of SSA, 1002 Lower Primary Schools have been upgraded and 
made functional up to 2011-12.

A number of initiatives have been undertaken by the State to bring the out of school 
children within the purview of the schooling system. The process starts with the 
identification of children through a large scale household survey. To verify the correctness 
of the list of identified children, a sample check is carried out covering about 20-25%  of the 
whole. One of the major strategies adopted is a special enrolment drive programme 
"Vidyalaya Chalo Abhiyan" carried out throughout the state. During the Household Survey 
2010, a total number of 3588  children were identified. Of these, 2992  children could be 
enrolled in formal schools during Vidyalaya Chalo Abhiyaan 2011. It was proposed to cover 
the remaining 596 children through Non Residential Special Training Centre, Home Based 
Education Programme and Residential Hostels.

Concerns:

Though the State has progressed well in terms of achieving the goals of access, a few areas 
still remain uncovered. There is a need to open more residential schools and hostels in the 
areas demarcated for Autonomous Councils.
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Recommendation:

The State may initiate discussions with the Tribal Welfare Department and the Tripura 
Tribal Area Autonomous District Councils to take decisions regarding setting up of 
residential schools in these areas.

Goal 2: Bridging Gender and Social Gaps:

In Tripura, there are seven educationally backward blocks in which female literacy are 
lower than the national average. The scheme of Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya is 
introduced in all the seven educationally backward blocks, with an initial intake capacity of 
20 children in the hostels, which has been increased subsequently to 50 in 2008-09. A total 
number of 350 girls have been enrolled in all the KGBV schools Out of 8 sanctioned KGBVs, 
7 are operational. The enrolment of SC girls are 2 (0.57%), ST girls are 345 (98.6% ), Muslim 
girls 1 (0.29%), and OBC girls 2 (0.57% ). Of the sanctioned KGBVs 7 buildings are 
completed and one is in progress.

The State has made commendable progress with regard to the education of girls by fully 
utilizing the resources available through the scheme. The Mission visited Hezachara KGBV 
in Dhalai. In the current year, a total number of 50 students have been enrolled in classes 
VI-VI1I. The children looked happy and well cared for. More importantly, the children have 
adapted themselves to their environment and are pursuing their studies and other activities 
with a vibrancy that was exhibited in the mission’s interactions with them. In order to 
facilitate education of girl children belonging to SC, ST and RM communities at the upper 
primary stage, 4  Residential Girls' Schools have been established and made functional in 4 
districts. So far 250 girl students have been accommodated in the hostels of the schools with 
the residential and academic facilities. This is a particularly important' intervention in the 
context of the State especially for the socially disadvantaged. The Mission also visited 
Fulbari Minority Girls Hostel attached to the Fulbari H S School, in block Kadamtala in 
District North Tripura. After school hours the children are engaged in pursuing some 
vocational training. A total of 8 sewing machines have been purchased for a total cost of Rs. 
50,000/- Most of the children are first generation learners. It was revealed that some of the 
minority girls from the special training centre are mainstreamed in this school. The mission 
had interactions with the concerned student. The state has indeed provided avenues for 
girls’ education and their accommodation through the adoption of such strategies. The 
Mission would like to place on record its appreciation for such a move. A Table showing the 
achievement of children in the examination is presented below.

Year

VI VII VIII

Appeared Passed
Passed

with
60%

Appeared Passed
Passed

with
60%

Appeared Passed
Passed

with
60%

2009 29 29 7 13 13 5 8 8 2
2010 8 8 1 29 29 6 13 13 4
2011 13 13 3 8 8 2 29 29 6
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The innovative scheme of NPEGEL was introduced during 2005-06 primarily in 2 
Educationally Backward Blocks in Dhalai district. In 2006-07, 5 more EB blocks were 
brought under the coverage of NPEGEL. Model Cluster Schools have been developed and 
made functional in 7EB blocks. The mission visited Dhanyaramkarbari Para NPEGEL and 
had extensive discussions with the teachers.

In Tripura, the coverage of CWSN is 100%. A total of 3183 children with special needs have 
been identified. Of these 2737 are enrolled in schools, and 446 are provided home based 
education. The children with special needs are identified through the household survey 
conducted by the state. Teachers engaged in survey are provided special training in this 
regard, so that no CWSN is left unidentified. During the year 2010-11, 20 assessment camps 
were organized. And 113 teachers were provided 90 days’ training. 40 schools were 
provided with ramps and 446  severely disabled children were provided home based 
education. The Mission was provided an opportunity to visit a home in Dhalai district at 
Dulubari Gate where one of the severely handicapped child was being provided education. It 
was observed that this child did show slow but steady improvement. The mission would like 
to make special mention of the teacher whose presence immediately brought a smile on the 
face of the child.

Concerns:

The programme of residential schools in the state have to a large extent helped in achieving 
equity. The environment created through these interventions need to be sustained and 
institutionalized.

Goal 3: All Children in education system:

The Pupil Teacher Ratio is 1: 20.23 at the primary level, and 1:17.11 at the upper primary 
level. The following table represents the Pupil Teacher Ratio in 2010-11.

PTR at glance -  2010-11

District PTR
Pry U.Pry

Dhalai 22.98 16.01
North 29.91 19.00
South 19.45 16.40
West 17.53 17.09
Total 20.33 17.11

The Pupil Teacher Ratio is in compliance with the RTE norms. While the transition rates 
from primary to upper primary is 89.18, the retention at primary level stands at 95.95. The 
overall retention at elementary level is 90.32.

The strategy for retention of students have been streamlined, incentives such as mid-day 
meal, free textbooks, school uniform, stationery and attendance grant are reaching all
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students. The reported transition rates and retention rates at primary levels are an 
indication of improvement over the years. The transition rates show improvement even in 
the last two years. The teacher grants are provided to all elementary teachers for 
preparation of TLMs with locally available low cost materials and use them in classroom 
teaching.

Concerns:

There is no mechanism for ensuring the attendance of children in the schools. In the schools 
visited by the Mission the attendance of students was only fifty percent This is true for both 
primary and upper primary classes. The reasons cited for non attendance ranged from 
extended holidays in many cases usually in combination with festivals, to non availability of 
textbooks etc The Mission would like to express serious concern in this matter as this 
directly impinges on the internal efficiency of the school.

Recommendations:

The State must ensure regular monitoring of student participation and retention by the 
functionaries in the system. The Headmaster must assume and exhibit leadership in 
checking student absenteeism. Additionally, class teachers of concerned classes must also 
be assigned with specific responsibilities to monitor the regular attendance of students.

Goal 4:Education of Satisfactory Quality:

In Tripura, the progress in the domain of quality has been slow, despite the efforts initiated 
by the state. The percentage of children scoring60% and above marks in the examinations 
o f classes V and VIII has been showing, a slow but increasing trend. In class V, the 
percentage of children securing 60%  and above has increased to 16.28 in 2008*09 from 
12.29 in 2003-04. Similarly in class VIII the percentage was 8.29 in 2003-04, which has 
increased to 13.43 in 2008-09. The details are presented below in the tables.

In Class V Examination:

District 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09
Dhalai 12.99 13.88 11.57 11.05 14.33 7.85
North 10.84 15.67 13.92 12.09 18.05 13.36
South 10.52 15.01 12.18 15.73 16.62 18.10
West 13.36 15.51 17.13 14.07 18.88 19.06
TRIPURA 12.29 15.22 14.80 13.88 17.64 16.28

In Class VIII Examination:

District 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09
Dhalai 9.68 11.88 8.65 8.72 10.26 12.75
North 4.82 8.23 10.36 9.51 14.91 13.22
South 7.42 16.39 16.04 11.17 9.73 12.04
West 9.34 12.74 13.51 11.46 11.13 14.22
TRIPURA 8.29 12.71 13.03 10.78 13.12 13.43
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Classroom transaction The closure of schools for various reasons limited the mission’s 
opportunity to visit schools and observe teaching and interact with teachers and students. 
The Mission was however able to interact with the officials and personnel of CRC’s and 
BRC’s who has been the main source of information about the academic needs of the 
schools. Textbooks have reached all schools and other centres that were visited, and also 
that the books were received within a few weeks of school reopening.

Teaching Learning M aterial There has been full disbursement of grants to teachers for 
the preparation of TLM. The mission is disappointed however in not being able to see any 
evidence of these materials having been prepared by the concerned teachers. The process of 
transaction leaves much to be desired.

The Mission visited Sonaimuri Cluster Resource Centre in North District, and Satyaram 
Cluster Resource Centre in Ambassa, in Dhalai district The members also visited a Block 
Resource Center and observed the one month training for upper primary teachers. 
Interactions with the teachers revealed that the training was indeed useful in preparing 
them for many aspects related to classroom transaction.

Activity Based Learning The mission was also provided an opportunity to visit Chailengta 
English Medium School to see the children engaged in Activity based learning. The class was 
arranged in groups of five and the teacher was guiding them. The interactions however 
revealed that the teachers had received training for ABL the year before. There was a 
demand for refresher training in view of the fact that many of the understandings gained 
from the earlier training were now forgotten.

Concerns:

In the schools visited, the mission was able to observe classroom teaching and student 
learning. The mission strongly feels that existing teaching practices need to change 
drastically. Moreover, teacher accountability also needs serious attention. In the limited 
schools visited, the teachers were unable to convey some of the fundamental concepts to the 
children. It was found that children are also unable to read sentences in Bengali. The 
difference between the mother tongue and the medium of instruction in tribal area schools 
was pointed out in discussions as both a likely reason for low performance and eventual 
dropout

Recommendations:

• All training programmes must be evaluated in order to assess their relevance and 
impact A comprehensive review of training programmes should be taken based on 
feedback from teachers. Training modules need revision from time to time.
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Financial Management & Procurem ent

In the financial year 2011-12 against the total release of Rs. 17309 lakhs by Gol the state has 
spent Rs. 10860 lakhs, which is roughly 62% of the released amount. The state share has 
not been released y et

Achievements:

• There is a good effort on fiscal transparency and nearly all schools displayed 
financial information on walls or notice board.

• Cash register and asset registers are being maintained in most of the schools.

• State team reported that the fund for the construction are being transferred to the 
Rural Development Department for procurement of materials like cement, rod, GI 
sheet etc and fund for labour components / minor constructions are being 
transferred to VECs.

Concerns

• Third party evaluations of civil works have not been carried out till date.

• Though IPAI (Institute of Public Auditors of India) report was submitted to the state 
on 26th April, 2010 and one months time period was given to send comments to the 
Ministry but till date the state has failed to send comments or produce any action 
taken report to the Ministry.

• Capacity of Districts and lower level on financial management and accounting 
continues to remain weak.

• Sanctioned posts of Finance Officer/Coordinator and Accounts officers in all the 
districts and blocks have not been filled up from inception/or for along time though 
large sum of money being allocated every year to the districts.

Recommendations:

• Third party evaluation of civil works needs to be carried out urgently.

• Many of the recommendation of the IPAI report need to be implemented and action 
taken report need to be sent to MHRD urgently.

• Finance Officer/Coordinators and Accounts officers post need to be filled up 
urgently before disbursement of next tranche or by beginning of the next financial 
year.

• Along with filling up posts, regular training and hand holding support to all relevant 
officials, Head masters, CRCs and BRCs on finance and accounting guideline and 
practices need to be conducted.
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• More"humber of Master trainers on finance and accounts need to be developed and 
deployed.

• Strengthening of internal audit system with required manpower is necessary to 
ensure more frequent audits and action taken on recommendation.

• Financial accounting software needs to be rolled out urgently.

Programme M anagem ent

Staffing and capacity building:

• Staffing: There is large number of programme management staff vacancies at state 
level, district level and sub- district levels, (nearly 45% -55%  in all the districts.) Many 
of the important positions- Additional District Project Coordinators, Planning 
Coordinator, Finance officer, Accounts officer are lying vacant for a long time. It is also 
seen that SPD, ASPD, DPCs are holding dual charge and therefore unable to provide 
exclusive attention to the SSA programme. Large number of unfilled posts is creating 
additional burden on the existing staff and adversely affecting delivery of the 
programme.

• Capacity Building: There exist good programme management skills at the state level 
however the capacity at the districts and sub district level is w eak Capacity building 
institutions at the district and sub-district levels both on academic and programme 
management issues are weak and need to be strengthened. More number of trainings, 
and other capacity building initiatives need to be undertaken based on proper 
planning and appropriate need base assessment. Presently, the training calendars are 
being drawn up on the advice of DPOs or SPOs without much training need 
assessment and feedback from teachers. Also proper evaluation on the effectiveness 
of the training need to be carried ou t

• To address the issue of very high percentage of untrained teachers and low learning 
outcomes it is important for the state to review and develop appropriate strategies for 
improving effectiveness of the training programmes and capacities of training 
institutions.

• . The state has made good progress in converging with other government department
especially rural development, tribal welfare, drinking water and sanitation for 
implementation of the programme.

Readiness of the system to take on increase on allocation (as SSA becomes the
vehicle to implement RTE):

The financial progress of 2011-12, shows the state has spent Rs. 10860.43 lakhs against the
outlay of Rs. 22479.75 lakhs which is roughly 48% .
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In the year, 2010-11 , against the due state share of Rs.1902 lakhs the state had released 
only Rs. 1288 lakhs. The shortfall was of 6 1 4  lakhs which is roughly 33%  of the due state  
share.

The State has made good progress on sensitizing and training of staffs, teachers, community 
leaders on RTE and has strong state level leadership capacity to roll out RTE. The main 
challenge would lie in staff capacity at district or sub-district level in some of the districts 
and in ensuring redeployment of teachers to deliver the mandate of RTE.

Monitoring and supervision:

The monitoring and supervision system is in place but not very effective. Academic support 
and supervision system is not having much impact on teaching practices, teachers' 
absenteeism, and teachers' accountability and learning outcomes.. District officials / BRCs / 
CRCs claimed that they do regularly visit and advises the schools on issues related to 
infrastructure, teaching methods, teacher absenteeism etc but it is not been properly 
recorded and being followed up.

Monitoring and supervision of civil works are carried out by VECs and SMCs. This process 
needs further strengthening through proper training and sensitization on roles and 
responsibilities of the community leaders. Overall, monitoring and supervision system 
needs to be strengthened and greater attention need to be given on quality issue at all levels 
with greater involvement of senior officials.

Data issues, EMIS:

Computerised EMIS system is in place both at the state and district levels with good quality 
staff. Data generated through the EMIS system are being analysed and used for planning 
purposes both at state and districts levels. State reported that they do a ten percent random 
sample check of the DISE data and appropriate rectifications are being carried out. 
Appropriate actions are also been taken on misrepresentation of data by the schools. 
However, visit reflected that the block and district level officials need to put more effort in 
monitoring and cross checking of the data/information which is largely absent Training of 
MIS/DISE need to be conducted for district and sub district level staffs. MIS Infrastructure 
at state level needs to improve.

Research & Evaluation:

Not much has happened on action research in 2011-12. Only one study ‘Achievement of 
learning of students reading in KGBV School in class VIII' has been completed. Two others 
project proposals have been submitted and under consideration. Capacities of DIETs are 
very weak without much contribution on action research or on pedagogy development

Tripura University generally conducts a monitoring and evaluation of 1 district each year. 
Capacity of staffs on monitoring and evaluation both at District and State level need to be 
strengthened.

t
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Community Mobilisation:

Tripura has made remarkable progress in involving communities in school affairs. SMCs / 
VECs / MTAs have been formed and community leaders have been trained on various issues 
including RTE. There are several instances of community contribution towards 
development of schools or hostel infrastructure. However, SMCs / VECs need more 
awareness and training on financial practices, their roles and responsibilities in 
management of schools and on civil works.

Recommendations:

• All sanctioned programme management vacancies need to be filled up urgently.

• Capacities at districts and sub-district level need to be strengthened both on 
programme management

• Training institutions need to be revamped for more effective functioning.

• Overall, monitoring and supervision system needs to be strengthened and greater 
attention need to be given on quality issues.

• District and sub-district staffs need to check and re validate the data.

• Research and evaluation activities need to be initiated and followed up.

SMCs / VECs/ MTAs need more awareness and training on financial practices, roles 
and responsibilities in management of schools and on civil works.
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INDIA 
SARVA SIKSHA ABHIYAN (SSA)

15th JOINT REVIEW MISSION

STATE REPORT: WEST BENGAL 
January 17 - 23, 2012

Introduction

On behalf of the 15th Joint Review Mission (JRM) of the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), Anjali 
Noronha (Gol), A M Sehgal (Gol), and Sabina Bindra Barnes (DFID) visited West Bengal from 
January 17-23, 2012. Shalendar Sharma (SSA-TSG) accompanied the team as an Observer. The 
Mission reviewed the progress made by the State in implementing SSA and the results with respect 
to the overarching goals of SSA, including access, retention, equity and quality. The team also 
reviewed various aspects of program management, financial management and procurement

The Mission visited a number of primary / junior basic schools, upper primary schools, Shishu 
Shiksha Kendra (SSK), Madhyamik Shiksha Kendra (MSK), Madarsah high school, Government 
Aided primary and high schools, and alternative schools in Hooghly and North 24  Parganas districts 
and Kolkata. The Mission also visited the DIET in North 24 Parganas district The Mission held 
detailed discussions with the district officials of SSA, school authorities, teachers, students, parents, 
and members of local bodies, VEC/MTA, members of District Primary Education Council and other 
stakeholders. At the State level, the Mission met the Minister of School Education, Principal 
Secretary of School Education, the State Project Director and her team, officers of the West Bengal 
Boards of Primary Education (WBBPE), Secondary Education (WBBSE), Paschim Banga Sishu 
Siksha Mission (PBSSM) PBSSM, and resource persons from Kolkatta University, Vishwabharti 
University and the Chairperson of the Expert Committee on curriculum issues from Jadavpur 
University. The team also met with several NGOs working with the PBRSSM to get their perspective 
of progress in implementation of quality education and their contribution thereof.

The Mission would like to thank the state and the district teams for all the support extended to us 
during our v isit We would especially like to thank the SPD and her team for all the support 
extended and each of the district teams who responded to our request at short notice.

Overview and Key issues

The West Bengal School Education system is a multilayered structure with great complexities It has 
the following types of schools under different boards and managements:

• Classes 1-4 Primary; classes 1-5 Junior Basic; classes 6-8 Upper Primary; classes 5-10 
Secondary; classes 5-12 Higher Secondary;
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All these schools fall under the jurisdiction of the following bodies:

• Class 1-5 Primary Board; 6-12 Secondary Board; SSK -  MSK under Panchayati Raj

The schools are mosdy government aided and this has a very long history. There are very few 
entirelygovernment or entirely private schools. The management at the school level is also different 
for different levels of schools. The primary schools are managed by the VEC -  one VEC manages on 
an average 3-5 schools, while from upper-primary onwards is managed by an SMC.

The teachers are also recruited through different bodies. Though SCERT is the State level academic 
body, but the boards have been performing the academic functions of curriculum and academic 
leadership in their jurisdiction too. In such a complex scenario, any change is required to be 
negotiated through all these structures and processes.

In this scenario, the two major developments since the last JRM in Jan 2010 acquire even greater 
significance. These are:

a) The review of the whole class 1-12 curriculum in the light of NCF 2005, by a fairly well 
constituted expert committee. The committee has submitted its report and most of its 
recommendations have been accepted by the government of West Bengal;

b) The formulation of the rules for the RtE Act which is being processed by the law 
department. Meanwhile circulars in the spirit of the Act have been issued and implemented.

The progress in outcomes and in the implementation of SSA is assessed for the last six months, as 
well as the overall progress since the program has begun. The 7th, 9th and 11th JRM State reports 
have provided useful benchmark to review the program's progress. While assessing the progress, 
the Mission has attempted to contextualize it in the distinct characteristics of education provision in 
West Bengal, deeply rooted in its historical experience.

The Statfe has achieved good enrollment in Primary and is increasing transition to Upper Primary 
fast However estimates of OoSC are still not settled and may be quite large. They do not 
incorporate migration.

However, special focus areas remain and new issues are also added. Two of these are two districts 
with low ST enrollments and larger dropouts among Muslim and General category boys. These need 
to be addressed.

Attendance is an issue -  data is not collated as to level o f attendance, random head counts at the 
visits showed a range of 40-80% .

The State is also putting in place a child tracking system. The process for the latter requires serious 
review so that it becomes an information base for local action in the hands o f the teacher, rather 
than a mere information management system.

The performance as per both the National Achievement survey by NCERT as well ASER is also 
consistently above the national average. But in absolute terms, grade appropriate achievement is 
behind by 40%  percentage points.

The retention and quality for all children is the issue to focus on both at the Primary and Upper 
Primary level.
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In this light one major issue is the urgent response to as well as long term planning for 
infrastructure and teacher deployment at the Upper Primary level. The State has the highest SCRs 
and the highest number of districts with PTRs above the RtE norms for upper primary schools.

Another area of great concern is the teacher education system to nurture further quality -  at all 
three levels -  pre-service, in-service and educational support.

The State has reviewed its curriculum and made recommendations for reform, it is also in the 
process of notifying its rules.

It has also completed its GIS mapping of schools and will be using this to plan for the upper primary 
provision with appropriate restructuring if  required.

The next phase of work should be comprehensive school planning for quality and inclusion which 
has at its centre the learning of the child -  a system where assessment, learning process and 
materials are designed in a manner so as to address the learning needs of each child at their 
particular pace, rather than infrastructure planning. The management of such a system, the role of 
the teacher and community and the infrastructure required should be determined on the basis of 
.the requirements of the learning system in a balanced manner.

Progress tow ards achievem ent of goals

Goal 1: Improving access to elementary education

Achievements: The number of out of school children (OoSC) in the State has reduced from approx 13 
lakhs in 2006 to 2.4 lakhs in 2010 as per the household Survey (HHS) carried out by the State SSA. 
This amounts to only 1.75%  of the total child population in the age group of 5+ to 13+ years. 
However the 2009 repeat survey of OoSC by SR1-1MRB had indicated 7 lakhs (5.25% ) of the 
children in West Bengal in the age group of 6-14 yrs to be out of school. This data need to be 
examined as the discrepancy is wide. As per the 2010 HSS, the estimated percentage of OoSC among 
various social categories was 7.6% for SC, 5.2% for ST and 6.9%  for Muslim with Murshidabad, 
Uttar Dinajpur and Purulia together accounting for a large share of these OoSC (Table 1). The state 
has no information on migrant children. The HHS 2011 planned by the State was to cover these 
children. Migrant children are a major but issue in the country and particularly in West Bengal as it 
is also a border State.

Enrolment: At present there are 10.2 million children attending primary classes (grade I-V), of 
which 14.5% are enrolled in SSK. Around 89%  children are enrolled in government and govt aided 
schools and 8%  attend private unaided schools, largely concentrated in urban areas. Of the 4.7 
million attending upper primary grades, around 9% attend MSK, and the rest are in regular upper 
primaiy schools (composite secondaiy schools), out of which 2.80%  are in private unaided schools. 
It was also reported that 218,150 children were attending various AIE centres (mainly brick kiln 
schools). DISE 2010-11 captured data from 630 unrecognised private schools and 1192 
unrecognised Madarsas for the first time in the State. Both these type of institutions represent 
about 0.4 percent of total children enrolled.

As per the DISE and State HHS survey, the GER at primary level has increased from 121 in 2005-06  
to 129 in 2010-11(SSK and private unrecognised schools covered for the first time). Similarly, the
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NER has also increased from 98 in 2005-06 to 99 in 2010-11(MSK included). The NER at Primary 
level ranges from 93.9 in Uttar Dinajpur to 99.9 in Purba Medinipur.The GER (106) and NER (90) at 
Upper Primary level are lower than the Primary level although as per the Flash Statistics (which 
uses projected population) NER at Upper Primary level is 68. This discrepancy needs to be 
examined. The differential between the GER and NER for primary and upper primary grades 
indicate persistent problem of age inappropriate enrolments. There is a decline of about 3,00,000 in 
the enrolment in elementary schools, of which there is a decline of 1.5 lakhs in class 1 itself (census 
does show and absolute reduction in number of children in the 0-6 agegroup). The census 2011 has 
shown a decline in the decadal growth rate of West Bengal between 2001 and 2011 from 17+ % to 
13+ %. This will also have some implications on the enrolment -  the State is aware of this and is 
including it in its future planning.

There are 76,861 primary schools including 16,100 SSK and private schools. At the upper primary 
level there are 14,952 schools including 1920 MSK. In more than 8000  cases, the upper primary 
classes are clubbed with secondary education. The ratio of primary to upper primary schools in the 
state is highest in the country at 5.13. During the field visit also the mission observed that the upper 
primary classrooms were full of as many as 90 children and one teacher. Children were seated just 
one foot away from the blackboard in many classes as there was no space in the rooms. The state 
needs to expedite the opening of new upper primary schools as weir as upgradation to upper 
primary sections. Of the 4399 sanctioned only 251 have been completed covering 5.7% of the 
target.

CWSN: The state has identified 2.7 lakh children with special need, of which 19,3316 are enrolled in 
schools, 15,833 enrolled/covered through AIE/SRP and 24,336 reached through home based 
education. The district of Hooghlyhas initiated early identification of disability (from 0 to 14 years). 
The mission was informed that there has been a gross delay in supply of equipment supplied by 
ALIMCO which has resulted in the equipment being redundant for the children, as measurements 
etc changes. State needs to look for alternate suppliers. The number of resource teachers continues 
to be inadequate and the state has planned to appoint more Resource Teachers, Special Educators, 
and strengthen 1277 resource rooms for CWSN. ‘

Integration of elementary cycle: The State continues to physically keep grade V with the upper 
primary sections of high schools rather than integrating them with the primary stage, while it is 
included in the primary cycle and its coordination is with the primary board. As majority of the 
schools have 1-1V grades it will be a stupendous task and the state needs to take it up as 
recommended by 11th JRM. The state also needs to treat 1-V1II as a unit under one academic 
authority, as per the provision of RTE Act, rather than keeping V-VIIl with the secondary board.

Expansion of Upper primary stage: The State had got approval for establishing 5676  new upper 
primary schools (mostly by upgrading primary schools) during the period 2007-08  to 2009-10  but 
only 1884 schools were built Main reason for the delay was availability of land to establish 
separate upper primary schools. The State has asked for sanction of the spill over money but has 
not got this from the MHRD. The State has since completed the GIS mapping of all schools, 
habitations and roads to identify gaps in provisioning of primary and upper primary schools. The 
mission was informed that the state had not been sanctioned the spill over money for the schools 
even after other hurdles have been overcome. This matter needs to be resolved quickly as it is 
causing a lot of hardship at the upper primary level.
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Issues:

The state has not yet notified the RTE rules, which have been drafted and are now pending with its 
law department. In the meanwhile some of the provisions of RTE are already notified through 
circulars and are being implemented. This has led to MHRD not sanctioning any new schools for the 
states especially upper primary which has implication of provision of adequate number Upper 
Primaiy schools to students who are transitioning from primary schools.

As different data are showing different numbers for OoSC, it is important to collate data and 
undertake analyses of different sources. A village child register for children between the ages of 0
14 is maintained in west Bengal by the Panchayat department. It has some variation in its updation 
and data from this is not collated in a usable form;We saw the Village child register in some of the 
schools of Hooghly District. This can be a good source of total number of children in the age group 
and provide information of OoSC as well as dropouts. Although, state has been undertaking HHS 
earlier, it has not been conducted for last two year. The Secretary informed us that this will be done 
in the month of February after the first month of admissions. In addition the village child register 
can be used to get information on OoSC.

The 11th JRM was informed that the Education department in consultation with the Department of 
Rural Development has taken a decision to upgrade the SSK and MSK into regular primary and 
upper primary schools within the next two years. However SSK and MSK are still managed by the 
Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs), under the Rural Development Department and need to be 
brought under the Paschim Banga Rajya Shishu Shiksha Mission (PBRSSM) which runs other 
primaiy schools.

There are around 16,100 SSK catering to around 1.42 million learners, an average enrolment of 88 
in these SSKs. Similarly there are around 1920 MSK for upper primary grades, which enrolled 
39,7000 students. The average enrolments in these MSKs were more than 200 students. Around 
1341 SSK and 57 MSK require school buildings.

The mission visit coincided with the admissions timing to schools and it was observed that the 
teachers in the upper primary schools had no idea of the number of children that they will be 
getting from the feeder primary schools of their area. The circle level resource coordinator (CLRC) 
need to collect list of children graduating out from each primary school in circle and make it 
available to each upper primary school and collate data thereafter. This would help ensuring that all 
children have transited to grade V. The information needs to be made available and used at the 
school level.

The inadequate number o f upper primary schools/sections has become a serious issue especially 
with more children transitioning into grade V. Although the state has made adequate progress in 
provisioning for the primary schools, this has not been the case with both the physical and human 
resources for upper primary schools/sections.

As per DISE the Student Classroom Ratio (SCR) was 40 and Pupil Teacher Ratio (PTR) was 30  for 
the state. 56%  of primary schools in the State have an SCR above 30, whereas 64,76%  of upper 
primary schools have SCR above 35. Around 30%  of primary schools have two or less rooms. 1341 
MSK are building-less as compared to 39 Govt, and Govt, aided primary building-less schools. The 
SCR for SSK and MSK as reported by the state was higher than the state average at 54%  and 59%  
respectively.
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Recommendations

• The State needs to notify RTE rules with utmost urgency as they have now been drafted and 
are pending legal clearance. However, it is implementing the rules through circulars and 
actively communicating and taking action on the circulars. We would recommend that the 
MHRD review the Status of the circulars for implementing the RtE Act and take this into 
cognizance for further sanctions etc. While the Rules are being processed.

• State needs to carry out child tracking of OoSC through HHS. In the meanwhile the districts 
could be requested to update village child register which provides information on 0-14 yrs 
children.

• State to ensure that the task of opening as well as building new schools is expedited. GIS 
mapping analysis and verification of un-served habitation as well as scouting for alternative 
land as well as methods for vertical expansion of existing secondary schools with upper 
primary sections needs to be expedited as it will provide the actual requirements of the 
schools as well as other facilities. For this the construction norms and costs would have to 
include pillars, stair cases and ramps to the upper floors of the building. MHRD may also 
allow spill over and expedite release of fund for construction of these schools.

• Priority needs to be given to provide physical and human infrastructure to the SSK and MSK 
schools as they are lagging behind from other formal schools in terms of SCR, school 
buildings and teachers.

• At the policy level, the State may take steps to integrate class 1- 8 under one academic 
authority for the elementary cycle. The integration of SSK and MSK with the PBSSM needs to 
be undertaken expeditiously.

Goal 2: Bridging gender and social gaps

Gender gaps: The State has proportionately higher number of girls attending all levels of education 
and has achieved gender parity index of 0.98 at Primaiy and 1.07 at Upper Primary level. The girls 
constitute 49.4%  of enrolments at primary and 51.6%  enrollment at the upper primary grades. 
2/3** enrollments in Madarsa schools continue to be that of girls. State's estimations of transition 
from primary (grade IV) to upper primary (grade V) using regular school data shows an increase in 
transition for girls as compared to the boys. It decreased for boys from 94%  in 2009 to 91.7%  in 
2010. At the same time it increased for girls from 91%  in 2009 to 93%  in 2010. However transition 
rate as per DISE data for grade V to grade VI (DISE Flash Statistics) has decreased both for boys and 
girls and for girls by 3.7 percentage points. State has analysed reason for this being the VI grade 
syllabus which the children can’t cope with and has addressed this issue in the comprehensive 
review by the expert committee.

NPEGEL interventions are being implemented in 59 Educationally Backward Blocks (EBBs) 
covering 11 districts. The State is running 92 KGBVs, spread over 13 Districts covering 6146 girls 
(capacity is 7500). The State reported various interventions to promote girls education under the
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innovation fund e.g. Educational Tours, Astronomical show, Nature Camp, Training of female 
Panchayat and Panchayat Samiti members, Sensitization of SHG etc. However they are being 
implemented as blanket projects across the state and need to be assessed for contribution to school 
completion. Each district needs to be able to identify its specific problems and devise contextual 
strategies including innovations that are viable to reach the hardest to reach. In Tarkeshwar block 
of Hooghly District incinerators have been provided in the schools for disposing of sanitary 
napkins. Baseline was conducted and the pilot is being closely monitored.

Social gaps: The proportion of OoSC in the state for SC, and minorities is almost identical with the 
general population except for ST whose proportion for OoSC is double. However as we disaggregate 
information for the districts the picture becomes dismal for the SC, ST as well as the minorities. 
Table 1, clearly depicts the high percentage of SC and Minority children out of schools in districts 
like Uttar Dinajpur and Purulia. For ST children the picture is even worse with their proportion of 
OoSC rising upto 20%  in of the total number eligible to be in elementary school. There is a need to 
undertake such analysis blockwise also and develop specific interventions.

T a b le l: OoSC by gender and social category as proportion o f th e ir population in 6 -1 4  age 
group
State Household data 2010-11') .

6-10 age group 11-14 age eroup

%
OoSC % Girls fOoS) % OoSC

%
Girls
(OoS)

Overall 1.04 1.00

Purulia (5.3%) 
Uttar Dinajpur 
(6.1% ) 1.67 1.53

Purulia (4.2% ) Uttar 
Dinajpur (6.3% )

SC 1.05 1.04

Purulia (6.8% ) 
Uttar Dinajpur 
(10.9% ) 1.84 1.77

Birbhum (5.0% ), 
Purulia (6.5% ) Uttar 
Dinajpur (8.8% )

ST 2.49 2.40

Purulia (9.0% ) 
Uttar Dinajpur 
(19.9% ) 4.43 4.31

Cooch Behar 
(14.4% ), Purulia 
(12.3% ) Uttar 
Dinajpur (19.8% )

Muslim 1.31 1.26

Purulia (14.4% ) 
Uttar Dinajpur 
(3.8% ) 2.37 2.00

Purulia (12.2% ), 
Bankura (4.1% ) 
Birbhum (3.7% ) 
Howrah (3.8% ) 
Siliguri (5% )

The percentage of SC and ST children enrolled as proportion of their population in the age group is 
more. This is true of muslim children also. On the other hand, the shares of SC, ST and Muslims in 
the enrolments in SSK and MSK is 29%, 12%  and 38%  respectively. This indicates that a large 
proportion of over-age and under-age children attending schools have some correlation to these 
vulnerable groups.

Table 2: Percentage enrolm ent and population by social category at 
elem entary level_____________________________________________________________
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% population share (Census 2001] %  enrolment share (DISE 2010-
U )

SC 2 3 % 2 7 %
ST 6 % 7 %
Muslim 2 5 % 3 2 %

Recommendations:

• The State should undertake an analysis of social and gender gaps, covering the OoSC, 
enrolment, repetition, drop out and transition rates combining the statistics of not only 
regular primary and upper primary schools, but also that of SSK /MSK and the Madarsa 
schools at the district and block levels.

• District specific innovations need to be encouraged and implemented for mainstreaming 
marginalised populations.

Goal 3: Universal Retention

Introduction: Universal retention would mean universal attendance and transition. While transition 
to the upper primary schools have increased substantially over the years, a picture of attendance is 
yet to emerge, as data on this has not been properly collated. In the 12 schools that we visited 
attendance in different schools, ranged on that particular day from 40%  to nearly 80% . There were 
only 2 schools with an attendance of 70-80%  on the day of the visit. The attendance in most schools 
was between 55-65% . This corroborates with ASER estimates for West Bengal.

The transition rate from primary to upper primary level has been increasing for the last three years. 
This is putting a lot of pressure on the upper primary provisioning in the system. As is well known, 
class 5 in Bengal, though included under the Primary School Board, have historically been mostly 
part of the secondary school physical infrastructure. Hence class 5 physically becomes the 
transition class from Primary to Upper Primary and due to this, creates a bit o f a gap.

Sustaining enrolments, attendance and transition is integrally related to achievement. However, the 
upper primary system is in dire need of strengthening. If it is not equipped soon, the high transition 
rates will lead to push outs.

Achievements and Progress in Indicators

While enrolments in class I remain around 25,00,000 over the last 10 years, Upper primary 
enrolments (all classes) has increased from about 35,00,000 in 2001-02  to over 65,50,000 in 2010
11, Over 30.5 lakh increase over the last ten years. This shows that there is impressive increase in 
transition to the upper primary school at the primary level and transition to the upper primary 
over the last few years. However, the number of schools at the upper primary level, have far from 
kept pace with the growth of enrolment in the upper primary sector. The student to school ratio at 
the upper primaiy level has improved only from 505 to 438. The PTRs at Upper Primary level are 
also very high -  52.48 as compared to 31 in primary schools. There seems to be a large discrepancy
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between the data shown in DISE and the State Data on the aspect of PTRs in upper primary schools
-  the DISE data for 2010 -11 showing a PTR of 31 for upper primary schools needs to be rechecked
-  according to our experience in the districts this low a figure is highly unlikely . The PTRs in the 
upper primary schools in the districts we visited -  N.24 Parganas was 44.9 and Hooghly 89.13 (data 
provided by State). The transition of all categories of students except for ST boys and girls and 
Muslim boys is above 80% . The overall flow rate at the elementary level is 95% , it is above 90%  for 
all marginalized categories except for Muslim boys in some districts. In Muslim and general 
category girls seem to be continuing education more than boys.

Flow rates prim ary level: 2 0 1 0 -1 1  (W est Bengal)

Grades
Promotion rate Repet tion rate Dropout rate
Boys Girls Overall Boys Girls Overall Boys Girls Overall

Grade I 68.0 69.9 68.9 21.6 20.6 21.1 10.4 9.6 10.0
Grade II 88.2 89.7 88.9 7.9 7.5 7.7 3.9 2.9 3.4
Grade III 92.6 93.4 93.0 5.7 5.4 5.5 1.7 1.2 1.5
Grade IV 83.9 85.4 84.7 6.4 6.0 6.2 9:7 8.5 9.1
Grade V 79.8 81.5 80.7 11.9 11.9 11.9 8.3 6.5 7.4
Prim ary level 8 1 .5 8 3 .1 8 2 .3 11.5 10.9 11.2 7 .00 5 .96 6 .49

Overall Dropout rate
Overall Repetition 
rate

Overall Retention rate 
( in 2 years)

Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total
(100- dropout rate)

5.36 4.41 4.88 11.15 10.57 10.85 94.64 95.59 95.12

This table shows that yearly drop out is around 5 %  now. Hence the retention rate would 
accordingly be higher. To what extent detention leads to drop out needs to be examined as the 
repetition rate in West Bengal is more than double the drop out rate. It may be one of the reasons, 
of course.

Review o f interventions:

The two specific interventions at the State level, to improve retention that have been put before us 
are the web based tracking system which is being piloted, and efforts to make the special training 
program so that children who are being mainstreamed get special training for the age appropriate 
classes.

Apart from this there were some interventions under the Innovations head for girls -  mainly 
exposure visits to various places, a pilot of adolescent education programs for girls -  mainly to do 
with making and disposal of sanitary napkins etc. and opening of school readiness programs where 
there is no ICDS. There are some district specific initiatives like child friendly schools in ST areas in 
Hooghly district (We don't know whether this is being done in other or all districts as well)
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The web based tracking system under a project called Dipankar, has a number of child wise 
formats, the last one Q, is quite comprehensive captures a lot of relevant information, which needs 
to be acted upon by the teacher and Headmaster and the school committee -  information on 
monthly attendance, physical status, level of achievement But it is not being collated in a relevant 
manner and relevant level to be purposeful. Hence the whole purpose of the exercise is getting lost.

The format is to be filled every month for 6 months by the teacher and then handed over to the 
circle (in Bengal they have circles instead of Blocks) where it is to be entered in a web based system 
and updated every sue months. The problem is that this data can only be acted upon at the school 
level and not at the circle level. It is the teacher who has to track the at risk child - the child with 
consistently low attendance or low achievement or with specific physical needs. This has not been 
communicated to the teachers or the schools -  so they act only as data collectors.

Similarly, the child who is being enrolled needs special training for mainstreaming to the age 
appropriate class in order to be retained. But the multilevel special training package is also not 
available to them.

Issues

There are two major problems with all the above initiatives.

The ones being undertaken under the innovations budget are general ideas, not specifically 
addressing the problems that are hindering attendance or retention. Activities like exposure visits 
and nature camps are in general good for any child. Taking them up only for girls do not serve much 
purpose. As is shown above, the problems of boys’ retention also needs to be addressed in many 
cases. Similarly activities like including ‘child friendly elements’ in schools with large tribal 
populations is not veiy useful.

There is a major distortion in the way the Dipankar project is perhaps visualized or is being 
implemented. It is taking away the agency of the teacher instead of strengthening it. It has Feduced 
the teacher to a mere data collector. The website too communicates this as it has no system to 
identify the teachers’ whose students have high attendance and achievement and recognize them 
on the web. Instead it recognizes the fast entry of the Shikha Bandhus!

The problem is with the perspective of a top down 'monitoring’ system that prioritises information 
collection over problem solving action, rather than a facilitative and supportive system for the 
teacher, which is required. If the data is centralized once in six months, children would have lagged 
behind or dropped out by then -  it would be too late.

Recommendations:

The district and State offices need to develop guidelines and orient teachers on how to collate the 
information and take action on i t  The recommendations on this count are -

• Train and support each teacher, for the entry and collation of Form Q each month.

• Collation should be

>  of lists of students who had attendance less than 20%  and less than 50%  and what was 
the action that was taken and whether and what results it yielded.
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. > Names of children who are malnourished or have special needs and what the teacher 
has attempted to do about it.

>  Children who are far behind their peers in learning and the reasons for the same (most 
often attendance and achievement will correlate highly, but in many cases may require 
special teaching learning activities.)

Every three months this information could be sent to the cluster and circle office along with the 
teacher mentioning what support she requires. This information should be collated at the district 
level, if possible on a quarterly basis. The rest of the data can be fed in on a yearly basis.

The generalized application of some ideas for special categories in the name of innovation should 
not continue. There needs to be a clearer explanation of innovation and its purpose which should 
include innovation of any of the goals on a small pilot and district specific contextualized process.

Goal 4: Education of Satisfactory Quality

The quality of education is the core of all educational enterprise and affects both enrolment and 
retention and is in turn affected by them. Education is concerned with the learning of the ch ild ,1 
what and how much are different children learning. Assessment of different kinds give an 
indication of the quality of education. In recent times, both India and West Bengal has been in the 
news for the lack of its children’s achievement, both in abilities and in conceptual understanding 
and application. When such occasions as this arise, we easily blame the teacher(s), without probing 
into the nature of the education system, its perspective and what it provides to the teacher and 
through the teacher and the school to the children. Often ideas from the Central and State level are 
developed in a patchy manner rather than in a logically cohesive manner and permeate to the 
school through the district and sub-district structures in the same patchy and sometimes mutually 
contradictory way. This leaves the teacher a bit confused to say the least, and teachers who do 
enthusiastically implement the various programs designed at the State level or taken from 
Technical Support Group, as the underlying basis and connections are not properly explicated, it 
does not add up to solving the issues at hand.

In spite of this as far as achievements of primary school children of the State go as per both the 
NCERT National Achievement Surveys as well as ASER reports, they have consistently been 
substantially above the National Averages.

The main issues that the State is grappling with are:

• children are often irregular and therefore fall back in what is happening in class;

• enrolment particularly in upper primary schools is very high and there is not enough space 
or teachers to teach them;

• Teachers are able to identify the children who are at different levels, but they don't know 
how to teach them at different levels in the same class; in such situations we are not able to 
complete the textbook for all children.

• Activities take time; how can they complete the course and do activities?
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• There are often less than 4-5 teachers in a primary school -  one teacher has to take more 
than one class; dividing his/her time among the different classes, s/he is not able to do 
justice to the students.

• There is now the no detention policy and the CCE framework has not yet been put in place. 
If teachers are to do continuous and comprehensive assessment and this takes the form of 
repeated testing -  that will cut time from already shortage of time for teaching learning;

• The challenge of improving quality and conceptual understanding at the Upper Primary 
level while fulfilling the teacher recruitment requirements specially for science and maths is 
even greater.

Answers to these issues need to be found in the next phase of planning for improvement of quality.

Curricular reforms: The State had set up a curriculum review committee which last June, which 
has reviewed the whole curriculum from classes I to XII, in the light of the NCF 2005. The review 
committee was drawn from University level experts, educationists and teachers. It has submitted its 
recommendations to the government It has also suggested a draft curriculum and syllabus for all 
the classes at the end of the document. The syllabus has not included the aspect of social and 
political life for the middle schools. The government has accepted the report and decided to revise 
all the books in two years time -  In 2013 it will revise all the books of the odd numbered classes -
1,3,5,7,9 and 11 and in 2014 it will revise for the rest of the classes. It has extended the tenure of 
the expert committee for these two years and has asked it to guide the process of syllabus and 
textbook revision, which will be done by committees constituted by the different boards. It has also 
suggested reforms in the teacher education curriculum and syllabus to align it with the 
methodology now required. This too is long overdue.

Textbooks: The English textbooks for the primary classes were recently revised with the help of the 
British Council. These are much better than the earlier books. However, they have not been 
contextualized to the Bengal rural context The content as well as the illustrations' need to be 
redone with primarily Bengali culture as its base. The Ladakh Primary school textbooks for English 
may be looked at for a good example of such contextualization. The pedagogical approach also 
needs to be better aligned with the recommendations of the NCF focus group on English language 
teaching. The maths books have also been revised recently. While other States have shifted to 
Roman numerals in all their books as well as in general life (bus numbers, sign boards etc.), in west 
Bengal in both they continue to retain the Bengali numerals. The State may perhaps consider 
revising its policy on this matter. Textbook provision is usually on time -  this is the beginning of the 
session and most children had got the books.

The curriculum review needs to be looked at carefully. At first glance it seems to have been done 
very thoroughly. It is talking about subject integration at the Primary level, the nature of the 
integration will have to be examined carefully. One gap seems to be that Social and Political Life as a 
subject is totally left out at the middle grades.

Library Books and Learning materials: There does not seem to be a clear library policy in terms 
of book provision, use and timetable. We heard in the districts that Rs. 10,000 have been marked 
for libraries but out of this they have been asked to construct shelves for Rs. 7,000.00 and buy 
books worth only Rs.3,000. There were a number of schools particularly in North 24 Parganas 
where fairly good and age appropriate books have been provided, but apart from one secondary
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school where they had a well maintained and well functioning library, other schools did not really 
know how to use them as they did not have the concept of a classroom library and how graded 
reading materials help transitional readers and supplement learning. This needs to be focused on 
seriously as it is a very strong input for enhancing reading and comprehension.

The State informed us that with the help of UNICEF and the District libraries, it will be undertaking 
a library program in its schools. However, they need to strengthen this by involving the NCERT 
reading cell as well as local groups who use children’s literature for education.

As for other learning materials, there seems to be no clear understanding at the State or District 
levels beyond the general phrase that learning materials and activity make learning interesting for 
the child. This is also perhaps because National workshops organized by TSG are handled by 
different persons and give different messages about what is to be done and why. As workshops are 
short, they may also not be communicating what is intended. Workbooks in Science and Maths have 
been developed and provided as supplements at the upper primaiy level. These were not seen in 
use in any of the schools. The materials required or its list was not available with these books at the 
school.

In the name of learner friendly school, some elements from the BALA module have been taken up in 
30%  of the schools of Hooghly district (we don't know whether this has been done in other districts 
as well.) The painting of certain aspects on school walls may not enhance learning as much as 
storage and display space for children's own work and TLMs, along with a proper training and 
orientation of teachers on how to use these in the classrooms along with library books etc.

Teacher availability: (Based on data provided by the State MSK data was not provided)

Enrolment
2010-11

Regular
teachers

Para /
Contract/SSK
Teacher

PTR
Teacher 
Requirement 
as per RTE

Net Teacher 
Requirement

Primary schools 6050421 174346 21439 34.70 207061 32715
Upper Primary 
Schools 6140996 9 2 3 5 0 27546 66.49 157325 64975
SSK 1425236 0 46758 30.48 53861 53861
Total 2 6 6696 95743 418247 151551

As the table above shows there is a total requirement of 4,18,247 regular teachers in the Primary 
and Upper primary schools according to RtE norms. Of these 2,66,696 regular teachers and 95,743 
para or contract teachers (which includes SSK teachers who are not yet at the level of regular 
teachers) are posted in the schools. This leaves a net requirement of 1,51,551 regular teachers for 
the system. As can be seen nearly 65,000 of these are needed for the upper primary section. (This 
whole estimate does not include the MSKs).

There are two issues regarding teacher deployment and teacher availability in W est Bengal. The 
teachers cadre is recruited by the School Service Commission and is posted to a school. Hence the 
teacher's post is not transferable. This has had the advantage of not allowing teachers posted in 
reiraote areas to get transferred to the cities, but it also creates a periodic issue of rationalisation not 
beimg possible. The recruitment of para-teachers in excess of requirement in some districts like
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The second issue is the availability of teachers with graduation in Science and Maths for the Upper 
primary sections, in spite of the norms for recruiting 50%  Science graduates. This is getting into a 
vicious circle of Higher secondary schools not offering science and therefore science graduates also 
decreasing. Most of the schools we visited had very few science and Maths graduates. This needs to 
be taken up seriously by RMSA.

There are 46758 teachers in SSK and 9715 teachers in MSK. The mission was informed that when 
the state changed the status of these schools to formal schools the number of teachers provided was 
incorrect as a result 9462 SSK and 581 MSK teachers are not covered under the SSA as MHRD 
disallowed the inclusion of these additional teachers. MHRD may allow the State to make this 
correction and sanction salaries for these teachers.

Teacher training: We visited a DIET (Banipur in North 24 Parganas) and found that in spite of the 
dire need for enhancement of Staff (there were only two Senior lecturers and the Principal posted 
there), there was fair amount of enthusiasm and engagement with the students and the learning 
atmosphere was good. The Principal had a broken foot and yet was on duty and guiding us 
throughout. However, the maintenance of facilities has no funds and therefore hostels and quarters 
are defunct. DIETs were envisaged as residential campuses so that student teachers could be 
immersed in a teaching learning experience. That is why they have large campuses in fairly remote 
areas. However, without maintenance of residential facilities, the whole purpose is defeated. With 
the challenge of upgrading teacher education being at the heart of quality there is an urgent need to 
invest in the DIETS.

The State has a huge number of teachers who need to be professionally trained. 87,698 teachers at 
the Primary School level need to be trained professionally while 49 ,034  upper primary level need 
to be given professional training. Due to this huge back log and the lack of capacity of the DIETS, the 
State is considering a three pronged Strategy to fulfil this requirement -  through IGNOU, NlOS and 
PTTIs for the primary level. The strategy for upper primary level is not clear.

The availability of professionally trained for new recruitment has not yet been shared. This might 
add to the requirement for professional training.

In service training: The State attempts to do the in-service training of teachers for 20  days a year 
under the SSA, and has reported the following figures. However, the mission was unable to review 
the structure and content of this training in the short time available. The feedback we got from the 
districts was that the modules and written materials are designed at the State level and often 
printing and distribution of these takes some time and hence trainings are delayed. They suggested 
that more flexibility needs to be given to the districts and they will be able to do a more relevant 
and quicker job.

Progress Overview of in-service teachers training during 2 0 0 9 -1 0  and 2 0 1 0 -1 1  

Under SSA, W est Bengal

'Paschim Medinipur (965  in excess) and even Kolkata is unexplainable. A modification for
Panchayat level transfer m aybe recommended.

Year In No. of Teachers
Target Achievement % of Ach.
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2009-10 295820 233644 78.98
2010-11 314095 265750 84.61

It is not clear whether this data is for all of the 20 days or only some modules as number of days of 
training provided is not mentioned.

Teacher support and academic supervision: The system comprises of a cluster resource room and 
CLRCs at the Block level, which have subject resource persons who visit the schools apart from 
teaching in their own school. They also have shikhsa Bandhu's who are supposed to assist Primary 
school teachers -  but since they are younger and lower paid than the main teachers, this becomes a 
problem. The Shikhsha Bandhus are also charged with date entry of the Dipankar forms. The whole 
academic support structure and its relationship to information based support to the teacher foot 
monitoring) needs to be reviewed along with the teaching learning materials and textbooks and a 
comprehensive academic strategy devised.

Classroom practices: While the basic teaching methodology that we saw in class was one of the 
teacher explaining the chapter to the children and using the blackboard to do so, the relationship 
between the teachers and student was good and children were not afraid of the teachers and eager 
to participate and answer. In 5 out of 11 schools the teacher was moving around the class -  going to 
the students to ask them things. (These were primary and upper primary schools) The general 
classroom arrangement was usually benched rows except for two schools -  an SSK without 
furniture where children in all classes were sitting in groups, and a primary school where there 
were benches but set in a way that about 8 children sat across two benches facing each other and 
the teacher moved between them.

Pupil Assessment Systems: Earlier there were year end exams and also detention, but now with 
the pressure to implement RtE and no detention policy and without a proper CCE system in place, 
teachers are at a loss as to how to assess children and work with different abilities. The multi-grade 
or non-graded system, of which ABL is an example, incorporates assessment in its teaching learning 
materials and process -  particularly in the primary schools. It also has the flexibility of 
incorporating contextualized materials. These need to be looked at seriously and a phase wise trial 
and expansion of such contextualized systems, worked out.

Meanwhile there are graded assessment tools available in many languages, developed by different 
groups which could be tried out and used in the interim.

For the school system as a whole a proper continuous and comprehensive system of student 
assessment needs to be developed and put in place with urgency along with a system of special 
training for age appropriate classes as otherwise along with non detention a large number of 
children will continue to move ahead without learning the requisite amount

Student learning levels: The state has not shared any collated data on student achievement In the 
absence of these we looked at data from two National level achievement surveys -  NAS and ASER. 
West Bengal, scores substantially above the National Average in all the cycles of the National 
Achievement survey done by NCERT and in the ASER surveys over the years, in all subjects. These 
large surveys have issues of both methodology and implementation which influence its results, they 
can at best be taken as indications of the performance in the absence of other more robust data.
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Visits to the schools showed that about half or more of the children in class 4  or 5 could read 
hesitantly. Except for the Duttapukur primary school in which almost all children of class 2 ( and 
here the session has just begun) could read fluently a class II text.

Assessment shows that only about 30-40%  children come up to grade level, the rest lag behind and 
therefore also drop out. This is the case not only in West Bengal but also in most other States. The 
state is trying to put together a special training package with the participation of NGOs working 
with mainstreaming of children, for such children. However, these packages also need to be 
properly reviewed as they too may have issues of cohesiveness.

Other Issues: The teacher profiles at the upper primary and secondary levels and the subjects 
offered at higher secondary levels, of the schools we visited, revealed that there are hardly any 
Science and Maths graduates at the upper primary level, and not a single school (out of the ones we 
visited) was offering Science at the Higher secondary level. The Ministry is aware of the crisis of 
science and Maths teachers that is looming as more children transit to secondary and higher 
secondary levels. It is a matter of great urgency that higher secondary as well as secondary and 
upper primary schools be equipped with science teachers and promote the offering of science at the 
higher secondary level from now on.

Recommendations on quality issues:

It is recommended that the State take three rather than 2 years to complete the reform of syllabus 
and textbooks and learning materials.

The next round of curriculum reform slated for the next couple of years, needs to incorporate 
learning materials, different paces of learning and continuous comprehensive assessment with its 
requisite action for learning, in a cohesive package rather than do so piece meal. Towards this end, 
the experience already available in the state and other states in the form of multi-grade learning 
systems needs to be reviewed and incorporated.

The ‘Dipankar’ data management system needs to be oriented to the school level and not the State 
level, which means that the data be processed and used at the school level and only relevant 
information be passed up. If this needs to be computerized -  this too should be done at the school 
and cluster level rather than the block level. To this end computers be provided for data 
management at a decentralized level.

For the time being, the graded assessment tools designed by different groups and available in 
Bengali, can be used to assess levels of children and flexible materials put together for graded 
teaching within each classroom.

Over and above this, children from marginalized sections and first generation school goers who are 
getting mainstreamed require support within the schools. For this the models being run outside 
government schools can also be mainstreamed into schools and with the help of these 
organizations also expanded through the school system.

It is suggested that the Ministry allow the correction in numbers of the SSK and MSK teachers so 
that their salaries may be sanctioned.

Teacher education both pre-service and in-service as well as the academic support system needs a 
major reform and needs to be well aligned with the main curricular and learning pedagogy frame.
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The academic support system also requires academic strengthening, as do the SCERT, Boards and 
DIETs. A plan for this should also be worked out.

Program Management

Financial Progress: The State has reported Rs. 2259 crore expenditure upto 31st Dec, 2011 which 
is 45% of the total outlay. Low expenditure and large number of advances have continued to be a 
disturbing trend in the State. Among the various components, so far only .99% of total allocations 
on Learning Enhancement Programs (LEP) have been utilized. Similarly, the expenditures on TLE 
grants is 2.3%) and even interventions for OOSC no expenditure seems to have taken place and only 
20%  of the outlay for teacher training has been utilized for the year 2011-12

Civil W orks

Progress in Civil works: Since it inception SSA has sanctioned 1484 primary schools of which 1082 
have been completed. However the picture is much dismal for upper primary schools wherein of 
the 4399 sanctioned only 251 have been completed covering 5.7% of the target The state was not 
been able to complete the backlog and because of the spill over MHRD has not sanctioned any 
school construction for the last two years. Of the 177,917 ACR sanctioned 123,960 (70% ) are 
completed. There is a gap of 7,7403 classrooms and 16,232 HM rooms in the state. Of the 36,900 
toilets sanctioned 56%  are completed. The state shows toilets available in 92%  of the schools. 
However, only 72%  SSK and 88%  MSK have toilets. 95.5%  of schools have drinking water facilities. 
Of the 11,551 units sanctioned for construction 75.5% are completed. The schools visited by the 
JRM in both the districts had adequate number of fairly clean and functional toilets, separate for 
boys and girls. Drinking water facilities were also provided in the schools.

The mission was informed that only 23.67%  of primaiy schools and 68.15%  upper primary schools 
have power connection. This proportion is worse for the SSK. Most of the schools that the mission 
visited had classrooms that were very dark as there was no natural light. Even if the schools have 
electricity they find it difficult to pay the bills as it is not covered under any SSA or state education 
department head.

Staff positions: Of the 73 sanctioned posts at the SPO 51 are filed and 22 vacant AT the DPO lelvel 
there are 2449 sanctioned posts out od which 2198 is staff in position. There are vacancies mainly 
in civil works, EMIS and. Table I and II in Annex I provide further details.

Community M obilization and M anagem ent: The State has long history of involving community in 
the management of the schools. With VECs, MTA and SMCs taking good interest in education and 
also providing funds for running of the schools. However, State needs to train the community in 
monitoring various aspects of quality education.

Other issues:

Innovation: The innovation fund needs to be reformulated to design pilot projects for resolving 
specific issues and resolving specific problems under all five of the major heads -  access, retention, 
equity, quality and program management. To this end rationale of selecting a particular issue or 
problem in a particular district and the process of search for its solution should be outlined in the 
AWP. Funds upto Rs. 50 lakhs per district can be allocated to the total of the projects submitted.
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The second issue is the availability of teachers with graduation in Science and Maths for the Upper 
primary sections, in spite of the norms for recruiting 50% Science graduates. This is getting into a 
vicious circle of Higher secondary schools not offering science and therefore science graduates also 
decreasing. Most of the schools we visited had very few science and Maths graduates. This needs to 
be taken up seriously by RMSA.

There are 46758 teachers in SSK and 9715  teachers in MSK. The mission was informed that when 
the state changed the status of these schools to formal schools the number of teachers provided was 
incorrect as a result 9462  SSK and 581 MSK teachers are not covered under the SSA as MHRD 
disallowed the inclusion of these additional teachers. MHRD may allow the State to make this 
correction and sanction salaries for these teachers.

Teacher training: We visited a DIET (Banipur in North 24 Parganas) and found that in spite of the 
dire need for enhancement of Staff (there were only two Senior lecturers and the Principal posted 
there), there was fair amount of enthusiasm and engagement with the students and the learning 
atmosphere was good. The Principal had a broken foot and yet was on duty and guiding us 
throughout. However, the maintenance of facilities has no funds and therefore hostels and quarters 
are defunct. DIGTs were envisaged as residential campuses so that student teachers could be 
immersed in a teaching learning experience. That is why they have large campuses in fairly remote 
areas. However, without maintenance of residential facilities, the whole purpose is defeated. With 
the challenge of upgrading teacher education being at the heart of quality there is an urgent need to 
invest in the DIETS.

The State has a huge number of teachers who need to be professionally trained. 87 ,698 teachers at 
the Primary School level need to be trained professionally while 49 ,034  upper primary level need 
to be given professional training. Due to this huge back log and the lack of capacity of the DIETS, the 
State is considering a three pronged Strategy to fulfil this requirement -  through IGNOU, NIOS and 
PTTIs for the primary level. The strategy for upper primary level is not clear.

The availability of professionally trained for new recruitment has not yet been shared. This might 
add to the requirement for professional training.

In service training: The State attempts to do the in-service training of teachers for 20 days a year 
under the SSA, and has reported the following figures. However, the mission was unable to review 
the structure and content of this training in the short time available. The feedback we got from the 
districts was that the modules and written materials are designed at the State level and often 
printing and distribution of these takes some time and hence trainings are delayed. They suggested 
that more flexibility needs to be given to the districts and they will be able to do a more relevant 
and quicker job.

Progress Overview of in-service teachers training during 2 0 0 9 -1 0  and 2 0 1 0 -1 1  

Under SSA, W est Bengal

Paschim Medinipur (965  in excess) and even Kolkata is unexplainable. A modification for
Panchayat level transfer may be recommended.

Year In No. ofTeachers
Target Achievement % of Ach.
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2009-10 295820 233644 78.98
2010-11 314095 265750 84.61

It is not clear whether this data is for all of the 20 days or only some modules as number of days of 
training provided is not mentioned.

Teacher support and academic supervision: The system comprises of a cluster resource room and 
CLRCs at the Block level, which have subject resource persons who visit the schools apart from 
teaching in their own school. They also have shikhsa Bandhu's who are supposed to assist Primary 
school teachers -  but since they are younger and lower paid than the main teachers, this becomes a 
problem. The Shikhsha Bandhus are also charged with date entry of the Dipankar forms. The whole 
academic support structure and its relationship to information based support to the teacher fnot 
monitoring) needs to be reviewed along with the teaching learning materials and textbooks and a 
comprehensive academic strategy devised.

Classroom practices: While the basic teaching methodology that we saw in class was one of the 
teacher explaining the chapter to the children and using the blackboard to do so, the relationship 
between the teachers and student was good and children were not afraid of the teachers and eager 
to participate and answer. In 5 out of 11 schools the teacher was moving around the class -  going to 
the students to ask them things. (These were primary and upper primaiy schools) The general 
classroom arrangement was usually benched rows except for two schools -  an SSK without 
furniture where children in all classes were sitting in groups, and a primary school where there 
were benches but set in a way that about 8 children sat across two benches facing each other and 
the teacher moved between them.

Pupil Assessment Systems: Earlier there were year end exams and also detention, but now with 
the pressure to implement RtE and no detention policy and without a proper CCE system in place, 
teachers are at a loss as to how to assess children and work with different abilities. The multi-grade 
or non-graded system, of which ABL is an example, incorporates assessment in its teaching learning 
materials and process -  particularly in the primary schools. It also has the flexibility of 
incorporating contextualized materials. These need to be looked at seriously and a phase wise trial 
and expansion of such contextualized systems, worked out.

Meanwhile there are graded assessment tools available in many languages, developed by different 
groups which could be tried out and used in the interim.

For the school system as a whole a proper continuous and comprehensive system of student 
assessment needs to be developed and put in place with urgency along with a system of special 
training for age appropriate classes as otherwise along with non detention a large number of 
children will continue to move ahead without learning the requisite amount

Student learning levels: The state has not shared any collated data on student achievement. In the 
absence of these we looked at data from two National level achievement surveys -  NAS and ASER. 
West Bengal, scores substantially above the National Average in all the cycles of the National 
Achievement survey done by NCERT and in the ASER surveys over the years, in all subjects. These 
large surveys have issues of both methodology and implementation which influence its results, they 
can at best be taken as indications of the performance in the absence of other more robust data.
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The second issue is the availability of teachers with graduation in Science and Maths for the Upper 
primary sections, in spite of the norms for recruiting 50% Science graduates. This is getting into a 
vicious circle of Higher secondary schools not offering science and therefore science graduates also 
decreasing. Most of the schools we visited had very few science and Maths graduates. This needs to 
be taken up seriously by RMSA.

There are 46758 teachers in SSK and 9715 teachers in MSK. The mission was informed that when 
the state changed the status of these schools to formal schools the number of teachers provided was 
incorrect as a result 9462 SSK and 581 MSK teachers are not covered under the SSA as MHRD 
disallowed the inclusion of these additional teachers. MHRD may allow the State to make this 
correction and sanction salaries 'for these teachers.

Teacher training: We visited a DIET (Banipur in North 24 Parganas) and found that in spite of the 
dire need for enhancement of Staff (there were only two Senior lecturers and the Principal posted 
there), there was fair amount of enthusiasm and engagement with the students and the learning 
atmosphere was good. The Principal had a broken foot and yet was on duty and guiding us 
throughout. However, the maintenance of facilities has no funds and therefore hostels and quarters 
are defunct DIETs were envisaged as residential campuses so that student teachers could be 
immersed in a teaching learning experience. That is why they have large campuses in fairly remote 
areas. However, without maintenance of residential facilities, the whole purpose is defeated. With 
the challenge of upgrading teacher education being at the heart of quality there is an urgent need to 
invest in the DIETS.

The State has a huge number of teachers who need to be professionally trained. 87,698 teachers at 
the Primary School level need to be trained professionally while 49,034 upper primary level need 
to be given professional training. Due to this huge back log and the lack of capacity of the DIETS, the 
State is considering a three pforiged Strategy to Fulfil this requirement -  through IGNOU, NIOS and 
PTTIs for the primary level. The strategy for upper primary level is not clear.

The availability of professionally trained for new recruitment has not yet been shared. This might 
add to the requirement for professional training.

In service training: The State attempts to do the in-service training of teachers for 20  days a year 
under the SSA, and has reported the following figures. However, the mission was unable to review 
the structure and content of this training in the short time available. The feedback we got from the 
districts was that the modules and written materials are designed at the State level and often 
printing and distribution of these takes some time and hence trainings are delayed. They suggested 
that more flexibility needs to be given to the districts and they will be able to do a more relevant 
and quicker job.

Progress Overview of in-service teachers training during 2009-10 and 2010-11 

Under SSA, West Bengal

Paschim Medinipur (965  in excess) and even Kolkata is unexplainable. A modification for
Panchayat level transfer may be recommended.

Year In No. of Teachers
Target Achievement % of Ach.
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2009-10 295820 233644 78.98
2010-11 314095 265750 84.61

It is not clear whether this data is for all of the 20 days or only some modules as number of days of 
training provided is not mentioned.

Teacher support and academic supervision: The system comprises of a cluster resource room and 
CLRCs at the Block level, which have subject resource persons who visit the schools apart from 
teaching in their own school. They also have shikhsa Bandhu’s who are supposed to assist Primary 
school teachers -  but since they are younger and lower paid than the main teachers, this becomes a 
problem. The Shikhsha Bandhus are also charged with date entry of the Dipankar forms. The whole 
academic support structure and its relationship to information based support to the teacher fnflt 
monitoring) needs to be reviewed along with the teaching learning materials and textbooks and a 
comprehensive academic strategy devised.

Classroom practices: While the basic teaching methodology that we saw in class was one of the 
teacher explaining the chapter to the children and using the blackboard to do so, the relationship 
between the teachers and student was good and children were not afraid of the teachers and eager 
to participate and answer. In 5 out of 11 schools the teacher was moving around the class -  going to 
the students to ask them things. (These were primary and upper primary schools) The general 
classroom arrangement was usually benched rows except for two schools -  an SSK without 
furniture where children in all classes were sitting in groups, and a primary school where there 
were benches but set in a way that about 8 children sat across two benches facing each other and 
the teacher moved between them.

Pupil Assessment Systems: Earlier there were year end exams and also detention, but now with 
the pressure to implement RtE and no detention policy and without a proper CCE system in place, 
teachers are at a loss as to how to assess children and work with different abilities. The multi-grade 
or non-graded system, of which ABL is an example, incorporates assessment in its teaching learning 
materials and process -  particularly in the primary schools. It also has the flexibility of 
incorporating contextualized materials. These need to be looked at seriously and a phase wise trial 
and expansion of such contextualized systems, worked out.

Meanwhile there are graded assessment tools available in many languages, developed by different 
groups which could be tried out and used in the interim.

For the school system as a whole a proper continuous and comprehensive system of student 
assessment needs to be developed and put in place with urgency along with a system of special 
training for age appropriate classes as otherwise along with non detention a large number of 
children will continue to move ahead without learning the requisite amount

Student learning levels: The state has not shared any collated data on student achievement. In the 
absence of these we looked at data from two National level achievement surveys -  NAS and ASER. 
West Bengal, scores substantially above the National Average in all the cycles of the National 
Achievement survey done by NCERT and in the ASER surveys over the years, in all subjects. These 
large surveys have issues of both methodology and implementation which influence its results, they 
can at best be taken as indications of the performance in the absence of other more robust data.
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Visits to the schools showed that about half or more of the children in class 4  or 5 could read 
hesitantly. Except for the Duttapukur primary school in which almost all children of class 2 ( and 
here the session has just begun) could read fluently a class II text.

Assessment shows that only about 30-40%  children come up to grade level, the rest lag behind and 
therefore also drop out. This is the case not only in West Bengal but also in most other States. The 
state is trying to put together a special training package with the participation of NGOs working 
with mainstreaming of children, for such children. However, these packages also need to be 
properly reviewed as they too may have issues of cohesiveness.

Other Issues: The teacher profiles at the upper primary and secondary levels and the subjects 
offered at higher secondary levels, of the schools we visited, revealed that there are hardly any 
Science and Maths graduates at the upper primary level, and not a single school (out of the ones we 
visited) was offering Science at the Higher secondary level, th e  Ministry is aware of the crisis of 
science and Maths teachers that is looming as more children transit to secondary and higher 
secondaiy levels. It is a matter of great urgency that higher secondary as well as secondary and 
upper primary schools be equipped with science teachers and promote the offering of science at the 
higher secondary level from now on.

Recommendations on quality issues:

It is recommended that the State take three rather than 2 years to complete the reform of syllabus 
and textbooks and learning materials.

The next round of curriculum reform slated for the next couple of years, needs to incorporate 
learning materials, different paces of learning and continuous comprehensive assessment with its 
requisite action for learning, in a cohesive package rather than do so piece meal. Towards this end, 
the experience already available in the state and other states in the form of multi-grade learning 
systems needs to be reviewed and incorporated.

The 'Dipankar' data management system needs to be oriented to the school level and not the State 
level, which means that the data be processed and used at the school level and only relevant 
information be passed up. If this needs to be computerized -  this too should be done at the school 
and cluster level rather than the block level. To this end computers be provided for data 
management at a decentralized level.

For the time being, the graded assessment tools designed by different groups and available in 
Bengali, can be used to assess levels of children and flexible materials put together for graded 
teaching within each classroom.

Over and above this, children from marginalized sections and first generation school goers who are 
getting mainstreamed require support within the schools. For this the models being run outside 
government schools can also be mainstreamed into schools and with the help of these 
organizations also expanded through the school system.

It is suggested that the Ministry allow the correction in numbers of the SSK and MSK teachers so 
that their salaries may be sanctioned.

Teacher education both pre-service and in-service as well as the academic support system needs a 
major reform and needs to be well aligned with the main curricular and learning pedagogy frame.
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The academic support system also requires academic strengthening, as do the SCERT, Boards and 
DIETs. A plan for this should also be worked out.

Program Management

Financial Progress: The State has reported Rs. 2259 crore expenditure upto 31st Dec, 2011 which 
is 45% of the total outlay. Low expenditure and large number of advances have continued to be a 
disturbing trend in the State. Among the various components, so far only .99% of total allocations 
on Learning Enhancement Programs (LEP) have been utilized. Similarly, the expenditures on TLE 
grants is 2.3%) and even interventions for OOSC no expenditure seems to have taken place and only 
20% of the outlay for teacher training has been utilized for the year 2011-12

Civil Works

Progress in Civil works: Since it inception SSA has sanctioned 1484 primary schools of which 1082  
have been completed. However the picture is much dismal for upper primary schools wherein of 
the 4399 sanctioned only 251 have been completed covering 5.7% of the target The state was not 
been able to complete the backlog and because of the spill over MHRD has not sanctioned any 
school construction for the last two years. Of the 177,917 ACR sanctioned 123,960 (70% ) are 
completed. There is a gap of 7,7403 classrooms and 16,232 HM rooms in the state. Of the 36,900  
toilets sanctioned 56% are completed. The state shows toilets available in 92%  of the schools. 
However, only 72%  SSK and 88%  MSK have toilets. 95.5% of schools have drinking water facilities. 
Of the 11,551 units sanctioned for construction 75.5% are completed. The schools visited by the 
JRM in both the districts had adequate number of fairly clean and functional toilets, separate for 
boys and girls. Drinking water facilities were also provided in the schools.

The mission was informed that only 23.67%  of primary schools and 68.15%  upper primary schools 
have power connection. This proportion is worse for the SSK. Most of the schools that the mission 
visited had classrooms that were very dark as there was no natural light Even if the schools have 
electricity they find it difficult to pay the bills as it is not covered under any SSA or state education 
department head.

Staff positions: Of the 73 sanctioned posts at the SPO 51 are filed and 22 vacant AT the DPO lelvel 
there are 2449 sanctioned posts out od which 2198 is staff in position. There are vacancies mainly 
in civil works, EM1S and. Table I and 11 in Annex I provide further details.

Community Mobilization and Management: The State has long history of involving community in 
the management of the schools. With VECs, MTA and SMCs taking good interest in education and 
also providing funds for running of the schools. However, State needs to train the community in 
monitoring various aspects of quality education.

Other issues:

Innovation: The innovation fund needs to be reformulated to design pilot projects for resolving 
specific issues and resolving specific problems under all five of the major heads -  access, retention, 
equity, quality and program management. To this end rationale of selecting a particular issue or 
problem in a particular district and the process of search for its solution should be outlined in the 
AWP. Funds upto Rs. 50 lakhs per district can be allocated to the total of the projects submitted.
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Financial Management and Procurement

(a) Action Taken on recommendations of the M^JRM

(i) Para 7.10 of 14th JRM recommended improvements to be made in the Financial Management 
System of Govt of West Bengal. In this connection, it was clarified by Controller of Finance at state 
level that (i) Internal Audit cell (which comprises of 3 accountants) has started inspecting DPOs, 
CLRCs, VECs (ii) conducting periodic review meetings with District Controllers of Finance at State 
level (iii) regular internal audit of DPOs, CLRCs and VECs has been started. Furthermore, a manual 
cum training module has also been developed (both in English and in Bengali version) and 
distributed to all Group C staff of CLRCs. In view of above, adequate action appears to have been 
taken by the SPO to strengthen Financial Management System. In regard to other recommendations 
of 14th JRM contained in Para 7.13 (F M Staff), Para 7.14 (Financial Accounts Software), Para 7.17 
(IPAI audit), position is summarized below.

(b) Progress of Expenditure

Actual Expenditure till 31 Dec, 2011 and Financial 0utlaysfor2011-12 in West Bengal are as under:
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Rupees in Laks
Scheme Outlay Opening

B alance
GOI
R elease

State
Release

Other
Receipts

Total
Funds

Expenditure 
till 3 1  Dec

%  of 
Exp to 
Outlay

%  of 
Exp to 
Outlay

SSA 4935.74 261.42 1662.52 766.72 6.13 2696.81 2248.13 45.5 83.3
NPEGEL 8.58 5.26 2.00 0.0 .05 7.31 1.33 15.5 18.2
KGBV 36.24 4.45 15.00 19.45 10.08 28 52
Total 4 9 8 0 .0 6 2 7 1 .1 4 1 6 7 9 .2 5 76 .7 2 6 .18 2 7 2 3 .5 8 2 2 5 9 .5 4  ** 4 5 82
** includes Rs 71.2 Cr against outstanding liabilities and Rs 40.09 Cr as advance payment for Text 
Books

It would be seen from the Table above that progress of expenditure has been rather slow, as overall 
percentage of expenditure till 31st December to annual outlay is only 45  %.The SPO clarified that 
process of recruiting teachers in 39510 primary schools and 5445 upper primary schools (i-e- 
44955 teachers) is in progress, and likely to be completed by the end of March, 2012. Similarly, as 
against outlay of Rs 1670 crores for civil works, only first installment of Rs 843 crores has been 
released, as UCs are awaited. It is, therefore, unlikely that outlay for 2011-12 will be fully utilized.

There are significant shortfalls in incurring expenditure under several other heads as under:

Rs in Lakhs
Activity Budget 2 0 1 1 -1 2 Actual Expenditure 

till 31  Dec, 2 0 1 1
%  of Expr as ratio  of 
Budget

Special Training 11478 1317 11.5
Teaching Learning 
Equipment

4614 103 2.3

Research, Evaluation, 
Monitoring

1035 225 22

Computer Aided 
Education in UP 
Schools

1000 71.2 7

Girls Education 300 183.45 61
NPEGEL 857.96 133.02 15.5

, KGBV 3624.56 1008.75 28

Staff position of Finance and Accounts wing

The manpower of Financial Management Staff is as under:

Units Sanctioned Posted Vacant posts
SPO 11 10 1
DPO 80 66 14
CLRCsf GrC) 696 621 75
Total 7 87 697 90
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Thus, 90 out of 787 posts i.e. 11.4 % posts are yet to be filled up. Most of the vacant posts have been 
lying vacant for over 2 years. In addition, there are posts of Accounts staff at Block level, which are 
yet to be sanctioned. During visit to DPO’s office in Hoogly district, it was pointed out by them that 
there is a provision of one accountant for every 50 schools, but these posts are yet to be sanctioned. 
This may be looked into.

Training of Finance & Accounts staff

As in-house manpower is not adequate, 2 CA firms along with a team from ICWA has been engaged 
to impart training to Accounts staff including VEC secretary, on procurement Procedures listed in 
the Manual on Financial Management. Two days training has already been imparted to 10826  
persons, and entire 41073 persons will be covered by end of March, 2012. The accounts staff of 
SPO’s office is getting on the job training from Controller of Finance, and District FAO’s staff is also 
getting trained during Review and Training Workshops conducted at state level.

Asset Registers are being maintained at SPO and DPO levels only, and even in these offices annual 
verification of stocks is not taking place. It was explained to them that annual verification of 
stocks/ assets is a statutory requirement, and needs to be taken seriously. Similarly, Works 
Registers are not being maintained at sub district levels, even though maintenance of the Works 
register has been made mandatory in the Accounts Training Manual.

Internal Audit

It was explained that Internal Audit is being undertaken on concurrent basis, with the help of 
Chartered Accountant firms in two phases of sue months each. The CA firms are selected through 
Open Tender, and entire state is covered by more than one Firm at LIRate. First phase of audit 
covers period from April to September, and second phase covers period from October to March. 
Internal audit reports are examined at SPO and DPO level, and necessary instructions issued to 
furnish Action Taken Notes. However, summary of the internal audit observations is required to 
be reviewed by the Executive CommitteeThe current status of internal audit; which covers all 
units in a cycle of 3 years is as under:

Period No of DPOs No of CLRCs VEC/WECs KGBVs Total
April to 
Sept 2010

20 24 0 1 1 7 7 7 4 2 1 2 0 7 9

Oct to
March
2011

20 2 4 0 1 1 7 7 7 4 2 1 2 0 7 9

April to 
Sept 2011

18 2 31 1 1 7 7 7 2 6 4 1 1 8 8 7

Capacity Building of Accounts staff and Training in Software Implementation

It was explained that an accounting software (Tally) has been installed in all 20 DPOs. However, 16 
DPOs prepared their annual final accounts on Tally and the remaining 4  DPOs were having some 
difficulties, which were being sorted out. The position with regard to training of Tally Software is as 
under:
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Name of Unit No of Units Units given Tally 
Training

Units still to be 
covered

SPO 1 1 O
DPO 20 19 1
CLRC 713 178 535
Total 734 198 536

Out of 20 districts, 6 DPOs have installed Tally software at CLRC level. The remaining 14 districts 
are in the process of install Tally software at CLRC level, which is expected to be completed shortly.

Procurem ent of Stores

It was explained that procurement procedures of inviting Open/ Limited tenders as laid down in 
the Manual on Financial Management and Procurement are being followed at SPO/ DPO’s level. The 
information furnished by SPO and DPOs of (i) Paragna 24 North, and (ii) Hoogly is attached. It was 
noticed that DPOs are relying on E tendering to minimize costs, instead of resorting to publishing 
tenders in national/ vernacular newspapers, which entail huge costs. Indeed, this is a laudable 
practice and needs to be encouraged.

Audit by Accountants General's office

Audit by AG's office is a superimposed audit and is conducted annually, as SSA funds are received as 
grants from MHRD. The position of audit paras of previous Inspection reports is as under:

Period No of Outstanding Paras Remarks
2 0 0 3 -0 4 1 Reply furnished, but yet to be settled
2 0 0 4 -0 5 1 Do
2 0 0 5 -0 6 3 Do
2 0 0 6 -0 7 13 Do
2 0 0 7 -0 8 12 Do
2 0 0 8 -0 9 17 Reply to be sent
T O T A L 4 7

It was learnt that an audit party of AG’s office conducted audit of DPO Hoogly's office for 2009-10  in 
Nov, 2010, but their report was still awaited.

P rim ary Schools not having separate Bank Account

During visit to DPO’s office, Hooghly, it was noticed that there are a large number of primary 
schools at VEC level, who do not have Bank Account These schools do not have any Headmaster, 
but are headed by a Teacher-In-charge. Consequently, funds pertaining to them are included in the 
remittance of amounts to a nearby primary school, having Bank Account. Thereafter, amounts 
pertaining to them are drawn in cash from the Bank and handed over to the Teacher-in-charge. This 
practice is fraught with danger, as the Teacher-in-charge is required to hold entire funds in cash, 
instead of keeping them in Bank Account

Booking of Advances
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Para 74.1 of the Manual of Financial Management and Procurementstipulates that all funds 
released to the district and sub district level units are initially classified as advances and the same 
indicated as such in the Books of Accounts. The advances shall be adjusted based on the 
expenditure statement/ utilization certificates received in the state Implementing Society of having 
spent the funds. Advances, if not actually spent for which accounts have been settled, should be 
shown as advances and not as expenditure. However, it was noticed that this practice was not 
always followed. Most of the time, advances given for civil works alone were booked as 
Advances and all other advances were booked as expenditure. In case of Hoogly District, even 
advances for civil works were later transferred and shown as expenditure in the final accounts. This 
practice is fraught with danger, and needs to be discontinued. Similarly, it was noticed during visit 
to DPO’s office in Paragna 24 North district, that only advances given for civil works were booked as 
advances in the books of accounts.

During visit to DPO’s office, Hoogly district, it came to notice that in some primary schools at village 
level, mid-day meal money is made available by the Block Development office to VEC/ WEC's Bank 
account, where SSA funds are also credited. Thus, it becomes necessary to keep separate accounts 
of mid-day meal funds, to avoid mixing of funds in the opening /  closing balance. Perhaps, there is 
need for a separate Bank account to be maintained for funds received from other sources, viz mid
day meals etc. It was also noticed that there were no Cash flow problems in Hooghly/ Parganas 24  
north districts.

Audit by IPAI. During our visit to DPOs offices in Parganas 24  North, and Hoogly, it was noticed 
that audit teams of IPAI have not yet inspected these offices. Hence, there were no audit objections 
relating to them.

There is, however, an Audit objection relating to annual Accounts of2009-10 pertaining to un
reconciled amount ofRs 15.33 cr in the opening balance. It has been stated that the difference in 
the opening balance is due to certain adjustments relating to other receipts. In the absence of 
detailed analysis of this discrepancy, it is difficult to accept the explanation.

Recommendations

It is desirable that provision of Para 74.1 of the Manual on Financial Management and Procurement 
are strictly followed, and the incorrect practice of booking Advances as expenditure discontinued 
forthwith. Furthermore, detailed analysis of the un-reconciled amount of Rs 15.33 cr needs to be 
undertaken on priority basis to resolve the discrepancy. There is also need to examine, whether all 
primary schools at VEC level can be authorized to have separate Bank Accounts, so that handling of 
cash is minimized. In the absence of Headmaster, it needs to be considered whether Headmaster of 
a neighboring school along with Teacher-in-charge of the school can be authorized to operate a 
separate Bank account.

Table: I Paschim Banga Sarva Siksha Mission (Status contractual of Staffing a t various lavel) 
as on D ecem ber,2011

SI.
No. Level Functional Areas No. of sanctioned Post

No. of Filled 
up Vacant

1 DPO Pedagogy 60 57 3
Civil Work 401 343 5 8
Finance Internal Audit 80 65 15
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EMIS 80 69 11
Access & alternative Schooling 112 86 26
Gender Equity 20 19 1
Planning & monitoring 60 38 22
Others 176 135 41
CLRC.CRC & BRCfGrC & D) 1460 1386 74
Total 2449 2198 251
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Table: II Status of staff position at the SPO & DPO level:

SI.
No. Level

Paschim Banga Sarva Siksha Mission (Status of Staffing at various levels) as on 
December,2011

1 SPO No.of In
Functional area Sanction Post position V acant

State Pedagogy Coordinator 1 1
Civil Work 7 3 4
Finance Internal Audit 4 4
EMIS 14 9 5
Community Mobilization 7 7 0
Gender Equity 1 1 0
Programme Coordinatorfplanning) 6 1
State Coordinator(Planning) 1 1
State IED Coordinator 1 1
Media Documentation 1 1 0

Cashier 1 1 0
Stenographer 1 1 0
ECCE 1 1
PMIS 1 1
Administrative Cell 2 0
Technical Assistant 1 1
PA to SPD 1 1 0
PAtoASPD 1 1 0
State coordinator, NPEGEL 1 1
State Coordinator, Research 1 1

V/ 5 0

ON DEPUTATION
SPD 1 1 0
ASPD 1 1 0
CF 1 1 0
AO 1 1 0
DSPDI 1 1 0
DSPD-II 1 1 0
OSD 1 0 1
Audit Officer 1 1 0
Total 73 51 22
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MEETING OF THE CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE OF 
PARLIAMENT ATTACHED TO THE MINISTRY OF HUMAN 

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT.

NOTE ON "EXPANSION OF HIGHER EDUCATION" 

UNIVERSITY A N D  HIGHER EDUCATION

1.1 ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW CENTRAL UNIVERSITIES

Xlth Five Year Plan envisaged establishment of 16 Central Universities in hitherto uncovered States 

of Bihar, Jharkhand, Orissa, Gujarat, Haryana, Punjab, Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh, J&K, 

Karnataka, Kerala, Goa, Chattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, Uttarakhand and Tamil Nadu. Accordingly 

15 new Central Universities, including three State Universities converted to Central Universities, 

have been established w.e.f 15.1.2009, except Goa, which has not been included on the request of the 

State Government. 3 State Universities which have been converted into Central University are 

Guru Ghasidas Vishwavidyalaya in the State of Chhattisgarh, Dr. Harisingh Gour Vishwavidyalaya 

in the State of Madhya Pradesh and Hemvati Nandari Bahuguna Garhwal University in the State of 

Uttarakhand. In addition, it has now been decided to establish two Central Universities in the State 

of Jammu & Kashmir catering to the requirements of the two divisions of the State in lieu of the 

Indian Institution of Management (IIM) proposed to be established in the State. The Ordinance 

amending the Schedule to the Central Universities Act, 2009, has been notified on 20th October, 2009.

Courses have been started from the temporary premises in the all the newly created universities 

except Himachal Pradesh and I&K from the academic session 2009-10. Sites have been identified in 

the States of Haryana, Karnataka, Punjab, Orissa and Tamilnadu for establishment of permanent 

campus of the Universities; other states, which have offered land at specific sites, are being visited 

by the Site Selection Committees notified by the Central Government.

1.2 INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL TRIBAL UNIVERSITY

i
One new Central university, namely Indira Gandhi National Tribal University at Amarkantak in 

Madhya Pradesh which was proposed to be established during XI Plan, has come into existence



from 8th July, 2008. The University is a teaching and affiliating university for facilitating a 

promoting avenues of higher education and research facilities for the tribal population of 

country. The university has started its academic programme in a modest way, with the help 

guest faculty and contractual appointees. Admissions to B.A. (Hon.), B. Com (Hon.) and B 

courses have since taken place for the academic session 2008-09.

A new Regional Centre of the IGNTU has been inaugurated in the state of Manipur on 

September, 2009 by the Chief Minister of Manipur with the launch of M.Phil Programme in Politi 

Science. The State Government of Manipur has also identified land to the extent of 300 acres in I 

North Eastern side of Makhan Village of Senapati Hill district for this Regional Centre.

1.3 ESTABLISHMENT OF 14 WORLD CLASS CENTRAL UNIVERSITIES (RENAMED . 

INNOVATION UNIVERSITIES AIMING AT WORLD CLASS STANDARDS)

During the Xlth Five Year Plan period, the Central Government proposes to establish .14 Innovati 

Universities in identified cities, aiming to achieve world class standards. Locations have be 

finalised as under:-

1. Maharashtra - Pune

2. West Bengal * Kolkata

3. Tamil Nadu - Coimbatore

4. Karnataka............................. -

5. Andhra Pradesh - V ishakapatanam

6. Gujarat Gandhinagar

7. Rajasthan - Jaipur

8. Bihar - Patna

9. Madhya Pradesh - Bhopal

10. Kerala - Kochi

11. Punjab Amritsar

12. Orissa - Bhubaneshwar

13. Uttar Pradesh Greater NOIDA

14. North Eastern Region - Guwahati
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The Central Government has since constituted Site Selection Committees headed by the Chairman, 

UGC, to visit to Amritsar and Vishakhapatnam, to assess the suitability of land offered by the State 

Governments of Punjab and Andhra Pradesh, respectively. The Committee is scheduled to visit 

Amritsar on 26.9.2009.

A Concept Note on Innovation University aiming at World Class standards has been 

circulated to various Ministries/Departments, Planning Commission, IITs/IIMs, Central 

Universities, prominent academicians and has also been placed on the web site of the MHRD 

eliciting their views/comments. It is expected that the Concept Note would be finalized by 

December, 2009.

1.4 SETTING UP OF 374 DEGREE COLLEGES IN EDUCATIONALLY BACKWARD 

DISTRICTS

As proposed in the Xlth Plan docume nt, prop osal to set up 374 degree colleges in the 

districts having GER lower than the national average is under consideration of the Government. 

The capital cost for establishing a college has been estimated at Rs. 8 crores by an Expert Committee 

constituted by the University Grants Commission.

It has been proposed that for this Scheme, the Central-State funding of the capital cost shall 

be in the ratio 1:1 for Special Category States, while for others, the ratio shall be 1:2. The land shall 

be provided by concerned State Governments and the recurring cost shall be borne by them. An 

outlay of Rs. 782 crores has been made for this Scheme in the XI Plan. Going by the capital cost of 

Rs. 8 crores per college, the share of Central Government is estimated at Rs. 1079 crores for 374 

colleges. However, agreeing with the recommendations of the Expenditure Finance Committee, it is 

now proposed to provide central assistance for 200 colleges during the remaining period of Xlth 

Five Year Plan with priority being given to special category states and districts having concentration 

of weaker sections and minorities as well as other districts in Schedule V and Schedule VI areas. 

Assuming that all the 61 districts falling in Special Category States are covered during this period, 

the financial requirement (Capital share) during the XI Plan shall be as under:

,i) Central share for 61 colleges in Special Category States: Rs. 244.00 crores

(@ Rs. 4 crores per college)
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ii) Central share for remaining 139 colleges:

(@ Rs. 2.67 crores per college)

TOTAL

Rs. 371.13 crores 

Rs. 615.13 crores

This is a priority scheme for this Ministry and is expected to be operationalised soo 

Pending approval of the competent authority, the University Grants Commission has invite 

Detailed Project Proposals from the State Governments.

1.5 SCHEME FOR INCENTIVISING STATE GOVERNM ENTS FOR EXPANSION C

HIGHER EDUCATION IN STITTUION S

A new scheme has been proposed in the Xlth Five Year Plan to incentivize State Governments f( 

setting up of new institutions in higher education or for expansion of their existing institutions. Tf 

Scheme is under process. A draft EFC memo has been circulated to the concerne 

Ministries/Departments. It has been proposed that the Scheme may have the followiri 

components:-

(i) Creation of new Universities by State Governments.

(ii) Creation of new degree colleges,

(iiiyExpansion through increase, in, intake of new degree colleges.

(iv)Creation of new engineering colleges in underserved areas.

Under the scheme, it has been proposed to provide Central Assistance to the Stal 

Governments to the extent of l/ 3rd of capital cost for setting up of new universities and colleges c 

expansion of the existing institutions in the States. The State Government would have to bear 2/3 

of the capital cost and the recurring expenditure for these institutions. For Special Category State 

funding of capital cost will be shared equally between the Centre and the States.

Under the Scheme, the State Governments shall have to prepare Detailed Project Repor 

separately in respect of each of their proposals. According to estimates, the capital cost for tl 

anticipated project works out to Rs. 16,690 crore, out of which the Central Government's share 

anticipated to be Rs. 6370 crore.
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A provision of Rs. 6200 crore has been made in the Xlth Five Year Plan for this Scheme. A 

token provision has been made in the Annual Plan 2009-10, under Ihe overall Plan budget of the 

University Grants Commission. The additional requirement of Rs. 170 crores is proposed to be met 

from expected savings form the overall allocation in the XI Plan for the Department of Higher 

Education.

1.6 NEW CENTRAL SECTOR SCHEME OF INTEREST SUBSITY ON EDUCATIONAL 

LOANS TAKEN BY STUDENTS FROM ECONOMICALLY BACKWARD SECTIONS TO 

PURSUE TECHNICAL/PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION IN INDIA UNDER THE 

EDUCATIONAL LOAN SCHEME OF THE INDIAN BANKS' ASSOCIATION

A proposal for introducing a Scheme to provide interest subsidy to poor students for pursuing 

professional education in India was envisaged in the Xlth Five Year Flan. An outlay of Rs. 4000 

crore was made in the Plan. The scheme has since been approved by Government and is being 

implemented starting from the academic year 2009-10.

Since the scheme will start from the academic year 2009-10, and professional courses usually start in 

July/August of the academic year, interest on the loan amount sanctioned to students in 2009-10 to 

students shall fall due sometime in July, 2010. Similarly, interest for the year 2010-11, shall be due in 

2011. Thus, the central subsidy shall have to be paid for two years under the Xlth Five Year Plan.

The detailed modalities for payment are keing decided in consultation with Canara Bank.

The Xlth Five Year Plan outlay for this Scheme has been reduced to Rs. 1080 crore. Assuming that 2 

lakh students in the eligible category take a loan of Rs. 1.5 lakh each year, the requirement shall be 

Rs. 1080 crore during XI Plan (assuming the interest @12%). In case the number of students or loan 

amount exceeds the estimated number or amount, the requirement shall be more.

In the Education Loan Scheme of the IBA, there is provision that 1% interest concession may be 

provided for loanees if the interest is serviced during the study period when repayment holiday is 

specified for interest/repayment under the Scheme. Since, the banks charge simple interest during 

the period of moratorium, a view was taken that the interest subsidy could be provided in one 

lumpsum immediately before the end of the course period, to avail of 1% interest concession. The
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India Banks' Association has now clarified that this concession is offered only if the interest i 

serviced on an on-going basis during the study period. This issue is being sorted out. Th 

requirement of Rs. 1080 core during the XI th Plan, has been worked out on the assumption that th 

interest shall have to be paid regularly, and not at the end of the course period. The method c 

payment as beneficial to the Government shall be adopted.

1.7 CONSTRUCTION OF GIRLS HOSTELS

The colleges and universities which come within the purview of the UGC and are fit to receiv 

central assistance under Section 12 B of the UGC Act, are eligible to receive financial assistance, f 

order to achieve the goal of enhancing the status of women, the Commission has been providin 

financial support on cent per cent basis for construction of hostels for women and other relatei 

infrastructural facilities in college. The support varies from Rs. 60,00 lakhs to Rs. 2.00 crore 

depending upon the size of women enrolment and the location of the colleges, whether ii 

Metropolitan or Non-Metropolitan urban areas or rural areas. Funds released during 2007-08 am 

2008-09 by the UGC's Regional Offices are as under-

Funds released during the year 2007-08 2008-09

(Rs. Crore) (Rs. Crore)

NRCB 10.11 14.69

Regional O ffices ................................................. 176.05 ........................  237.35 .

Delhi Colleges 5.00 2.00

TOTAL 191.16 254.04

1.8 SUPPORTING 150 UNCOVERED STATE UNIVERSITIES AND 6000 COLLEGES

About 8800 affiliated colleges of State Universities are technically under the purview of UGC but d 

not get assistance as they do not meet the minimum eligibility norms in terms of physical facilitie 

and human resources. During the Xlth Five Year Plan, it is intended to strengthen about 60C 

colleges and 150 universities with focus on underserved areas to enable these institutions to fulfil tl 

criteria for UGC assistance. To implement this scheme the UGC (Fitness of Certain Universities f< 

Grants) Rules, 1974 and UGC (Fitness of Institutions for Grants) Rules, 1975 has been amended



consultation with Ministry of Law & Justice and notified on 10.8.09. It is expected that the Scheme 

would be implemented in the current year as well as during the next two years of the Plan.

1.9 ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE TO ABOUT 160 ALREADY COVERED UNIVERSITIES 

AND ABOUT 5500 COLLEGES

In the Xlth Plan period, an amount of Rs. 3,000 crores has been allocated for the additional assistance 

to 160 already covered universities and about 5500 colleges which are already declared fit to receive 

grants under Section 12B of the UGC! Act. UGC has planned to ensure that the Scheme is 

implemented in full swing from the current financial year.

1.10 STRENGTHENING SCIENCE BASED HIGHER EDUCATION AND RESEARCH IN 

UNIVERSITIES

Looking the declining quality and quantum of scientific research in India, an Empowered 

Committee under the Chairmanship of Prof. M.M. Sharma was constituted for rejuvenation of Basic 

Scientific Research in Universities. Based on the recommendations of Task Force action for 

strengthening science based education and research in Universities has been initiated. For 

implementing the recommendations of M.M. Sharma Committee, the grants released for the year

2007-08 and 2008-09 are as under

2007-08 2008-09

(Rs. Crore) (Rs. Crore)

State University 125.76 114.15

Deemed University 14.30 12.82

Central Universities 25.82 16.60

TOTAL 165.88 143.57

The main objective of the scheme is to promote excellence in research in higher education by

supporting research programmes of the University and College teache rs in various disciplines. The

UGC has been striving for promoting teaching and research in emerging areas in Humanities, Social

Sciences, Languages, Literature, Pure Sciences, Engineering & Technology, Pharmacy, Medical 
i

Agriculture Science etc, Teachers who are permanent / regular, retired / working in the 

Universities and colleges which are recognised under section 2(f) and declared fit to receive grants
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under 12 B of the UGC Act, 1956 only are eligible. The Empowered Committee has be 

constituted into Task Force for implementation of the recommendations.

OTHER INITIATIVES

• EDUCATIONAL REFORMS: The Department has initiated a number of steps 

educational reforms including reforms in regulatory and governance structures in 

higher education system. Brief notes on the following issues are annexed to t 

document for information.

(i) Autonomous Overarching Authority for Higher Education and Research.

(ii) Prevention, Prohibition and Punishment for Educational Malpractices,

(iii) Mandatory Assessment and Accreditation in Higher Education.

(iv) Educational Tribunals for fast-track adjudication of disputes in higher education.

(v) Academic Reforms in State Universities and Colleges.

• RESERVATION FOR OBCs IN CENTRAL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS: Ai

follow up of the Constitution (93rd) Amendment Act, 2005, inserting clause (5) in Art- 

15, Parliament has enacted the Central Educational Institutions (Reservation 

Admission) Act, 2006 making special provisions for reservation of seats for 

Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, and the Socially and Educationally Backw; 

Classes/Other Backward Classes (SEBCs/OBCs) in admissions to central educatio: 

institutions other than those listed in the schedule of the Act as per Section 4 of the Act

• Immediately after the vacation of stay by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in April 20 

directions were given for implementation of reservation to OBCs in all Cent 

Educational Institutions. Rs.875 crores have also been provided during 2008-09 to expa 

the capacity of the Central Educational Institutions by 54% so that there is no reduct 

in the availability of the general category seats due to the implementation of 27% O 

reservations. An amount of Rs 1033 crores has been earmarked in FY 2009-10 for j 

purpose.

’• To meet the shortage of faculty in higher educational institutions, orders were issuecj 

March 2007 raising the age of retirement of teachers in centrally-funded higher
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technical educational institutions under the purview of this Ministry, from 62 to 65 years 

with provision for re-employment on contractual basis up to 70 years (subject to 

availability of vacancies and screening according to UGC guidelines). Revised pay 

structure for faculty has also been implemented in centrally funded educational 

institutions of higher learning.

All NER States have a Central University each and special funds have been given to start 

engineering and management courses in all the Central Universities in NER.



Technical Education

(i) Establishment of new Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs)

Consequent upon the Hon’ble Prime Minister’s announcement on the 
occasion of the 60th Independence Day, the Government decided to establish 
eight new Indian Institutes of Technology (Ills )  in the country during the XIth 
Plan period in Hyderabad(Andhra Pradesh), Patna(Bihar), Rajasthan, 
Bhubaneswar(Orissa), Ropar(Punjab), Gandhmagar(Gujarat), Indore(Madhya 
Pradesh) and Mandi(Himachal Pradesh). Six of the eight new IITs in 
Hyderabad(Andhra Pradesh), Patna(Bihar), Rajasthan, Bhubaneswar(Orissa), 
Ropar(Punjab), Gandhinagar(Gujarat) started functioning from the academic 
year 2008-09 with about 120 students each admitted to B.Tech. courses and 
the IITs at Indore(Madhya Pradesh) and Mandi(Himachal Pradesh) started 
functioning from the current academic year i.e. 2009-10 with about 120 
students each in B.Tech. courses. Directors have been appointed in these new 
IITs, excepts those at Mandi and Indore. 30 faculty posts every year have 
been sanctioned for the 1st three years for each of the new IITs and 24 non
faculty posts have been sanctioned in the year 2008-09 for each new IIT.

(ii) Establishment of new Indian Institute of Management (IIMs)

The XIth Five Year Plan envisages, establishment of seven IIMs in the 
Country, out of which one IIM namely Rajiv Gandhi Indian Institute of 
Management (RGIIM), Shillong has been established in Shillong 
(Meghalaya) which has commenced its first academic session from 2008
2009 and the remaining six IIMs will be set up in Tamil Nadu, Jammu & 
Kashmir, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh (Raipur), Uttarakhand & Haryana. 
Another IIM in the State of Rajasthan will also be set up as announced by 
the Finance Minister on 25th February, 2009 in Rajya Sabha.

The Cabinet in its meeting held on 27.08.2009 has approved the 
proposal for setting up of seven new IIMs in the States of Tamil Nadu, 
Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, Haryana, Jammu & Kashmir, Uttarakhand and 
Rajasthan.

, In the first phase, four IIMs at Raipur (Chhattisgarh), Rohtak 
(Haryana), Ranchi (Jharkhand) and Tiruchirappalli (Tamil Nadu) will 
be set up, which would become functional from academic session 2010-11. 
These following five IIMs would be mentored by older IIMs as detailed 
under:
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• IIM-Rohtak -  to be mentored by IIM-Lucknow.
• IIM-Raipur -  to be mentored by IIM-Indore.
• IIM-Ranchi -  to be mentored by IIM-Calcutta.
• IIM-Tiruchirappalli - to be mentored by IIM- 

Bangalore.
• IIM-Rajasthan -  to be mentored by IIM-Ahmedabad.

The Government of India in consultation with respective State Govt, 
has agreed to set up new IIMs at following sites:

• IIM-Rohtak -  170 acres extendable upto 200 acres
in Garnawathi Village, Rohtak.

• IIM-Raipur -  200 acres under New Raipur
Development Authority, in Villages
Pota and Cheriya, Raipur.

• IIM-Ranchi -  204.28 acres in Kanke circle, Mouza,
Nagri District-Ranchi.

• IIM-Tiruchirappalli- 192.35 acres at Suriyur
village, Tiruchirappalli Taluk and
District.

The Government of Uttarakhand has identified a few sites and the Chief 
Minister, Uttarakhand has been requested to offer a few more sites for 
inspection by the Site Selection Committee.

Hon’ble HRM has written to Chief Minister of Rajasthan on 23rd June, 
2009 requesting to allot 200 acres of land, free of cost at a suitable location 
and suggest two or three suitable sites for the same. Rs. 20.00 crore has also 
been allocated for four new IIMs to be established at Raipur (Chhattisgarh), 
Rohtak (Haryana), Ranchi (Jharkhand) and Tiruchirappalli (Tamil Nadu) 
during 2009-10 in consultation with IFD, Ministry of HRD.

(iih Setting of new Indian Institutes of Information Technology ( IIITs)

To address the increasing skill challenges of the Indian IT 
industry and growth of the domestic IT market, the Ministry of Human 
Resource Development (MHRD), Government of India intends to 
establish twenty Indian Institutes of Information Technology (HIT) 
during the Xlth Plan. Although, the proposal is for setting up all 20 
IIITs in PPP mode, since industry participation may not be forthcoming 
in some States like in the North East, it is proposed that IIITs in the



North East may be set up by the Central Government with contributions 
from DONER. In this regard, a Model Detailed Project Report was sent 
to the Planning Commission for approval. The Planning Commission 
has concurred to the broad concepts in the Model DPR subject to certain 
conditions / observations which the MHRD should consider while 
preparing the EFC Memo. In view of the observation of the Planning 
Commission, the capital cost of each HIT has been limited to Rs.100 
crore to be shared by the Central Government, State Governments and 
Industry partners. A draft EFC Note has been prepared and circulated 
amongst appraisal Ministries / Departments for comments. So far, 
comments have been received from the Planning Commission, 
Department of Science and Technology and Department of Information 
Technology. Comments are awaited from Ministry of Finance and 
CSIR. In view of the fact that the EFC meeting has ye': to take place 
and the scheme has not been approved till now, the location of HIT 
within the State of Orissa or one each in every State cannot be 
confirmed. As soon as the scheme is finalized the locations will be 
determined by MHRD in consultation with the State Government 
depending upon the response of the industry to contribute in the PPP 
model.

(iv) National Institutes of Technology (NITs)

Presently there are 20 National Institutes of Technology (NITs) located 
at Agartala, Allahabad, Bhopal, Calicut, Durgapur, Hamirpur, Jaipur, 
Jalandhar, Jamshedpur, Kurushetra, Nagpur, Patna, Raipur, Rourkela, Silchar, 
Srinagar, Surat, Surathkal, Tiruchirapalli and Warangal, Seventeen of these 
NITs were earlier known as Regional Engineering Colleges (RECs). These 
RECs were set up as joint and co-oprative ventures of the Central and St?r'„ 
Governments with an aim to meet the increased demand for technically 
qualified manpower. In 2003, the Seventeen erstwhile Regional Engirearing 
Colleges (RECs) were rechristened as National Institute of Technology 'NITs) 
and taken over as fully funded Institutes of the Central Govermu jnt and 
granted deemed university status. Subsequently, Bihar Engineering College, 
Patna; Government Engineering College, Raipur; and Tripura F.igineering 
College, Agartala, were also converted into NITs in 2004, 20') j atid 2006 
respectively.

As per the recommendations of the High Powered Committee under Dr. 
R.A. Mashelkar, the Ministry decided to bring all these NITs under umbrella 
legislation. Accordingly, National Institutes of Technology Act, 2007 was
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enacted and brought into force w.e.f 15th August 2007. The NIT Act 2007 
declares these NITs as institutes of national importance. The first Statues 
common for all NITs have also been notified and the same have come into 
force on 24th, 2009.

Establishment of 10 New NITs

At present, there are 20 National Institutes of Technology (NITs) 
located at Agartala, Allahabad, Bhopal, Calicut, Durgapur, Hamirpur, Jaipur, 
Jalandhar, Jamshedpur, Kurushetra. Nagpur, Patna, Raipur, Rourkela, Silchar, 
Srinagar, Surat, Surathkal, Tiruchirapalli and Warangal,

The Ministry has taken a decision to establish 10 new NITs as per 
provision of 11th Five Year Plan. Out of these 10 new NITs, 6 are being 
establish in North Eastern States of Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, Meghalaya, 
Mizoram, Nagaland and Sikkim; and rest 4 in Delhi, Goa, Pudducherry and 
Uttrakhand. Since it will not be viable to establish NITs for smaller UTs, it has 
been decided that NIT at Delhi will also cater to Chandigarh, NIT at Goa will 
also cater to Daman & Diu, Dadra & Nagar Haveli and Lakshadweep and NIT 
at Pudducherry will also cater to Andaman & Nicobar Islands.

Approval of the Cabinet for establishment of these NITs has now been 
received. Now both the Central Government as well as the concerned States 
Governments will need to take further follow up action. The concerned State 
Governments have already been requested last year to identify the suitable 
lands (at least 300 acres) at locations which are well- connected by road, rail 
and air, for setting up of these institutions. States will need to take immediate 
action on this issue and inform this Ministry at the earliest.

(v) Sub-Mission on Polytechnics under Coordinated Action for Skill 
Development

The scheme was initiated in pursuance to Hon’ble Prime Minister 
Independence Day speech on 15th August 2007 announcing to launch a 
Mission on Vocational Education and Skill Development. As far as 
Department of Higher Education is concerned, there was one Sub-Mission 
on Polytechnics which has the following components -

1. Establishment of New Polytechnics
2. Strengthening of Existing Polytechnics
3. Expansion of Community Polytechnic Scheme
4. Construction of Women’s Hostel in Polytechnics
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Establishment of New Polytechnics

Under the scheme, it is proposed to establish 1000 polytechnics in the 
country. The break up of these 1000 additional polytechnics is as 
under:

300 polytechnics are to be set up by the State Governments/ Union 
Territories with assistance from Government of India limited to Rs.12.3 
crore per polytechnic to meet the capital costs of establishing a 
polytechnic in the districts which do not have any Government 
polytechnic as of now and in other educationally backward and 
underserved districts where it may not be easy to establish new 
polytechnics under Public Private Partnership (PPP) mode or under 
private initiative.

300 polytechnics are to be set up through Public Private Partnership 
by the State Governments / Union Territories with roughly 174th of the 
cost of capital assets being provided by the Government of India with a 
ceiling of Rs. 3 crores. These 300 polytechnics will be selected in 
consultation with State Governments/ Union Territories, various 
industrial organizations such as CII, FICCI, ASSOCHAM and PHD 
Chamber of Commerce, etc. It is proposed to also facilitate the creation 
of 400 additional polytechnics by the private sector.

Strengthening of Existing Polytechnics

Under this scheme, it is proposed to upgrade infrastructure facilities of 
existing diploma level public funded polytechnics by (i) providing 
financial assistance for modern equipment and replacement of obsolete 
equipments, (ii) providing modern facilities for application of IT in 
teaching, learning and testing processes and (iii) creating infrastructure 
facilities as well as introduction of new diploma courses. It has been 
proposed to provide financial assistance to 500 polytechnics subject to a 
maximum financial assistance of Rs. 2.00 crore per polytechnic.
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Construction of Women’s Hostel in Polytechnics

In order to attract women in polytechnic education, it is proposed 
to provide one time financial assistance for the construction of women’s 
hostel in polytechnics. It has been proposed to provide financial 
assistance subject to a maximum of Rs. 1.00 crore for each polytechnic 
for construction of Women’s Hostels in 500 Polytechnics.

Community Polytechnics

The scheme of “Community Development through Polytechnics” 
earlier known as Community Polytechnics had functioned froml978 till 
July 2007 through 669 Community Polytechnics. An Appraisal 
Committee was constituted to review the scheme. The Appraisal 
Committee has submitted its report and has recommended launching of a 
modified scheme to cover 1000 polytechnics. It is proposed that by the 
end of 11th Five year plan; the scheme will be implemented through 
1000 polytechnics.

(vi) School of Planning & Architecture

In this Xlth five year plan two SPA, (School of Planning and 
Architecture) have been set up. One each at Vijayawada and Bhopal. The 
two schools are working since 2008-2009 session.

$ $ $ a *
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LANGUAGES

1. Initiative on Tam il Lan guage:

Following the commitment o f the Government o f India under the National 

Common Minimum Programme, the official recognition to Tamil as a classical language 

was given by the Government o f India vide Ministry o f Home Affairs notification no. IV- 

14014/7/2004-NI-II dated 12.10.2004. Accordingly a Central Plan Scheme for 

Development o f Tamil Language was implemented from 2005-06 by the Ministry ofH R D  

through CIIL, Mysore. Under this scheme Presidential awards for scholars in Classical 

Tamil was instituted from 2005-06 with provision of 08 awards each year as follows:-

• 05 for young scholars o f Tamil in the age group o f 30-40 years

• 03 awards, including 02 international awards (one each for person o f Indian and 

non Indian origin), for eminent scholars o f Tamil as lifetime achievement awards.

List o f  17 awardees for the year 2005-06 to 2007-8 has already been approved by 

her Excellency, the President o f India Action is being taken to select awardees for 2008

In continuation to the efforts to promote ‘Classical Tam il’, the Union Cabinet 

approved the proposal o f Ministry o f  HRD for setting up Central Institute o f Classical 

Tamil (CICT) at Chennai in the meeting o f Cabinet held on 30.1.2008, Subsequently 

Ministry o f  HRD issued a Notification dated 20.2.2008, conveying the decision o f the 

Government o f India, to establish CICT at Chennai. CICT started functioning from its 

office at Chennai as an autonomous organization fully funded by the Ministry o f HRD 

from 2008-09. With setting up o f CICT the Central Scheme for Development o f Tamil has 

been subsumed in CICT. CICT has been registered with the Registrar o f Societies, 

Chennai Central on 21.1 .2009 with following main objectives:-

i) To organize and offer educational and research programmes at 

postgraduate level in classical Tamil leading to Ph.D. and Post Doctoral 

Awards.

ii) To support research projects received from universities and established 

institutions and also support such field studies as may be relevant.
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iii) To organize national and international Conferences, Seminars and 

Workshops and support similar efforts in universities and established 

academic institutions

iv) To support publication o f research studies

v) To support publication o f ancient Tamil works in original and its 

translation in English and Indian languages.

vi) To promote and encourage studies in the composite nature o f Indian 

culture, with focus on Dravidian component in the Indian civilization and 

heritage.

vii) To provide fellowships for doctoral and post-doctoral research in 

classical Tamil.

viii) To institute awards for outstanding contributions in the area o f 

classical Tamil.

ix) To promote classical Tamil education in India and abroad.

x) To serve as a clearinghouse o f  information pertaining to classical 

Tamil.

Chief Minster o f Tamil Nadu has been designated as ex officio Chairperson o f 

the Governing Board o f the Institute and it is administratively headed by a Director. 

Various Committees / Authorities o f  CICT are being constituted as per provision under 

MOA/Bye laws and action has already been initiated to create required posts for CICT.

There is a Budget provision o f Rs. 7500.00 lakh for CICT during X I five year plan 

and position o f outlay during three years is as under-

Rs. in lakh

year B E RE expenditure

2007-08 500.00 500.00 401.00*

2008-09 1200.00 450.00 450.00

2009-10 1500.00 NA 45Q.00(upto 

September, 2009)

* During 2007-08 expenditure was not as such on CICT but on central plan scheme for 

development o f Tamil implemented by CIIL
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2 . Initiatives for Prom otion of Pali and P rak rit Languages:

Theravada Buddhist culture o f  South and South East Asia as well as its adaptations to 

the modern world can be very much instructive. For this Pali language and its literature 

can function as the most authentic sources. The Official Language Commission 

constituted by the Government o f India in 1955 had emphasized over the need to 

encourage the studies o f  Sanskrit, Pali and Apahbaramsha languages, accepting the 

linkage between these and Indian vernaculars. Ministry o f  HRD has made special efforts 

to promote the study o f Pali language and literature. With a view to promoting Pali and 

Prakrit languages and Buddhist literature Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan (RSkS), a deemed 

University under the Ministry o f HRD, has been entrusted with the task o f development 

o f Pali and Prakrit languages from the year 2008-09 onwards.

The main objective o f the scheme is to develop the two ancient languages (Pali and 

Prakrit) by developing linkages between literature, text, grammatical treatises and 

philosophy o f Pali and Prakrit and Buddhist Literature with other Classical languages. It is 

expected that these studies would help to reconstruct their histories and establish their 

linkages.

In the 11th Five Year Plan, an allocation of Rs.5 crores had been made for the 

scheme i.e. Rs. one crore for each financial year o f the Plan. However, one year o f the 

Plan i.e. 2007-08 had already been over by the time the decision was taken to implement 

the Scheme. Therefore the Budget was revised to Rs. 4 crores. The project has gained 

momentum from this year onwards by the special efforts o f the MHRD and Rashtriya 

Sanskrit Sansthan.

A centre for Promotion o f Pali is set up in the Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan for this 

purpose. The Govt o f  India has also instituted a Presidential Award o f Certificate of 

Honour to one scholar o f Pali/Prakrit from 1996 every year. It carries a monetary grant o f 

Rs. 50000/- per annum for the life time o f the scholar. One more annual award for young 

scholars in the age group o f 30 to 40 years, called Maharshi Badrayan Vyas Samman has
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been instituted for Pali/Prakrit from year 2002 onwards This award carries a one time 

monetary grant o f Rs. 1 lakh.

Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan has proposed the following main activities to be taken 

up under the Scheme:

1. To grant 10 junior fellowships and 10 senior fellowships as per UGC 

norms, for carrying out research projects. They have already advertised the 

fellowships. They will also appoint one Development Officer for Pali and 

one for Prakrit.

2. Preparation o f teaching aids and study material for Pali.

3. Collation and documentation o f the data on Institutions carrying out 

research in the field o f Pali.

4. During 2009-10 and 2010-11,  RSkS will undertake activities relating to 

publication o f Pali Canons with Sanskrit rendering (Chaya), Pali 

Vyakarana, Status report on Pali Studies in India, and organizing National 

and International seminars and conference o f Pali scholars.

An International Conference on "Universal Message o f Buddhism with Special 

Reference to Pali Literature" was held in Vigyan Bhavan, New Delhi by Rashtriya 

Sanskrit Sansthan from 22-2,4 September, 2009. Scholars from Cambodia, Srilanka, 

Thailand and Lao LD R had also participated in the Conference........................................
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1 .  <C3 5 E R T 7  f § T « T T  c f 5 T  f c R ^ T T ? ”

fcTBRT t r ?  r r a f

(i) fcT9crf^inoRT TJcT | - 9
3 S T c T ?  f § T S T T

Q i )  d c b o T l c | 5 1  f § T « T T  

( i i i )  3 T T W T

I D -  16

I

2 . 3T£HT«T c&i 3T^5rfcT ^  ^TT2T > 7 - £ o  

c £ t 4  3T 52T  3 T C



cMIc=rjd xii x iiiE JcT  fc T c ^ R T  cH ^  I c r l i f

^  T r d f t o  ^\>-rcO«y ireRTSTCTsff ^ Q n f r i  cj§Y gTsejd

“ 3 S R T 7  f§T $T T  cfc f c T f c T R 0 ’ ^  ^ f a f ^ I c T

fcp 3#2T 3 c c jd ^  f^TgTT

i . i  srcj fcr$gfdw rsrdf 9§t 7-arcrai

X I eft TTcTcrcffo zhuTBTT #  Sllfalol 5T fesi? 3TCT ^TTCSHTS, 3 ^ H T ,

gorjTcf, gtf^zjrori, tjoiTsr, ^TvsreeiTsr, ^<hw h y£«T, v3t<wjs 3i?hr gssafte, <t>m\<tct>, 

s ^ c r ,  zrfterr, Q crftT T ^ , arezr y £ ? r 3 3<rr?Rapg 3?hr cTfifrc^tr§ ^rudf #  i e 

f^scrfcraTcTHrf g§t 7-erraotT cjrjst c?5t uf5sn>w<irr f̂St ut^ ^  i c T ^ ^ rrr  3 

^to?t fcr?crfcrenorat cjst cfco^hzr fc r^ fS e jic i- jft  ^  q f ta fc fa  c js^ r <& ^ner-xFrrer 

f^oiTcfj 1 5 . 1 . 2  0 0  9  ZJ5t aftcTT TloeT WrST ^TTcETC 3T°JZter CRT STTf̂ TcT

^T# fShiTT JRTT %, Zf5t kil $<*>,! 1 5 oTTJ ^ o jfto  f2jr«cjfclifeTloTeff cf?f 7aj|U|oil cjft

^  % i d ^ t 3 fSrsaf^rejrerer efes^ter fcr«gf2rcntr.d f #  trf^crfcfcT

Rh.il I 3RTT % , ^  fc*crf)WI<£ ■ZTSST ^  3J2o U l ^ ' i l J I  f a s g f t ’STTelSl, 3TEHT y^§T

^T53T ^  s t o  sfW<TZF 3 f t ?  f2reyf3rerT5Tzr 3 fr ?  3cW 3i?g ag  ^iSEr ^  ^ s ra c ft  btb^ t

s ig ^ u n  arcjr^toT fltscrfcrencTHT '£1 $<ich 3rfcrR cw  3T^ oraaj^ 3 f te  tf5?afr? ttw h

#  YenRrcT fepu xsrr t̂ c n ^  u^ciilcid arrccfter gr<?stioT ^reerioT (3rr# 3 tt^  g s t )  cfc 

aiqci •di'j'i) 5 t  naTTJTt c|5t 3f^W 3Tt cpt xĵ IT ctiia\ cfe foTIZ ?Y crxjcici

f^scrf^ncTH jf cf§| TemioTT 25^  <f>\ fsrofer fc ra r  aren m sg tzt f& scrf^snera’ 

3Tf^rf^Rrar, 2 0 0 9 c|§t 31^^4 1  *Rt 7T?TTf^Tn c f5 ^  ^  fcTO 3TSHir^$T ^  f^ctlcR

2 0 3rarJ5R, 2 0 0 9 cfit 3Tf&Rj|%?T 3TejT %  I

%3TracT y^ST 3IV7 oT33^ ?raT cf5?afr? cj5t lil^chx! ^enftrcT fcfcxj hit? ^r»ft 

BTXJ f2f?^rflren?rat ^  3TcPRtf^Tc|5 7R T,2  0 0 9 -1  0 ^  3TJeiTf T r f ^ r if  ^  3fCfcTT 

2j5Rf cfyjr f^srr % i @f^mmr, g ssrfe^ , ii«K<$r, 3 # ^ t t  3 f t?  crW crarr^ ^Toeff 

^  ^ ct f^i??rf&-ine?rzft ^  ^ en #  m ^ r < t  ef§V ^-ejiMdi cfe f^ n i ?-eiT5ft 

3rfSTfcrejffeT ci57 f^rarr iiraT 3T5si ^Toert fuTogf^- fg ^ r f f c e  T-errsft xrz  ui^fNr 

95t g w i a  Rheji %, ^  ^og- ^RcjiTT s r t  3rf&2jf^ci ^-ejcr ^ra=T 7rft=rf?rat fh2T 

«J57 ^  I



i . 2  arfefl" xsraranTfrET f%s<yfcJ£J Im^

3TC2T y^ST TTuej- 3*3TCcf5SEf5 ^  XJEP 3TT7 e iW ^  fcT^gfcreiTcRI foT2T5f5t 

7 -e jiq cT I «PT y^<TTcr X M f  ^  f^5EIT 3T2TT SJT, 3^ a f t  R fc ilc jb  8  ^ e l l ^ , 2 0 0 8  

cjsref mzsn ^  2B7 f^2jT % i fcr§yf^fejiH-y *j§t ^-stptstt %«rcr 3frr 

«<wro€j5T flr?rrfdren?RT ^jq- ^  3fte %?t isrsnsncfter gr a ^ ^ i ^  fcru 

3srcT? f̂ TSTr 3?hr SfEpTOT̂ r cj§t ^faeiT3ff cjst ^faenoTaras <sjcHî  3?V? qto a ifed 

cJ57  ̂ $5 fcTU ^  3T# % I 3fEJ5Rd̂ Tcp 7 ^ ,2 0 0 8 - 0 9  Hfc f̂ TT? sftoUO (3ffa^f), 

^tocJ5ftFT(3flraf̂ f) 3?te cftocftouo m<5ejc*>iHf ^  ffcrenRfeff f f̂s^n 3Tzrr

%i

Tffdrg? cfc jg sflw ft % f^srnp 9 f^Tcrasrr, 2 o o 9 git ^ 1 5 7  ttv?zt ^  
§ioc<i 3lteft ■eicjjlil cnoiunicfliy f%%gfcTElTFRT iJcd sn j Softer i^cg' cRT

ji^tireci TrxjT̂ ftfcT fcTfrrsT H ijsto ftsor iii<^4>«h g§t ^>3ficT cŝ cfe fSfcan $  1 

^rser ^  «Hr % ^arrofcT ^  bttstst girsr crSt

Tjcffcrr? f^sn 3 0 0  uRfftof aft arfiiTf ̂ raffer us? ^  1

1 . 3  1 4  f r v tr c E r j te r  f trsg fa a rre rz ff  (T b r^  f c r « e r s c i t o
rflicnci^&t 1ST& b ldlrll^) f^fSWf^OTPRT g55T 3TOT %>3§t '^enqSTT I

cfesg: ^RcRf? wf wcdt ThrarsfTsr nhurerr g* <rtbt ftrs*r ^ffr? q* «HMcbl gsV
Flf^TcT 35^5* 3 j felTJ 3Tfilf3ierff^cT STS^f 1 4  STcTTElTft fcT«crf2rgTe1*ff «l5t
^anxrorr «J5t yxkiiti fch^i % i Tsnort faraFcT ucm^ 3?fcT3T [S<m 
<rraT %

1. <H6I4Q£ “ gwt

2. si^w i ■”

3. <lf^Cloll§
'

4. cpolFcfli “ sr^ jr

5. 3n5?r u^ st “ f t t n a n z m

6. — arrsft stot?

7. ii5r<air«i “

8. R ip  i d ““ M'E.oll

9. 3TSZT U%3T ~ s^m ci

10. cS.eerf “ crTlftci

11. i iw w

12.
3^7TT - ajzrsf?<R

13.
3<r)7 - '■DtZ oi^USI

14.
ijcffffiv «Hr - <ycfi<<r£l
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ej5o-S CT2cf5TC ^  3T5T Uwrfltf 3 f t f  3TT3W H%«T 7TO<7 TTCZfyref g ra r  UJFcrrfcTtT 

CjraflcT 3*42jcinrtl <55T B^yTZRoT cD-d^ ife ietU  3T3JcT7T2' sW ? fcr9TTZ3TOS3T3T cJ5T 

^3f?T: ite T  ifiZZt <& fcTU fesrf^ eiT cR T  3T°%ZV5T 3fR 7W  ^  3T£HT£T cj§t 3T£Sr^TcTT 

T ĵcT traoT TifMcrajt arflscT ^  ?  i = rt ? W f i  m  te rra s

2 6 . 0 9 . 2 0 0 9  JJ5t 3f3fcT7T? c|5T ^ Z T  3 5 3 ^  cjSt ^TWRfen ^  I

fW?cT5<T5to ffff^fcBt 7TT& cridltl!^ f^cjfclfijlcr)^  ^  2-isjfcia 3TOeiROTT 5 ffe  

qst fliflTosr aroncrat/f^rarniff, 4\uidii sfRThrr, arRcftsr sfreftfSTySt ^rferrat/arraflar 

ijsretTHT ^ -errsff., ĉ râ tHT f^sgfgrejTcTzff, f e r v i d  jHV 3TO^

fcrwre/fexrf&rai aW^T fcTC trf^errfcTcT &>? f^£JT ar<m % 3?t7 JTrsiEj

^RTre75T tcTcfJRT ^rsnoRT ?5sV ifSRTr^e TTT aft STTcTdy cfR-RTT 3TZTT ^  I 

3TcrejT?OTT s f t e  d5t f^eidhSR", 2  0  0  9  cfcJS 3ffcT3T f%U vSTTffT *J§t ^aTTcTSTT %  I

1 . 4  ltf§ ra>  ^srer ^  R r e ^  3 7 4  f»roff * f  f e a f t  g^lchsft g f t  ^ e m is r r i

vfteTT fcfc Xfeft aflTHsiT 57mih5T #  yjcrrar fsfcsrr arzrr % ifcss 
t tz c b t?  Tns^ter 3?t7rfr zpar ^ cfe d  anrarrasar 3 T ^ n cT  furprf ^  3 7 4  f%gft

<*>Yctelt 2j§t ^eiTOcTT g s ^ -  BTcTTcr tT7 fcTEIT? T&\ % I f^?cjfc|fy Icriei

3T.g«T5T 3fRTtnr IgKX Jlf&cT T2*5 £ R l  \Jcfi *J§V

^  fcTTJ cgcT 8 if> A $  ZT$t xjufrjTcT oTRTcT cJ5T 3T^3TP5T CT3TTOT JTRTT

% I

3TF y^TTcf 1c^TT Jra T  ^  fcR ^JT ^cfSter 3 *  f^TTJ f a s t i ?  jr^ T f

<£ fcrTQ xjofhTTcT ciM Id 95T s fc o ff-o w  toffSRTST 1 : 1  cfe 3T^OTcT ^  gt3TT uT^rf^ 

31'5er 7H3eff ^  f^ m  3T? 1 : 2  3T^TT7T ^  FtmT I Sr?T "7K5HT T R ^ P R t STCT 

w ftcT  ycT5i cffT vm raft 3 fr?  3rrer?ff ciiord cist aft ^  ct?^t crs^uft i zrcgft 

^nsrorr ^  ^ rr  ^  f^nz 7 8  2  cjs^t? ^>. ^  trf^ sre i cjst TjTcrerrsr f^ieji

3Tsn % i ifrfcr cplctur 8 c j 3 ^  ^o. cj5t 40ftarcf c iu ic f  ^  BT^aTur? 3 7 4  

cbTc^oil cfe fcTU % 5 5  TRcfDT? elSt 1 0 7 9  c R T ^  ^ i. 3T^3frfoIcT gtaft I

crenf^r cst^t fcr?fr "srf^rfcr g§t f^rosrf^sft ^  ^ g w fe r  oycw  g u  3rsr

u^dici Rh»iii 3Tsrr ^  Jrcdt xragcJTaj g5t §tcr 3ferfET ^  fhzrar 2 0 0

chfc^jff fcTU c^c^hzr ^ B ie id l 5TST3T 2f5t oTTU 3 ^ 7  3 T ^ 2 Jtft-  V  3 ^ 7

3 ^ ^ cD -  V I ^  ^  3T52T foTeTf ^  ^TTaT- l̂TeT t?T«W « M t %  TTvdt 3 f t?

cfsarsrV? enrf fren stcctctchtcT) gigeei f^Toft cjst yierf^cbdi ^  on % i
%

3TT5T̂  gU  f^5 fcT9tCf ^  ^  3TT  ̂ cTT̂  6  1 ^27 3Tcl% ^

? n f^cT  f ^ U  uTTTt ?  eft HTtuT^TT ^  fhCT5T fclcrftiJ 3TTcTS>iraici I 

(guftrrrcT fcTTcT y w  F tu f t :-

i) ^  Tnseit ^  6 i  g iic h jf t  ^  2 4 4 . 0 0  c p fr?
fe n ?  ( 4  c b i t ?  ^5. uf^r cBT^TuT Clft 5 7  ^r) 
cJjojOi) T^^STRT
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ii) Stcr 1 3 9 <*>YcrtoTf ^  <6ofiT2i %3F2TT : 3 7 1 . 13 ebit£ ^n.
(2.6 7 >̂. yfar ctffStH g§t 37

^ C T  6  1 5 . 1 3  c p i t §

S T5  5T5neT2T ^  fen j yreif^Hdb ^iJPSTT %  ?TejT §7Tc£ sftET to 

3TT5TT %  I 7T«T3T yifSjThT^ ^  3fg3ftooT c-ifad zfc cTiTOT, faScjfcraTToRT

3rg^TT5T 3frat3T ^ToST ^TCqSRt ^  fcre^cT uQi^vilcHI u w ic l 3TTSR1%RT f^BTj ^  1

1 .5  T̂53=S3 ^RefSJ^f cj§t 3txT d ? f̂ TSTT ^reeJTsff f^nScTT? ~^g uVrMlftcl 
g> f ^ n j ^ftWSTT

xi *ft MiyensfT-ir ^5T5TT ^  TTuer ■zrzzmit f̂§t sr#  a s r c r ?  f§T«TT ^Tfen3ft ust 

^en fftn  ^jt 3 ora§t g<f<HM ^ rjerr3ft g * fcrw rr? y'VoHited cjs^st g* t^ru

Tjcj5 ar# eilwoii z?5T trem cr f ^ r r  j t r t t  % i ^  sfnsrsrr yf^>«meftef % i ojrer fcicfr 

TrfMcT cm ijzp u i * q  frnrsr aajf^Jci arsrTcreff/faarnjft gst gRrjifJci ffcm  aror  

% 1 2TF u ^ d icj f2h>eir urarr fas w51«h ^  foT35rfM5g?T T m ea ?  # a t : -

( i )  TToer ^Rc|5Rt « R T  SJT7 f^TScrfcreiTcTOf ^eiTOoTT cJ5<5TT |

( ii )  an? f%gft w c t u v  9§t ^eimoir i

(ii i)  sn? f%3ift cbYc^uil ^§t tjiRdcii ^t^ ctt ^  gyjqa 35ra5T fcrsTr? 

gs^sTT 1

( iv )  ^cTT cjfrjd e ^ ff  ^  oTIJ f^ jf t  ib 'Q ofl 3§t 7-ejm'cfl cfR^TT I

^  3Tcraicr, ^Toer y r c r r I  crY gttj f% ?cjfarrrcreft 3 fr?  gofetorr 

d§t fSnTToTT cfvj r̂ ZTT TTXHTt ^  clcf<JfM ^TfejT3ft cPT ftRcTRT cb̂ <̂  ^vifldld

cfU RT 2PT 1 /3 <H73T cfcfi 7TT5ei ^RcErzt <JSf ^ ^ l^ c T T  c£ ^ q  ^  U^TVH

cJST t̂ w r  yxEcTTcr fcRsn ^RTT I TTCBT ^RcI5T7 cfit =foT ^T?2IT3it 3TTcTcff

H R lcT TTKfT tjvSflaicf cTT3TcT cf5T 2/3  aTTOT cI^oT cb-idr Ft^TT I fM lTCC «Wft ^Twtff 

tj.vjf|d|d cTT3TcT cist ?75ecT cTejT 7TX5eff $3 «fh l fTSTTcT ^  ^fer >j1HJJII I

^2T 3frX5TEn ^  cTFcT, 7H5€T ^TTcpRt cBt Oc^cb g^dlcj cfe f̂TSrET ^  31cT3T 

t T ftre^cT f e f t i  cNrnr cbycfl i a r^ m c ft ^  ^ ^ i f e d

i-lfer?l^f5fT3ft ^  f a u  ^o flJId  crnTTcT 1 6 , 6  9 0 BBTt? ? i. <S|Sfcft % , 1uT^T#f ^  

& i< *> rz  £J5T 3f^,rfTrfSicT %FZTT 6 3 7 0  ? i. %  I

^ rr  HfivTon X ! ^  ijcicjeiT^ f̂tvSTsrr ^  62 00  s .  gsr ymerTsr

f^err ^rerr %  1 f^zrfcrerrpRr s t ^ t e t  3 Tra ^ r ^  ^r5T3r ^ u ic iid id  oP5ts ^



3-fcTjfd, cpsf 2 0 0 9 - 1 0  ^£t cllfSfeJi ^fluTSTT 2PT TJ£T5 7TT^f?Tg5 yrSTEnoT f^5HTT 

j r j t  1  i 1 7  0 er>2rs ^  3 r f M ^ r r  arra^eiibdi U5t sregcr? f§TW  fcTan^T 

XI efTGrsfl ^  T+3T3T 3TTsfe5T #  ^  3RRT c B ^  XJTT f ^ T T  oTTSTT Ui<flfcld %  I

1 .6  OTTrar &  snfZfm  w r o t e  garff ^  ts r a t  s t c t  3 tr < t
d«ifc°Tlctjl/6ij ra^nfefcfr s re zrzm  ^  w rzcfter ^ e p  ^ h r  ^ u j
<yluioti ^  ci6 ci f«rerfT^?T ^epl ^  f tn J  ^nrj sftf^ras *17 fcretsrsr
3fcrftr cji^  ssmsr ^ s t z r t t  srersr q rzs t g5t <dW an

arfNr f^arrfafHft cj§t sitt?i ^  ^mrmf^rcjD % $ r r  ^ r r a  t^ r  y^ ie r cjrrdt q§t 

Qcf5 ^ftoTaTT epr cTTJJ  ̂ cJ57#r %  Uidl'cf n5t 3rf&q5eqslT XI ?ft qgcufl^r ^fM oll ^  

Cf5t 3T# eft I f s r  f̂toT5TT ^  4 - 0 0 0  Cf57t§ 7i. trf^oZTST cm yTSTEJToT

3T2TT an 1 ^TT  sftvSToTr cj§t - ^ 5  7T59BT7 #  S T ^ h t^ c T  cJ57 f^SJT %  cTST! =ri} 

3-icts i df^Tcj5 2 0 0 9 - 1 0  ^  cjsraffSgrcT f ^ n  oTT ^ f t  %  i

*jfcfc ET? -iii ol Oil 3Tcj5re^TEf5 cpsf 2 0 0  9 - 1 0  ^  «{^> ^taft cfSTT oZTTcrarf^Tcp 

XJT^5Tcp3T 3JT3T?fhr IT? 3|cbK0icfr cjtf c£ uJeTr^/SrJTRT STT? 3i ^{25 {?,

^■■CTfcTQ RrenfStit «j5t cnsf 2 0 0 9 - 1 0  ^  *R<ftc£d ? t %  t j?  azmsr ^

^ r?  xgcrri, 2 0 1 0  ^  aft ^ z r  i freft y<wrc' *rcf 2 0 1 0 - 1 1  ozttuT, 

cn^ 2 0 1 1  ^  F t ^ m  ycjbr? iZ , x i ^ t  qrreiBffei zftuT^n $> ct^ct 

rFrgrarcTT cj5T st grrf fcru ftsarr w c?stt i

ertT5T^T x i ^ t  xjcjcicft^ Hfusiarr ^  ufJoyaj cpt ctm  ct>*<b 1 0 8 o e»^i$

2̂o. c}57 i^ i l  I <J|i| I %  | '2TF «H|o1Cj5-<f f^3 M (->1 ddiT ^  2 cil-W f cl dll aft prfffcrcf

i .5 eTT^r ?>-. cbt w ^ r  ^  |t, x i eft qggefter «y|vM«Hi ^  ^ t^ id  ?T6 3Tras-«a'cb'di

1 0  8 0 c}5qt? ■??». gtaft (1 2 uf?t«T<T gSt ^  azmsr vkieicp^) i zrf^ l^rerrfShft

Zfst 7T5Zn ETT TftPT ^iflT 3H^<HlPld 7R$2TT IJcf 7lf|r ^  3TfSjcP gtcft |t ?ft 

3TTcT5i|ch>aT 3Tf6m5 ^taft I

3TRcfto ^JJ5 qft 5RW dtuTSTT ^  ^  yTCTETTcf ZTRTT %  f e

ofUn cTT5t fzraTaft 3T£HRT3r 3TcrfSr ^  ^ T S T ,  ^2T "ĉ  rTgTcT

aSTToT/gST: 8JJTcTr5T ^  g3f: 3J3IFIT8T «5t fclfSi^cc ftpHTT JRTT SSJivjrl ?J3|

sprrTTsr c p ^ - ^  eft 3 ^  i yfcr«T?r ssiTur y^Tcr fdren o m j i  ^55

Icicriiioi srofer ^  ^rrarroer s n a r  srgpf cjrz^ ? ,  ^ t f c r g  «r«c f%^rr

3t^tt anr 1 yfcr?m  ssrrur ^  y r < r  ^  feiu 3Tcrflr ^

7T3Trrj5T ^  cjjcf 4 6 ^  fflETToT ^  T3cJ53|r<T UtJTof cf§t uTT 7fc}5cft %  I =TH TjoTET ^  

5ETRT iHollcdil ^  'CTZT3T?f f^52H JJTHJT <T2JT ^  f^TTcR 1 0 . 8 . 0  9 ?f5t

—  S “ -



3Tf&R3ftrcT fcfj^JT ITraT I ^  3TT9TT %  f^5 «TJ7 ^5F§hrr cJcftRToT c^f craiT ejKHHI

cfc 3T3T^ cpsff <$> 5Y7r5T SBraffoclcT fcb'iM ullUtfll I

i . 7  ^ rfcT o sr  e s r a r a r z f f  gsT f a rg tfm

%  q^f^vr cTSJT fJr?c|{c|gJlcr1«y v3Tt f?T9cjfciai?PI 3TgcTlcT 311-lftdl sfe ^nf& fcfir? ^  

3TT^ It  3?r? f2r«ejf^ejlcTSr 3T=^TBT 31|«y>dl 3tfSrf3|<i|<H Cj§t S-ITJT 12  ^

3Tcrafcr ^ r^ R rm  n r< r  c b ^ t  jfr facrfl^ h to t  35^5*

TTT5T f  I 3T%cTT3Tt $> ?<T? Zpt <s|<J.I<̂  ^  cfit yTCT £ c j  3tieftd|,

3T%f=TT3ft tilo lld lifi c£ fcT3=ffor ^  fcTtJ 9T?T nf^TSTTT 3TTErT7 TT7 fclrtrflil

7T?T3Tcrr 3fr? JfifS uT ^  3ToST ^ra % ?T 3TTEIT^3JJT ^ ^ r e m j ycTTST cB7 T& T %  I 

^ f R T c T T  6  0 . 0 0  3TT5T ^  2 0 0  cJS^t^ ^> . fT^5  f§T3ET ^  «jft ?T?r£t ^TT

grrafto- ^ s ft  cfe ^r^rsrnrftsr ztt a iv n o ii lc i  « H T  arf^cTT <Hr<Hi<*M sjSt 

^Rtsrr 3?te cfjf^urft gs ^ensr tr?  ftraf? % i fcr?crfcrenerar s r ^ r s r  3ttc?iut

cfc STSTcT ebiajforeft SFfT cn^ 2 0 0 7 - 0 8  3fr? 2 0  0 8 - 0  9 <& fhlToT uTTft cf§t 

3isf fciisrETf fSrssrfcrf^icr H?:—

r̂cf ^  QI <i«i oii'fl ^5t «jt̂  
farfgraf

T?oT 3TT7 ^fl sft 
4brfhg" cbi-yfcH«u 
TcJecTl cfjfcrlul

^cT

2 0 0 7 - 0 8  

(35. d i^ S )

1 0 . 1 1  
1 7 6 . 0 5  

5 . 0 0

2 0 0 8 - 0 9  

0?>. «<T $)

1 4 . 6 9  
2 3 7 . 3 5  

2 . 0 0

1 9  1 . 1 6 25- 4. 0- 4

i . 8  «rrf^d sr ffcRu unj 1 5 0  ^i»ar 
^Tsracrr

3?h? 6 0 0 0  cbTt^oit oBt

TrcFEr f ŝcrf r̂enoreff cfe ĉ JTar̂ r 8 8 o o crassftgat ^cr ^

f^T$crf&SJT?RT 3lcjci|cH 3 rra tlJT  ^  ^  3fT?V f> 'TTgTSTcTT m'ccT o T^ t cJ53?l

■g chiJIRb %  aftfcfcR g fc T£ IT3 ft 3 ?t7  <HMcJ ^TSrdY 5qoT?T5T TTR RTT 

flr«iri5'us' cj57  ̂ ^  i XI eft UcjdcfT<y f̂tuTorr ^  T̂ctt d'Rid

TT7 SI?T ^ r t  g U  c ’r a T a m  6  0  0 0  cbfetvail 3?h? 1 5 0  f c T S g f ^ a io T O t  c|5t 

cJ53^ c^t y ^ -d ld  ^  cTTf%  i r  ^ T j e n u  ^r? c rf% U Te T2 T  3 T ^ 5 T S T  3 TR h rrT  Jjft ^TFTHTcTr

u r o r  ^  fe n ?  c js T ^  «h i m 5 6  cist x ^rr hb?  ^ei^ i g r a r a r  g ira fo cra rE T ^

f c H J  fc T S c rfw rc T Z r  3 4 ^ | c H  3 TR lt3 T  ( S T ^ T ^ T  ^ E 5  fcTScrfcrarTc^ft cJ?t

3TTgcTrfcTT) f^ ^ J< H ld o f l, 1 9  7  4  3 ?f7  3 T^5 H 5 f 3 1 I ^ J |  ( 3 T ^ T B T  ^  

fcTTJ 7 T2 € n 3 ff  cj§t O Tg c ffTc T I f^ R T3 T, 1 9  7  5 cj§t fcTScjicTerTcRT 3 T ^ 5 T 5 T  3 TR TW T

3rfErfcTET3T 1 9 5 6  ^  1 2  W  ^  3-lcl<jfrl ^t^ttfEJcT fcb«yI ^T5JT %  "diiotl ^  I

-  c -



i . 9  #  « irD fc f a n ?  ?r3TWJT 1 6 0 f^ sc jfa a icrid T  nerr ctotottt
5 5 0 0  <*>Ycnvjii c^t arffrf^JCT « g l4 R f l

XI eft ^ftoToTT 3T5rf2r efe fhzrar 1 6 0 &  ?Tlf )̂cr1 3TT7

fgrsafcienci^ff ?rsrr 5 5 0 0  c^stvff gst 3rfcrf^ifr h s t z r t t  yjcirdf ?&

fcTU 3 . 0  0  0  c757te ? ) .  cf§t ^ rflr  <J5T 3TTcte5T 3T̂ TT '# , T5TY M̂ rpT #

fSrecrfcrencRT 3iT2rtoT 3rfeifST3m g ft errer 1 2 ^  ^  crg?r angsrsr u f< t

ci>2% cfe fcTU yrsr % 1 fer?crf2rQTcRr 3T^5T5T 3Hieh"3r at ^ ^ rfeq cT  3 5 7 5 * cf5t 

f̂tersTT crarr# % fcfr dYurcrr acfflTsr fcfc?r ^  ^  ^  x̂ frzt ^  cisrerffercT sift

GTTU I

1 . 1 0  f^ ?crf^ ren eR ff i f  f^ fr ts r  3 rre n f& r  3 ^ 7  f l r e n  TJcj 3 t ^ c t o t s t  c jjt

wrerr ^  %pnf^ra5 3f^p7En^r qft arrsnr crerr Jjyraccnr i t  cuaft ff§Y ezn^r t®t?T 

g o ,  fcT??)ftrtnei^j1 i t  3JeT ct^nfSTeJa 3Taf?T£rT5T cf5T ebldJlebcrCI' cJ5T<it ^  f^TC? STt. 

U3T.X?3T. ?T3# 3§t 3Tesr«TcTT ^  TJEfi 3Tf^RBR TJF<T TrfM cT cj5T 3T35T f^5HTT 3TRTT 

%  I cfiiefolt?! cj§t felprf^sff cfc 3TTOT7 tT7, f^ScrfcTSTrcRTt i t  t%§TToT 3TTenftcT 

R t« t t  crerr 3T*prenoT ^  c m im ^  s p *  cfft nr#  ^  1 u ^ r.u ar. srsrf

?rfM cT cf§V f^cp ife n t ?pV cpraff^ercT e b ^T  cfc fen?, grtf 2 0 0 7 - 0 8 ?raiT 

2 0 0 8 - 0 9  ofT^t 3 T ^ T 5 f  foTJoT yzj5T7 % : -

2 0 0 7 - 0 8  2 0 0 8 - 0 9  

(ch^tjj ^>. i f )  i f )
TTv^ fcTseif^lircHej 1 2  5 . 7 6  1 1 A. 1 5
3Tar fcfScjfcielicit 1 4 . 3 0  1 2 . 8 2
q^CTEr fcrscifcirsrrora 2 5 . 8 2  1 6. 60

1 6 5 . 8 8  1 4 3 . 5 7

^ r r  zhuT^rr qsr s js h t  flrgcrfSraTcT^ff zfe 3t«J2tettst cRraf^aff frerr fcrfar^r

f^israf efe <ftT<rlvji 3T£^|L|cbf C|5t TTSRTcTr WtJIol q'TJcJj 3TcERT? flTSTT i f  3?egCScTr 

creiT 3T^CTerr^T ^  ytrzrrf^cT cjs^arr % 1 f^ rfem rrerer 3i^«jtht 3rraWT a=rT5rfcra§t, 

JT3TloT fcTpTcT, aTTWT, ^lf^c£T, fcT ^ f $oTiPi^i<oi UcT yft^Dlct?},

T R T ^ f t ,  Rlf^i'odl, c ^ T  tcrHTST ^ c illf^  33T2?T gTJ «^5rf ^  f^T«T^r U«T

3f^Han5T zrt si^ccrr ^at srsr Trarzr ~z& % 1 3^r RrscrfcrsncT^rf Ucf cBf^x$ff 

^  cfST^fer Terraft/t^rafdrcr, ^cnf5)^cti/cbi4^ci 3T£2mr«f5t cjst, uff e trt  2 (^r) ^



cfTFcT 3 T T 5 ^ m  ^  cTKTT 3 T ^ T o T  %  fc T U  TTT5T % ,  xH 61^ c1l 

viilcTl %  I

<HT??T ^CJ5 xFTET i f  OTCC fcfcSTT % fqs f^H l'ilrt 7T»ft uTIUj f t  Zlf^ <SJTuT,

3TE2RT5T 3 T a f5 r  zfc W htTSf t r e r  ^  3 f r o n r  x r r  f e z n  o r r m  ?  i f  .q  ^  g i t

f ^ i u e i y i  ofT  t ? t  %  i X I  Y fh jT o rr sfc e fftrra -  1 o  8  o  3 5 7 t ?  ^ > . g § f  a r r e r s s r a r d r  

cbt ?or i ? r  Tjejf^flroi cji ^nrer fa*icrii ^jrtt ft fas ssmsr fSrzrf̂ TcT ^rcr £snr 

?tJJrr 5T f e  mV£yi*>3T 3fcrf£r c£ 3T?T #  f^ZTT uTRJiJTT I 3 j3TclTof 2f>t vjft g*>llcfl 

7Rc}5T7 cfc foTU cTTMcRrft ^  < J#  yuiFcrft 3TO5TT# vlll/df! I

3To€T Mpci

• I V f ^ T g ?  ^ e r r ? :  fSrsm aT  s t  3 ^ 1  f § T W  y u i i c 4 )  ^  f ^ r g n m g s  a ifh ?  S T r c ft

il W«11 ^EIT2f ttftltp  ^SlTTt ^  ftnj 3lolcj5 ctKiH 33TU ?  I

^ T 5 fT  ^  fcTI? f^ R B r f^ B c T  t r ?  ^rf^TTT s f f e  g *  7TT2T

sicltfoT «£ I

(i) 3ST cT 7 % «TT U«T 3 T ^ te iJ5 T  ^  f^ fl j ^cJTZTcT 7Td% sft wfejcTi^or

( ii)  IVf^Tcis 3ToTrerrft g i  f ^ n j fSrerrzur, fdr^er aifte g o s

(ii i)  3STCT7 % «TT f a l l  3rf^TcTRf a jjS^ litb ii TUX yreTRfST

(iv) -3m?rz f§T$fr ^  fcJcncff sftsr f^nrei^ frf&rcjj a^idiifgid^ur

(v) fcr^tjfc'-jrcien 3frr «*>To1cjfi ^  frf̂ Tcp ĝerr?

• £ 0̂  ftf&ras ^reerraif ^  3iozr Rre$% g^rf ^  fenz 3nwr**r

^rfcrerra- ^ralen^T (93 erf) affM ^R R T, 2 0 0 5 , f u rrr^  1 5

<JT*5 5 «J5t oft^T 3TETT % ^  3T^JR^T ^'^cj 5* <£v=*f|<Ji f§T«TT ^TjejT

^  3TrZ5T°T) 3 T f§ lf^ W , 2 0 0 6 cRt oTT3^ fcfcSJT ft fa R T ^  

3rf^fSrHi5i gft sirar a  %  arfbfSrarar g§t ^  ^*fi«<s- g5t

^reen3ft ^  arfM^cfrT cfedjOai flT«rr ^rfeiT3ft ^  y iR a^  3H^^fcid 

onfcr, oT5T oTTfcT ?THTT TnmifuTcR TJcT frf^Tc}5 R re%  cHjff/

3T53T frto% cHjff fcTT? cfe 3 f R m r  ^  fcT̂ TST yTcTEJToT f%3TT T̂RTT

• 3f^ef, 2 0 0 8  ^  'cfrraeflii 3 m c m  o e rra ic ^  ^ t t t  ^eurrar ^  a<jchi§T ^  

sn^ d ccb id , ^raft c^djOiy "zt^erraff ^  3T52T ffra%  zmff ejst

SfT M T 0 !  ^  cr>|«i|[ocJt(crI ^  f^ T IJ fcT»T§T fB lJ  3TII ^  I ciiniDdl

-  8  -



i t  5 4  yfcreTcr <Tcjs w t c t t  sst ^  znsf 2 0 0  8 - 0  9

^Vttot 8 7  5 torn? aft yaioT fsfcu a m  ^  rrrfifi 3fser mts^r cnrf ^  

2 7  yfcrsrcT 3 rr? s m  chidjfoxjiiai ^  c p t ^ t  TrraTT^r 4toft nft ^ftef g§t 

3<7e^EJcTT i f  gsStcft ST I 5T2fl^tSI'raf fcJccT £Ttf 2 0 0 9 - 1 0  &
foTTJ 1 0  3 3 3§t -JlflT f^TSlff^cT 2f§t JT#  ^  I

3 W c T?  Itf^Tcfj 7reerr3ft i f  ^rasrsr gft apaft cpf t j j t  cpr^  <£ f c m  

Jra re R l cfe J^5nf^TcJ5T7 cfe 3-iddfd cfscjftq fcfrrT XTtfSfcf 3c£T?R cfeTT 

d'clSsfiijSi SifihcS '2T7-eTT3ft i f  f$T«T35f cj5t ^crrf^l<j1cf cjff 311^ 6 2 cP<f ^  

6 5 cT35 cB?5f cfc 3TT^?T ufTPft 3TXJ ^  f^rR T^  7 0 cRJ5

^ffcRrr 3rreir? ttz tjoT: i l u u n v  ^  uraerrer %  i (srsTff fas

fWScrfcTEneRT 3Tg^T5T 3TTHjfaT cfc f^STT f ^ 2 T  <£ 3 T ^ O T ?  f^fchrfili T3«T 

^ I D i d l  cHTcrsarr 3XTcT3ET eft) it r ld x !  3TezpJT5T ^  cfcsrfter f i r m  U^fSld

frf^reB ^rferr3Tf ^  Trcpra ^  fern ^f«frf6r?r %ctst s ra r  aft <jjiei[fdyd 

fcj33jT yrar ^  i

Traft U5T ^  3TT7 Tnsejf i f  TJcJ5 c ^ k r  f^ c rfc ra T P R I % 3 f r ?  T?5T ^  31T? 

&  ^raft cfcstfter fcr§crfcnrrcrat i f  ^v5ftf5Rr$t i je i  y s re ra  m ^ 5 ^ r  t o w  

faster fSrfSrsrr y ^ rs r  a r^  ^  i



cTcFJiiftclft

(i) on? yWlfrr<?5t ^r^esrrsft 3§t ^em ran

6 0 ^  W ci-HcTT f§xRT 3fcTJT7 <HMoft.il yETT3T3T5ft off <i£t EfldcriT 3*

3T53TOT i t  t t k p t ?  %  X M T g^creJTyj ^  fh zrsr ^rauc i^rrsj y%9T), y e a n

(fir^R-), znfef|oT3T2' ( s jc jr tc t ) ,  (&£&  y%?T) cfsrr dfewujci y^§T) ^  3TT3

5TG &TRcft^ CftlTl^lc^' 7t7-erT5f -̂aiTfSrcT c B ^ r  «5T forofHT f e l f T  % i

% cr?rarr<? (3 T ter y ^ ? T ) ,  y e ^ T  ( f S i ^ R ) ,  T T O ffa n ^ r , a j f i s t e c r ?  ( 3 ^ r e n ) ,  f r y $  (yv srrar), 

JT te fts R H T  (s jv SR T cT ), i f  3TT5T ^  ^  ®  5TT7 3 T R c f t s r  a l s f r P r a f t  T T feT T ^ ff 5 f  y c ^ c j j  oft.

TJTSHT^ar ^  cfcpftGl^T 1 2 0  T5T>rf ef3 TTTSr ftf^TcR cJT̂  2 0 0 8 - 0 9  ^  eJST̂ f 

cp?5fT 3tt?3t eP7 f^ rr  ^  ?ran (w ht y^sr) 3?te a r #  (f^arracr y ts r )  ^

arrccftsr 5fra t^ i£ f§ t T R en ^ rf ^r y c ^ c p  aft ^  1 2 0  tsn fr  ^ tts i

cT cfa rra  cJTsf 3 T 2 jfc T  2  0  0  9 - 1 0  ^  cfST^f cf5^51T 3 T R 3 T  3 5 7  f^ 5 JT  %  I 3 T #

3TI7  ?<?T7 cj§t f o r  s n i  arRcfter T^alDicfSI ^  for%9T?j5t a ft

f§ p g fc * rr  5 ^  %  1 y o ^ g s  ^ f u  a T R c fh r r  iS ts flf^ i^ r§ t ^ R - e r r a  g s w  c f te r  c ^ f  < £  

f o n j wc^lcb crcf 30  l i m n  y ?  ^ rr^tcgcr fcfcu a n ?  ^  ctstt cnsf 2 0 0 8 - 0  9 ^  

ijc^ cj5  an ? sTTTfftHT ^R -ensr 24  ^ 7 - t r b r t  y ^  ^reeftcgcT f e u  ^ti?

(ii) 3tu arRcfter yw er ^rferrsft ^em rsn

X I y e i c n ^  4W<Hr i f  %?t i f  tttc t sTRfft^r yafer greener ^enfacT 

qft uR cbcysrr ep5t % fsrsr^  ucR w n c fta  ysfsr TR-anar srmcT: eiuftcr arfeft 

arRcfter y^er ^R-encr, f^iciidi, flrcmrr ^  7-enftcr Tcrŝ rr j w t  % fuRraf 3ttt5tt 

yeR T ftf£fcJ5 7T5T crcf 2 0 0 8 - 0 9  Tf 3TT73T c?57 fesTT %  cTSTT «1T5T *5: 3TR?T^T 

y#ei 7r?erT5r cii^iei^ig, aifr? g5?aft7, ^rrropis, (c th t^ ),

Je d ^ ra o s  crejT ^ i ) ( U | T  i f  7*)|fCld fcFSU o fn M  I 2 5 Lb^cli), 2 0 0 9  ^  7T5er 

^rarr ^  facer 3T3ft i t r t  g§t 3T^ w sm r ^  s t^ t tr "  TraTen^T if  aft ug>

anrcft^T ysrer ^ejiftid f e s n  vm ^m  i

atf^rarsoT ^  2 7 . 8 . 0 9  arrartfvrrr 3Tyaft %c^b ^  crfSrorsng, f r r rs n ^ ,  

ticcfl xH d I <{., ?f^2Tl‘orr, ^T55| 3ft? c|5?3ft7, ScrTTRjr^S 3?hr ZTuR-erTBT ^  T̂T?T STU 

m^cfter y ^ y  ^R-ensT 7-arrfSrcT ^  yjcrrcr cj  ̂ 3f^afrf^d ^ 7  f^ rr  ^  1



yerar #  < \ < Fg i (s c c frfR T ^ ), ite cra s  ( ^ f ^ n ^ n ) ,  (frretsnjs)

3?t7 fcTS ifrR TC lccfl- (crf^Te T5 ng) ^  ?TR  aTRjfreT Hofei Tre-err^r 7 -anftd  fcfcu uTT^Nt 

oTt frf$T05 7T5T 2 0 1 0 - 1 1  ^  <35Rf cpqSfT 3TTTW 557 I oft% f^TJ <TTI7 

3 ^ r r ?  idiooii^nfifln rrrgr arrccfter y^rer Trse ira T ?£ TTCTar^fefcn g T T ^  MRcflsi ysrer 

^reerroT y f a t ; -

• 3 TT ^ 3 4 I^ U < H , 'xTl£d<*>- 3TT#311 '^l/cH -clV flo!35  S T7 T 3T5 J7 f$ rrf

• 3 fr# 3 Tr^n 5 T$ ^liiy;?- 3 r r # 3 n ^ j a T - ^ t e  a m  3 r g ^ i c i
• 3TT#3Tr#U^T, TTcft- 3fT^3n#G3T-cl5cfcf5crrr ^fRT 3fEJ?f$rd

• 3TT^3TI^1?3T, fcRof%7Tqccft- 3TT#31l4u<H-<yor<rfte 3T^f§T<T
• 3n#3TT#U3T, ^ ra?€T ra- 3fT^3CT^03T~3f?3TCTSrrer 3T^?f^TcT

TTST^r 7T55T ^ R c P R t ^  XRT3T?f %  y€Tn?£ <HT?cT f^Forfcrf^TcT TeTTBrf XT?

ofQ .3TT^3TT^75T Tenfold cBTWT *ll6rTI % :

• 3TT#3fl|l33H, il6<1<*> -  3l35TrclTeft 3TfcT, ^6<1cti 1 7  0 TJSfS?, 2 0 0
IJcJ55 cTOS oicpi îi ofT i-KDcii %  I

• 3tt#3hi^u<h, 7 w g ?  -  tfter 3?>7 ^Reii ancr, TTerg? at 5^  Trenj?
fcTcPTCT y[f§|e|5^Dr ifc 3TcT3fcT 2 0 0

• 3 T T ^ 3 n f u ^ ,  TTcft -  55|<sfc ^raScT, ^ViSlT, ■51T3T5t fG le TT-TT^t ^
204 .2 81 15 5?

• 31I^3ii4l!<H, fcT5if%CTqc5ft — J lTd , fcix^Rl^lMctrfl cl I cjcr> I 3 ^ 7
fulcTT ^  1 9 2 . 3 5  U 55?

S crTTR jfe  7TZ55T7 ^  X5RTF ftrf% cT 5§t %  3?t7 d^i*ij d-bfl, 3cfT?Rjfe

■ange- <*>-<£ £1 ^ t r t  f^rfte rw  cfe fen? *§e> org Terror cm 3T<j7rer f fe r r

%  i

cHM oDil 3TToTcT TTSTTEToT f&cJSTTT W S T 5t 2 3 njpT, 2 0 0 9 55t ^TuH-ejT^T ^

a g ^ rs h ft  ^  fc-iRad ^  af^zVer foran fSfc v z  j g ^ d r i  Tarrsr y ?  fensjeefi 200

5»t v5T3ft5T 3 T ra fe r  3 ^ 7  3U<&  foTTJ ift 3T£TcfT 3 ^ c f f T  7€TP5Tf 55T

3ft ^ T T c T  t l  5cf 2 0 0  9 - 1 0  5& ^t7T5T S T T f lJT B ^ , cHltfcl 7TOTET5T fcJcf5T7r <Holldei 

<$> tR ja rs f ^  w r g ?  (s c c f t jR i^ ) ,  ^6d<*> ( g f ^ r m r ) ,  T io t  (im re n ^ s ) 3?t7 

f?T5 iflR m ce ft (d f ^ H o i ig )  ^  err? b tu  3TT^3TT^H3T 7-eriftcr cf575t zb ton? #

2 0 . 0 0  cpet? A M yl" 55T 3HI<sieo1 f^531T T3tT %  I



OTJcfter sjtjan -jdtei gft oiqscft caterer ^frfeceff craiT tj^c^ ^ r a i

YT5W7 ^hsr 3Hi ĉftar ŝjcTcTT ytefif^Tc^ #?eirar ^if^ror ^5^rr rugvr, % i a ieriife

^raft 2 o arRcfNr ^ a n  ^re-eirsrf cj§t Term^T T-n cforf^Tcp f^nsft

^ ;m D i d i  s r t  fcpu ott̂ - cf?r s r <ticj ^  ireg; ^cffcrr? eg© Tro^rt ^r

ssrfrT cjft ^aTTfSrcn 'dr# y r c r  f to tt  3T?r: y^cnfcid % f§P xjciTcrR- ^  WRcfter 

yiuiQicffr VT7-STT51, > ĉiTcri£ TTwfzr flisthjt cfe j t  -jt Bag sTTcur? u r t

•?-enfycT ftR c vsmjat i ^srer ^  affsci ftrecjcr ^1«T3rr 3rRfrar %

31=pfUo1 3>oft ĴT# eft | diluMI 3Hl<i?ld| Jffeci fd^-dcl yf^fhsrSTT l̂ Mid cjft

3JJ52T 3WeTR0||3Tf ^  3|E5 ^lcff/f^qf^l^t cfc 7FTST TT F̂TcT % tuT̂ T TR 37T5RT 

TRTTOor fclcbl^ y-i^TRrtil o£RT fclcrT Tff̂ Tf̂ T fTmoT ct^TR cfRct T-T̂ RT fcT€TR cR ĴTT I 

f̂lrJTSTT 3TRTt3T f^cqfdpzff ^  62JT5T ^  7 5 R t g p  5 R ^  aTRcfto ^joTT

ylefll^lcifi ĴTfSTTcT cj§t tjoft crl Mid 1 0  0  <55tTî  Zr>. <rid> ^  fuRTiff ciaoj;

TRcfSr?, 7TT55T TTT^TJ 3 ^ 7  33t3T  7T?T«T3ft WiaftcIR ? ta t  I T3RSCT ^  cZT2T

^fSrfcT ^fre ^ t r  f ^ n  3i 2TT % crejT f^'xrf&rsrt ajcsrtcpsT 3T5ncT3Tt/f^rarr3it % 

^ter 'of^cnfoTcT fe e rr  jtput ^  i 3Trff eras htTumt sTrat^T, Tcisn°r 3?T7 

fersTTjr 3?t7 ejcTaii ^Errf^rgSt fewraT ^  f^arf&reqrf y r c r  g ^  i t%cfr arsncisr aifre 

V>flUrf3TT#3TR ^  f^crf^T T  3T»ft 3fT^ft 1> I f^T 7T22T J35t S2TT5T ^  TOTH g o  1% 

C2T2T fetcrT :5TfMcT cj5t %ScI5 3T»ft FTaff 7T2JT wJlrfH 3T»ft ?TO5 3 H^dilRd S I #  §4  

% 3T?T: 3#7TT 7T55I ĴT ^  Utp 7R-ZIM ^̂ enf̂ TcT tJvSST "jaiTcT n§t

g f e  51#  cj?f tjtt iidicft i Tcpbr cpt 3ffcTcFr f^u ott?T g\ arrsrer ^raTerer

fcicpl’tt 3T̂ TTeRT 7n35T ;2T2cl5T7 ^  'MIST fcTETHT fcldi^f c?5<cJ5 foTv t̂ ŜTT̂ fvSTfoTcJj

Trgarrf&rdT efrJi^ro, agft^n %  U c^crie ^  sttett?  t t ?  Terrsr fSrEjff^cr ^ j i i  i 

(iv) i>nŝ er laftefrt^T  ̂ ^reerRr

T̂3TSr 2 0 TH^hT iJffeflDldf  ̂ T̂7-eiT̂ T ^  ofT 3RTZcTcfT, ^cHI6lcll^5 

afhJTFr, cbicflcbe, tjiiig ? , uricter?, srnrrqr,

CTS5TT, 7RTg7, 7T3^TcTT, f^ToTETT, TJJcT, ^feidi'ed, frTP^TZmeoft cT9TT

cji^cficH ^  fe r? r  ^  i ^ c j ^ i r  y“l^ )Q id 5 t  ^hfairsT ^  ^  ^rsr?r ^r?-€rra' mF ct

^uftfcRrft cisf^oft cfraT ^  on% gtt^  ^  i ^  ^sftei # o ftf^ r€r chYclwil ^  

TeiNcHi dic^tej 3?t7  ^Rcfsret %  ^igcRT crarr ^qc^arf cfe ^rcr ^  c?5t

ijrf eft fatcTchi cT< r̂ dcficf)d51 -rtt ^  sfta^r 5̂T5f§Tfcffr gft srsd t btrt cjst tjtt

snraR yjrfcr Brsre^ ^  fenj ^tsttetot fcrcprzr srarrFRr, wrct



itixloll ejT I 2  0 0  3  Iff 7T5TF (TccfiToftcT ^of|joie|-£| cnTciuH cJ5t

sftsfrfSTefft Trcensr cfe ^  *pr: snf^Tcr f ^ n  arsrr err rrerT ^ stcrt tfcss

cfe TjnfcT: Icier! lM % d  TR-eiT^ft cfe 7WT ^  3T ftra i6ar f^ T T  a"R7T 2TT 3 ? t7

a v frftfsq fa a io T O  ?pt  s o f t  y ^ M  fcpqrr a r m  a n  i <T5^TotT7  cd lctur,

MCoii, ilu icjjltfj ■SiuftfoRrfl' cTJlc^ul, o c ij^ t; cT2JT f^TgiT "^uftfoTer^t cKiTcAul, 3l<Jlxiclol I 

ZJ5t 3ft ^3TST: ^  2 0 0  4 ,  2 0 0 5  7T2IT 2 0  0 6  3f T H ^ T  sfteftf&lcJjt TTTSTraf 2BT 

^ orf f^ a n  w  i

s r o  3T T 70U 0 ^rreYcTgs?, g§t 3 te z i$ jc tt ^  3 rs r  sftersrsrj: w < t

TTfMrT 3§t g5 3ff7T T 7  fT T  aTSTTcTCT %  f5 T  TTaft VfltiftPrcjS)

TrfSfTcff cRt ^ fT  fSrEJToT ?fc cTgcT cTi^T ?T5T fo p fe r  feTOT %  I cT^cJTTlf 2 !< ^ H

i?l£h f^icfSl TTTanoT a rfM o R R T , 2 0 0 7  c s t a ifS if^ T f^ c r  f^ e r r  ^ trtt e n  3 ? te  fecii<*>

1 5  3T3TRT, 2  0  0  7  ^  IpTt cn'IJ^ R b ^ l 3THTT 3JT I 7TC&t*T cfTalf^lcjfl 7T7-2JTBT

arfSrfoTYrar, 2 0 0 7  cr^er ^raft <iu^m  sfl^frfiiicfft ^ re e ira t  zRt TT^gtcr b tbcet

TTfencT YfrfBrcT fcb”i l !  3TRTT %  I ?5T ^raft ttc^ t yValfSictSl T T ferra t 3 *  fcTU

y a w  ararTser Tffcrferdt cpt aft arfSr^TTcr g ? ?  f ^ r r  ^ ra r  % 3 f t ?  feoiicjs 2 3

3 f9 e T , 2  0  0  9  95t clldj^ T5"»y | J|<nl %  |

1 0  3t u  TT^hqr J ld n Q ic ^  Trserrsff gft *eim oii

7T5TCJ 20  yNlf3|'elS) TTffenoT (n ^  3fT# £ t )  o ft 3T JR ?T en ,

^cTT?T5ITg-, aftxTTcT, cJ5Toftcf5S, < p rfg 7 , g s fr z g z , uTHTgZ, ufToter?, GT3T?Vcnj7, ^ > ^ 5 T ,  

ciM l^ri, Mcioii, j'ldricbc'ii, f$TcxR", tijecT, ^ S T U 5 6 f, fclxlo[rJ<dlUcc41

3 ft?  cmj3TcT f^STcT ^  I

3t5rTerzr ^  1 1 eft TracnsftaT f̂hsToTT ^  y ig e iM  31 1 0 s n i  Tn^hor

i31'sj1f3ra§l T R srrar T e n ftcT  c^r f^ o fzr f c R n  %  1 f s r  1 0 s r u  C ftsflPigjI

i i « l l o ? f  ^  ^  6  TTfSTToTt cJ5t T jg fccR  9^5T ^  3T3oOTmcT 0^ §T , *1 1 ^ 1 ^ , d ^ l c i ^ ,  

f^Tuil^T, o iiJiT ^ cjg  a f t ?  ^  7-enfSfcT f ^ n  xstt t ? t % ; a f t ?  «tnsr 6

TTTeiTsit CRT f^crcft, ^TtcJT, g S g ^ T ft 3 f t ?  3crlt*l^|u^ ^  lf£fcT oTT 7?T % I

cK ilf^ j tB&  tte j- ^  f c i r j  Trc^tzr gftefrfdreit TTTerrat g ft  7-em raT g r js n

ol|cJ6l4 S T#  # 3TT ^ZftcTU HIF fcrofo fcT^TT 3TSJT %  f e e f t  f^eicT v T ^ ta

Cfi'^nJ|ct51 TTfeiTHT tfit3Tc5 cfit 3TTcr9<IfcfjcTT cBt aft ^JT <*>̂ d|l, f̂tcTT felcT  T T ^hj 

iftigfrf^Tcjot TTTenrar ^ stst 3 f t?  <4i«i 3 f t?  sttsr eft cTen e r ^ r ^ r  gft

-  13 -



3TTcT?3TcJ5cTr aft cJ5^HT 3?|T ^ S§^ i #t f e f c f  YTX^T ^reeiTcT

sis«H M  3 fr ?  f^ra§t5rr? g it 3TTcT32rzEcn cpt aft tjtt cp^rrr i

1ST TTX^hr wrEmdrzrSi- TTjeTTsft Zpt 7-errftcT TJ575t <& f^TTJ 3 f  , 3rBf3T5cT 2f5T

3 ^ a rlr5 5 r  y r c r  ? t  arsrr % i 3Tar t r c r t ?  crarr ^TJcrfSejcr ^ rzcp R t q§t

3-rr3nsft 3T^cicff cprfcrr# <j§t 3TT?r?<ychcir F fa ft  i ^rsrf^rcr tn^ei q7T«r>r^ ^

RressT cnsf <£ f t e r a - #  h jf  3 r5 ^ t£ J e j r  f^srr s m r  %  €r ^r?ejT3Tf ^f5Y

^errcfoTT cfc fcTU xHs?<*> 3TT3f j %oT 3TT f̂ 3 fr?  cTT^TRf ^  a tg cR  cTftlfc ^  § U

Tsrrsft t ?  3 ^ c f r f  Tsrtfr^ (^a=r ^  *fm  300  u gs^ ) sfsY arfM ^ E rfR cr cb^i t t ^ jT

ef5t ^5T 3J?[£ tT7 cTcEBrc  ̂ cfcl^cJI^ c J5 ^  Ejft 3*ra?i|ebdl ? fa ft  3 ? t?  r̂STT f̂tST ‘fTT 

JHsircrer etjT ^ R jd  cj>z#r ziff 3Tm§^ra5ciT ? t e f t  1

(V ) ^«TCT f^raTRT c£t ^ c f ife d  cbl&ITif &  cT?TcT q H cl^ fe lcp f ^  ^raffem 
OT-f3TST3T

-jcfSt^T cpr BTT^ft^T werrar^rsft ^  f^ n ^ s  1 5 3farc<T, 2 0 0 7  g* Tcrchrcrr 

f e r a  a r re tr  ^  oincrarf^TcB f lr s r r  3 f t ?  cfsteTcT fcrasrer ^r TrafercT n ®  f^r?Tor s j s

cf5?^ g5t TE^orr c£ 3 ^ 5 ^ ? ^  ^  3J3o fg^TT 3Terr 2JT I oT?t cTcf> 3*xJdx> flTCTT

fgrarrJT g?r ^Tsrer %, ^  ^rafeJ-cr u^s sru-f^rsTor g§t ssnre-err cjff vrg

eft fuRSc^ fE=05Tfc^$rcT VTSCI5 ^ : -

1 . clU MlTc^cfcMcpl cfft 7-ei rqoTT

2 . dilojqi tfffcT̂ fclfSTcBt ?Pt cfaZoTT

3. ^ l^ lfS je b  U’T f c f i^ c b  7£^3T gsT fsTfcTT?

a . MMcrer^eTcBt ^  cH^cdi s r a ic r r a t  sbt f^«HWi

qTU  iflT<H<^f pi era t cfat ? ^ iM<tTT

f?T  zhv5T5TT ^  3TcHjfd %?T ^  10  0 0 ^cT^fcfeTcB oTT# 2f5T y^cTTcl 1  I f5T

1 0  0  0  3lfclf^cJrT L|TTcH>,RhHĉ 1 2f5T fcJcTTW f^STT ^RTT % :

3 0  0 TTTfc^feWcBt Cf5t 7FX53T T R c B n t/ Tm  ?Iv5er CT^Trarcff srCT -wlcrll uttitott 

fd rrr%  fenj yfer y T f e ^ w r a s  1 2 . 3  <*>^ »̂ ?tcp arRcr t r c b t ?  ^ r t  VH^iaicii

€t xiTTuafr fSrar^r ^Tcfoff^cj5-u 1 uftcri^t 3Term u r ^ e  trgcT ^  3 id j[d  ^rg

TfficrycfoTcR ^errfErer -m zsi ^  f c r g  Itf§rcj5 fcres% fre n  3 s r  f^Tcft o t? t  s t s t

ch)^ TRcJaT^t MiTc^ .̂KftTicfa cf^t ^  cTSJT oT?T M'iTclci.fcrcicD tJjTIcri oiloil ‘SRcT



I t , i t  trTf^r^fcfETcst gSt 7-arrucii trc  ciTcft i^uTldid cduiril cpt ^ ? r  f% ^n urr

iTefc I

3  0  0  MTTcliFcpJicbl g§t ■diorii TT2g5nf/-fly n^TRTaTt tiR T  ^i<Juifclcb

w Tftrc w u f k i^ t  s n e z m  ^  7-en ftcr fcp g r xsm^m- fo r a y s  fc r u  o t j c t  

s r a r  3  <t>tTv̂  xV>uii <=i<55 ^if?T y^Tsr Jf5t uTnroft f ^ r a r t  q fic ilifao reb  cift ^enxrsrr 

t R  cTTcft T Joftam  crTTOIcft *PT 1 /A  9TT3T tJIT  f^ T T  uTT I ^ 5 t 3 0  0

qffc^^f^ST-^ HBT tRT3T 7Tu2T "TRcRrzt/ThT 7To3T y^TRTcTf, ^ft3TT^3TT^, 

Tjq53Tr#2frzfi3fT^, m jJT T U J a i t j f l  LT̂ TU IV tfT 3 f r ?  *hsR  3 T f e  cfiTcFRf, 3T lfe  Cxfcf-I

fM Srser 3?Tsfrf^ra3 ^-ioidofl w w e f  ? r  f S ^ n  u iiu ji i  i m ^ e  4 ^ r  s t r t  4-00

M ^ g e TbTicpf Cf5t 72TKT5TT Epf aft ^fcTQTararai c^TT% S5T U ^dld  f^fivqi 3RIT % I

d?lui«;r xfrfci g f  <̂ r  ^g<£rcp*o-r

=RT ^huTSTT cfe 3idd[c1 ^flvsjcjl TcTft^T iHlctalfolcb ^otr ^  fcRrT U lfad

d ff^ fc tcT c B f q§t 3n err73 jcr 2 jfcrerr3ft ?j§t fo iw fo iR rfc i iX M ^ W c T  c j ? ^  cisr

y^cTTcT % ( i)  3TT^fSrzj5 jqets^.'UT cTSTT 3T5rafoTcT 3M^cf5^t sfc olcicMlcT fclcrflil

grg iaicrr y<sici cb^ott ( i i )  sre y rtrsr , f§T<jf°T Tren ^rrar ufSja-ansrt ^  ^ t b t t  

$5 f^ rd W sr 3TTgfSra5 ^ fcrc m ?  s tc ts t  ( i i i )  g^ rai< D  33^rerT3ft ?b t ^jtstst

cren s t i j  f ^ c H i  apt ?jy> c jy jsrri 5 0 0  t f r t c T ^ e f c s t  cj§t 2 . 0 0  c f f^ s

?>t7T? u fr f  Cj5̂  cT? 3rf$TcP?r5T fd crfli)  TT?RJ?fT y^T^f c f s ^  «J5T y ^ j e j

fcb«i)l 3T2TT % I

g ^ g i ^ b i eBt $  J i f t c t i  tof^ircrreft fei«nfpT

3T%cTT3Tf cj5t tffteT^fcJSTcjj f^T«TT ^  cRtf5 3-H<+>RfcV eJ5^5* fenZ3

Mffcl^fchHcbl  ^  3=rf%orr U>M|cJRTI cfc OicHfui ^  |Jcb«^§cT fcJcffl^  ^ ^ I^ JcII P ^ T

cfs?% 25T prserrcr fgserr ^irar % i 5 0 0  u tlc iit^ eT cbt ^  Jr f^ c ir  E sr5rm rat %  f ^ f ^ r  

^  y c ^ c b  u iT ^ ^ ^ M cb 1 . 0 0  W r ?  -55. g5t a rfirE P cm  ^ fta n  ^  sreHreft^r

fcTcrffer Tr^RTcTT '0RJT5T cJ5T y^<1Tc| fctsHJT 3T2TT % I

^ l^ < tl^ c p  M^dlggygfa

“ trffoTStcjercpt 3FTT62I3T ^  <ii«gQii^«IS fcTERTfT”  cj=t ^itSToTT, ofr

rn fc T ^ e T c R  ^  5TT3T ik  cHlofl uFTTcft e fl, 1 9  7  8  ^  ^cTT# 2  0  0  7  cfcJ3

-  / S '  -



6 6 9  7TT3J«Tf r̂?J5 cfcf TTTKTJT TTEnfcTcT cf§t uTT ?g\ aft I ^27 ĴYCtM |

?f§t Trapfr^TT u g ?  a jc e rra s s r ^ rf^rfcr <&t tjtsst R m i  t t r t t  air i aj^ericFssr ^ r f M c r  ^  

3TtfBft f ^ r f r i  n ^ g c T  5 5 7  %  ?rejT 1 0  0  0  u T le iif a e lc b l ?J5t S llfa lc 'l c t f ^ T  tfe fcTTJ 

W  <Fr«ftf5rcT iflu icrii c f j^ ^  cjft f^ m s if^ s T  <£t %  i u T c f r t r  fch^rr t t r t t  %  f e

i i eft UcjcicJTej ^ fm rs rr gSt ^ c H iR d  era? ^ f t u M T  1 000  m f e r ^ e r c R t  cfe a n e s w  

7T cJjRTff ĴcT g§t uHUdfl 1

(VI) 3 neft~v5?o7T T?q cH ^ cPqTT ^gjlci«n

X I #  tTETcrisffvy HftuTcTT S t  TJTT  tf t  \J (3HI <*i) vjI cH | U c j  cJT£-c|cftc'1l R l ^ l lc r l^ )  cf§t

7-ajmoTT cj5t % I 1°T cl oil fcTSTTc'RTf' 'xft T235—TJc|5 fcrSJTcTST jc)vji<ijqi ,̂i cRTT

aflcrroT ^  %  1 ^  fcren^ra- ttst 2 0 0 8 - 2 0 0 9  ^  ctsrsfer f  1
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1 . crf^TcT anrsiT gM gft TTggr ;

^ J J T cW  TTT^JT gST^fcPST ^  StcTafcT 9TRPT EfSt yfcl^sgcTT <£

3 i^ m d o i ^  a rrm  t r ^ s r  i t  s h n c ^ r  ^  R d io i  1 2 . 1 0 . 2 0 0 4  gft

3TfSrqtr5TT 7T. I I/-1 4 0  1 4 / 7 / 2  0 0 4 -G o T .3 TT^ .- I I c£ g R T  % u z i 3TTOT c£ ^jtT 

^  crf^TeT JHTOT ?J3t STTfTclSh? <3=n3̂ 4c1l SJcUST ej€t 3T^ 2ft 1 gf^g g TN , cff&cT 3TTCTT 

q* fcraJRT % g  cnc^Ti^ dTt^cfT ;jft3TT#3TT#QcT, afoj? c£ utRx? STToTcT

7RTTETST fcTcfDTCT aTSfTc^T f*RT cnsf 2 0 0 5 - 0  6 ^  cfJRlffercT c£t JT^  eft I «RT 

zftvrfoTT c£ 3Tcf3fcT crf^TcT WTCIT fcifitoll ^  f^TH jJTTcn R  yoiicp

g tf  a g* jjrsren^r g* Trrer gtf 2 0 0 5 - 0 6  ^  sj^o an? d

ycfJTJ %  ■—

• 3 0 - 4  0 cTtf cfc 3TT^ crsf i f  cff^TcT 3TTOT 3* <gcTT faST'off' cfr fcTCJ 5 

y « g > R  i

• Tjftasr-qsicT 3cr?if§ei g TTc p R t ^  ~sm  #  cif^TcT arrcrr g> yfcif&sr fciaiaii 

<& fen? 2 a m ^ f c ^ T  yw < »Tzf (^ R c ftii cTOT 3V?-WR<fter aj^r ?fe cyfafT

' cfc fcTTJ 1 -1  J O T ' i )  -af^cT 3 577ZBT7I

cT^ 2 0 0 5 - 0 6  7*  2 0 0 7 - 0 8  fcTCJ gTZ<PR UTCT cTT  ̂ 1 7

oZrfcffTCft c& Tg S\  ^  3TRcT tfc «Htfl<Hfe<H Tn^ofcT g R T  3T^3frf^cf ^ 7  eft

3T# %i cP# 2  0  0  8 - 0 9  cf> fcH? g77< fiR  JJFcT gRSfr cTTct oyf^rldfT giT cRJoT 

m z st  ^  fc iu  gaifcrrf g?r urr i

‘«hrar crftfcT 3TTCTT’ £5t ytcJTT^cT 357^ ^  SRjRrf cfc c&cfj i f  cfecsfta 

«HR|*iS'cH $  3 0 . 1 . 2 0 0 0  g§t 3fraffuTcT 3 1 ^  $335 ^  €r«JSi^ ^  cnovfl<U S^o' r̂ 

c f f ^ r  amsrr -jR eiR T g§t Te rra in  g w ^ - <£ fen? .h w ct t r t t o s t  tcic^ri Thncrzr

^  UTcTTcT c&t 3 T^ 3 Tt^ c T  f^5?3T I c f^ ^ tR itT , 3TT5TcJ' TTCTTQoT fcraSRT TnfTcTZJ

4  &  «^T2r crf^TcT OTCTT TRaTTST W Tftc T  <f>z£t ^  3TRcT 7 R 95 R  3>

fSp ifa  c^t gPTrT gGT f^ rhfif 2 0 . 2 . 2 0 0 8  HRt U tjj 3Tfg R jx j^ l ufrfr g§tl

^ z r  crf&TcT arrar sR ejra  ^  znsf 2 0 0 8 - 0 9  ^  w ^ g r  T r^ g rcT fciihRT

^i-?irc1^T 5 R T  Tjof -5511 ^  fcRrT tftfSfH t??J5 i-d l^crl 7i<JT<5a[ ^  TtTT ^  ^

fe ic T  3 r a ^  chivy f a  <y ^  cjsref z n z sn  fltorri d fiie f anwr

^ i ^ TST e^t ■jaimisjT ^  df>cH arm i ^  fcicw^ & 6 t * i

df^fcT 3TTOT TReiTST ^  f^ToTT %  I cRE^RT cff^TcT M O T TRSITcT



srrer 2 1 . 1 . 2  0 0 9  ^fufijftrr, ^osr^

JTSZI 3? TToftcgeT R b'ill tfraT $  :—

i) sfasr crf^Tor arror #  TsrracstcfT?T Ter? a ?  tftuer^t Hen 3 m ?  

sVeroitc i 3ic ild  cTTct cT2JT 3T^f?T£JT5T tDiocfx»i TfEnfcTTT cPTSfr cTCJT

y^lET cj^oil I

*i I j f&scrfctencraf cram TanfacT ^ rsa ro it ?> yrccr 3T«prOT5r 

T rf^ t^ o frsif  ^  T rsR m r wer^r cj^orr' 3f t?  ? 7 r  y g ? r  4Hr

3fgzrsT5ft a t  ^ rg ra m  u ersr <&zm  i

i \ 1) fct^cffdaici-yl cfeiT TanffcrcT Itf^ras 7 te r r 3 f t  #  ,> ic^ter 3?t?  

afcTzf^tor 7f3^cTEf, & fo o iu  cfSTT qsrefsTramj 3rrzhfur?r <btett 3fr?  

irasr? $$  UeJRfl ^  TTSracTT UcJW *^5TT I 

1 i/) 3 ^ ^ e n o r  sfEzrerafrt cfc srasrsrsr ^  -wsracii tr tte t  i

I/) UTcftsr crf^TcT 7tT5TT3ft %  3JcT cT5JI 3h&ofV cTOT STRcfhar 3TrarT3ft 

^  $iTc£> 3TgcIR 35 ycJ5T§T5T 3* TtKTSfcTT fRTToT <B75TT |

I/ I) MTTcfNT TTK TclT cTOT fcTTTfTcT 3t ^fcfUrZTBT UScP W  cIcT ^  g Q  

WZcftHI T T S g tT  c£ T W 3 T  W e W  3TEST2T5f 5J5T eTSTcJT ifoTT cT2JT

U^cWrf^ri tfvJoTT)

V I i) rlf^TcT OT9T ^  ^faetecT <T3fT 3ctT7 3TeJ2TEITcT %cj

%5TT^fcCTdf TJ^IST cJTJoTT I

I / I l l )  crf^ToT SfPSfT $̂ 5T 3$ 3 c t ^ S  flWcjlol cfc fcTC? gVT̂ ftR

9p5> ch-doll I

ix )  <HT2cf of2JT fct^STt d te le f  afHST f§T$TT cJ§V SJ '̂rcTT ^eTT I

x )  $r°zr crf^'d- anw r ^  T ra fS n r ^ jt r a r  g *  tp3> fcrrR ^r gasgr ^  ^ t r

ijt cJST̂ f cJŜ oTT I

crf^feTsrrg cfc ^ B e rsh ft z£r t i ie i tst &  ?rR ft cjsr tt^sr aresrsr

''TScfff^Tcf f?j53H 3T2TT % 3?l7  ^  ^ c c T  f^ S T cB  STCT orfcTT

% i zf>sg\<i d^TcT a rm i ^R anoT ^  Icrfwcer TrfM cRn/urfSicROTr Thnar

5ti’W /3w Q icR i1  ^  cT??r graeneil sfe 3T^rrr7 f e g  t5TT ^  3 ^ 7  cfes^tzr

crf^Tcf arrm  TTTensr ^  fc m  3^f&rtT tr«rt ^  ^ 5 t^ t I g  w r e n #  &  
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